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CHAPTER ONE-GENERAL INTRODUCTION

State of the Study
Mark is the Gospel of breathless excitement. The narrative is noted for its rapid
movement between scenes and for an urgent tone through the miracles and journeys of
Jesus. With its focus upon the actions of key characters, the Gospel leads the reader
quickly through the ministry of Jesus as he approaches his passion. From its opening in
1:2-3 which promises a straight path ahead, the narrative moves forward to the
culmination of that road at the cross.
A key in furthering this journey is the use of Eti9ic.1 Used at least forty-two times
in the Gospel,2 Ei036c serves as an adjective eight times in the New Testament.3 However,

In this study, when the general use of either Ei)066 or eikcac is being discussed, eikk will be
printed in italics until the text critical issues have been decided. When specific text-critical issues are at
hand, then the non-italicized font of each word will be used. eikisc as an adjective may be translated
"straight, direct, level." More frequently it is used as an adverb and has the meaning "immediately, at
once." Its function as a conjunction with Kai gives the sense of "then, so then." Henry Liddel and Robert
Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, rev. by Henry Stuart Jones and Roderick McKenzie, 9th edition (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1977), 716; Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature trans. by William Arndt and F. Gingrich, 2cd edition by F. Gingrich and F.
Danker (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 321. The adverbial sense of eikk is viewed as
serving temporal and stylistic functions in Mark but the temporal function only in Matthew and Luke. For
this, see F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature, trans. and ed. by Robert Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 56. This study
recognizes that many manuscripts differ from the Nestle-Aland text, 27th edition, in the use of eikiwc in
addition or in place of eikk. The three text-critical tables in the appendix detail the manuscripts which
include or prefer eiogwc.
2 EIWC appears in the 27th edition of the Nestle-Aland text at 1:3, 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21,
1:23, 1:28, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, 1:43, 2:8, 2:12, 3:6, 4:5, 4:15, 4:16, 4:17, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42 (twice),
6:25, 6:27, 6:45, 6:50, 6:54, 7:25, 8:10, 9:15, 9:20, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:43, 14:45, 14:72, 15:1.
Significant variant readings occur with the use of Eikk at 1:18, 1:21, 1:23, 1:28, 1:29, 3:6, 5:2, 5:42, 6:50,
7:25, 14:45, 14:72 and 15:1, though there are variant readings for all forty-one adverbial uses. Only the
adjectival use at 1:3 has no variant readings recorded in Reuben Swanson's New Testament Greek
Manuscripts (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995). These variant readings will be discussed at
length in chapter two, along with variant readings for eikiic and eik&A at 1:31, 2:2, 3:5, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35
(both eikk and Eik4Gic appear as variants with eikhoc being included in brackets in the Nestle text), 9:8,
14:63, 14:68, and 15:46, verses which do not include Et/86c in the Nestle-Aland 27th edition. However eikk
and/or eliEgcdc do appear as variant readings in the Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum, 151edition, 1996, at
1:31, 2:2, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35, 9:8, 14:63 and 15:46 and as variant readings in the Nestle-Aland 27th edition at
1:31, 2:2, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35, and 15:46..
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it is more commonly used as an adverb with fifty-one occurrences.4 With forty-two of
the fifty-nine New Testament appearances of Eiktic, Mark's Gospel may be said to be
characterized by this vocable.
The presence of 6/30/5c- has been frequently noted by commentators as a unique
feature of Mark, though there is no unanimous opinion as to the intentionality, correct
translation, or overall effect that E-6064- should have. Many commentators credit

Ock

with giving the narrative a "sense of vividness and excitement to the action."5 James
Edwards attributes 6/30/54- with "season(ing) the account with a sense of urgency. The fast
pace of the action and compressed time signal that the authority of Jesus as God's Son
issues in decisive action."6 George Kennedy cites 6/30/54- as a crucial part of Mark's
rhetorical strategy:
`Immediately' is one of Mark's favorite words and gives a forward movement to
his account. The truth is immediately and intuitively apprehended because it is
Besides its adjectival use at Mark 1:3, eikiic occurs at Matthew 3:3, Luke 3:4 and 3:5, Acts 8:21,
9:11, 13:10, and 2 Peter 2:15. Mark 1:3, Matthew 3:3, and Luke 3:4-5 are from Isaiah 40:3-4.
4 In addition to the adverbial uses in Mark listed in footnote 2,9iic is used adverbially in
Matthew 3:16, 13:20, 13:21, 14:27, and 21:3, Luke 6:49, John 13:30, 13:32, and 19:34, and Acts 10:16. An
excellent brief summary of this usage is found in Blass and Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 55-56.
5
William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1974), 26.
David Rhodes and Donald Michie (Mark As Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a Gospel,
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982, 45), note the particular style and the movement of the narrative that
Etiatk- contributes to the text. "The presence of participles, as well as a frequent occurrence of 'and' and
`immediately' reinforce the rapid movement of action and characters. The reader is drawn quickly into the
story by means of this fast-paced, dramatic movement. The brevity of style and rapidity of motion give the
narrative a tone of urgency." Moma Hooker (The Gospel According to Saint Mark, Peabody,
Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1989, 10), credits EzAk- with imparting urgency into the narrative.
William Barclay (The Gospel of Mark, Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1956, xxi), attributes Er504- with
adding to Mark's rush of events which make the story as vivid to others as it was to himself. Jack Dean
Kingsbury (Conflict in Mark: Jesus, Authorities, Disciples, Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989, 3),
mentions et/04- as a temporal marker which links episodes and shows the passage of time. Other
commentators who view et/Oac as a distinctive feature of Marks' style stressing instantaneous action
include Bastiaan Martinus Franciscus van Iersel, Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, trans. by W.H.
Bisscheroux (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 101; Howard Clark Kee, Community of
the New Age: Studies in Mark's Gospel (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1977), 9; and William
Hendrickson, Exposition of the Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1975), 11.
6
James R. Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans,
2002), 59.
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true. Some see it, others do not, but there is no point in trying to persuade the
latter. This is the most radical form of Christian rhetoric.
Joel Marcus views aithic as giving "vividness to the narrative" and leaving "readers with
the impression that the divinely willed series of events is unfolding at great speed."8
aid* provides the narrative with the purpose of the cross, as Hugh Anderson says,
'And immediately' is a favorite joining phrase of Mark's...it helps to impart to the
narrative a sense of the inexorable forward movement of Jesus' ministry toward the
divinely willed death on the cross."9
However, high regard for the role of ait9ric is not universa1.10 D.E., Nineham
singles out Er58/54- as being "curiously frequent" and an example of Mark's "singular
monotony of style."n Nigel Turner speaks of Mark's limited style indicated when he
"overworks certain words and expressions, 'immediately" and holds that the evangelist
"would not be given much to invention for variety is not to his taste."I2

George Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation Through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1984), 105.
8
Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 159.
9
Hugh Anderson, The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1976), 76.
I° Speaking broadly of the whole Gospel, while appreciation for the creative authorial work of the
evangelist is currently quite common, many in the past and still today view Mark as a simple or even
poorly written work. Etienne Trocme (The Formation of the Gospel According to Mark, trans. by Pamela
Gaughan, Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1975, 70, 72), summarized the style of Mark, saying, "The
main feature is its rusticity," and "[t]he point is thus settled: the author of Mark was a clumsy writer
unworthy of mention in any history of literature." In contrast to this broad dismissal, James Voelz ("The
Style of Mark's Gospel" paper presented at the seminar "The Greek of the New Testament" at the
Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas meeting, Bonn, 2003, 20) notes that Mark's style varies, containing
what may be semitic qualities and the evidence of oral composition techniques. He demonstrates also that
Mark's style compares favorably with Plato's Phaedo. Voelz summarizes: "In the opinion of this author,
Mark's rather high stylistic characteristics, especially in Hellenistic settings in the second half of the
gospel, raise serious question about any analysis which sees his Greek, and, concomitantly, his gospel
writing, as primitive and/or unsophisticated. It suggests that Mark's gospel is a carefully crafted work
demanding our close attention."
11 D.E. Nineham, The Gospel of Mark (New York: The Seabury Press, 1963), 40.
12 Nigel Turner, "The Style of Mark," in The Language and Style of the Gospel of Mark, ed. by
J.K. Elliott, (New York: E.J. Brill, 1993), 234. Vincent Taylor (The Gospel According to St. Mark,
London: MacMillan Press, 1966, 53) held that the style of Mark was due simply to the oral tradition which
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Balancing these views is a compromise position. Josef Ernst, though he
occasionally sees Mark's use of antis as shallow and empty of meaning,13 finds in Mark
a middle road between an unliterary style and some independent construction.14 For
others, aietk is a key feature of this style which is both unadorned and meaningful.15
Hugh Anderson puts it this way, "A large part of the genius of Mark's structure is the
way it conveys restless movement from beginning to end by a relatively simple and
artless and even crude literary style, by the repeated use of linking words like 'and,'
immediately,' ... "16
Paul Vickers sums up this balanced view:
"The continual use of 'immediately' (euthus, eutheos) gives the gospel the
primitive style of a word-of-mouth storyteller.... All this does not make for a
stylish production, and it is probably a mistake to try to turn it into one. The
original has an urgency and conviction in its drab, featureless style that is best left
alone for our purposes."17
While recognizing this range of viewpoints, this study examines the individual
uses of Ea* in Mark to a more complete degree than has been done previously. Several
factors in the Marcan use of 6/59eic are emphasized. These include the unusual
concentration of aithic in the early chapters of Mark with twelve occurrences in the first

he inherited and that even the vivid details of the text are not to be attributed to the evangelist's own
deliberate style.
13 Josef Ernst, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich Postet, 1981), 63, 77.
14 Ernst, 13.
15 Ernst Haenchen (Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erklarung des Markus-Evangelium and der kanonischen
Parallelen, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968, 29) notes that cOthic is evidence of Mark's
deliberate choice of spoken koine and everyday speech as distinguished from a more literary koine.
16
Hugh Anderson, The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 37.
17
Paul V. Vickers, Person to Person: The Gospel of Mark. (Westchester, Pennsylvania:
Swedenborg Foundation Publishers, 1998), xxii-xxiii. Susan Garrett (The Temptations of Jesus in Mark's
Gospel, Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1998, 7) asks directly: "As
rhetorician, was a Mark a master of indirection or a rank amateur? The answer, I suspect, is 'something in
between.' Some of the rhetorical 'strategies' that Fowler and other recent interpreters identify—especially
certain uses of irony—do indeed seem too artful to be accidental. On the other hand, some of this Gospel's
ambiguities may not be 'strategies of indirection' at all, but the result of hasty or careless writing or of the
unreflective combining of sources."
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chapter and thirty appearances in the first six chapters followed by the diminished use in
the later chapters." This focused use of fe8oc in the beginning of the Gospel
corresponds well with much of the initial healing, teaching, and travel of Jesus, but it is
not restricted to his activities. His disciples, those healed by him, the crowds, and his
enemies also respond with immediacy.
However, as a second key factor, the use of 60/k- declines significantly in
chapters 7-11 with only eight uses in these five chapters.I9 The decrease of 6664;4- might
be explained easily if the content of the chapters were significantly different from that
which comes before. However, there is no extended teaching material in these chapters,
and there is no significant decrease in the miracles of Jesus or the movement of
characters.2° Jesus' travel continues with an increase in references to his journey upon the
"way," eight of the sixteen uses of 6565 occurring in chapters eight through ten. The pace
of the narrative clearly slows as the climactic arrival of Jerusalem approaches. David
Rhodes and Donald Michie note:

18 According to the reckoning of this study, Eikk is located at 1:3, 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21,
1:23, 1:28, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, 1:43, 2:8, 2:12, 3:6, 4:5, 4:15, 4:16, 4:17, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42 (twice),
6:25, 6:27, 6:45, 6:50, and 6:54.
19 These eight occurrences are 7:25, 8:10, 9:15, 9:20, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2 and 11:3 in the NestleAland 27°1 edition. Various manuscripts also include 60k at 7:35 and 9:8, readings which will be
discussed in the text critical chapter.
20 It is interesting to note that while althic is used, as expected, primarily with Jesus' travel,
healings, and the reaction to them, it is also used five times in chapter four with the parables of the sower
and of the automatic soil, 4:5, 4:15, 4:16, 4:17, 4:29. Also, within chapters 7-11, there are several places
where one would expect to find 058/5c, given the narrative's action, vocabulary used, and the existence of
parallel situations in which eV* is found. Two examples are 8: 25 and 9:8. In 8:25, the blind man is
healed and this healing is commonly seen as the first half of an inclusion with the healing of blind
Bartimaeus in 10:46-52. In 10:52, (601.7‘ is found in an expected role, signaling the immediacy of the
healing, Ka E60bc avolEtvEv. It would not have been surprising to have found it in 8:25 in a similar
situation with related vocabulary, Kai. Stil3A.elrEv Kai ecacKaticrrn Kai. EVE13X.E1rEV Tniauy6ic Emma. In 9:8,
the adverb it &irLva is used where one would expect to find 0304-. Several manuscripts, including D*, Co,
69, 788, 28, 565, and 788*, use EirOicac at this point. For this, see Reuben Swanson, Jr., ed. New Testament
Greek Manuscripts: Mark. (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 137. Why dith.fc was not used by
the Evangelist in these and other expected locations throughout the Gospel will be a part of the following
discussion.
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As the story progresses, the frequency of the word 'immediately' drops off, but
reappears later to reinforce how quickly the arrest and trial of Jesus take place.
And the tempo varies. Whereas early in the narrative the action shifts rapidly from
one action to another, the end of the journey slows to a day-by-day description of
what happens in a single location, Jerusalem, and then an hour-by-hour depiction
of the crucifixion."2I
The role of Etieoc in this adjusted pace is as important as its early urgency.
With Jesus' arrival at Jerusalem, a new phase in the use of aid* begins. After two
occurrences in 11:2 and 11:3 in which Jesus directs the disciples in preparing for the
arrival at Jerusalem, criak is not found from 11:4 to 14:42.22 This section of Mark
comprises 153 verses, making up 23% of the entire Gospe1.23 This extended absence of
Eth9/54- with a brief return in the final chapters is one of the intriguing aspects in discussing
the intentional use of this vocable.
The final key in the placement of ct5eric comes with the last four occurrences in
14:43, 14:45, 14:72, and 15:1. These four happen when one might expect that the
evangelist is through with feeoc.24 However, Eth5kic is found with the approach and
betrayal by Judas, the final denial by Peter, and the dawning of Good Friday. For the
evangelist, these four events have sufficient importance to be marked with his signal
word. If Etiedc were only a stylistic habit, one would expect a relatively even distribution
21 David Rhodes and Donald Michie, Mark As Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a Gospel
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), 45. Their comment continues "Because the whole narrative moves
toward Jerusalem and toward crucifixion, the slowing of the tempo greatly intensifies the experience of this
event for the reader." Within the course of this study's reading, Rhodes and Michie give the clearest notice
of this change in frequency of Eallic and the most complete explanation of the change.
22 It is interesting to note that while er30/5 is found in various manuscripts at ten locations not
included in the Nestle-Aland text, none of these ten are between 11:4 and 14:42.
23 This accounting ends the Gospel at Mark 16:8 and follows the Nestle-Aland 27th edition text in
placing in the apparatus five verses which are numbered but commonly found in the margin or footnotes of
English translations, 7:16, 9:44, 9:46, 11:26, and 15:28. With these five removed from the count, there are
661 verses in Mark. The 23% referred to above is a rounding down of the exact amount of 23.1467474%.
24 An interesting example of this expectation might be in the dual accounting for el9dc in the
commentary by R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002). He notes correctly on page 16 that it is used 42 times, but
later (p. 76) speaks of only 37 uses of it. The later number is correct if one omits 1:3 as adjectival, and
omits the final four uses altogether, which is perhaps what France has done unintentionally.
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over the entire Gospel. Its early concentration, gradual decline in use, complete absence
for an extended portion of the Gospel, and final return suggest a deliberate use by the
evangelist. The structure of the Gospel suggested by this overall pattern and the
correspondence between many of the significant uses of etithic will be explained fully in
the chapters three and four of this study.
The unusual distribution of a56454- throughout the Gospel leads the study to
consider its contribution to an overall outline of the Gospel. Though no consensus exists
concerning the exact structure of Mark, many commentators point to the central role of
the episode at Caesarea Philippi (8:27-30) with its identification of Jesus as the Christ and
the following three forecasts of his passion (8:31, 9:31, and 10:33-34) along with the
Transfiguration (9:1-8). While these key events are recognized in this study's outline,
this proposal will demonstrate how aki* indicates, by its frequency, absence, and return
along with its use with key actions and characters, a distinctive outline for the Gospel.
Beginning with its prophecy of a straight path at 1:3, eli9r5c provides the urgency of the
journey and marks the mileposts on the way to the cross.25

25

Besides the use of ceekk throughout the Gospel, it is also interesting to note its use with
individual characters. E/504 modifies a wide range of characters' actions. Jesus' actions are the most
frequently affected with eleven verses focused on his movement, knowledge, or speech including 1:10,
1:20, 1:21, 1:29, 1:43, 2:8, 5;30, 6:45, 6:50, 8:10, and 14:43; (some of these are done in the company of
the disciples such as 6:45 where he made the disciples leave or 8:10 where he leaves with them.). The
actions of the recipients of miracles, their coming to Jesus, their speech or action, and the effect of the
miracle itself is described ten times including 1:23, 1:42, 2;12, 5:2, 5:29, 5:42a, 7:25, 9:20, 9:24, and 10:52.
The disciples, either as a group or, with the final two which deal with Judas and Peter, as individuals, are
the third most common group with five verses including 1:18, 1:30, 11:2, 14:45, and 14:72. The crowd's
reaction to Jesus is introduced four times with EOM-including 1:28, 5:42b, 6;54, and 9:15. The parables
have five unique uses of 6.3196c. The shallow soil's ready acceptance of the brief life with the seed is found
three times (4:5, 4:16, and 4:17), and the coming of the bird in 4:15 and the harvest in 4:29. Finally, there
are a number of singular actions such as the action of those characters not directly interacting with Jesus,
for example the girl and Herod in 6:25 and 6:27, and the owner of the donkey in 11:3. The enemies of
Jesus are also modified twice (3:6 and 15:1), as is the Spirit's driving of Jesus in 1:12. Overall there is a
balance between the initiating work of Jesus and the reactions to him. No one character has an exclusive
use of EOM-, so it is not a simple signal for a single person or a consistent action. Rather, with this broad
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The Literary Viewpoint of the Study
This study approaches the Gospel with a literary-critical viewpoint. As has
become common in New Testament studies, literary criticism, with its wide diversity of
sub-categories, promises to deal with the text as a unity with a particular emphasis on the
literary techniques used by the author to convey his message and influence the reader.26
This study works within the narrative-critical viewpoint as it is defined by W.R. Telford
and as practiced, for example, by David Rhoads and Donald Michie in Mark As Story.27
Narrative criticism is the study of the biblical narrative with particular emphasis on plot,
characterization, point of view, and the narrative world of space and time. The whole of
the narrative is considered with an emphasis on the intentional coherence of the text. The
narrative is concerned with both the story as that which happens and the discourse as the

range of characters and settings involved, it demonstrates the Evangelist's intention to color a broad sweep
of the canvas of the Gospel with this deliberate touch.
26 An excellent summary of literary criticism including its roots in New Criticism and its many
distinct branches is found in Stanley Porter's chapter, "Literary Approaches to the New Testament: From
Formalism to Deconstruction and Back," in Approaches to New Testament Study, ed. by Stanley Porter and
David Tombs, 77-128 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995). Porter has several cautions concerning
the imprecise definitions of literary criticism and the attempts to combine several, perhaps incompatible,
methodologies (pages 94-96). Despite these reservations, he notes a number of strengths of literary-critical
methodologies including attention to plot, character, and setting, the value of the entire story and the
integrity of the whole text, and a focus on the process of writing (pages 112-115).
27 W.R. Telford, Mark (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 90-92. Telford's work on the
Gospel has a useful summary of various literary-critical methods such as narrative criticism, readerresponse criticism, and structuralism. As presented by Telford they appear fairly distinct from each other.
In practice it appears that such distinctions are rarely preserved in commentaries and articles. Donald Juel,
(The Gospel of Mark Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999, 28), is correct when he says, "What is crucial here
is not the particular literary methodology chosen or the concept of narrative. The point is more basic. One
can read Mark's Gospel as a whole story. Individual pieces are important as they relate to the other parts of
the whole. If Mark's Gospel is like a mosaic, one needs to stand far enough away to glimpse the whole
picture." Rhodes and Michie, as noted in this study, give the most complete attention to the role of aiegc in
its concentration and return and are frequently cited by commentators for their groundbreaking work in
Mark. David Rhodes ("Narrative Criticism and the Gospel of Mark," Journal of the American Academy of
Religion 60 (1982), 412-413), gives a thorough summary of narrative criticism's key components of plot,
conflict, character, setting, narrator, and others with an emphasis on the unity of the narrative.
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influence of the story upon the reader/hearer with particular attention to the point of view
and style of the narration.28
Of the many aspects of the narrative considered by narrative criticism, those
which are most applicable to this study are setting and character. The setting involves
space and time, these aspects most affected by the repetition of fehric, which bridges both
time and space. But, as we shall see, E/50/ 5c also modifies the actions of characters in
Mark. The study of oink in this dissertation will contribute to the understanding of both
significant characters such as Jesus and Peter as well as minor characters such as
Bartimaeus.29
The successful literary-critical techniques of many provide a model for this study.
The dissertation aspires to the standards defined by Elizabeth Struthers Malbon who
judges an interpretation to be successful which is in accord with the standards for
intellectual discourse of the first century, proves its points from the text itself, shows
coherence with several parts of the text, recognizes the historical, literary, and

28 W.R. Telford, Mark, 90-92. Mark Allan Powell (What is Narrative Criticism? Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1990, 19-23), further defines narrative criticism with the key idea being how the author
guides the implied reader in understanding the story through point of view. The focus on the implied
reader allows discussion on what the reader would know, several readings of the text being expected. The
emphasis on the implied reader suggests the use of reader-response criticism with its focus on the reader's
active role in the creative interpretation of the narrative. Stephen Smith (A Lion With Wings: A NarrativeCritical Approach to Mark's Gospel, 20-22), makes a strong case for the compatibility of narrative
criticism and reader-response criticism, placing them both on an axis of author-text-reader, and noting that
the placement of a particular critical reading on one point of the axis need not exclude the necessary
contribution given by another viewpoint. In this study, Smith's approach will be adopted to the extent that
not only will questions be asked concerning the text's meaning and method, but also concerning the
expectation the author reasonably has of the reader. For example, recognition of oral composition
techniques deal with both the text's presentation of material but also the setting and ability of the first
hearers. Donald Juel's definition of irony is a basis for this study's work with the irony conveyed by the
repetition of Eligik-in several pericopes. This emphasis on the reader is complementary to the foundation of
narrative criticism with its focus especially on character development and setting.
29 Jack Dean Kingsbury's work, (Conflict In Mark: Jesus, Authorities, Disciples, Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1989), focusing on the disciples and enemies of Jesus, is an example of the first sort of
work. Joel Williams' study (Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters as Major Figures in Mark's
Gospel, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), shows the value of characters such as Bartimaeus
who appear only once, but at a crucial moment.
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sociological matrix of the its time, and is illuminating and interesting.30 This work also
seeks to heed the cautions of Stephen Moore concerning literary critical work which
reads into the text far more than any first century reader might have and, for all the use of
literary terms, is really the unveiling of what little the interpreter knows.3I A further
caution is sounded by Donald Juel who notes that many literary critical approaches have
little or no use for God in the interpretative task: "It is not simply that the topic of God is
never raised; the reality of God is excluded from the imagination of interpreters."32 The
literary enterprise serves the theological goal of clarifying of the purpose of Mark 1:1, the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. In summary, the goal of R.T. France appears to
be particularly sound for this study: "I hope that my comments are those of a
theologically sympathetic reader who expects to deploy literary common sense with
historical sensitivity for the elucidation of a text which comes from a different world
from ours."33

The Influence of Orality

Many of the challenges found in reading Mark as a cohesive narrative and of
understanding the structure of Mark have been attributed to factors of orality found in the
3° Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Sowing the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical
Perspective (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 10-13.
31 Stephen Moore, Literary Criticism and the Gospels: The Theoretical Challenge (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1989), 106-107, 177-178. Moore's challenging yet refreshing perspective asks of
many of the complex readings of texts, "Why do I experience none of these things when I read the text?"
He suggests that many such readings come from an implied reader who is the "idealized alter ego of the
critic who is reading" (pages 116-117). It is hoped that in this study the understandings suggested will be
those that, given the attention directed to er59ric needed here, all readers will recognize as possible, if not
their own conclusions.
32 Donald Juel, A Master of Surprise: Mark Interpreted (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), 9.
In several instances, especially with Jesus' healing as in 1:42 and 5:29, €69Iv, if taken for its full value,
demands a divine power which surpasses the limitations of our experience. Immediately and completely
Jesus heals and thereby demonstrates the Gospel of himself, the Son of God.
33 R. T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002), 2.
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Gospel. A number of scholars have focused on this element in Gospel studies and their
conclusions speak to the outline suggested for this study and the use of eiVik in the
Gospel. The recognition of an oral foundation for the material of the Gospel and the
likelihood that the Gospel was written to be heard clarifies some of its structural
characteristics.
The culture of the first century Mediterranean world was largely illiterate.
William Harris notes that the general illiteracy was due to the lack of an abundance of
inexpensive material to read, the absence of widespread or mandatory schools, a largely
rural population, and little need for literate workers.34 Stephen Smith argues that early
Christians were also likely to share the message of the Gospel orally since it was the most
inexpensive method for an often poor population. Also, readings of works of the length
of the Gospels were not uncommon and the characteristics of Mark's Gospel, in
particular its paratactic and episodic construction, made for easier memorization.35 Walter
Ong notes that oral culture and thought is highly rhythmic, uses short phrases and set
formulas, is additive rather than subordinative (connecting clauses with a simple
paratactic construction), is aggregative rather than analytic (adjectives being simply
strung along without an ascending significance), and is redundant with frequent glances
back to review what has happened.36 We will show that the frequent use of cothfc is
supportive of this type of formulaic, paratactic structure. The repetition of E1506c , along
with its frequent combination with Kat, contributes to the episodic nature of Mark and

34

William Harris, Ancient Literacy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1989),

13.
35 Stephen Smith, A Lion With Wings: A Narrative-Critical Approach to Mark's Gospel
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 30-31.
36 Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word (New York: Methuen,
1982), 34-41.
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may be evidence of the needs of an oral audience. Walter Ong notes that literature
intended for oral reading to a group tends to be more episodic than that which is intended
solely for reading.37
More specific signals of orality serving as the foundation for the New Testament
in particular are found in a number of studies. Many scholars, including Casey Davis,
speak of the importance of repetition which occurs in different patterns: "(Word
repetition) can be grouped into high frequency blocks to indicate units or be fashioned
into inclusio and chiasm to show structure."38 Besides repetition, specific features of oral
composition noted by Christopher Bryan include memorable language, hyperbole,
polarities and antagonisms, and rhythm through a repeated formula.39 Citing other
specific characteristics as evidence of oral formulation, R.T. France points to the frequent
use of TrcaLv as a means of linking a new incident with a previous story, the use of the
historic present, the use of periphrastic verb forms, an abundance of detail, and the
frequent use of inclusion as noted by Davis.40 As will be detailed in this study, the use of

6-66* may be viewed as supporting the features of orality noted here; indeed, it is integral
to them.
The presence of structures and words which are likely signals of an oral
background leads to the working assumption that Mark was written for an audience
which would, at least in part, hear rather than read it. Joanna Dewey traces this demand

" Walter Ong, Orality, 158.
38 Casey Davis, "Oral Biblical Criticism: Raw Data in Philippians" in Linguistics and the New
Testament, ed. Stanley Porter and D.A. Carson (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press), 115.
39 Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Mark: Notes on its Literary and Cultural Settings (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1993), 72-80.
4° R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002), 16-17.
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of a listening audience, noting that the oral hearing of the Gospel would cause an author
to use and even exaggerate the oral techniques in order to create extensive structural
patterns!' Several other scholars support this understanding of Mark as writing for an
oral reading. Dieter Luhrmann notes that the intention of Mark was for the ear and
therefore the verbal repetition in the text is necessary since there is no opportunity to turn
back the pages.42 The repetition of ELK- is cited by Ernest Best as evidence of the oral
nature of Mark: "Because it was designed to be heard Mark's use of 'and' and
`immediately' are quite acceptable; they drive the story forward. They would not be
acceptable in written literature designed for the eye."43
The episodic nature of Mark may strike some readers as simplistic or
disorganized. Joanna Dewey corrects this impression by pointing out that oral
composition is not driven by linear plot development in which there is a steady increase
in the role and development of characters. Instead, characters are introduced who are
relevant at that moment only. Further development, if it occurs, may be much later. For
example, the death of John the Baptist comes in chapter six rather than in 1:14 where the
arrest is first mentioned. "The past is brought into the narrative only at the point at which
it becomes relevant to some episode being narrated:44

41

Joanna Dewey, "Oral Methods in Structuring Narrative in Mark," Interpretation, 43 (2001), 33-

34.
42 Dieter Luhrmann, Das Markusevangelium (Tubingen: J.D.B. Mohr, 1987), 9.
43 Ernest Best, Mark: The Gospel as Story (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1983), 18. This view of
a
Etiedc is balance to that noted by R.T. France (Mark, 16-17),who notes, "Many have commented on the
pace at which the narrative moves, emphasized by Mark's famous overuse of the adverb both to signal
narrative developments within a pericope and to link successive events closely with one another." The
role of (60:54- within an oral narrative may not be excessive if the needs of the hearers are kept in view.
44 Joanna Dewey, "Oral Methods of Structuring Narrative in Mark," 38.
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The lack of a cause and effect organization elevates the importance and
independence of each episode. Dewey speaks of the additive and aggregate composition
of Mark in which there is an "echo principle." An early incident is recalled by the
appearance of a similar event, even without the close structure of chiasm. "Judged for
effectiveness in oral communication, Mark may be seen as a sophisticated and adept
composer, not as a somewhat inept compiler."45 Therefore the importance of each
segment must be recognized, even if it escapes the recognition of an outline organized
upon a particular theme such as geographical movement or character development and
conflict. "(The Marcan narrative) is made up of the many; it does not subordinate the
many to the one."46
In the outline which this study suggests, therefore, there are events which lie
within a larger recognizable framework but which seem to have little connection to the
structure. For example within the unit 8:22-10:52, with its key predictions of the passion
and Transfiguration, the exact structural role of the debate on divorce (10:1-12), and the
blessing of the children (10:13-16), is difficult to explain. The somewhat unpredictable
presence of these two brief narratives speaks for the authenticity of the event and its
sequence. However, they remind the reader that the ministry of Jesus was more
expansive and diverse than the summary allowed by an outline. An outline organized
with a different outlook may recognize these events more distinctly, perhaps at the
expense of other narrative units.

45 Joanna Dewey, "The Gospel of Mark as an Oral-Aural Event: Implications for Interpretation"
in The New Literary Criticism and the New Testament, ed. Edgar McKnight and Elizabeth Struthers
Malbon (Valley Forge, Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1994), 149.
" Joanna Dewey, "Oral Methods of Structuring Narrative in Mark," 38.
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In summary, the oral nature of Mark is confirmed for many scholars by several of
the Gospel's distinctive features. As noted, 6/50/14- is likely a factor in the oral excitement
of telling the Gospel for its original audience. Recognition of a listening audience allows
66645c- to be appreciated for its diverse roles within the Gospel.°

A Brief History of the Interpretation of Mark and the Use of 660tic
While the backgrounds of literary-critical methodology and oral composition
techniques are helpful as the general setting for this study, a brief survey of the
interpretation of Mark is also useful as a window into the possible interpretations for the
use of €136*. The view one adopts of the Evangelist as a writer defines the possibilities
for creativity that can be expected from the Gospel. 61301/4- may be either an accidentally
overused habit, or it may be evidence of a deliberate outline and the writer's significant
style.
Morna Hooker captures the transition in Marcan interpretation from the early
church to today when she writes: "For centuries, Mark was the Cinderella among the
synoptic Gospels...Mark was neglected, as an inferior Gospel, written, not by an apostle,

47 Stephen Smith (A Lion With Wings: A Narrative-Critical Approach to Mark's Gospel, 32-33),
raises the question of the contribution oral composition understanding has for a narrative critical reading of
Mark. While acknowledging the likely oral background of Mark, he holds that narrative criticism today
must focus on the text as printed today and the understanding available to readers today rather than to the
original listeners. In general, this study agrees with Smith's view. The oral composition features of Mark
serve as explanation for the origin of aspects of the Gospel's style and structure. However it was written to
be both heard and read. Those features which require repeated reading, such as the discovery of the
numerous intercalations or the inclusio suggested in this study between the first four and last four uses of
Etithic, should not be denied simply because they might not have been apparent in the initial hearing of the
Gospel.
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but by the companion of an apostle.',as This view of Mark rests largely upon the quote by
Papias (c. 60-130), the bishop of Heieropolis in Phrygia, recorded by Eusebius:
"But now we must add to the words of his (Papias) which we have already quoted
the tradition which he gives in regard to Mark, the author of the Gospel. It is in
the following words: 'This also John the Presbyter said: Mark, having become
the interpreter of Peter, wrote down accurately, though not indeed in order,
whatever he remembered of the things said or done by the Lord. For he neither
heard the Lord nor accompanied him, but afterward, as I said, he was in company
with Peter, who used to offer teaching as necessity demanded, but with no
intention of giving a connected account of the Lord's discourses. So Mark
committed no error by writing some things as he remembered them. For upon
one thing he fixed his attention: to leave out nothing of what he had heard and to
make no false statements in them." (Fragments of Papias, from Eusebius Church
History 3:39)49

This understanding of Mark as the recorder or interpreter of Peter seems to leave
little room for Mark as creative author. Concerning Papias' statement that Mark wrote
accurately but not in order, Donald Juel summarizes the contemporary view of many
commentators who view this as "a comment on the literary form of Mark: Mark wrote
accurately, but without the form or 'order' one expects of written works. Mark's Gospel
does not sound like proper literature."50 The predominant view of the early church fathers
was that of Mark as the disciple, interpreter, and organizer of the sermons and teachings
of Peter.5I The summary of the early church's view on Mark might be heard from
Augustine who viewed Mark as an abbreviation of Matthew and said, "'Marcus eum
subsecutus tanquam pedisequus et breviator eius videtur' (i.e., Mark followed him like a
Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, 1.
Thomas Oden and Christopher Hall, eds., Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture: Mark
(Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1998), xxi-xxii. Oden and Hall summarize this quote with five key
points: Mark interpreted Peter accurately, Peter was Mark's chief access to the recollections of Jesus, Mark
did not record the tradition "in order," Peter presented the Lord's teaching as the situation demanded but
without a connected account, and nothing important was omitted.
" Donald Juel, The Gospel of Mark (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), 18.
51 See Sean Kealy, (Mark's Gospel: A History of its Interpretation, New York: Paulist Press,
1982, 11-25), on the views of Mark in the early church, including the Anti-Marcionite Prologue, Irenaeus,
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Chrysostom, and Jerome.
48

49
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slave and seems to be his summarizer.)"52 The view of Mark as the follower of Matthew
would overshadow Mark for more than 1000 years of interpretation.
Mark's role as follower and recorder of Peter provided part of the foundation for
the twentieth century's renewed appreciation of the gospel. The romanticism of the
nineteenth century sought the primitive origin of Christianity. Donald Juel notes how this
quest led in two directions, one being a greater appreciation for Mark's striking details,
while others, by source and form criticism, looked to the primitive communities of faith
as the foundations of the Gospels.53 The twentieth century brought a significant change
to the view of Mark as author as scholars debated the authorial roles of the community
and the individual evangelist. As noted in the introduction, there have been several
commentators, particularly in the early to middle decades, who saw little imagination in
Mark's construction and therefore little intentional thematic purpose in his use of cOetk.
C.E.B. Cranfield said of Mark that he is "not a creative artist but an extremely honest and
conscientious compiler."54 Cranfield notes several characteristics of Mark's Gospel
including the use of Eth9tic which reflect Mark's uncritical use of the "everyday spoken
Greek of the time, making up for its lack of the elegances of literary Greek by its

52 Kealy, Mark's Gospel: A History of Its Interpretation, 27. Kealy, and in quotation, Leon-duFour, note that Augustine has other, more balanced statements concerning Mark which suggest that Mark
was acquainted with a larger part of the tradition than is contained in the Gospel and that he was guided by
what his predecessors had already written and by the Holy Spirit.
3 Donald Juel (Master of Surprise, 20-21), finds the commentary of Vincent Taylor as the
epitome of 150 years of scholarship in the first direction. He says this of the focus on the community as
creative element in Mark: "For much of biblical scholarship in this century, not the story but something
else mattered. In academic circles, the dominance of an essentially Romantic view of interpretation was
almost overwhelming. Those scholars who had been forced to abandon the attempt to get at the mind of
Jesus turned instead to the religious community. It was the genius, the spirit, of the primitive Christian
groups which had for a decade or two preserved the sayings and deeds of Jesus in oral form, with which
interpreters hoped to establish contact."
54 C.E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St. Mark (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1959), 16.
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simplicity and directness."55 Vincent Taylor continues this thought, saying that the chief
characteristics of Mark are evidence of his literary sources so that "it is misleading to
claim the numerous vivid details in Mark as illustrative of the Evangelist's style."56 The
unintentional nature of Mark's construction is, for Taylor, revealed in Etiedc. "To us it
seems unlikely that he would be much given to invention, for variety is not to his taste:
he overworks certain words and expressions, 'immediately,'..."57
In contrast to these views, more recent commentators, following the
understandings of literary criticism, find a deliberate intention in the details of Mark's
Gospel. Recent commentators have stressed the unique features of Mark as signs of his
dramatic, narrative skill and as signals of his overall meaning.58 Ernest Best
acknowledges that Mark had to use tradition which had an obvious sequence of baptism
leading to the Passion, but yet, lib many ways Mark was thus bound by the tradition
which came to him, but yet he remained a real author, not just a recorder of tradition."59
Paul Achtemeier writes, "Careful study of that earliest Gospel has revealed it to be the
product of an enormously subtle and sophisticated theological mind which faced and
resolved the problem of combining a wide variety of independent, at times dissonant,
pieces of tradition into a unified whole."6° Exemplifying the appreciation of the narrative

Cranfield, Mark, 20-21.
Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 53.
" Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 23-24.
58 For example, Bastiaan van lersel (Reading Mark, trans. W.H. Bisscheroux, Collegeville,
Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1988, 4), believes Mark to be "regarded as an author in the strictest sense
and not only as a collector or editor of what had been said or written by others before him."
59 Ernest Best, The Temptation and the Passion: The Marcan Soteriology (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1965), xi.
Paul Achtemeier, Mark (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), IO. Mary Ann Tolbert (Sowing
the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective, Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989, 306),
makes a strong case for the creative authorship of Mark versus a community-driven production: "We want
to argue in the strongest terms that the Gospel of Mark is the result of a definite creative enterprise on the
part of its author and not the natural end product of a gradually coalescing body of oral tradition."
55

56
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skill of the evangelist and his particular use of 60lic, David Rhodes and Donald Michie
note the character it gives the Gospel:
The presence of participles as well as a frequent occurrence of 'and' and
`immediately' reinforce the rapid movement of action and characters. The reader
is drawn quickly into the story by means of this fast-paced, dramatic movement.
The brevity of style and rapidity of motion give the narrative a tone of urgency.°
The use of Eriak is allowed by many commentators to be a sign of the cohesive
quality of the narrative. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington note its frequent use and
say: "This characteristic of Mark's rapid and popular style frequently has a temporal
function, often serves to focus the reader's attention, and may require different
translations according to context."62 William Barclay picturesquely describes the
function of Kat ai9dc. "It is sometimes said of a story that 'it marches.' But Mark's
story does not so much march; it rushes on in a kind of breathless attempt to make the
story as vivid to others as it was to himself."63 Some commentators see the paratactic
style of Mark, with the characteristic beginning of the narrative units with Kai. @i9*, as a
primitive, oral style. Yet, there is a consistency and energy brought by ei9tic in this.
Vickers writes: "The continual use of 'immediately' (euthus, eutheos) gives the gospel
the primitive style of a word-of-mouth storyteller....The original has an urgency and
conviction in its drab featureless style that is best left alone for our purposes." Hugh
Anderson credits this use of Kat Ez30/54- with being both artless and structurally brilliant:
"A large part of the genius of Mark's structure is the way it conveys restless movement
61 David Rhodes and Donald Michie, Mark As Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a
Gospel, 45.
62 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark (Collegeville, Minnesota: The
Liturgical Press, 2002), 65. They further note, page 81, that the use of Kai Ei18ii4 "gives a sense of urgency
and rapid progress to these initial accounts of Jesus' work."
6.1 Barclay, The Gospel of Mark, xx-xxi.
64 Paul Vickers, Person to Person: The Gospel of Mark, xxii-xxiii.
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from beginning to end by a relatively simple and artless and even crude literary style; by
the repeated use of linking words like `and,' immediately'...65
In these varied views of Eth9/54-, there is a consensus that it is a distinctive feature
of the Gospel which is likely a deliberate aspect of the evangelist's own style. It is noted
for providing a sense of movement,66 a tone of urgency,67 and a signal for the beginning
of narrative sections." What is not fully accounted for is the distinctive placement of

Ezieoc. The distinctive concentration in the early chapters with its gradual decrease in use
is rarely commented upon,69 but must be both recognized and explained if Eth9ocis
allowed as a meaningful piece of the evangelist's style. This study will demonstrate that
this decline in usage is due to a deliberate intention by the evangelist, even in the face of
occasions where one would have expected a simpler, reflexive use of 66/9/54-. Furthermore,
this survey of the use of Elk* in commentaries reveals no significant discussion on the
return of aAic in chapters 14 and 15 and the function of these four occurrences in

65 Hugh Anderson, The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 37. Robert Fowler
(Let the Reader Understand: Reader-Response Criticism and the Gospel of Mark. Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1991, 139-140), sees eth9tic as a key component to Mark's structure as it "propels the plot of
predestination toward an appointed telos, and at the same time it lends credence to the plot of causality by
implying subtly that one thing does freely and logically lead to one another."
66 Jack Dean Kingsbury (Conflict in Mark: Jesus, Authorities, Disciples, 3), describes its function
in this usage: "Mark, for example, frequently uses the word 'and' or the expression 'and immediately' as a
temporal marker to link one scene or episode with another and thereby indicate the passage of time."
67 Howard Clark Kee (Community of the New Age: Studies in Mark's Gospel, 51), comments in a
way that is typical for many: "The atmosphere of urgency is heightened by the frequency of use of EA%
and Eise&>4."
68 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of Mark, 17), report that of the 88 sections or
pericopes of Mark, 80 are begun with Kat. "Allied to this usage is the characteristic adverb euthus
(`immediately,' right away') to join sections or describe transitions (forty-two times in Mark versus seven
in Matthew and one in Luke.)"
" John Donahue and Daniel Harrington's commentary (The Gospel of Mark, 17), is an exception
with this brief note concerning Mark's use of Kai Ev'Ehk-: "This narrative style creates a sense of urgency in
the narrative. The Marcan Jesus appears as a person in hurry, moving somewhat breathlessly from place to
place, taking the lead and determining the direction of the narrative. Yet the pace of the narrative slows as
the Passion approaches." While this brief statement deals with Kai e.36164- as found throughout Mark, the
specific decrease, absence, and return of f5OLk is not discussed in the commentary.
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highlighting the betrayal and denial of Jesus and the dawning of Good Friday with its
questioning of his identity. Finally, the current view of eth9gc by commentators does not
recognize its role within an overall Marcan structure. After a discussion of the text
critical issues, the third chapter of this dissertation will focus on the structure of Mark and
the highlights contributed by EtiOtic.

The Use of EtiOtic Beyond Mark and in Specific Settings
Having a general background of the composition and interpretation of Mark, the
specific appearances of EtAkcan now be examined. This will be done in four steps. The
New Testament use of eirnic as both adjective and adverb is first. The larger context of
the Septuagint follows. Third, there is a comparison between E60/54- and the frequently
used adverb TrciAlv in Mark and the chapter closes with a study of the use of the historical
present tense within Mark and its use with E0Oc.

New Testament Use of aietic
Forms of EUAtic are found in the New Testament a total of fifty-nine times with
fifty-one adverbial uses and eight adjectival uses. There is a fair distribution in all the
Gospels and Acts, but none from the Pauline literature. The eight adjectival uses include
the one in Mark 1:3, and Matthew 3:3, Luke 3:4 and 3:5, Acts 8:21, 9:11, 13:10, and 2
Peter 2:15. Of these seven non-Marcan adjectival uses, it is interesting to note two
themes that converge relative to the use in Mark 1:3. Matthew 3:3 and Luke 3:5 and 3:5
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are also quotations from Isaiah 40:3-4.70 The emphasis in these verses upon a straight
way being established is reinforced in each by the following verses (Matthew 3:4-5, Mark
1:4-5, and Luke 3:7) in which crowds are noted to be coming to John to be baptized.
A second theme from the adjectival use is found in the use of a3etic with 6.56c.
This is found in two non-Marcan texts in particular. Acts 13:10 records Paul's words to
Elymas: "You are a child of the devil and an enemy of everything that is right! You are
full of all kinds of deceit and trickery. Will you never stop perverting the right ways of
the Lord?"7I II Peter 2:15 also refers to 666c as a symbol for the whole life of a believer:
"They have left the straight way and wandered off to follow the way of Balaam son of
Beor, who loved the wages of wickedness."72 The use of OS& for the journey of faith is
found in Mark 10:52 where Bartimaeus joins Jesus on the way for the final steps of the
journey to Jerusalem.73 More will be discussed concerning "the way" as an element of
Mark's outline in chapter three.
Interestingly, the adjectival use of Eihhk in Mark is restricted to 1:3 and that is
found only in quotation where the focus is likely not upon ELEhic. Rather it is likely there
due to the requirement of the quotation.74 As such, there is a limit to the connection that

" In these three quotations, Matthew 3:3, Mark 1:3, and Luke 3:4, EL014 is used with Tpipoc which
appears in only these three locations in the New Testament. More common is OtS6c with one hundred
occurrences in the New Testament, sixteen in Mark. The association of 64564 and Ei)9i)4 in Mark is clearest
in their common use in 1:3, 4:15, and 10:32.
71 Acts 13:10: Et1IEV, '
S2 irlijpric iicarrec 4561ou Kat 'gam lic,e5t.oupyicxg, utE iha(3aou, ix80 761311;
OLICCUOCI1 I111c, O1) ITEt6013 ötizatAxa, T1/4 book [Tor)] Kupiou Tics El39ECCCC;
72 II Peter 2:15: KaTCCXECITOVTEC ELBEICCV 66151, Elaavilarioccv, itaKolotkhioairrEc TTl OW Tot) Bcarap.
Tot) Boa6p, Bc tual3Ov cloticiac
73 William Lane (The Gospel According to Mark, 389), notes that "the 'following on the way'
contrasts dramatically with his former sitting 'along the way' and anticipates ch. 11:1-11 when the pilgrims
enter Jerusalem with the ancient songs of praise." Pheme Perkins (The New Interpreters Bible: Mark, vol.
VIII, Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995, 656), contrasts the following of the way by Bartimaeus with the
disciples' fearful following: "Bartimaeus' spontaneous enthusiasm provides a counterpoint to the fear,
silence, and hesitation with which the Twelve are following Jesus up to Jerusalem."
74 While it is impossible to accurately judge the frequency of the adjective in first-century koine, it
is interesting to note that Moulton-Milligan's sole reference to the adjectival use of Eiktic is from a fourth
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can be made between the adjectival and adverbial use of Eikk. The adjectival meaning
of "straight, direct, level" may not directly lead to the adverbial understanding of
"quickly, immediately."75 While the association between the two can be seen, the use of
one does not automatically bring to mind the other.76 The generally spatial aspect of the
adjectival use of Eiaic forms only a general background for the more frequent temporal
adverbial use.
Another consideration in the relation between the adjectival and adverbial use is
the imbalance in their use. It will be noted in this study that the adverbial use is restricted
so that aVocdoes not appear where one would expect it, such as in the Transfiguration
account. To a greater degree, the absence of the adjective eihgc must be noted. It will be
argued that the restraint of the Evangelist in a broad use of the adjective focuses attention
on the relatively frequent adverbial use and leaves the adjectival use as a suggestive
background.
Besides the eight adjectival uses of ELeiic in the New Testament, there are fiftyone adverbial uses. Mark has the dominant share with forty-one, with the remaining five

century letter which echoes 2 Peter 2:15 in the association of Eik6c with 6665: Ells otnwc EnaKoiiari 6 (kik
TC.n) E iX6iV tiuc3v kat y&rrrat.
666c e60Eio:. Perhaps the pairing of El501% with 666c, through their use
in various New Testament passages, developed a formulaic character following the New Testament.
75 Liddell-Scott (Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, 716), notes
that the adjective may also mean "straightforward, frank" in the sense of a person's character. An
interesting note concerning the adjectival use is in the Septuagint translation of 1Kings 20:23, where it
denotes "level" and may be a companion idea to the use in Mark 1:3 with the straight and also level road.
1 Kings 21:23 kat of 1roci6Ec 13autAiwc Eupiac dam, 0E6c Opicov e€& iciparp. Kat
eEec K00.654.W Sul
Totito IcrocrraiwcrEv inrip µac EON 6E 1takEtujac4µEv ce6Tok Kat' E15015 EL 1.1i1 KpIXTIXIALGOVEV inrip cokok
iptrys

°Tent onrj
:cry)

rat 13;artp .0141 1 Kings 20:23
Kirokt nitti3O; onK on'N oirw! Imp

76 An excellent example of this was provided in conversation by William Schumacher in the
comparison of the adjectival and adverbial uses of "very." The Nicene Creed's use of "very God of very
God" in the sense of "true God" is a distant thought at best when one says, "I'm very glad to see you."
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found in Matthew 3:16, 13:20, 13:21, 14:27, and 21:3. Each of these has a corresponding
use of 666* in Mark.77 Besides these five adverbial uses of Eikk which match similar
adverbial uses in Mark, Matthew has thirteen uses of Efigwc, of which ten correspond
with Marcan use of E6014 in the same context. These ten Matthean uses are 4:20, 4:22,
8:3, 13:5, 14:22, 14:31, 20:34, 21:2, 26:49, and 26:74.78 Besides these, Matthew uses
ELOhoc three times at 24:29, 25:15, and 27:48, in instances which do not correspond with
the use of Erietic in Mark. It is interesting to note that, unlike Mark, Matthew has a fairly

77 Matthew 3:1613c1rtweEic a 6 'Iwo% Etiek avirPri &ire TOO iiiScaoc• Kai. toot) rivEgixerioav
[airr6:)] oi dpavoi, Kai Et6EV [TO] irvEillia [Tofi] 8E00 Kccrapochiov (Sae'. ITEpLCITEplat [Kai] Epxo1.1EVOV
aintiv. is parallel to Mark 1:10: KCL1 Ei)066 LiVal3LLEVCJV iK TOU 06Ka0c EISEV OXL(01.LiVOLK toic oipavok Kai
TO irvEr.y.cc c6c irEpurrEpery Katapalvov Etc cri)Tew-.
The second use by Matthew is Matthew 13:20 6 a E,ii ta rrEtpcSorl orrapEtc, oink iortv 6 TOv
/ohm, eacoix4v Kai Eanic 'LET& xapic A.ccialicivwv airrov, in the parable of the Sower, parallels Mark 4:16, Kai
oinot ELGIN of ETrL Ta irerpr.Lori OTTELpOILEVOL, of OTICV IcK01:KKOOLV TOY A6yov EiAbc 'ler& xrcpitc kxµprivouatv
airrov
The third Matthean use, 13:21, oi)K 'XEL SE rit(av EV ktrrcii cal& IrpOoKatp6c EOTW, yEV001111c SE
8Xt4fiEwc it Eawygob Stir Tbv A6yov Ei)06c oKainkatCE-rat continues the parable of the sower and parallels
Mark 4:17:
Kcel. 01!K ZXOIJOLV t(IXV EV iCCLEIOlc &XX& rrpOoKaLpoi ELLILL,, EITCC yEvolibric 0A.t4liEwc TI 15Lroyilot) St& TOv
Aciyov EL8i)c oKccv8aAtCovrat.
The fourth use in Matthew 14:27, EfA); SE ElcikrioEv [6 Irloot)c] airroic A.4yow, OapoEitE, Er.r.)
dim.- ph 4opEto0E. recalls Mark 6:50 and Jesus' walking on the water, achrrEc yap ainev Eit5ov Kai
EtapcixOriaay. 6 a Eak EAaArIOEV per' crinc3v, Kai liyo. ainotc, OapoEtTE, Er.6 Etµv µr1 443Eia0E.
KiSpLoG ai I v xpEtav
The fifth use by Matthew is 21:3, Kai idtV TLC ULLI.V Et1T IL, EpELTE OIL
ELebc 6E eirroorad. aotok which corresponds with Mark 11:3 and the preparations for Jesus' arrival
in Jerusalem, Kai iciv TLS 61.1b, ELTTTI, Tt ITOLEITE *COUTO; EtrraTE, '0 KtipLoc aka XpEIOLV ZxEL, Kai Eii0i)c
airrea, CoroacAlEi. luau, 66E.
78 In each case there is a close correspondence between Matthew and Mark except in Matthew
4:22 and Mark 1:20. In Matthew 4:22, the adverb modifies the action of James and John leaving their boat
and father and following Jesus, of of Eikiwc CagirrEc TO lacitov Kai TOI, rraTE.pa autwv iiKoloi)Oriaav aim).
In Mark 1:20, the adverbial use of Etiebc is directed first to the calling action of Jesus and, secondarily, to
the following of the brothers, Kai (60i)c EKtiA.Eoc, airrok. Kai Ca0v-rEc TOV iratpa afrcGiv ZEftEekaiov Ev TC?
raotrp µET&
µta0Gyr@v ciirip.Oov Intim) auto). Joel Marcus (Mark 1-8, 159), in discussing Mark's use
of Kat E6O6c, notes that "Matthew and Luke usually omit it, but sometimes they substitute the synonym
eutheos, which is the more normal Greek form....Mark seems to be so fond of this biblical phrase that he
sometimes violates grammatical sense to retain it, as in our passage (1:10) where euthys modifies a later
verb ("he saw"), not the participial phrase that immediately ensues ("as he was coming up out of the water"
cf. 1:21; 29; 6:25; 9:15; 11:2; 14:43." Though Marcus does not mention 1:20, it may be that the intention
of Ei)86c, at least as understood by Matthew, was to modify the actions of the brothers rather than the
immediacy of Jesus' calling.
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even distribution of Eionc and Ei)64wc throughout his Gospel.79 Even the five adverbial
occurrences of EtAk, and certainly the thirteen uses of EUEgwc, show the expected
distribution if it is simply an adverb called into play by the urgency of the situation. The
unusual Marcan concentration on the opening of the Gospel, the long absence, and then
the return is not found in Matthew and is made more intriguing by the comparison.
Besides the five adverbial occurrences of erithic in Matthew, Luke has only one, at
6:49, the sudden fall of the house built on the sand.° This verse is not found in a parallel
passage in Mark. Luke has an interesting replacement of efhoc with Trapaxpfpx on five
occasions.8I John has three adverbial uses of Eiki)c at 13:30, 13:32, and 19:34, and, as
with Luke, none of them parallels a Marcan passage.82 Of these three, the first at 13:30
has a slight resemblance to Mark 14:45 with the sudden appearance of Judas. The final
adverbial use of coak in the New Testament is in Acts 10:16 with the sudden removal of
the sheet from Peter's vision.83 With the exception of John 13:30, the five uses in Luke,

79 A comparison between Matthew and Mark in their use of E686c and E68icac is found in the first
table in the appendix. One may notice that the coverage throughout Matthew is fairly even. Also, Matthew
has more uses of E6864 early in the Gospel while E6Oicac dominates the last half. The most interesting
comparison is the Matt. 4:20 and Mark 1:20 where the Matthean account modifies the leaving by the
disciples and the Marcan account modifies the calling by Jesus. The Matthean usage of E60icac is the more
expected with a focus on the immediate following of the disciples. Further discussion on this point occurs
in chapter four.
80
Luke 6:49: 6 a cixo6oac Kat µrj noLtioac lip.ot6c Eotw &vepukati oixobolniaavrt. oiKi.av Ent Ay
xpplc EgEp.EXCou, 1.) npooipigEv 6 naral.i64, Kat E69k OUViTTECIEV KCC1 iyiVETO t6
OildaG

EKEtvric
8I F. Blass and A. Debrunner (A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature, translated and revised by Robert Funk, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1961, 55),
note that of the ten uses of napaxptia in Luke, five of them substitute for the Marcan E681/4. These five are
Luke 5:25, 8:44, 8:55, 18:43, and 22:60 which correspond to Mark 2:12, 5:29, 5:42a, 10:52, and 14:72.
The other five Lukan uses are 4:39, which corresponds to Mark 1:31 where many manuscripts read E6Ohoc,
Luke 1:64, 8:47, 13:13, and 19:11.
82
John 13:30, laf3thv ouv TO
iKEivoc
E606c. t)v 6E v6E. John 13:32, [EL 0 0E6c
i6(gC000rl EV CLUCCA Kai. 6 8E64 45oE0(GEL alit& iv airrcii, KCC1 EUOUC, 60ECiGEL a&COV. John 19:34, &XX' Etc 'CCM,
otpartGymiv Aoy ccirroD t v itA.Euptiv EVI EV, KCC1 iUlABEV eiebc CCII/CC Kat iSouip.

83

Acts

11./..1.

,

tooto a iyiVETO bit

tpic Kat E606c civElfipspri TO oKEix4 Etc tel o6pav6v.
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John, and Acts have little correspondence to the uses in Mark. The strongest parallels
within the New Testament are in Matthew and show his distinctive use of aink in
comparison to Mark.
Finally it should be noted that this study assumes Marcan priority. While this is
not a universal position, it is the conclusion of perhaps most commentators and provides
an adequate explanation for the distinctions which can be made between the synoptic
Gospels.)84

Septuagintal Use of oinkAnother context for 6/W4-is the Septuagint.85 There are only five adverbial uses
of oink in the Septuagint with Genesis 15:4, 24:45, 38:29, and Job 3:11, 5:3.86 Eiktic

" For further discussion of Marcan priority, excellent surveys of the issues involved are found in
several sources. See Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 4th edition (Downers Grove, Illinois:
InterVarsity Press, 1990), 1043-1045. Especially helpful is the suggested sequence of the synoptic Gospels
from Donald Guthrie in which Mark is written first in conjunction with Peter's preaching in Rome.
Thereafter, Matthew may have obtained a copy of Mark and used it along with his own memories and other
traditional material. See also D.A. Carson, Douglas Moo, and Leon Morris (Introduction to the New
Testament, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 1992, 32-36), for a clear review of Marcan characteristics
which point to Marcan priority including Mark's brevity, the frequent agreement between Mark and
Matthew as well as agreement between Mark and Luke but little agreement between Matthew and Luke
versus Mark, Mark's awkward style, and his supposed primitive theology (Mark 6:5 in comparison to
Matthew 13:58). John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of Mark, 4-5), add to this list of
characteristics the unlikely omission by Mark of key Matthean material such as the Sermon on the Mount,
the Lord's Prayer, and the extended birth and resurrection accounts. A useful summary of various source
theories with a final preference for Marcan priority is found in the New Testament introduction of Paul
Achtemeier, Joel Green, and Marianne Meye Thompson. Introducing the New Testament (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 2001), 69-73. An excellent discussion of the relationship between
Matthew and Mark along with the strengths of the Matthean priority position is found in Bo Reicke, The
Roots of the Synoptic Gospels (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986).
85 A search through Thesaurus Linguae Graeca of Greek authors centered on approximately 100
B.C. to 100 A.D. revealed no pattern of use of €60114 similar to that found in Mark with an early
concentration, reduced use, omission, and return. It was used the most by Philo with over 220 instances
recorded and Plutarch with over 275 instances. The majority of the eighty authors viewed showed little or
no use, exemplified by Clement of Rome's 21 instances.
86 Edwin Hatch and Henry Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint, vol. 1 (Graz, Austria:
Adakemische Druch-u. Verlangsanstalt, 1975), 571. A variant reading is supplied for Proverbs 27:21 and
the possible inclusion of EiAc there either as an adverb, "the heart seeks knowledge straightaway" or as an
adjective, Eikric "the right heart seeks knowledge."
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primarily translates Mr% H.B. Swete observes that the Septuagint frequently uses kat

tooi) to translate 1F11 , and that while that phrase is common in the other Gospels, it is
never used in Mark." Examples of use in the Septuagint include Genesis 15:4, Kat Ei)Obc
kupi.ou •st4vE-ro Tr* aircbv Alywv 88 and Genesis 38:29, (.:)c bE &rLothifiyayEv TTIv
eipa

EiAc &•ijA.9Ev O CeSEA.0c ainou.89 A much larger use is found in the

Septuagint with Eiaic as an adjective. It appears seventy-two times.9°
Most often, forty-nine times, it is a translation of

pocwroc

fej

ny:

, as in Isaiah 40:3, 4:1)owil

TOLI.J.CiCfaTE ThV OSOV KU LOU ELOELCCC 1TOLEITE T&C Tpf.pouc Tot) ElEob

ill.i6v91 Other interesting Septuagint uses as an adjective include Isaiah 26:7,6845c
6(46v Eikeice EYEVETO KCCI, ITCCpEOKEUOCCF1.141/1 Tl bobc 11.31) EUOEPCOV, 92 Isaiah 45:13, 1TECCIOGL
at 6601. mina ELOEICCI.,93 and Ezra 8:21, (nrijacci. tap' ccirrou (Saw ELOET.av rlµIv Kat TOIC
Tb<VOLC ill.161) Kai Trkm tti kr6crEL ipc3v." These verses connect the adjectival use of

" Henry Swete, Commentary on Mark (London: MacMillan/ Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications,
1913/1977), 8.
88 "And immediately the voice of the Lord came to him saying,"
• nn& r5K rrtririn nrn Genesis 15:4
89

"But when he drew back his hand his brother immediately came out,"
rrits Kr' ;IA;ni i-r ramp N-n Genesis 38:29

" Hatch and Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint, 571.
91 "A voice is calling, 'Clear the way for the LORD in the wilderness; Make smooth in the desert a
highway for our God."'
:1)17:6 tpn rr;w; no! nr 17 up -9-m; wyip Sip Isaiah 40:3
92 "the path of the righteous is made straight,"
rls5 n Isaiah 26:7
:thpn pn* 5411p nr,
93 "All

his ways are straight"
7,1,1 nprrnn

94

rrn-57! Fp; Virh,pzi ,;.11$ Isaiah 45:13
9 :ni19$ rcirr 1Qt$ 710 key! Trip; 16 rfpp.

"to seek of our God a straight way for us and for our children and our property."
13134 V;1? 13'7-61. '191? 1-03117g5 K17t3 71747P Cii2 Dij 1471.9
n.11 tr,
34CT1735"1 UP-D)174
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Ei)06; with the concept of "the way" as it will be developed from Mark 1:3 and
demonstrated in the structure given to Mark later in this study.
For the Gospel of Mark, then, 669/k is read with the background of a fairly
significant use in the Septuagint, so much so that Joel Marcus suggests that one reason
the Evangelist uses it so often is that it has a "biblicizing effect" since it was commonly
found in the Septuagint.95

The Context Provided by the Use of ircebv
While the background given by the Septuagint and other New Testament books is
valuable, the Marcan context of a similar adverb, luau', is also useful. Trail, is found
twenty-eight times in the Nestle-Aland text of Mark and these occurrences along with the
text critical evidence for them are found in table five at the conclusion of the study.96
Though there is only one verse in which Trcaw and 660/54- are found together (11:3), they
are used similarly in many ways.
Like Etkitic, Tram, is found throughout the Gospel, differing however in that it has
a relatively even distribution without a long absence as is found with 6136* etithic is
absent from 11:4-14:42 (153 verses), while the longest portion of Mark without Trail, is
12:5-14:38, 115 verses. The next longest absences of Treaty are 5:22-7:13 (91 verses),
and 8:26-9:50 (63 verses). It is interesting that Trcilw occurs in the Gospel more evenly
than does eink, even though it has only twenty-eight uses overall. The long absence of
EliOtic gains significance in comparison to the relatively even use of Tr&A.Lv.
Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 159.
These twenty-eight are 2:1, 2:13, 3:1, 3:20, 4:1, 5:21, 7:14, 7:31, 8:1, 8:13, 8:25, 10:1a, 10: lb,
10:10, 10:24, 10:32, 11:3, 11:27, 12:4, 14:39, 14:40, 14:61, 14:69, 14:70a, 14:70b, 15:4, 15:12, and 15:13.
There is also a second reading of treaty in 14:69 early in the text, found there in D, 0, 565, and 700.
95
96
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While the lack of an equally long absence distinguishes the two adverbs, they are
similar in Mark's tendency to concentrate their usage in one part of his Gospel. Traiv
comes first at 2:1 and is used six times in the first five chapters, but is used seventeen
times in the last seven chapters. In contrast, E13064- is used only six times in the last six
chapters, and two of those (11:2 and 11:3) are at the very beginning of that section.
However, the early concentration of Ezia/c- is comparable to the late use of Trail,. This
balance between the two is captured by Robert Fowler who said, "Euthys hurries us
forward, whereas palin is used with some care as a signal with a specific backward
reference."97 Therefore, the work of 660/54- comes largely at the beginning to initiate
action while watt/ must wait until much has been done before repetition can begin. 98
While each adverb has its own area of concentration, they share a focus upon
verbs of motion and speech. Thirteen occurrences of nat.], are in the context of speaking
while twelve are with verbs of motion.99 This is similar to the same concentrations found
for Eakic with twenty instances which involve motion and nine which focus on speech.13°

97 Robert Fowler, Let the Reader Understand: Reader-Response Criticism and the Gospel of
Mark (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 140.
98 Stephen Smith (A Lion With Wings A Narrative-Critical Approach to Mark's Gospel, 43-44),
discusses Trollui and GBik- together, placing more emphasis on matt) as the "counterpart of euGuc" He
notes that while it was once thought that luau, was used in a haphazard way by the Evangelist, it is now
recognized that it is used deliberately "to have a specific referent which encourages the reader to connect
the content or ideas of two pericopae, which are often at some distance from each other in the text." For
examples he uses 3:1 and 8:1 which remind the reader of previous visits by Jesus to the synagogue and of
the previous feeding of the five thousand.
99 Those with speech are 4:1, 7:145, 10: lb, 10:10, 10:24, 10:32, 14:61, 14:69, 14:70a, 14:70b,
15:4, 15:12, and 15:13. Those with verbs of motion are 2:1, 2:13, 3:1, 3;20, 5:21, 7:31, 8:13, 8:25, 10:1a,
11;3, 11;27, and 12:4. Two others, 14:39 and 14:40, are used with both movement and speech and are not
included in either listing above. That leaves only 8:1 which may be associated with the arrival of the
crowd, but it refers to a crowd which already exists rather than picturing one just gathering. In this way,
this use of Trcilui is similar to the use of EtiMic at 1:23 with the presence of the demoniac who had already
arrived on the scene.
lw Those with motion include 1:12, 1:18, 1:21, 1:29, 1:43, 2:12, 3:6 which also has a speech
component, 4:5, 4;15, 4;29, 5:3, 5:42a, 6:25, 6:27 which also involves speech, 6:45, 7:25, 8:10, 10:52, 11:2
which also has an element of perception, and 11:3. The uses with speech include 1:20, 1:28, 1:30, 6:50,
9:24, 14:43 which also has an element of motion, 14:45 also with motion, 14:72, and 15:I which also
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These two chief areas are natural given the ministry of Jesus and the reception of him by
both crowds and individuals. Both adverbs also modify verbs of speech and movement
evenly throughout their use.
Besides their use with similar verbs, the adverbs are also comparable in their
location in the sentences and in their association with Kai. Five times maw follows Kai
directly at the beginning of a sentence, while this occurs more often, twenty-five times,
for EiVor.101 The greater frequency of Kai EliMk may constitute a formulaic construction
which was useful for oral composition techniques, as noted earlier in this introduction. It
appears thaf EiVoc has a greater tendency towards this standardized appearance than does
trecli.v. On the other hand, Tr&Au) is, in many cases, the third word in the sentence, usually
following Ka C and a verb of motion.102 Interestingly, the first four uses of Trcat.v (2:1,
2:13, 3:1, and 3:20) follow this pattern.1°3
However, a distinct change in this pattern happens at the very end of Mark's use
of Treaty when four of the last five uses (14:70a, 15:4, 15;12, and 15;13) each follow the
pattern of beginning the sentence with O a (or of SE with 15:13), and then Treaty or (with
15:4 and 15:12, Maroc and then Tralv). (Only once before, at 10:24, is a similar
construction used to introduce a sentence.104) These four sentences introduce three
different actors, Peter in his denial (14:70a), Pilate in his questioning first of Jesus and

involves movement. The other uses may be grouped as those with healing, 1:42 and 5:29; those of
perception, 1:10, 2:8, 5;30, 5;42b, 6:54, 9:15, and 9:20, with 2:8 and 5:30 having a strong element of
speech; one of the soil receiving the seed, 4:16; the withering of the plant, 4:17; and the verb to be, 1:23.
1°1 These five are 4:1, 7:31, 12:4, 14:39, and 14:40 while the occurrences of W./EA-directly behind
Kai are 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:23, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, 2:8, 2:12, 4:5, 5:29, 5:30, 5;42, 6:27, 6:45, 8:10,
9:15, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:43, 14:72, and 15:1.
1°2 These are 2:1, 2:13, 3:1, 3:20, 7:14, 10:la beginning a clause within a verse, 10:32, and 11:27.
103 These four each use some form of Zpxoliat., 2:1, Kai. Etad.96v Trcaw; 2:13, Kat i&fiXOEv treaty;
3:1, Kat EtafA9Ev Treatv; and 3:20, Kai. out4pxerat.
104 In 10:24, Jesus responds to the disciples' dismay over the difficulty of entering the kingdom, 6
SF inaor/c maw cittoKpLedc AiyEL
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then of the crowd (15:4 and 15:12), and the response of the crowd asking for Jesus to be
crucified (15:13). The distinct construction of these final uses and the use with crucial
characters in the Passion account is somewhat similar to the final four uses of Ea*
which occur nearby (14:43, 14:45, 14;72, 15:1), as these last four are a return to 660154after its long absence and are found with Judas' arrival and betrayal, Peter's denial, and
the gathering of the Council for the final time. The distinctive structure patterning of the
use of rroaui and the unusual return of EtiOck may be a way for the Evangelist to unite and
emphasize the actions of these characters in the Passion.
Besides this distinctive way in which to conclude their use in the Gospel, 'nat.],
and er3Bric are also similar in the frequency in which they are repeated. Of the twentyeight appearances of Treaty, nine of them are found together, either in the same or
adjoining verses. These are 10:la and b, 14:39-14:40, 14:69b-14:70a-14:70b, and 15:1213. In a similar manner, cot* is used in adjoining verses or the same verse eighteen times
(1:20-1:21, 1:28-29-30, 1:42-43, 4:15-16-17, 5:29-5:30, 5:42a-5:42b, 11:2-11:3, and
14:72-15:1). Of these two adverbs, it is perhaps more understandable to have a repetition
of Er'Rtic, as the urgent action of one character results in the correspondingly abrupt
movement or speech of another.1°5 In the case of rrcaw, the most interesting pairings
occur with Jesus' return to prayer and the disciples in Gethsemane and the following
repetition of temptation for Peter. As will be argued below, the pairs and trios of uses are
a means of uniting a pericope and emphasizing the shared actions of different characters.

105 Examples of this include the first trio (1:28), the spreading of the news of Jesus, followed by
his entrance into the privacy of Peter's home (1:29), which becomes the scene for the next miracle, the
healing of Peter's mother-in-law, of whom the disciples immediately speak (1:30). Another example of
immediacy causing further instantaneous action is with 5:29, the healing of the woman, and 5:30, Jesus'
recognition of his power being used.
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The final shared characteristic between the two adverbs is the restraint with which
they are used. As is noted in different parts of this study, et515* does not appear in
locations which one might expect if it were a reflexive characteristic of the writer or a
casual way to add urgency to a setting. One might certainly expect to find it highlighting
the drama of the Transfiguration at 9:2-3, uniting and emphasizing the three passion
predictions of 8:31, 9:31, and 10:33, or underlining the tearing of the temple curtain and
the declaration of the centurion in 15:38-39. Yet it is missing in each of these places. In
a similar manner, TrecLv does not appear everywhere one might expect it, such as at 9:31
where it could introduce the second passion prediction in the manner in which it does the
third in 10:32. It does not introduce the voice of the Father in 9:7 as it might have done
and thereby supplying a tie to the baptism scene. It might have introduced the return of
the women to the tomb in 16:1 and, perhaps most interesting, the angel might have
announced that they would see Jesus again in 16:7. The fact that it is not used in these
inviting places seems to emphasize the deliberate uses elsewhere. Though TroiXo, does not
have the long absence of ELK-, its limited uses show some of the same intentional
restraint of 61.3thic
The comparison of ait9dc with TroiLv indicates that some of the characteristics
which are significant for this study are not exclusive to 6156* The distinctive
distribution of iroaLv, though differing from that of alOgc in the first chapters, may point
to a tendency of the Evangelist to collect such words in those areas of the Gospel fitting
for their use. Further study may show additional significance to ircilt.v, but this brief
summary indicates that some of the key aspects of ceOtic are echoed in another important
adverb.
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The Historical Present and elit9Lic
The intentional placement of aiOticand the variety of possibilities in its
understanding leads to the consideration of the use of historic present tense verbs which
occur with aithic in 1:12, 1:30, 2:8, 14:43, and 14:45.106 The historic present is a widely
acknowledged feature of Mark, noted to occur some 151 times.1°7 The present discussion
follows the understanding of the Greek verb which distinguishes the verbal aspects of the
aorist, present, and perfect stems, and the meaning of the author's deliberate choice of
each. In this understanding the aorist is the default tense, giving background, the present
is the highlighting tense which foregrounds, and the perfect, if chosen, is the front ground
tense, which emphasizes.1°8 This view of the foreground and background positioning of
the present and aorist tense agrees with the understanding of Greek verbal aspect
proposed by James Voelz in which "aspect relates to the focus the speaker has when
considering an activity, namely whether his focus is upon the act itself (=aorist) or upon a
perceived relationship between the activity and the doer of the activity, particularly a
close relationship or connection (=present)."1°9 The present stem therefore is used to
highlight not only the action of the verb, but also the connection between the action and
the actor.

106 It also appears with present tense verbs in 4:15, 4:16, 4:17, and 4:29, all in the context of the
explanation or telling of parables.
1°7 Stanley Porter (Verbal Aspect in the Greek New Testament, with Reference to Tense and Mood,
New York: Peter Lang, 1989, 135), compares the Gospels and shows Mark having 151 uses of the historic
present with 72 being verbs of speech. John has 164 total with 121 speaking, Matthew 93 with 68 speaking
and Luke also 93 with 8 speaking.
108 Stanley Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1999), 22-23.
109 James Voelz, "Present and Aorist Verbal Aspect: A New Proposal," Neotestamentica 27
(1993): 159.
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The historic present has two primary functions, stressing a particular action and
setting the stage for a new passage. James Voelz notes that "it can be seen to foreground
actions, either highlighting confrontation or foCusing upon key events."110 K.L. McKay
notes that it is a "stylistic variant used by some writers to enliven the more significant
parts of their narrative. In the New Testament, it is predominantly applied to verbs of
saying (e.g. )lhEi ilynatv)...Mark sometimes extends the use of the historic present to
setting the scene for an incident and occasionally even to a subordinate clause."'" The
historic present may be used to move events done in the past into the immediate setting
for the sake of the connection made between the actor and action and for the highlighting
of this step of the narrative.
The choice by the Evangelist to include the historic present frequently has a link
with the use of ejOgc. William Barclay, after noting several occurrences of the historic
present, including 14:43, says that the historical present verses "show how vivid and real
the thing was to Mark's mind, as if it was happening before his very eyes."112 The use of
the historical present has been noted as an introduction for a new section, such as in
1:12,113 and as a "peak marker."114 Lamar Williamson, speaking of 1:21 specifically,
notes that historical presents are the evangelist's way of "blending past, present and
future into an immediate confrontation with Jesus Christ and the Kingdom of God. Use of
no James Voelz, "The Style of Mark's Gospel," paper presented at the seminar "The Greek of the
New Testament" at the Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas meeting, Bonn, 2003, 4.
I II K.L. McKay, A New Syntax of the Verb in New Testament Greek: An Aspectival Approach
(New York: Peter Lang, 1994), 42.
112 Barclay, the Gospel of Mark, xxi.
113 Joel Marcus (Mark 1-8, 167), speaks of its use in 1:12, "This is the first Marcan instance of the
historical present which the evangelist uses frequently to signal transitions in the story—here, as often, the
beginning of a new passage."
14 Robert Longacre ("A Top-Down, Template Driven Narrative Analysis, Illustrated by
Application to Mark's Gospel," 146, 164), uses historical present verbs as "peak markers" in his outline.
He allows also that historical presents which begin a pericope, such as 1:12, may "mark material of special
theological importance."
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the historical present tense is one way the Gospel of Mark achieves this immediacy."1 15
Robert Longacre notes that the use of the historic present in 11:1, 4, and 7 shows that
"the account is marked as a great moment of the story by the use of the historical present,
not only at the opening in v. 1: "And when they draw near to Jerusalem...he sends two
of his disciples' (v. 2 'and says to them'); but also in the interior of the account in vv. 4
and 7..."116 It is interesting to see that the final two uses of Ethhic in the main body of its
use occur in this section, accenting the immediacy of the entrance into Jerusalem. Also
the transition from the prayer of Jesus in the Garden to the arrival of Judas and Jesus'
arrest is a joining of 669dc with the historic present. Judas' arrival in 14:43 and his
speaking in 14:45 are highlighted by the present tense as well as the adverbial force of
EtiOtic.
While many commentators point to the use of the historical present at the
beginning of a narrative or at a turn in the narrative, it may also be noted as part of a
larger pattern. James Voelz points out that there are two frequent patterns of tense usage
in Mark which carry through a narrative unit, suggesting a structure through their
predictable sequence.117 The first pattern is
(Possible aorist form to give background description of scene)
First principal part form(s) (present/imperfect) to set a scene and its issue.
Aorist forms to describe deeds/actions (multiple instances possible)
First principal part forms—usually present—to introduce discourse (multiple
instance possible)
First principal part form(s)—usually imperfect—to conclude scene.118

Lamar Williamson, Mark (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1983), 50.
Robert Longacre, "A Top-Down Template-Drive Narrative Analysis" in Discourse Analysis
and the New Testament: Approaches and Results, 157.
117 James Voelz, "The Style of Mark's Gospel," 13-15.
118 James Voelz, "The Style of Mark's Gospel," 14-15.
115

116
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Of this pattern, he notes Mark 1:40-45 as an example, a section which uses frithic
in verses 42 and 43 with the aorist tense narrative description. This pattern with its
present/imperfect—aorist—present/imperfect sequence continues the A B A structure
that has been noted throughout Mark in terms of content. A simpler structure is found
with an AB pattern in which either first principal part or aorist verbs begin and then the
other verb tense concludes the section. An example of this is Mark 1:9-13 where the
aorist tense begins the narrative unit and the first principal part verbs, including iKikiAlki.
in v. 12 with criOric, conclude the section. These models allow for the present tense verb
to place action in the foreground within a larger unit, such as in 1:12, but they also view
the historical present as a component in a larger pattern.
While these patterns are quite frequent in Mark, there is still a measure of restraint
in the use of the historical present. Though it appears 151 times, it does not appear at
every turn that one might imagine. It is absent at the introduction of many narratives
where one would expect a parallel situation similar to the coupling of frith with the
dramatic present tense of 1:12, EKriciA.1EL. For example, one might have seen it at the
entrance into Simon and Andrew's house (1:29), beginning the new setting for miracles
there. So also the dramatic arrival of the demoniac at 5:2, while signaled with Erie*,
might easily have also included the historic present. Jesus' reaction to the woman's touch
in 5:30 might have been in motion or speech in the present tense, signaling a new turn in
the narrative. So also the beginning of the new section at 8:10 with the leaving of the
4000 would have been a possible time for the historic present. The absence of the
historic present at these likely places puts greater emphasis on those locations where it is
in fact used. Those introductory actions or the highlighting of key actions within a
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narrative are correctly seen as deliberate choices of the Evangelist which should receive
the reader's greater attention.
It is unfortunate for the reader that the English translation of the narrative cannot
convey the impact of the historic present with a present tense verb. Though the
translation might break into present tense unexpectedly, e.g., "And immediately the Spirit
drives him into the desert," the result in a context which is otherwise in the past tense
would likely be confusion. Little actual meaning might be conveyed through such a blunt
approach. One might also italicize a historical present verb when it is necessarily
translated as an English past tense or provide a footnote concerning its present tense in
Greek.119 Through a careful translation, the intended immediacy of the historic present
possible with

E/30/54- will

be apparent even to the English reader.

"9 It must be noted that these methods are likely to be more conspicuous than the original present
tense verb was for a Greek reader. Furthermore, the same footnote repeated 151 times in Mark would be a
monotonous burden for the reader.
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CHAPTER TWO-TEXTUAL CRITICISM
Before the role of aiOtkin the structure of Mark is discussed, text critical issues
must be decided. This chapter will first summarize the text critical approach which will
be followed in the exegetical discussion of each occurrence of aithic. A reasoned eclectic
approach will be followed by which the external evidence of manuscript age and
geographical location will be balanced with the internal evidence of the author's
intention, style, and theological purpose. Following a summary using several key verses
as examples, a brief discussion of seven key manuscripts and their use of Etirnic will
follow. This process will determine the occurrences of diOrk which will make up the
outline and exegetical discussion.
Three tables of text critical information included at the end of this study will be
referenced throughout this discussion. The second table in the appendix displays the
various readings found for the thirteen verses including ElSelk in the Nestle-Aland text
which show variant readings in the Nestle apparatus.12° Included also in this table are the
variant readings for another ten verses which use either ELetic or ELEI&...)c, though these
readings are not in the Nestle-Aland text.121 The discussion of these twenty-three verses
will give the overall methods which will be followed throughout the study. The third
table shows the readings of seven significant manuscripts for these twenty-three verses so
that the tendencies of each manuscript may be seen.122 The fourth table shows the use by

120 These verses are 1:18, 1:21, 1:23, 1:28, 1:29, 3:6, 5:2, 5:42, 6:50, 7:25, 14:45, 17:72, and 15:1.
As might be expected, all forty-one adverbial uses of ExieLc have variant readings recorded in Swanson.
Only 1:3 has no variant reading concerning the use of Ei)E16c.
121 These verses are 1:31, 2:2, 3:5, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35, 9:8, 14:63, 14:68, and 15:46. As described in
an earlier footnote, the Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum, 15th edition, includes Eiktic and/or EikMwc in the
variant readings at 1:31, 2:2, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35, 9:8, 14:63, and 15:46, while the 27th edition of Nestle-Aland
has these variants at 1:31, 2:2, 5:13, 5:36, 7:35, and 15:46.
122 These manuscripts are B, K, D, W, 0, 33, and the Majority texts.
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these seven manuscripts of either E6Ehic or eigigtog or neither form for the forty-one
verses where 606c as an adverb is found in the Nestle-Aland text.

Verses Reading coOtic in the Nestle-Aland Text
The thirteen verses in the Nestle-Aland text with variant readings concerning their
inclusion of Eikk show a diverse range of attestation for both Ei)96c and E6OLK. While
some manuscripts such as Sinaiticus and Vaticanus generally support the reading of
Ei)06c, this support is not consistent and is joined by unusual combinations with other
manuscripts. This study will briefly review the evidence for each of the thirteen instances
with variants in the Nestle-Aland apparatus and suggest a reading.
Because of the similarity of the witnesses and the choice of reading either 686c or
EUOLK, eight verses can be discussed under shared guidelines in which these verses have
similar characteristics and conclusions. Beginning with 1:18, it is seen that relatively few
manuscripts read Ei)1315c, while a larger number of generally later manuscripts read €604oc.
This verse presents two significant choices123 with roughly similar support for each,
similar to the choices present at 1:21, 1:29, 5:42a, 6:50, 14:45, 14:72, and 15:1. As a rule
in each case, there is a straightforward option between ELEhic and €613&oc, while the rest of
the sentence remains the same. In general, there is support for E686c among early
manuscripts in each of the eight cases, with Sinaiticus reading Ei0i5c in each, while

123

At 1:18, manuscript 579 omits the entire first half of the sentence, including only the last two
words, f/x0XoiArioav arca This singular, somewhat inexplicable reading however has no contextual reason
for the omission of the beginning words, Kai, ei)814 OCOVTE4 Ta Okrucc, and the parallel passage in Matthew
4:20, is identical to Mark 1:18 except for the use of Eikkac in Matthew. It is noted that manuscript 579
has frequent misspellings and unique readings throughout Mark.
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Vaticanus reads Ei95c in all except 1:18 and 1:21.124 There is also an interesting range of
support from various other manuscripts, with the later uncial codex L reading Eiithic in
each instance, joined by codex A in most locations (1:29, 5:2, 5:42a, 6:50, 14:45, and
15:1), and supported also by the minuscule 33 at 1:18, 1:21, 1:29, and 5:42a. Reading
Ei)e&oc in these verses is a fairly consistent number of later manuscripts such as the
uncials K, M, U, and 11, and the Majority text manuscripts. An interesting exception to
the patterns above is codex Bezae, which, in its characteristic fashion,125 reads EL614coc in
these eight verses in each location except in 1:29, 6:50, and 14:45, where it omits a3thic.
In these three cases, Bezae stands alone in 6:50, with codex W at 1:29, and with codex e
and minuscules 565 and 700 at 14:45.
Summarizing this evidence, there are four overall reasons to support the NestleAland reading of eiOk in verses 1:18, 1:21, 1:29, 5:42a, 6:50, 14:45, 14:72, and 15:1.
The first is an argument of external evidence, noting that several of the earliest
manuscripts generally support EiAkic. While codex Bezae is relatively early, dating from
the fifth or early sixth century, and codex A may be dated in the fifth century, the
majority of the support for Etie4oc is from later manuscripts, while consistent support for
Ei8t5c is given by Sinaiticus and Vaticanus of the fourth century. The support of these
two Alexandrian texts with additional support from later uncials and the frequent
agreement of a number of minuscules such as 33 gives a fair range of external support
from significant, early, and diverse manuscripts.
124 At 5:2 Vaticanus omits either form of the adverb. This is the only instance of it having neither
dOk nor 604(.4.
125 In the forty-one adverbial uses of ELEhic, Codex Bezae reads eUEhic at only five times, 1:28,
1:30, 1:43, 4:5, and 11:3. The majority of the time, it reads Ei)04cac, doing so at 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:42,
2:12, 4:15, 4:17, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42a, 6:27, 6:45, 6:54, 7:25, 9:15, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2, 14:72, and
15:1. It has no use of either Ei)Egwc or EA% at 1:10, 1:23, 1:29, 2:8, 3:6 (though it reads Eagr...); at the very
end of 3:5), 4:16, 5:42b, 6:25, 6;50, 8:10, 9:20, 14:43, and 14:45.
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The second reason to support the Nestle-Aland choice concerns the differences
between the Matthean and Marcan tradition in 1:18, 14:45, and 14:72.126 In these two
cases, the Matthean use of EL844 may serve as the source of the variants that occur in
the later Marcan manuscripts as the scribes seek to unify the tradition. The greater use by
Matthew of Eagwc in general may also serve as a background in other Marcan
manuscripts even without direct parallels in a Matthew text.
An internal argument can be made as the third reason for retaining the reading of
606c. The relatively established reading of ELEh5c throughout Mark speaks for the
continued reading of Ei)015c in these verses as opposed to EtiO4wc. No manuscript fails to
have at least some readings of ELOUc used as an adverb.127 It is a significant feature of
Mark in the majority of texts, so that the inclusion of EUStic in these eight occurrences is
the expected rather than the unusual reading.
The final argument overall for the reading of dEhic is that this is the more difficult
reading grammatically and therefore more likely to be changed to Eii0k)c. While, as
argued above, the reading of ELetic is the more expected reading of Mark, it is not
surprising that many later manuscripts in particular, especially the Byzantine manuscripts
126

Matthew 4:20, the parallel to Mark 1:18 reads of bE Eiogoc tict4vrEc to okrua AKcaoikinoav
airrci) while Mark 1:18 reads Kat Ei186; ciOirrEc t& 6CKtua 1jpco101'9T-1c:fay airriL The parallel to Mark 14:45,
Matthew 26:49, reads Kat E68Eo)c rpoo€2.96v nji 7171000 Etna', Xal.pE, 150013t, Kat laCTEVAXICIEV a6r6i, while
Mark 14:45 reads Kat EA9rilV E60i./C npooE1.06v airr() XEYEL, 'PapPC, Kat Ko:ralAlsioEv airrOv‘ Matthew
26:74, the parallel to Mark 14:72, reads Tote 1jpE,aro Kata9Euari(etv Kat 6µv6ELv otL OoK oti5a toy
tivepctrov. Kid E159i634
4:1x.ivrioEv while Mark 14:72 reads Kat EUOb EK 45Evapou cairRap
iclxivrio(v. Kat tillEilV110011 6 Igrpoc TO !Star (54 Eine/ anti) 6Iodic on. Hptv cairropa itoowiloaL (514
tpic 1.1E thapviow Kai i1TLI3CCA6V ZK1CCLEV.
127
As noted above, codex Bezae has five readings of E1)864 as an adverb. In the course of this
study, the manuscripts with the least number of readings of E1)014 at the forty-one Nestle-Aland verses are
the manuscripts of the Majority text, which are, in Swanson's work, the uncials E F G H S Y and S2. The
Majority text manuscripts have a diverse range of readings, reading E6I3k at two of the forty-one adverbial
uses, 1:12, and 1:28, including neither €6064 nor 634w< at seven verses, 1:23, 3:6, 5:42b, 7:25, 8:10, 14:72,
and 15:1, and reading E69iwc at the remaining thirty-two verses. It is interesting that these manuscripts
include E60i4 only at some of first readings and then fall into a relatively consistent pattern of Eiklhac. The
information concerning such use by the Majority text is in table three in the appendix.
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—
of the Majority texts, change the reading to the grammatically smoother Ei)9&.oc.128 hi9i5c
is the reading which much more likely gives rise to the others, rather than 60&..)c. For
these reasons, it is best to retain the reading of ELObc in each of these eight instances.
While these eight readings are similar enough to be discussed together, the other
six, 1:23, 1:28, 3:6, 5:2, 5:42b, and 7:25 need individual attention. In 1:23,129 there is the
significant support of Sinaiticus, Vaticanus, and codex L agreeing on eiek along with the
minuscules 1, 33, 579, and 1582 in the original hand. However, this is a relatively small
number in comparison to the united absence of ei)0(.4 in all other manuscripts, none
having a reading of Eikk)c. It is noted that this is the only time when Eik!ic is followed
directly by Tju. Perhaps this unusual combination gave rise to the omission of 6015c in
the several manuscripts, as it is difficult to understand the immediacy of the presence of
the man who is described as compared to the more customary uses of Ei)Olic with verbs of
motion and speaking.
In a similar manner, 1:28 also shows a sharp contrast between those manuscripts
which read EU0i4 and those which lack any adverb here.13° In this case, there is a stronger
assortment of manuscripts reading Eialc, including Vaticanus and Bezae, though the
original hand of Sinaiticus lacks ELOtic. Contributing to the omission of ELOUc in several
manuscripts may have been the example of the Lukan parallel at 4:37, which includes
neither ELOISc nor ELEgcoc. The positioning of the verb and the subject, Etija.9Ev rt &Koh
aUtoi), between the opening Kat, and the following Ei)8i)c may have caused some of the
In Bruce Metzger (A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 7), notes the tendency of
the Byzantine text to reduce any harshness of language and to make divergent parallel texts agree with one
another. J. Harold Greenlee (Introduction to New Testament Textual Criticism, Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1964, 91), in discussing these tendencies of the Byzantine text, notes Mark 5:13 as an example
of the tendency to clarify a meaning, there by inserting Eikiwc.
129 Kal i6Obc 1jV EV 1 ouvaywyt airrav avOpliviroc iv Ivikiart cbcccElicpw Ka% civ&patev
u*Kat E&fjABEV h koh aino0 E1ER4 1ravtaxo0 Etc Carp Thv TrEpizopov TfIC FOAlatac
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reluctance to include Ei)015c, as this is the first of only two times in which Ei)06c is
separated from KM by the verb of the sentence. As will be noted, the other time is the
equally problematic 5:42b.131 It is likely that the unusual sequence may have caused
copyists to omit €i)86g in this instance in keeping with other Marcan usage.
While 1:23 and 1:28 present a choice between only two readings, the choices
become much more complicated with 3:6.132 A small number of primarily Alexandrian
manuscripts, Sinaiticus and Vaticanus, and A, showing its Alexandrian tendency in
Mark,133 read Eikhic. Later uncials read E604wc, while Bezae and codex W omit Kat. and
either adverb, though Bezae alone includes EL94oc at the very end of 3:5. An interesting
variant comes from two manuscripts, 0 and 565, which follow the conventional
placement of the adverb immediately following Kea, Kat E iO .) E E)1.0(:ivi•Ec of
Ovum-Cot. Finally, two manuscripts, L and 565, read Kai EEEAOovrES oL Ocept.cratot.. The
presence of an adverb, either Ei.)815c or 604wc, seems clear due to the strong and varied
manuscript evidence. Also, the internal evidence agrees with the inclusion of Eti°tic. It
fits the reaction of the Pharisees as a culmination of their conflict with Jesus throughout
chapter two and as an ending of this introductory stage of their conflict. Between the
choice of Etithic and 6046)c, the early Alexandrian manuscript evidence speaks for Eiktic
as the correct reading. It is also more likely that the change was from Ei)(315c to Ei)Egcoc
rather than the other direction.

131 There are six times when Kat. and EiKlUc are separated by a participle, 3:6, 5:2, 6:25, 6:54, 9:20,
and 14:45. The vast majority of uses of Eilelic place the verb after the introductory Kai E1)0i/c.
132K_.2
OIL EcEnAguiVTE4 of itaplatrIOL E110111c VET& T(311 `Hp(4.115LCW611 aupfloiD.Lov igoouv Ktre dna 01TG4
ainOv CiTTOXECICOOLV.
133 Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, 58.
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A less diverse range of readings is found in 5:2 where there are three options.
The most interesting is the omission of either EliOUg or Eihgcoc in Vaticanus and Codex W,
a rather unlikely pair to be in agreement.134 The other two choices are between Ei)ek and
Ei)0L)c with support for €i)86c coming from Sinaiticus and the often allied uncials C, L,
and A, and the minuscule 579. The majority of manuscripts read the expected 604(4. As
was noted above in discussing 1:28, there are only six times when Kai and 60lic are
separated by a participle, 3:6, 5:2, 6;25, 6:54, 9:20, and 14:45. In each case, there is a
consistent agreement among the principal witnesses, with Sinaiticus, C, L, and A reading
E1OUg.135 It is possible that the separation from Kai by the participle was perceived by
many copyists as a reason for changing from the customary Eikk. As with the verses
discussed above, it is more likely that such a change was made rather than changing
Eik&oc into 6915c. Therefore, I suggest retaining the more challenging reading of ELOUg.
A trio of choices also occurs with 5:42b. There is no support for reading aWcac
here, only a choice of either retaining Eiaic or omitting it in three ways. Codex D reads
Troivt€c in its place, a singular reading for Greek manuscripts but supported by versions.'36

134 In this study, this is the only time that these two texts stand together in a reading that is
unsupported by any other text. Vaticanus is rarely alone in readings, being found so only at 7:35 and
14:72. Bruce Metzger (Chapters in the History of New Testament Textual Criticism, Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1963, 46-47, and The Text of the New Testament, 57), notes that codex W is a
combined text in Mark, following a Western reading from 1:1 to 5:30 and a Caesarean text similar to
Papyrus 45 from 5:31-16:20. In this study it can be seen that codex W does agree with the Western text of
Bezae in 1:29 and 3:6, but it does not consistently read with Bezae in every case, disagreeing in 1:28, 2:2,
5:2, and 5:13. It is noted that after 5:31, codex W does agree quite often with the Caesarean texts of 0,
565, and 700, as in 5:42b, 7:25, 7:35, 14:72, and 15:1. However, it is separate from them at 6:50, 9:8,
14:45, 14:63, 14:68, and 15:46. Codex W in Mark displays a remarkable independence of readings,
difficult to classify with any family of texts.
135 Vaticanus agrees with these manuscripts in each instance except 5:2. In 6:54, there is no
reading available from codex C.
136 This reading from Bezae is followed by several Latin and Coptic versions, The Greek New
Testament, edited by Kurt Aland, Matthew Black, Carlo Martini, Bruce Metzger, and Allen Wilgren, 2nd
edition (New York: American Bible Society, 1968), 141. There is also a reading of Kat Wcrrnaav of
yoveic arctic, which echoes Luke 8:56, in the minuscules 1216 and 2174 and lectionary 48.
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Among the verses studied in this section, the separation of EiiOi)c from Ka( happens only
here and in 1:28. This separation appears to be especially challenging for the retention of
ELOUc. Unlike 1:28, there is a smaller number of manuscripts which retain ELOtic here. It
is possible that the draw of the slight alliteration possible between iaorriaav and
KGT&CJEI.,

if 6015c were absent, might have influenced some copyists. It is also likely that

the presence of ELE4i)c in the immediately preceding phrase might cause some to omit it
here. The setting of the miracle's conclusion suggests an appropriate place for EiAic, as it
functions in this way also in 1:28, 2:12, 3:6, and 10:52 where the ending of a narrative
contains Eahic. For these reasons, it is best to retain the reading of ELek for the second
time in this verse.
In a way roughly similar to 5:42b, 7:25 has three possible choices, centering on
the retention of E6015c or the absence of any adverb. Codex Bezae and a few manuscripts
of the Vulgate read yuvii
L, A,

a €i)Egcoc We ciKaoaaa rather than ecA.X' aAc ciKotioaaa of B,

33, 579, and, with a small change, Sinaiticus. Against this reading is the wide array

of manuscripts which omit either ELOk or Ei)04.4. What is unusual in this verse is the
introduction of the sentence with &AA' 606c rather than the customary Kai. (It is
interesting to note that when Kat is absent at 6:50 and 9:24, similarly varied readings
occur.I37) The unusual nature of the OcA.A.' ELOUc speaks for its originality. Also, the
placement of E)thic at the beginning of such a narrative encounter is similar to its use in
1:23, 1:30, 5:2, 6:54, 9:15, and 14:45 where the introduction of Jesus' meeting with a

137

At 6:50, the Nestle-Aland text reads with Sinaiticus, Vaticanus, L, and A,15 a 691/4 ),,caricrEv
u.ET' ceinCw. However, the majority of texts read Kai EiiAG.K. The adversative quality of SE, however, seems
fitting for this verse. In 9:24, the reading of EiMic alone is followed by essentially the same quartet that
joined together in 6:50, Vaticanus, here the corrected hand of Sinaiticus, L, and A. The vast majority of
manuscripts read a Kai.
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new character involves Etiek. Because of these factors, it is best to retain detic in this
verse.
This concludes the discussion of the thirteen verses included in the Nestle-Aland
text which have significant variant readings. Of the ten other verses included in the first
textual critical table at the end of this study in which Ei96c or Eikhoc are found in some
manuscripts, the most significant to discuss here is 7:35. Text critical decisions
concerning the other nine will be discussed in chapter five as each verse comes under
consideration. 7:35, however, shows an extraordinary diversity of readings. There are
three choices, beginning with Sinaiticus and A, reading Kai EiVic

SEavOc.138

This use of E1501% late in the verse is balanced by an earlier use of EiAl&Ac at the start of
the sentence, as found in a wide and diverse range of manuscripts, including W, 0, E*,
A, K, M, N, U, 1', 11, and the Majority texts. As a third option there is the omission of
both €694 c and ELetic by the quartet of Vaticanus, D, 33, and 579.139 As Bruce Metzger
notes, the external support for the use of ELOUc is weak but quite strong for Eliehoc.14°
However, as Metzger records, the Nestle-Aland committee wavered due to the quality of
the manuscripts which lack Eihgcoc. The internal evidence is also divided. The setting at
the conclusion of the miracle is appropriate for €66c. However, it is not compelling since
606c is not found at the healing of the blind man (8:22-26), which would also be a fitting

138

There is a disagreement on the reading of Papyrus 45 at this point between Swanson and the
UBS text critical notes. Swanson, page 116, shows it lacking a clear reading here while the UBS notes, rd
edition, 1968, page 152, indicate that Papyrus 45 apparently reads Eiiii); along with Sinaiticus and A. At
least one may suggest that either deit.); or Elief); is present at this location and that Papyrus 45 also reads
Ei)Oit.); at the earlier possible location at the very start of the sentence, joining there the majority of
manuscripts. Papyrus 45 is then the only manuscript that includes Eikit.); and/or ELOU; twice in this
sentence.
139 This reading is also supported by various manuscripts of the Latin and Coptic versions, UBS
textual notes, 151-152.
140 Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the New Testament, 82-83.
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opportunity for Ei)(315c. The absence of EUOtic with the healing of the blind man serves as
an example of a text in which the sudden completion of the healing would be appropriate
to the context. Yet it is found in no manuscript there. Furthermore the divided location of
Eisek at 7:35 weakens the argument for either Eiaic or ELO&Dc being originally present.I41
The first opportunity for ELE4i)c in 7:35, that in which most manuscripts read Eikhoc, is the
smoothest as a transition from speech to miraculous reaction. However, if this were an
original reading, it is difficult to explain why it was then lost and the second use of EL0i)c
inserted. Also, if this initial positioning of Ei*gGic is granted, it would be the only such
use of EUEtcoc in the Gospel. Stronger manuscript evidence would be needed to introduce
that use of EOMAK. Therefore this study suggests that, at most, the bracketing of Eikhoc
be followed and that the text might also include the reading Kai Eiac atIOTI o bEci[tOc
with brackets around Eia5c. In this way, both the divided evidence and yet the very
possible inclusion of at least one of these words would be indicated.
This study's review of textual criticism is necessarily limited, but arrives at the
conclusion that the forty-two occurrences of 05015c in the Nestle-Aland text can be
adequately defended, that there is no unquestionable use of Eihgcoc in Mark, and that the
ten extra uses of Ei0315c in various manuscripts are not compelling. 7:35 presents the most
challenging evidence to these conclusions, so it is best to leave the presence of both 686c
and EUMoc in this verse as bracketed and uncertain. Further discussion of individual
verses and text critical decisions not covered here will be taken up in the footnotes for
each verse in the exegetical discussion in chapter four.

141 See R.T. France (The Gospel of Mark, 300), for an excellent discussion on this point,
concluding that Ei.306c is likely a scribal addition.
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CHAPTER THREE—THE ROLE OF EL8i4 IN THE OVERALL STRUCTURE OF
MARK
"Of the making of many Marcan outlines there is, seemingly, no end."I42 Joel
Marcus' comments are repeated by others, though no paralyzing despair stops
commentators as each attempts to give a distinctive outline to Mark. The possibility of
such an outline is attractive in particular due to Mark's episodic nature and the challenge
for anyone to find a coherent picture among so many separate puzzle pieces.143 Besides
the shortness of each episode, other difficulties include the scarcity of extended teaching
material upon a united topic and presented in a single setting, such as occurs with
Matthew 5-7. The clear centrality of the cross is helpful for many outlines, but the lack of
a resurrection appearance leaves the extended passion narrative of chapters 14-15
seemingly out of balance with the brevity of chapter 16:1-8.'"

Despite the discouraging variety of outlines and lack of agreement between
commentators, the pursuit of an outline based on recognized features within the Gospel is
valuable. This chapter begins by assessing various models which have been suggested
for Mark. The key idea of the "way" as it is used in Mark 1:2-3 and following will also

Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 63.
Prior to the current literary-critical view, some commentators had little hope of finding such a
coherent picture. D.E. Nineham (The Gospel of Mark, 27-28), for example, believed that the "essentially
disconnected stories" that made up Mark's tradition would explain "an otherwise puzzling feature of the
Gospel, the way it consists of a number of unrelated paragraphs set down one after another with very little
organic connection, almost like a series of snapshots placed side by side in a photograph album. These
paragraphs are sometimes externally related to one another by a short phrase at the beginning or end, but
essentially each one is an independent unit, complete in itself, undatable except by its contents and usually
equally devoid of any allusion to place."
1" This study agrees with the current consensus that the likely intentional ending of Mark is 16:8.
Seeing a tie between the opening in 1:2-3 and the brief 16:1-8 ending, J. Lee Magnus (Sense and Absence:
Structure and Suspension in the Ending of Mark's Gospel, Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986, 89-91), writes,
"The abruptness of the ending is no more scandalous than the abruptness of the beginning." He sees a
balance between the messenger-angel of 16 with the messenger action of the 1:2-3 and the figure of Isaiah.
See excellent discussions on this in Donald Juel, The Gospel of Mark, 167-176; John Donahue and Daniel
Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 460-461; and David Rhoads, "Narrative Criticism and the Gospel of
Mark," Journal of the American Academy of Religion 60 (1982), 416.
142
143
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be taken up. Following this, a four-part outline which uses 03thic as one of the primary
organizing principles will be discussed. Following the discussion in chapter four on the
individual uses of E/36*, chapter five will go into greater detail on each of the divisions of
this outline.

Tapestry and Symphony as Models

Several features in Mark make the Gospel a challenge to outline in a conventional
way. For example, there is the episodic nature of the Gospel, in which actions are
initiated with little connection to that which precedes.145 These brief pericopes often defy
connection with the previous action, a situation that is sometimes aggravated by an initial
reading of Kai criOtic at the beginning of the narrative. It may appear that the immediacy
of the following action breaks off any thematic connection with the foregoing. The
narrator seems to hurry the reader along with a suggested, "Enough. Let's move on."
This study, however, will note that Kai coOrk may contribute more cohesion than
separation between narrative units. The immediacy of the following action is due to the
previous action and so there is a cause and effect relationship suggested by Kai. Etietk in
many cases. Discussion of individual examples will follow in chapter four.

Given the challenging nature of Mark, two models for outline are commonly used.
Mark as a musical piece is one view. Howard Clark Kee notes that Mark is a particular
challenge for organization due to its musical nature. The attraction of this idea is found in
145 As noted above, John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of Mark, 17), count 88
separate episodes in the Gospel with 80 of them beginning with Kai. The number of 88, given the total of
661 verses in Mark, leaves an average of 7.5 verses in each episode.
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the unity of such a piece despite the tension of several musical themes.146 Christopher
Bryan, building on the oral nature of Mark, suggests that the "most important elements in
Mark's structuring are acoustic," and that Mark is to be structured musically "with certain
chords and rhythm representing particular themes and movements."147 Suggested in this
understanding is the frequent appearance of clearly distinguished features which recall
previous passages and forecast their return.

Another structuring device, and one more frequently suggested, is that of an
oriental rug or tapestry. Joanna Dewey is a significant advocate of this view, arguing that
"the Marcan narrative is one in which any part always echoes what has gone before and
prepares for what is to come," so that one should focus on the "interconnections, on the
repetitions, and the variation in the repetition."'" Therefore, a tapestry-based outline
would allow for "multiple overlapping structures and sequences, forecasts of what is to
come and echoes of what has already been said."149 While Dewey's comments are
relatively recent and are supported by other current comnentators,15° the idea of a
tapestry construction for Mark was suggested by Sherman Johnson in 1960: "In fact the
Gospel can be likened to an oriental rug in which many patterns cross one another. They
are not made up with mathematical exactitude but developed spontaneously as the author

Howard Clark Kee, Community of the New Age: Studies in Mark's Gospel, 64.
Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Mark: Notes on its Literary and Cultural Settings (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 82-83.
148 Joanna Dewey, "Mark as Interwoven Tapestry: Forecasts and Echoes for a Listening
Audience," Catholic Biblical Quarterly, 53 (1991): 221-236, 235.
149 Dewey, "Mark as Interwoven Tapestry," 224. She continues by noting that Mark's intention
was "to interweave and integrate disparate and episodic material into a single narrative whole." She argues
that the lack of a simple outline is due to the need for stories to be retold in different forms to gain greater
effect.
150 sharyn Dowd
(Reading Mark: A Literary and Theological Commentary, Macon, Georgia:
Smyth and Helwys, 2000, 2), writes that "The Gospel does not consist of discrete sections connected end to
end, but of threads woven into a narrative `tapestry'—of themes and motifs that keep the audience on track
as to where the story has been and where it is going."
146

147
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writes. The result is a colorful piece of folk art, sometimes symmetrical, rich and full of
endless fascination, and exhibiting the vitality of early Christianity.',151 Johnson's view
may be distinguished from those of Dewey and others following her in that he sees more
spontaneity in the way Mark uses his existing materials, while Dewey and others view
Mark as a more calculating writer creating his material.
The views of Mark as music and tapestry both share the idea of
"interconnections," as Dewey terms them, those repetitions that "are anything and
everything that remind a hearer of other parts of the narrative" which includes "theme,
manifest content, particular aspects of content such as setting, geography, or characters,
form-critical type, and rhetorical devices such as key and hook words, inclusios,
intercalations and frames, parallel and chiastic repetitions.',152 As the following outline
suggested by this study will show, several of these characteristics can be shown to be
supported by EtiOtk, including its serving as a key word, forming inclusios, and signaling
chiastic repetition.

Peak-Marking and Intercalations
As useful as the idea of interconnections is, this model alone cannot form the
entire foundation for a Marcan outline. Repetition certainly abounds in Mark, but single
events such as the transfiguration, the passion, and the dangling thread of the angel's
words to the women who leave in fear have no ready parallel of equal stature. They may
151 Sherman Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1960), 23.
152 Dewey, "Mark as Interwoven Tapestry, 225.
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well be prefigured in a quieter tone or with a muted hue earlier in the work, but their own
place is singular and need not have a parallel of comparable force. Therefore, besides
these interconnections, several other features of Mark must be noted as vital to his
structure.
Related to the interconnections noted above is the presence of both linear and
concentric movement.153 Bastiaan van Iersel sees the overall structure of Mark as having
this pair of movements. Linear movement is found in narrative portions of the Gospel,
building suspense and moving the action forward. Concentric construction focuses on
discourse, is recognized at the midpoint of the Gospel by the repetition of themes, and
creates contemplation in the reader.154 This tension between hurrying and slowing the
reading will be shown useful in understanding Mark's use of Eziehic.
The most apparent function of 6/30/54- is in urging the reader forward to a new
setting and action and implying an immediacy to the following action. In this regard, it
may function as a peak-marking component as defined by Robert Longacre. Peakmarking describes the narrative device in which key actions and themes are designated
by, among other means, "crowding the storyline with a rapid sequence of
happenings...immediacy (detail and dialogue)."155 Though Longacre does not
specifically mention eliedc, it may serve in this manner, and these moments will be noted
in the discussion of chapter four. Besides this hastening of action, as the outline will

153 Demonstrating this concentric and linear pattern in a small portion of Mark, 2:1-3:6 is Joanna
Dewey's work, Marcan Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and Theology in Mark
2: I -3:6 (Chico, California: Scholars Press, 1980).
154 Bastiaan Martinus Franciscus van Iersel, Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 85.
155 Robert Longacre, "A Top-Down, Template-Driven Narrative Analysis, Illustrated by
Application to Mark's Gospel," in Discourse Analysis and the New Testament: Approaches and Results.
Edited by Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey T. Reed (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 143-144.
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demonstrate, the repetition of 030/54- at key moments also causes the reader to return to
earlier, related actions which prefigured the current action and to anticipate future
repetition as well.
This pattern of forecasting and recalling is recognized by many in connection with
Mark's frequent use of three related scenes, often called intercalations. Paul Achtemeier
observes that Mark brackets important episodes between the opening and closing of other
episodes, forming a sandwich.156 Examples include 5:21-43, Jairus' daughter and the
woman with the issue of blood, and 6:7-31, the sending of the disciples and the
beheading of John the Baptist. Joanna Dewey adds to this list of intercalations with 3:2035, 11:12-26, and 14:1-11. She notes that this technique accomplishes several goals
overall throughout Mark including showing the passage of time, the slowing of action,
the increase of tension, a greater emphasis on the central action, and a contrast between
the two actions.157 The application of these goals varies with each situation.
The list of such intercalations can be extended dramatically with nine such
instances identified by W.R. Telford.158 The principle of an A B A structure can be
recognized for shorter insertions within larger stories. It may also be used for the larger
structures of framing techniques by which similar stories are repeated around a series.
Frequently noted as part of a framing construction is the repetition of the healing of blind
156 Paul Achtemeier, Mark, 31. Robert Fowler (Loaves and Fishes: The Function of the Feeding
Stories in the Gospel of Mark. Chico, California: Scholars Press, 1981, 114), refreshingly describes the
confusing abundance of terms for this technique: "Whether we want to speak of duality, progressive
double-step expressions, Marcan insertions, intercalations, the sandwich technique, inclusio, framing, or
doublets, we are essentially talking about a single compositional technique: the use of repeated elements to
frame and elucidate intervening material."
157 Joanna Dewey, Marcan Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and
Theology in Mark 2:1-3:6, 21.
158 These are 3:21, 22-30, 31-35; 4:1-9, 10-12, 13-20; 5:21-24, 25-34, 35-43; 6:7-13, 14-29, 30;
11:12-14, 15-19, 20-25; 14:1-2, 3-9, 10-11; 14:17-21, 22-26, 27-31; 14:53-54, 55-65, 66-72; 15:40-41, 4246, 47-16:8. See W.R. Telford, Mark (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 103
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men (8:22-26, 10:46-52) which surrounds the central three predictions of the passion and
the transfiguration.159 The overall principle involved is one of juxtaposition as defined by
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, "Mark's rhetoric is one of juxtaposition—placing scene over
against scene in order to elicit comparison, contrast, insight."160 This contrasting
technique, in her view, encompasses the foreshadowing and echoing accomplished
through single words, phrases, and events. This symbolism allows for a juxtaposition
between a literal and figurative meaning, and irony with its expected meaning and the
intended deeper meaning.161 The discussion of the individual uses of Et'ithic in chapter four
will demonstrate the significance of Ea* in each of the three parts of a juxtaposition.

The "Way" as a Structural Element
While juxtaposition operates as a stylistic method throughout Mark, also present
throughout the Gospel is the distinct subject of the "way." This theme begins with 1:2-3
and continues throughout the Gospel, even to the hurrying of the women away from the
tomb.162 John Heil, speaking of booc as used in 1:2-3, says that, "[t]his prepares the

159 See, for example, the commentary by John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of
Mark, 318), where the spontaneous healing of 10:52 is contrasted to the gradual healing of 8:22-26. Josef
Ernst (Das Evanglium nach Markus, 312-13), makes note of a juxtaposition within 10:46-52 itself with the
repetition of the way, both as the location of Bartimaeus' sitting, v. 46, and as the end result after his
healing, v. 52, serving as ein roter Faden, signaling the end of the second portion of the Gospel and
directing attention to the end of the way. In this manner, the short narrative of 10:46-52 both completes a
juxtaposition and opens a new section of the narrative. It is here in 10:52 that Ei8i4 is used for the final
time in conjunction with a healing miracle. In keeping with the tapestry theme, this might be seen as a key
example of the threading technique.
16° Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, In the Company of Jesus: Characters in Mark's Gospel
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 18.
161 Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, In the Company of Jesus: Characters in Mark's Gospel, 18-19.
162oo6
' c is used sixteen times in Mark at 1:2, 1:3, 2:23, 4:4, 4:15, 6:8, 8:3, 8:27, 9:33, 9:34, 10:17,
10:32, 10:46, 10:52, 11:8, and 12:14. Of these, it is found in the same verse with Eriegc three times at 1:3,
4:15, and 10:32. While it is often used for a common path or road for travel, such as in 2:23 and 6:8, it is
significantly used in the near context of each of the three Passion predications by Jesus in 8:27, 9:33, and
10:32. The last use prepares the reader especially to appreciate the way taken by Jesus and by Bartimaeus
in 10:52. Wilfred Harrington (Mark, Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1979, 175), points out
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reader for the cardinal concept of 'the way' to serve as the distinctive theme and dynamic
framework for the narrative that follows."163 Ernst Best comments concerning the sense
of movement and time found in the Gospel in association with Obk that "although verbs
of motion are frequent through Mark, there is here a steady movement towards a goal,
Jerusalem, which is lacking elsewhere in the Gospel.' 164 Evevc gives the concept of the
'

f /

way an urgency in the beginning of the narrative, a sustained pace to Jerusalem, and a
deliberate conclusion at 15:1 with the dawning of the Good Friday.
John Paul Heil notes that the theme of the "way" from Isaiah involves a call for
God to lead his people from Babylon and that, in Mark, there is both a going of God
before his people to bring salvation and a response by the people to this salvation, such as
in 10:52 when Bartimaeus joins Jesus on the way.165 John Donahue and Daniel
Harrington note that the "way" is a central theme of Mark, "who captures the double
meaning of way as a path or journey (2:23, 4:4, 15, 6:8, 8:3, 10:17, 10:46) and as the
journey toward discipleship (8:27; 9:33-34, 10:32, 10:52; 11:8, 12:14)."166 Susan Garrett
argues that the range of characters in the Gospel either assist Jesus on the way, such as do
John the Baptist or the woman who anoints him at Bethany, 14:3-9, or they distract him
from the way if possible, as do the disciples and the crowds.167 One could argue also that,
in contrast to the good intentions of the disciples, the enemies of Jesus are assistants to
in 10:52 that Bartimaeus' following with Jesus is clearly an act of Christian discipleship. "The phrase 'on
the way' and the following of Jesus form an inclusion with v. 32. Only one of faith, enlightened by Jesus,
can walk his way without consternation and without fear."
163 John Paul Heil, The Gospel of Mark as a Model for Action (New York: Paulist Press, 1992),
28.
164 Ernest Best, Following Jesus: Discipleship in the Gospel of Mark (Sheffield: JSOT Press,
1981), 15.
165 John Paul Heil, The Gospel of Mark as a Model for Action, 2.
166 Donahue and Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 61.
167 Susan Garrett, The Temptations of Jesus in Mark's Gospel (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1998), 54-55.
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him upon this way. Beginning with 3:6, the first use of 6/56* is with the actions of
Jesus' enemies. Through their work, culminating in the arrival of Judas, 14:45, and the
dawning of Good Friday, 15:1, the way of the cross is completed.
Perhaps most thorough in discussing the "way" as a theme is Elizabeth Struthers
Malbon who demonstrates the "way" as a mediating force. It resolves the tension in the
narrative between the promise and the threat represented, respectively, by Galilee and
Jerusalem, the land and the sea.I68 The "way" is an action rather than a place by which
the movement of Jesus "is a microcosm of the entire Marcan Gospel: John prepares the
way, Jesus leads the way, disciples are called to follow on the way."I69
Understood in this manner, the "way" can encompass the entire movement of the
Gospel, begun with the opening prophecy and gathering of John and Jesus, and continued
with the crowds and disciples on the journey to Jerusalem.17° This theme has a natural
connection with 6-66* beyond those verses in which boszic and coOtic appear together. Of
the forty-one adverbial occurrences of ceithic, twenty four are associated with travel or
arrival.I71 Because of this tie with movement and its generally recognized role
throughout the Gospel, the "way" will be a central feature of the proposed outline for this
study.

Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark, 104-5.
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark 71.
17° Ernest Best (Following Jesus: Discipleship in the Gospel of Mark, 15-16), writes concerning
1:2-3 that the way is the "common theme connecting them; its use there is programmatic; Jesus is about to
begin to go 'on the way' which is prepared by John the Baptizer and which ends in Jerusalem. His
disciples are to follow him in this 'way.'"
171 These are 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:21, 1:28, 1:29, 1:43, 2:12, 3:6, 5:2, 5:42, 6:25, 6:27, 6:45, 6:54,
7:25, 8:10, 9:15, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:43, 14:45, and 15:1. These include verses in which the verb which
E/394- is modifying is not always clear. An example includes the arrival of Judas in 14:43 in which etkidc is
separated from the verb by a participial phrase. Also, the list includes the movement of the news of Jesus,
1:28, and the arrival of the dawn in 15:1. The majority of the list involves the movement of Jesus (1:12,
1:21); the disciples (1:18, 6:45, 11:2); those healed (5:42, 10:52); the crowds (6:54, 9:15); and his enemies
(3:6, 14:45).
168
169
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The Repetition of Etithic in the Gospel Outline
While the "way" will be important as an overall view on the Gospel as a journey,
the proposed outline depends most heavily on the repetition of 666* throughout the
Gospel. Before the outline centered on 61191;c-is proposed, a brief discussion is needed as
to the relative importance of a319/54- as it is concentrated and then lacking in different parts
of the Gospel. Not every occurrence of EtiOtk carries the same importance. The outline
recognizes that some instances are distinctive through their placement and their
association with other features in the Gospel.
Those occurrences of aithic which introduce or conclude narrative units may be
considered more vital for an outline than those which further the action within a narrative
unit. For example, as noted previously, nine narrative units can be identified as begun
with eiGtk- and another five are concluded with et3thic.172 Given the widely-recognized
propensity of Mark for A B A structures, such emphasis on the beginning and closing of
narrative units appears justified.
Second in significance in the outline, it is important to notice the beginning and
ending of overall concentrations of 6-619O4-. For example, the early emphasis on Friths, with
fourteen adverbial uses in the first three chapters, appears to conclude with 3:6, as thirtythree verses follow after this before Ethhic returns at 4:5. This is the longest separation

172 As noted previously in this chapter, these nine instances are 1:10, 1:12, 1:21, 1:23, 6:45, 8:10,
9:15, 14:43, and 15:1. 6.69/5s also signals the end of five episodes, usually with Kai. These five are 1:29,
2:12, 3:6 ( which is separated from Kat), 10:52, and 14:72.
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between uses of @A:* in the first half of the Gospel)" Furthermore, the departure of the
Pharisees to plot Jesus' destruction at 3:6 appears to be a natural conclusion of the
opening section of the Gospel, while the parables of chapter four open a new section of
Jesus' teaching. In a similar way, the final four instances of Eeodc (14:43, 14:45, 14:72,
and 15:1) merit particular attention given the long absence which precedes them and the
decisive turns in the narrative which they introduce, namely Judas' arrival, Jesus' arrest,
and his trial.
A third significant use of Eth9/icis its use with key words which are either
concentrated in a section or which appear at apparently significant locations. As noted
above, 686c occurs in the same verse as 6/56* at 1:3 and 10:52. These two pairings which
come at the beginning of the Gospel and very near the end of the journey as Jesus enters
Jerusalem appear to be worth particular notice. In a larger unit, it will be noted that the
third unit of the outline, 11:1-14:42, Finally The Lord Arrives, focuses on the
concentration of ia5pLoc in this section.174 aietk is found with the first of these uses,
11:3, which sets the tone for much of the following section, the recognition of the Lord
upon his arrival.
While seeing these uses of Et519gc as most important, EtVac has other uses which do
not have the same impact. These may include the second occurrence of Eli9dc in close
proximity to another without a significant turn in the narrative. For example, the
disciples telling Jesus about Peter's mother-in-law's illness (1:30) following the general
announcement of Jesus' work in 1:28, seems to be an individual example of the larger
173 The next extensive section without Ejthic is 8:11-9:14, followed by 9:25-10:51. As will be
noted in the discussion of the outline, it is intriguing that the significant events of the three passion
predictions and the Transfiguration are bracketed by elk* but do not employ the adverb directly.
174 While it is used three times prior to this section in 1:3, 2:28, and 5:19, Ki5pLoc appears ten times
in this division at 11:3, 11:9, 12:9, 12:11, 12:29, 12:30, 12:36, 12:37, 13:20, and 13:35.
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pattern. In a similar way, the casting out of the healed leper (1:43) appears in the shadow
of the previous verse's more dramatic use of Etithic, the immediate cleaning of the leprosy.
Another example of a use of Ea* with less impact is 1:23 where the presence but not the
preceding arrival of the demoniac is prefaced with 666*. These examples, due to their
close proximity to other uses of Etiekk and the lack of a significant turn in the narrative or
the introduction of a new character, do not have the same significance in the proposed
outline. While they are more than a literary clearing of the throat, they appear to serve
only the immediate context, uniting two steps in the narrative and furthering the action
with a tone of urgency.

The Brief Outline
Two versions of the outline will follow. The brief outline presented here gives a
broad view. After the discussion in chapter four of the function of 6/361gc in each
individual verse, a more detailed outline follows in chapter five. In the first, simple
version, the concentration of 668grin the early chapters, its decline, long absence, and
return are the central features. These four steps correspond to the overall distribution of
eeedc and give a broad orientation to the individual strands in the more detailed pattern
which follows. They may be likened to the large pattern in a tapestry, seen from a
distance and distinguished by the concentration or absence of a particular color. So EliOtic
highlights a distinguishing progression to the movement of the ministry to the passion.
This pattern, especially in the initial two sections, deals with the degree to which
030/k is present. There is no unmistakable line drawn through these chapters after which
certain themes or actions are abandoned. Rather, themes overlap as the miracles and
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teaching of Jesus create disciples and opponents throughout the first ten chapters. Francis
Maloney's approach to outlining Mark is useful in this respect. "Narrative units are not
separated by brick walls. One flows into the other, looks back to issues already
mentioned, and hints at themes yet to come."175 Key words gain in importance in
different sections, though they have appeared elsewhere less frequently. For example,
the third section in this outline combines two uses of Eikkic with the distinctive movement
into Jerusalem in the passion week. In this section, while the use of 666* is diminished,
KlipLoc

is prominent and is not used after this part of the Gospel. The return of Eth9gc in

the outline's final section then renews themes begun in the first unit. The Gospel is a
advancing and retreating tide that washes away lines imposed by commentators. Rather
one can see the larger sweep, forward and back, of the waves which may briefly uncover
new ground and then return to their former marks.

OUTLINE: THE STRAIGHT WAY
1:1-3:6

IMMEDIATELY THE MESSENGER AND THE MASTER BEGIN
3:7-10:52 QUICKLY THE SAVIOR SOWS THE SEED
11:1-14:42 SUDDENLY THE LORD ARRIVES
14:43-16:8 IMMEDIATELY THE KING CONCLUDES HIS WAY

These four sections focus on the concentrations or absences of Et 0t1 along with
significant titles and actions of Jesus used in conjunction with eiVoc. The first section,

175 Francis J. Moloney, The Gospel of Mark: A Commentary (Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 2002), 19. In his outline there are two main parts. The first half asks, "Who is
Jesus?" and the second answers, "The suffering and vindicated Son of Man, the Christ and Son of God." It
is of the interplay between these two halves that Maloney is primarily speaking.
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Immediately the Messenger and Master Begin, recalls the sole adjectival use of ELOiic in
connection with John's predicted ministry and his deference to Jesus as the one who is
greater. The frequent use of 67504-in these first chapters is a first stage of acceleration in
which, overcoming the inertia of anticipation, the ministry of Jesus is launched with
force. That force, however, meets repeated opposition, particularly with the first council
held against Jesus in 3:6. This gathering along with the end of the frequent use of et3thic
makes for a likely dividing point.

Ending this first unit at 3:6 is in keeping with a similar division by several
commentators, such as Lamar Williamson,176 William Lane,177 Joel Marcus,I78 Hugh
Humphrey, I79 and Paul Achtemeier.18° Also, in her study of seventeen Marcan outlines,
Joanna Dewey notes that over half of them had a break at 3:6 or 3:13.181 While this
outline's break at 3:6 is due largely to the end there of the first concentrated use of 660/14-,
this feature is not mentioned in the outlines of the scholars noted above. Yet the change
in action and characters which they note corresponds with the emphasis on 660/54-of this
outline.

The titles for John and Jesus in this unit, Messenger and Master, are based on
John's title in 1:2 of OiyyEAD; and the expectation of John's of one greater than he. The
mastery of Jesus is stressed by the repetition of Elouuaia in 1:22, 1:27, and 2:10, wherein

176
177

Lamar Williamson, Mark (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1983), 4-5.
William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1974),

29-30.
178
179

Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 63-64.
Hugh Humphrey, He Is Risen! A New Reading of Mark's Gospel (New York: Paulist Press,

1992), 4.
18° Paul Achtemeier, Mark (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 39-40.
181 Joanna Dewey, "Mark as Interwoven Tapestry: Forecasts and Echoes for a Listening
Audience," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 53 (1991): 221-222.
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the teaching of Jesus is first acclaimed by the crowd as powerful beyond that of the
scribes. The opposition of the scribes in 2:6-7 to his announcement of forgiveness brings
about his immediate knowledge of their complaint (2:8) and the healing of the paralytic
(2:12). The following opposition to Jesus is centered on Sabbath observances (2:23-28
and 3:1-6) and is centered on 2:28, the Son of Man being the Lord of the Sabbath. This
verse's use of ktIpLoc prepares for the concentration of kUpLoc in the third section.
The next division, Quickly the Savior Sows the Seed (3i7-10:52), continues the
miraculous work of Jesus as savior and includes the imagery of the parable of the sower.
The four uses of frierkin the sower parable are also the first uses in this section.
Following the parables of chapter four, Jesus is repeatedly the savior of the storm-tossed,
the demoniacs, the long-ill, and the deceased. Enclosed within this section are the
Transfiguration and the three passion predictions. However, since crierk is not a part of
the Transfiguration narrative (9:1-8), nor of the predictions in chapters 8, 9, and 10, no
particular identification of them is made in the outline.
Instead the emphasis is upon the frequently immediate interaction between Jesus
and those in need. While the first section combined John the Baptist and Jesus in
introduction and noted the first council of opposition against Jesus, this section, in regard
to the opposition against Jesus' ministry, uses th9ric only with the death of John the
Baptist (6:25, 6:27) and with the failed seed upon the way and in stony ground (4:5, 4:15,
4:16, 4:17). Despite this opposition, Jesus journeys towards Jerusalem and the section
ends with healed Bartimaeus following Jesus along the way (10:52), the final use of 6/56454in a miracle setting.
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The combination of parables and miracles within this section encompasses the
broad sweep of Jesus' ministry. The pairing of parable and miracles is supported by
their shared characteristics and the use of fOhk. with both of them. Christopher Marshall
has pointed out that parables and miracles both have a "metaphysical character" in that
they are "not taken at face value but point beyond themselves to another level of
meaning," directing the reader to the kingly power within Jesus. Marshall also argues
that they have a "discriminating effect" in which some understand the meaning of the
words or action while others do not.182 The miracles of this section and the parables of
seeds and growth in chapter four encompass both the opposition to the mission and its
eventual success. The parable of the sower in particular, using Et Sec four times, is a
summary of the overall ministry of Jesus. Mary Ann Tolbert describes it as a "plot
synopsis" which introduces the major characters of the disciples, the healed, the scribes,
and the Pharisees and other opponents under the tension of "faith versus fear." I83

While miracles and parables summarize much of the middle ministry of Jesus, the
pace of the journey, as marked by the frequency of air*, slows through these chapters,
particularly following the three passion predictions of chapters eight, nine, and ten. The
final use of 668154- in this section (10:52), modifying both the immediacy of Bartimaeus'
healing and his following, serves well as a summary of the miracles and the both joyful
and reluctant following by the disciples.

182 Christopher Marshall, Faith As a Theme in Mark's Narrative (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 61-65.
183
Mary Ann Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 175. She also notes that for the later portion of the Gospel (11:116:8) that the parable of the Tenants (12:1-12) serves as a summary stressing the effect of Jesus' identity
being revealed (Sowing the Gospel, 231). For her helpful, full outline of the Gospel, see pages 311-315.
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The next section, Suddenly the Lord Arrives (11:1-14:42), is the arrival at
Jerusalem and the early passion week. It is, with the exception of 11:2-3, the longest
section in which Erie/kis absent. The division could have been at 11:4 so that there
would have been no occurrence of feeik in this section. However the entry narrative
begins at 11:1 and the double use of Eth9Lic accents the preparation made for the arrival.
Following the two uses of Etigoc- here, the absence of EziOtic thereafter is perhaps more
noticeable. The theme of sudden arrival fits not only with the opening scene of Palm
Sunday but also the following scenes in which Jesus comes with force as in the cursing of
the fig tree (11:12-14) and the cleansing of the Temple (11:15-19). His teaching also
presents the final, startling arrival of God in judgment, especially shown by the end of the
parable of the vineyard and tenants (12:1-12), the coming of the Son of Man (13:24-27),
and his arrival at any hour (13:32-37).
The title "Lord" draws upon a particularly frequent use of Kip Log in this section.
While it is used three times prior to this section (1:3, 2:28, and 5:19), it appears ten times
in this division (11:3, 11:9, 12:9, 12:11, 12:29, 12:30, 12:36, 12:37, 13:20, and 13:35).
After 13:35, it disappears, unless one accepts 16:9-20 as original and counts its use at
16:19. A few of these uses are especially fitting for the sense of arrival which begins
with the pairing of kipi.og with ceRikat 11:3. The Lord's need for the colt assures its
immediate sending. In 11:9, the themes of arrival and Kip Log are joined in the cry,
"Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord." The parable of the vineyard uses
ki5pLoc twice (12:9 and 12:11), asking what the Lord of vineyard should do when he
comes. An ironic use is found in 12:29 and 12:30, where the scribe asks concerning the
first commandment, and, commending Jesus' answer and supplying his own, the scribe is
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praised for being near the kingdom of God. He is particularly near for the reader who
recognizes the Lord of the Kingdom as the one being questioned. In the quotation of
Psalm 110:1 which follows and through the piercing question of Mark 12:36, 37, Jesus
presents the contrast of his divinity and humanity with the status of both Lord and Son of
David. The final two uses are concerned with the shortening of the end time lest no one
should be saved(13:20), and the final warning that one does not know when the Lord of
the house will return. This final use of Kt1pLoc with its noting of four distinct times, fl

e*

{1 IIEGOVUKTLOV 1j

caecropockoviac fi irpwt , may forecast two of the crucial events

which follow and which involve the final two appearances of EA* (14:72), the cock
crowing at Peter's denial, and the dawn of Good Friday (15:1). The theme of arrival is
also emphasized with the conclusion of the section where three times (14:37, 40, 41),
Jesus comes to the disciples sleeping while he prays. Throughout this section then, the
Lord arrives, recognized by some and mistaken by others.
He is, however, recognized, at least by title, repeatedly in the final section,
Immediately the King Concludes His Way (14:43-16:8). The first two uses of 6/519/74- in
this section (14:43, 14:45) deal with Judas' appearance in the Garden, followed by 14:72
and Peter's denial. In this section, Jesus is spoken of as 'PaplA (14:45),
to NaCapnvoi)

T0i)

'Inca (14:67), and TM, ariOpwirov ToOTOV (14:71), an interesting

contrast to the previous focus on Ktipt.oc. The title for this unit centers on Jesus as King
due to the questioning by Pilate at 15:2, Zi) Et 6 paut.X.Ebc TCJV 'IouSatwv. Jesus' answer,
Eu 14Ei.c, are his last words in the Gospel except for the quotation of Psalm 22:1 at
15:34. His silence is particularly noted at 15:5 along with Pilate's surprise. While this
unit begins with Jesus' speaking (Kai.

ELAUC ZTL Mina ACCAOUVT0c,
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14:43), the final

silence of Jesus follows soon after the cessation of EtAkin the Gospel. The quieting of
both the familiar adverb and Jesus himself may signal the arrival at the journey's end.
It will be noted that each of the four major sections of this outline begins with an
adverb. In this outline, the first and last sections recall the most common translation of
Elie*, "immediately." The second section with "quickly" stresses the urgency of the
ministry of Jesus and the readiness of the word to emerge in healing and controversy.
The third section's heading of "suddenly" recalls the arrival of Jesus in Jerusalem with
his sudden commandeering of the colt and the ensuing celebration. It also plays upon the
startling withering of the fig tree (11:20ff), and the sudden return of the master who
instructs his servants to watch for his return (13:36).1"
While the second and third sections are distinguished by "quickly" and
"suddenly," the use of "immediately" intends to join the first and last sections. This is to
highlight the correspondence between the first four and last four uses of 6/30/54- that this
study notes. In the last section (14:43-16:8), the final steps of betrayal, denial, and trial,
each introduced by Etithk, have been foreseen by Jesus and rapidly follow one another.
While the resurrection account has no use of akitic, a key feature of 16:1-8 is the angel's
appearance which ends with the reference to that which Jesus had said,
4E00E, Koc0Wc Et1TEv bp,iv (16:7). The importance of the predictive words of Jesus are
highlighted particularly in this last major section. This unit begins with Jesus' speaking
184 Mark 13:36, IA eXOdiv
€15p-o i io kaedifiov-rocc is the only occurrence in Mark of the
adverb E ai4vrtt. It would have appeared to be a fitting place for erit9e,c, but no manuscript uses it here. Of
the four other times that ffirliviig is used in the New Testament (Luke 2:13 and 9:39, Acts 9:3 and 22:6),
Luke 9:39 is interesting as it describes the repeated, sudden seizure of the afflicted boy who, in Mark 9:20,
is suddenly thrown into a seizure when Jesus draws near. At Mark 9:20, the action is modified by elk*.
The absence of 6/W4-at Mark 13:36 and the single use by Mark of i&e.clivric there might accent the
purposeful avoidance of 038W; by the Evangelist in 11:4-14:42.
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in a manner which appears to summon Judas for the betrayal. He foresees Judas' arrival
and Peter's denial along with the promise that Jesus' death and resurrection would
follow. The unit therefore appropriately ends with the angelic reminder that the yetunseen resurrection and meeting with Jesus will occur with the reliability of the previous
steps in the narrative. In Marcan A B A fashion, the section begins and ends with
emphasis on the words of Jesus while the central section finds many wondering at his
silence.
This brief outline will guide the following discussion of the use of

Elie* in each

verse. Following that, chapter five will expand on the individual parts of each of the four
sections of the outline.
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CHAPTER FOUR—THE PLACEMENT OF ELEh5c IN EACH PERICOPE
While an overall view of the use of 696c is gained through the outline and a
discussion of the general style of Mark, a detailed look at each pericope indicates how
Ei)Oi)c serves in its immediate context. While each of the uses of Eiktic will be discussed,
clearly some deserve the greatest attention. These are the uses which begin themes
repeated throughout Mark and also those verses in which familiar themes are concluded.
The chief focus will be on the texts which demonstrate the greatest variety in the Marcan
use of EliOtic and those texts which work most closely with prior or following occurrences
of Eikh5c.
Due to the length of this study, the brief discussion of these verses cannot be a
commentary on all aspects of each verse. Therefore some aspects of the discussion will
be treated briefly in footnotes and exegetical decisions will be made without relating the
whole background surrounding them. Only those aspects of the verse which pertain most
closely to the significance of Eiak will be enlarged upon.

Mark 1:1-3
April Tot) ELayyEA.Cou 'had) XpLutob [utoii 13Ea]. 2 Kceek 'Oyparron Ev tw 'Hacciq
rci;) IrpoVirg, 'Mob (iirocrta,X6) TOT) ilyy€16v you Trpe 700661TOU 601), OS KCCTUOKEULFEL
686v 001/ 3 ixovii pocurroc
44.4). Stowe,lacetE
6obv KU LOU, EikEtac noLET.TE
TCcc tptpouc throb,
The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. 2 As it is written in Isaiah
the prophet, "BEHOLD, I SEND MY MESSENGER BEFORE YOUR FACE, WHO
WILL PREPARE YOUR WAY; 3 THE VOICE OF ONE CRYING IN THE
WILDERNESS, 'PREPARE THE WAY OF THE LORD, MAKE HIS PATHS
STRAIGHT.' "
The early concentration of ELthic in chapters one and two is noticed by most
commentators. Mark 1:1-3 with its declaration of both the content of the message, v. 1,
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and the predicted messenger of verses 2-3, sets the stage for the repeated proclamation of
Jesus as the Son of God in three other critical moments, baptism (1:11), transfiguration
(9:7), and by the centurion after Jesus' death (15:39). In keeping with the frequent use of
Ei)015c throughout the Gospel, the tone of the opening verse is also vigorously immediate.
William Lane notes:
The most striking characteristics of the Marcan Prologue are its abruptness and its
silence. This is surprising because the one introduced is not an ordinary person
but the Son of God, acknowledged by the heavenly voice, who in the initial
phrases of his public ministry provokes wonder and astonishment by the authority
of his teaching and the power of his mighty acts.185
The opening of 1:1 begins the first of the threads of the proclamation of Jesus
which will be recalled later. The preaching of the Gospel is the dramatic beginning of not
only this brief section but, as David Garland argues, of the entire work, so that a clear tie
is formed between the abrupt beginning and ending: "The whole Gospel of Mark is about
a beginning." The resurrection announcement is not expected to conclude the narrative
but to continue the beginning made in 1:1.186 Garland's theme of the continued beginning
of the Gospel anticipates the continued work of Ei)Ok throughout the Gospel, even to the
dawning of Good Friday. While it is true that the pace of the ministry slows from its
early temporal beginning, and therefore the occurrences of Eliet5c decrease, there is no

William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, 40.
David Garland, Mark: The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996),
18. If Garland's theme is correct, it is interesting to note the sparing use of the complementary words dpXrj
and tacK in Mark. Apxi appears only at 1:1, in a reference to the creation of man and woman in 10:6, and
in a reference to the beginning of creation and the incomparable tribulation to come in 13:19. Tang is
found at 3:26 in regard to the end of Satan upon the division of his kingdom and 13:13 with the promise
that the one who endures to the end will be saved. The most interesting use of each is the pairing they have
at 13:7-8, &ray SE eaCOUOTITE Tr0XE11014 Kat ecKoiec IMAII1a)V, µr1 Opod.00E* 6€1, yEvineco., Oa' dm) TO tao4.
8 iyEpOijoemi. yap ZAVOc
ZOVOc KCCI POCOOLECM ETtt IICEGLIECaV, ZOOVTIXI. 00.01101 Kat& TOIT014, ZGOVTCCL
XLµot• cipxh 6i5Evwv Taiita. Garland's theme that Mark is wholly a beginning is sustained in this
description of the end of the age. This use of "beginning" is in sharp contrast to the beginning of 1:1 and
the following proclamation of Christ's Sonship with the division of the heavens. Of the Gospel's work
there is no mention in Mark of an ending.
185

186
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conclusion to the gospel proclamation which would silence ELAtig. The dawn of Good
Friday is a part of the entire beginning. The preaching of the Gospel, Elizabeth Struthers
Malbon notes, begins with 1:1. There is the initial preaching report which Mark recalls
by Jesus' preaching in 1:14 and the anticipated messenger of 16:7 and the predicted
return to Galilee and meeting of the disciples.'"
A key issue in 1:1 is the understanding of the genitive Triad.) Xptarou.188
Concerning the question of the objective or subjective use of the genitive of Irrob
XpLatob in the phrases, 'Anil

TOD

dayyEliou Trpoi) Xponot) [utob 0E04 Willi

Marxsen notes that it is likely both objective and subjective, but the first readers may
have understood it as primarily as objective, the proclamation whose content was Jesus
Christ as the Son of God.I89 Phillip Carrington notes that there is a progression between
the subjective turning to the objective use: "[The Gospel] began, according to Mark, as a
message proclaimed by Jesus, but it is increasingly identified with his own person and
ministry, until it becomes clear that he himself, his life, death and resurrection is the
essential manifestation thereof in history:719° Though this initial reading as subjective fits
the immediate context of 1:14, the second use of ekcyyEA.Cov in which Jesus preaches may
be defensible as the preferred understanding of 1:1. However, the function of the verse as

Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark, 25.
See also R.T. France (The Gospel of Mark, 53), for an argument for understanding both the
objective and subjective understandings simultaneously.
187

188

Willi Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist: Studies on the Redaction History of the Gospel, trans.
James Boyce, Donald Juel, William Poehlmann and Roy Harrisville (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1969),
149-150.
'90 Phillip Carrington, According to Mark: A Running Commentary on the Oldest Gospel
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1960), 31.
189
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the title for the entire book suggests more strongly that it is an objective understanding in
the final reading.I91
The association of verse one with verses two and three also leads to the preference
of the objective reading. The ending of verse three is an adaptation of Isaiah 40:3 in
which Tag Tptpouc To° 0E0i/ THIC)V is exchanged for vic rptpoug airrob. The immediate
referent for cthrob is the previous line's Kuptou, but the identification of Kuptou depends
on the entire structure of 1:1-3. The parallel of TO Mimi KupLou of verse three is Tip,
666v oou in verse two and it is reasonable to expect that the referent is the same.
Continuing through verse two, the ending of the first line is a rough parallel to the second
line, in that the messenger who goes before the Lord is the one who prepares his way.
The preparation of the way for Jesus is in all three references in verses 2-3. He is the
object of the work of the messenger John. This allows a strong identification signaled by
KcaAsc.192 A parallel in meaning can be found in this objective proclamation and in the
paving of a straight way for Jesus.

191 See Vincent Taylor (The Gospel According to St. Mark, 152), for an excellent defense of the
objective understanding and of the use of 1:1 as a title for the entire volume. Taylor notes that there is no
other verse which serves as a title for a portion of the Gospel and that 1:1 therefore is the title for the entire
book. It is interesting to note that while there is no title verse for individual sections, that, if there were, the
baptism of Jesus (1:10), the beginning of his calling of disciples, 1:16, the entry into Jerusalem beginning
with 11:1, and the beginning of Good Friday would, among other divisions such as the Transfiguration
(9:1) and the resurrection morning (16:1), be likely places for such a title. In many of these sections, EtkV4is found at 1:10, 1:18,20, 11:2,3 and 15:1. Fora detailed discussion on the understanding of ioayyatoii in
secular usage as the "public proclamation of a significant event" and its use in the Septuagint, see John
Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 13-14.
192 Little attention is paid to kccOuic in most recent commentaries, but Vincent Taylor (The Gospel
according to St. Mark, 153), has a brief note concerning its singular use here in Mark as the introduction of
an exact quote. He further directs attention to the other two occurrences of the phrase icaek -gyparron. in
Mark, 9:13 and 14:21. Interestingly the first (9:13), is a reference to the Elijah who had already come.
Elijah was also one to whom they did as they wished as it had been written. The second concerns the Son
of Man who goes up as it was written, this said in the context of discovering the one who would betray him.
In Mark's three uses of meek -14ypam-rai., the first in 1:2-3 binds together John and Jesus, as the two uses
following then deal with John and Jesus individually.
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The final associations of the beginning of verse two may be seen as forming a
chiasm with the ending of verse one. Verse one concludes with utof) 0Eof) followed by
the pivot of the chiasm, the introduction of Isaiah, while verse two introduces the
messenger, John. Verse two's first line concludes with the two personal pronouns which
refer to the ending of verse one. There is an A B C C' B' A' structure overall with the
Son of verse one beginning and ending the structure, ()Ea of verse one being repeated as
the !lob of verse two, and the inner pairing being the reference to Isaiah and the iiyyEliiv
of v. 2. If a central pivot to the chiasm is seen, it could be the unstated subject of
earootaXca in verse two which is highlighted with the inclusion of iy6 in several
manuscripts.
The introductory verse leads to the crucial first use of EiVic in v. 3 in the
combined prophetic verses of 1:2-3. These two verses collect the expectations of three
Old Testament passages, Exodus 23:20, Malachi 3:1, and Isaiah 40:3.193 The overall
designation of the combined verses under Isaiah's name may be due to the greater
authority of Isaiah so that, as David Edwards describes it, Isaiah's material became the
"defining element of the tapestry of quotations."194 Sherman Johnson suggests that the
Essenes had gathered Old Testament quotes which were believed to refer to themselves,
and, by collecting, introduced changes in the texts, allowing Isaiah to stand for both
Isaiah and Malachi.I95 Joel Marcus notes that such conflation was common in post-

193 The initial portion of v. 2 follows the beginning of Exodus. 23:20 and Mal. 3:1, though there is
no exact correlation to the last portion of v. 2, while Isaiah 40:3 is repeated in v. 3. Isaiah 40:3 clx,n41
Po(infx EV 1 ipilio? iTotacomTE Thv 66Ov Kupiou 60(i1c WiLETTE TCK Tpipouc Toil AEo6
:wremt2 tun nFj.7; one
nnp; rip 5ip Isaiah 40:3
is found in each Gospel in connection with John the Baptist. However, only in the Synoptics, Matt. 3:13,
Mk. 1:3, and Luke 3:4, is there a fairly exact rendering of Isaiah, while John 1:23, changes the key opening
verb and ends after Kuptou, thereby removing EikEtac.
194 David Edwards, The Gospel according to Mark, 27.
195 Sherman Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Mark, 33-34.
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biblical Judaism and that, while ascription to Isaiah could be a mistake, it is more likely
that Mark is intentionally setting the Gospel in an Isaian context. He notes that Isaiah is
the only Old Testament author mentioned by name in the Gospel, here and in 7:6.196 The
insertion of the Malachi-Exodus material within the introduction of Isaiah followed by
words from Isaiah may be seen as beginning a familiar pattern of sandwich
construction.197 More detail on this pattern of construction follows at the end of this
section, pages 79-81.
The Gospel's beginning on this combined quotation sets a vital tone for the entire
Gospel. William Lane points out that the attribution to Isaiah draws attention to three
factors, the herald, the Lord, and the wilderness by which the theme of fulfillment is
stressed.198 Sharyn Dowd argues that the work of Isaiah gives the motifs of "light,
blindness, sight, deafness, hearing and alienation of heart that pervade both the book of
Isaiah and the Gospel of Mark."199 Phillip Carrington notes the poetic nature of the
conflation and the resulting emphasis on "the way" allowing the Evangelist "to form an
1" Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 147. Marcus points out that such conflations of Old Testament texts
are common throughout Mark with examples including 1:11, 14:24, and 14:62. Another example not
listed by Marcus is 11:17 Kai iStoCtOKEV Kat '4XEy€1, airroic, 0?) -gypcorrat On
OiK6c Moll OiK0c
apooEuxijc KAriOijaerai irUoLV TOI.c (3111EOLV; bilEic Si TreirotijKaTE cdtOv 01119.aLOV lijatcl, where the
opening portion is from Isaiah 56:7 and the concluding phrase is from Jeremiah 7:11. An interesting
conflation is also found in Jesus' reply to the scribe in 12:30 Kat ecyairriaEic Ktiptoi, rOv 8E61) aou E Uric
Tijc icapiSiac aou Kai iE OX ic, tfic TOUX114 GM Kat anc tfic otavoiag aou Kai k OAi1C, TT); iaximc oou. in
which the main body of the reply is from Deuteronomy 6:5 which supplies the commandment through
Uric TilS Xf1S oou. The next phrase OA.ric Tr15 iSiavoiac aou is from Jeremiah 7:11.
197 R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 63.
198 William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, 45-46.
199 Sharyn Dowd, Reading Mark: A Literary and Theological Commentary, 9-10. Dowd further
notes that while Isaiah is mentioned only here and in 7:6, there are repeated references to the prophet's
work in a thorough covering of Mark, including 1:2-3, 4:12, 7:6, 9:48, 11:17, 12:32, 13:24, and 13:25.
While Dowd summarizes the contribution of Isaiah to be the themes noted above, light, blindness, sight,
deafness, and alienation of the heart, it can be seen that when Isaiah is quoted after 1:2-3 in Mark, the
overall message is of judgment and condemnation. The words of Isaiah speak of the futility of the people's
seeing and hearing, 4:12, the uselessness of their honoring God with distant hearts, 7:6, the unending
punishments for those eternally isolated from God, 9:48, the expectation that the Temple would be a house
of prayer (though, speaking then from Jeremiah, it has become a den of thieves), 11:17, and the darkening
and shaking of the heavens at the last days, 13:24-25. Only at 12:32 is there a more positive tone with the
identity of God as one.
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effective stanza of poetry, the words, 'thy way' of Malachi (are) balancing the 'Lord's
way' in Isaiah, and its synonym, 'his paths,' thus creating an effective minor triad."200
The theme of the "way" is given its first announcement in 1:2-3, but it brings
other connections besides the verses noted from Isaiah, Malachi, and Exodus. I Samuel
12:23, in the context of Samuel's farewell following the confirmation of Saul as King,
says, "Moreover, as for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the LORD by
ceasing to pray for you; but I will instruct you in the good and right way.,,201 This context
of kingly inauguration and the departure of his forerunner fits well with the opening of
Mark 1:1-11. Another context involving the adjectival use of Eikiic along with the "way"
is Ezra 8:21 where Ezra is preparing the return to Jerusalem with no armed guard, "Then
I proclaimed a fast there at the river of Ahava, that we might humble ourselves before our
God to seek from Him a straight way for us, our little ones, and all our possessions. Kal.
kcakaa 6cEi victday int toy nota*

AOUE Ta TallaWANIVaL EVOSTROV 0E06 111[16V
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As noted in the discussion about the "way" as an overall theme, the goal of the "way"
points towards Jesus himself who pursues a difficult path to the passion. "But as a goal
Jesus is not a fixed or static goal but is continuously on the move, toward the cross and
into mission, for these two are inseparable."2°2

2°0 Phillip Carrington, According to Mark: A Running Commentary on the Oldest Gospel, 32-33.
°»p; 517npri5 t7irin mrr,12 xbry2 ,t? nirint ,*$ 03
m":91771 Veal TM OD17 Tint"?
Kat iµot momyck rob IiimpTEiv Teti KUpLC cim4vat Ta IrpooeVarOaL rEpt il4163v Kat 6013).614) Te;) KUpLQ
Kat IkiW ipiv Thy 6obv Ay &welly Kat Thv 60day.
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202 Ernest Best, Following Jesus: Discipleship in the Gospel of Mark, 247.
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The preparation of this way by John the Baptist is of particular importance for this
study. One must ask what Mark's understanding of John's role would be that would
fulfill this quotation. The straight path of v. 3 refers to the preceding EitcyyaLov of 1:1
and the Eitcyy4A.Lov which is mentioned again in 1:14. This imprisonment and
corresponding preaching by Jesus close the forerunning of John and end the preparation
of the straight path.
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon describes the work of John in this way, "To 'prepare
the way, to make the paths straight' is not simply to build a road, but to do everything
necessary to smooth the journey and make ready the welcome of the heralded one."203
John's work in the desert draws all of Judea and Jerusalem in a manner reminiscent of
Moses leading the people of Israel into the wilderness, though with John there is the key
work of calling for repentance. This journey, as with the Exodus, begins in the desert but
ends at the Jordan. The gathering of Israel takes up also the theme of the return from
exile, so that Ernst Haenchen notes that this prophecy shows the hope of the return of
Israel from the Babylonian captivity.204
In the search for this straight path, the context of the Exodus, the Babylonian
exile, and the forthcoming suffering for both John and Jesus make for a complicated
background. Popular acclaim is out of keeping with much of this context. The straight
path cannot merely be the applause of the whole nation. The key action begins to unfold
in the baptism and the ensuing temptation in the desert. This combination of water and
desert fits with the background of wilderness wandering and Jordan river crossing. Also,

203 Elizabeth Struthers Mahlbon, Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1986), 68-69.
2°4 Ernst Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erklarung des Markus-Evangelium and der kanonischen
Parallelen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968), 40.
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at Jesus' baptism, Ei)Ok returns as a possible reminder of the straight way that is being
pursued.
The baptizing done by John may be a straightening of the way in two dimensions.
First there is a spatial dimension. The beginning of the way is the desert, a setting
emphatically noted by its repetition in 1:3 and 1:4. R.T. France describes the desert as
the fitting place for the ministry to begin, given the expectations of the Qumran
community. "Thus it was specifically that the men of Qumran expected God to appear
and vindicate their stand against the apostasy of the official priesthood in Jerusalem."205
While Qumran may be a possible background for John, the more likely reference
intended for the reader is the desert experience of the Exodus. The possible pairing of the
Exodus themes of desert and the Jordan can be seen to raise John's work to be the
fulfillment of some of the major events of Old Testament.
There is a significant balance between the four uses of '4 prpoc in chapter one and
the two uses of oipawic which lie between them. In verses 3-4, '4mpoc identifies the two
key actions that will go through the work of John, proclaiming and baptizing. In verses
10-11, appropriately after his announcement that one greater than he is coming, the
setting changes from the desert to the opening of the heavens. The first two uses of
oivavk occur in verses 10-11 in conjunction with John's baptism, but John is eclipsed by
the Holy Spirit and the proclamation by the Father. Completing the A B A construction,
there is then a return to the desert (verses 12-13), for the temptation where the
ministration of the angels balances the temptation of Satan. (As noted earlier, a fuller
discussion of the A B A technique follows on pages 79-81.) The introduction of the
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angels in v. 13 suggests a tie with the same word in v. 2 leading to the initial reference to
the wilderness. Upon completing the forty days in the desert, John's time is signaled as
over, v. 14, and the proclamation begun by John is continued by Jesus. In spatial terms,
John's ministry embraced the broad experiences of Israel, from the desert to the Jordan.
The straight path is placed within the breadth of this journey which was recapitulated in
the brief ministry of John.
This lengthening of the path is matched by the lack of impediments in the way.
John's work is focused in verse 4 with the baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of
sins. The straight way clearly involves the removal of the barrier of sin for the crowds
through the washing in the desert. Verses 7-8 show the removal of the temptation of
John's position which could have become a detour on the way. He removes himself so
that the way leads directly to the recognition of Jesus.
However, in the straight way of verses 4-13, the problem of sin is not entirely
removed. While it is confessed in v. 5 and removed from the crowd in baptism, it returns
to the center of the way in verses 12-13 in the temptation of Jesus. His position as Son
means that Satan's abrupt encounter with him is also part of the immediate path. While
Mark does not give the details of the contest, the outcome is assumed by the following
proclamation of Jesus in v. 14.2°6

Mark's A B A Structure
This three part construction of the desert and heaven beginning with John the
Baptist (verses 3-4), continuing to the opening of heaven (verses 10-11), and finishing

2°6 This brevity may prepare the reader for the resurrection account which similarly provides no
detail of the event but only another appearance of the angelic messenger.
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with the return to the desert (verses 12-13), is an early example of the familiar A B A
pattern that will be used repeatedly by Mark.207 It also demonstrates an important aspect
of this pattern which often employs EA5c. Not only is there a return to the opening scene
and conflict, there is also a progression within these three elements so that the
introduction of the middle segment does not divert away from the action of the first, but
rather supplies the missing information which the characters in the first scene need to
resolve their issue. This pattern occurs not only here but in other narratives, often with
Ei)06c significantly involved. In the first step, the setting, often with a distinct conflict, is
introduced. As this issue is not resolved, the second set of characters and setting may
appear to be an intrusive delay. However, the second conflict is resolved in such a way
that the end to the first can be seen. The characters may not recognize their relationship to
one another, but the reader sees the tie and would assure the participants of the first
conflict that the end is in sight. The overall pattern then is Introduction—Resolution—
Return.
A clear example of this which involves two occurrences of Eiaic is the accounts
of Jairus' daughter and the woman with the bleeding (Mark 5:21-43). Jairus' plea for
Jesus to come is interrupted by the woman's touch, her immediate healing, and Jesus'
discussion with her concerning her faith. (Ei)66c occurs with the healing and Jesus'
turning, 5:29 and 30.) During this delay, the news comes that the girl has died. However,

207 This type of construction is a staple of Marcan commentary. Bastiaan M.F. van Iersel (Mark:
A Reader-Response Commentary, trans. W.H. Bisscheroux, Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press,
1988, 68-86), gives a particularly clear discussion of the criteria for discerning ABA construction and the
roots of such organization in the needs of an oral society. He has three levels of such construction and
much of his commentary finds elaborate chiastic structures, not all of which are supported by this study.
However, the level noted here is his middle or mesolevel structure and involves repetition of "identical or
equivalent words, similar forms and sounds, identical or similar semantic contents, similarity in the
character involved and similarity in their actions" (pages 73-74). Van Iersel does not, however, mention
the progression within the ABA construction discussed in this study.
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the answer of faith for Jairus and the demonstrated power of Jesus, both of which will be
more fully brought out in the conclusion, are already present when the death is
announced.
So in this context of 1:3-13, there is the interplay of the two settings of desert and
heaven and the conflict in each. In the desert John is in conflict with the sins of the
crowds who are drawn by his lonely voice in the desert. The baptism of Jesus turns
attention to the heavens torn open. Though the issue of sin in the desert appears to be
unresolved, yet the descent of the Spirit and the voice of the Father predict the result.
The work begun by John will be completed by Jesus whose title and role supercede
John's role as the voice in the wilderness. Therefore when the Spirit himself drives Jesus
to the desert, the victory of Jesus over temptation is indicated by the middle narrative, his
identity as the Son.

Mark 1:10
Keel Ei)014 iiVCCPCC (11(.011 EK TOD boCCTOC EtoEll OXLCOIIEVOK TOk

apavok Kai. TO

TWEblICC WC

1TE p LOTEpCcv Karce3ociv0V E i

c ainciv•2°8
And just then, as he came out of the water, he saw the heavens torn open and the Spirit as
a dove descending upon Him;

The way begun with John's baptism culminates with the baptism of Jesus. The
first adverbial use of EiOtic appears in 1:10 with the emergence of Jesus from the water.

In text critical issues only D lacks either Ei)864 or cile&K. Those manuscripts reading dot%
include B It L 33, 579, and A. Those manuscripts reading diguic include A, Majority Texts, K M P U W O
lifl,f13, 2, 28, 157, 565, 700, 1071, and 1424. The relatively small concentration of readings with 60(4
share the reading of Eii0iic with the Matthew 3:16 account and so the change to (i)Egoic in the majority of
manuscripts is difficult to explain. It is interesting that B has eiAgGic only here and in 1:18, both cases
where the participle follows directly after Eikitic and before the verb. However, this arrangement occurs
elsewhere without causing a consistent pattern of readings in B. The reading of Eikfic is preferred due to
its excellent manuscripts and as the first example of the common reading, mei Eihhic, which is repeated in
1:12 with broad support.
203
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While EiAtic is in what will soon become its most frequent location, at the beginning of a
sentence with Kat, its use is not limited to the participle immediately following,
oivatkipwv. While the immediacy of Jesus' rise from the water may possibly be the
subject of the adverb, the perception by Jesus of the opening of heaven and descent of the
Spirit is the central action of the sentence. While 6015c does provide a strong bridge
between the general statement of the baptism (1:9) and the details that immediately
follow, it is focused especially on the rising from the water and the sight of the heavens
and the dove. It appears that the most likely stress is not upon Jesus' emergence out of
the water, but on the fact that, upon coming from the water, the heavens open and the
Spirit descends with an immediacy that links those actions with his baptism. While there
is no grammatical necessity to this understanding, it appears to this reader more likely
that the emphasis is upon the immediately confirming actions of the heavens, the Spirit,
and the Father. This may be more likely than a stress upon Jesus quickly leaving the
water. Dieter Luhrman suggests that the purpose of Kat EA% here is to abbreviate the
baptism account of verse 9 so that the emphasis is not on the baptism, perhaps drawing
undue attention to John the Baptist, but rather on the breaking open of heaven and the
speaking of the Father.209 It is the immediacy of those events which is stressed even
above Jesus' perception, though the perception coincides with the events. E6e1
contributes to the turn of attention away from John, giving attention to the greater witness
of the Spirit and the Father.
While the path is clear as to the identification of Jesus and John, the temporal
nature of the path is particularly interesting. To what degree can the way prepared by
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John be considered straightforward or without delay? This is especially intriguing in
light of the seven hundred year wait for fulfillment of the Isaiah prophecy that one would
come to prepare this way. Even within the lifetime of Jesus there are the three decades in
which he did not announce his presence with miracles. Is there an immediacy to even
this coming? It clearly does not fit a human perspective of sudden fulfillment. In that
regard, there is an irony which questions any sense of rapid fulfillment. "Immediately"
can only apply to the smallest sphere of Jesus' personal movement and perception; he
quickly saw the heavens from the water, but the Father moves exceedingly slowly to
fulfill the prophecy. "Immediately" may be true in the timeless accounting of heaven but
appears agonizingly slow for the generations waiting for Isaiah's prophecy to be fulfilled.
The opening of the heavens, the descent of the dove, and the Father's voice end
the wait begun with prophecies of 1:2-3 and even prior to that. There is a particular
balance in verse ten between the movements of Jesus and the Spirit. Joachim Gnilka has
pointed out that the rising of Jesus, c'evapatvwv fK rob' 15batoc, has its counterpart in the
descending of the Spirit, Katapaivov Eic aircov, at the end of the verse.210 In between is
the central image of Jesus seeing the heavens torn. It is the tearing of the heavens and the
actions and voice of the Trinity that give additional meaning to the baptism besides Jesus'
willingness to be baptized with sinners. Rudolf Pesch notes that the messianic equipping
of Jesus comes not from the baptism water of John but from heaven.211 The hastening of
the action from baptism to the perception of the open heavens fits this stress upon the
action of the Father and the Spirit which come as a result of Jesus' baptism.
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The Father's role in the baptism is crucial as it forms the basis for the authority of
Jesus. James Edwards points out that when Jesus is questioned concerning his authority,
11:27-33, he refers back to his baptism.212 This baptism as authority recalls the opening
identification of Jesus by the Father, highlighting its importance as the initial milestone
on the way prepared by John. Jesus' question in 11:30 concerning the authority of John
and the resulting dilemma of the chief priests, scribes, and elders concerning the popular
perception of John as a prophet recalls the identification of John as the prophet
anticipated by Isaiah.
The tearing open of the heavens and the inauguration of a new ministry through
the water of the Jordan recall for many commentators the first movement of God in
creation, the movement through Joshua's leadership through the Jordan, and the return of
the voice of God following prophetic silence of 700 years since Isaiah's words.213 The
silence broken by the Father is immediate, sudden, and stunning due to the diverse
background of this moment. As Jesus stands in the water, Whitney Shiner points out,
"his heavenly reality is masked by his ordinary appearance, //214 Yet here is the moment

James Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark, 38.
See David Ulansey ("Heavens Torn Open: Mark's Powerful Metaphor Explained," Bible
Review 7, August, 1991, 32-37), for the connection of the torn temple curtain with this tearing of the
heavens and the joint declaration by the Father and the centurion of the identity of Jesus as the Son of God.
On this bracketing of the Gospel by the torn heavens and temple curtain, see also Donald Juel, The Gospel
of Mark, 28. Phillip Carrington (According to Mark: A Running Commentary on the Oldest Gospel, 3637), notes the tie with the movement of the spirit of God over the waters in Genesis 1 and the Davidic
image of Psalm 2. Augustine Stock (The Method and Message of Mark, Wilmington, Delaware: Michael
Glazier, Inc., 1989, 52), notes the use of Ei)Ok in 1:10 and 1:12 stresses the inseparable connection between
the two phases of the Exodus being recalled in Jesus' early ministry, the grace of declaring the kingdom
and the testing of the Son. James Edwards (The Gospel According to Mark, 35-36), finds that the baptism
of Jesus with the voice of the Father fulfilled an eschatological hope for the renewal of the speaking of
God which had been silenced from the last of the prophets. See also Elizabeth Struthers Mahlbon
(Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark, 187), for a discussion of the source for the splitting of the
curtain, likely found in Zechariah 14:4 with the splitting of the Mount of Olives, and perhaps Is. 63:19.
214 Whitney Taylor Shiner, Follow Me! Disciples in Marcan Rhetoric (Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1995), 247. He further shows that miracles which should show who Jesus is are open to misunderstanding
(3:22-30) or blindness.
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for the Father to break the silence of the past thirty years of Jesus' life. By this brief
word, he brings together the witness of several Old Testament texts.215 While the exact
origin of these brief words can be debated, and freedom of new expression must be
reserved for the Father and the Evangelist, R.T. France warns against failure to hear what
the voice says. "One thing is clear beyond doubt: Jesus is here explicitly identified in the
terms used in Mark's heading, uibc °Eck. In the narrative that follows there will be
secrecy and paradox, but here in the prologue there is open declaration."216
The two actions, the tearing open of heaven and the ensuing words of the Father
identifying the Son, have their parallel in 15:38-39 in which the temple curtain is torn and
the centurion then declares that this was the Son of God. Donahue and Harrington note
that "In the ancient cosmology the tearing open of the heavens could symbolize the
possibility of divine-human communication (Ezek. 1:1, John 1:51). It is also an
eschatological motif; see Isaiah 64:1: '0 that you would tear open the heavens and come
down.' ...and it foreshadows the tearing open of the temple veil at the death of Jesus."217
Of course, the foreshadowing of the temple's veil being torn is possible only in retrospect
for the reader well acquainted with Mark. Donald Juel argues that Mark frequently
brackets episodes such as Jesus' trial around Peter's denial (14:54-72) and the cursing of
the fig tree with the cleansing of the Temple (11:12-26). Therefore, the entire Gospel
story may be here bracketed by the tearing open of the heavens at baptism and the tearing

215 A number of Old Testament texts are frequently identified with the Father's words, including
Isaiah 42:1, Psalm 2:7, and Genesis 22:2. These are identified by C.S. Mann (Mark: A New Translation
with Introduction and Commentary (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1986), 199), as combining the
"soteriological ideas of Genesis 22, a messianic designation in Psalm, 2 and the Servant of Isaiah 42. The
combination of motifs is startling, yet all the elements are at home in Palestinian Judaism." For a full
discussion of these texts, see especially R.T. France, The Gospel of Mark, 79-83.
216 R.T. France, The Gospel of Mark, 79.
217 Donahue and Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 65.
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of the curtain at his death.218 If Juel's contention is correct, then the brevity of the
resurrection account has another explanation, since the essential message of Jesus'
ministry has been concluded. It is not a message of futile death, but of faith that grasps
who Jesus is and expects the resurrection as the angel reminds the women.
While the open heavens of chapter one foreshadow the final opening of the
temple curtain, the baptismal opening has a close tie also with ensuing actions of Jesus in
the next chapters. The tearing of heaven, according to Donald Juel, begins an overall
theme of "transgressing boundaries" as a theme for the early ministry of Jesus. He is
noted for distinctive authority (1:22, 27), touching a leper (1:40-45), eats with the
unwashed (2:15-17), heals on the Sabbath (3:1-6), and other actions.219 The immediacy
of the tearing open of the heavens and the actions of the Spirit and Father are followed by
a similar urgency to these later actions, lending divine approval to the disruptive ministry
of the Son.
The immediacy of the heavens opening has, for Juel, an abruptness due to the
approach of God. It lacks any invitation for man to come near. "The image of the tearing
heavens is best taken as a sign of an invasion rather than as an invitation to enter a sacred
realm. God, enthroned in the distant heaven, chooses to come near in the presence of
Jesus. The story is about a God who will not remain at a distance."22° The urgency
signaled by 6%c then reflects the eagerness of God. While the wait has been long for
the Son to be identified, it is not the fault of a reluctant God. Rather, he comes without
delay to this world despite its unwillingness to receive him.
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Mark 1:12
K. Eiobc TO irvEipa ceirrOv ici3ciA.A.Ei Eic Thy krpov.221
Right away the Spirit drove him into the wilderness.
The announcement of Jesus' sonship leads to the immediate dismissal to the
desert for testing. James Edwards notes the use of 6015c in this account as one of the
keys of Mark's authorship along with the present tense and the "skeletal brevity." "The
haste and immediacy of the temptation on the heels of the baptism create a sense of
imminence and fervency in the reader. There is no time to linger in the glory of the
baptism."222
The immediacy of the temptation and its union within one narrative unit with 1:911 is suggested by the use of Etiek.223 Josef Ernst has a particularly full discussion of
possible union between verses 9-11 and 12-13. Speaking for a merger between the two
sections are the facts that there is the appearance of the Spirit in verses 10 and 12, the
same general geographical setting,224 and the personal pronoun of verse 12 which
presumes the context of verses 9-11. He cautions, however, against a simple joining of

221 The support for reading Ei)06c is unusually strong in this verse with even the Majority texts
including it. Those manuscripts reading Eir0154 include B ti L M* U W A II* Majority Texts, f13, 2, 28, 33
124, 157, 565, 579, and 1071. Those manuscripts reading ELEI4dc include A D E* K M(c) 0 11* fl 700 and
1424. There is no parallel Matthean usage of 6964. Interestingly, the placement of dire', before the verb
caused significant variations among several of the manuscripts which read Ei)O&Jc. The unusually diverse
support for EO8uc, including the rare support by the Majority texts, speaks for its inclusion over EilehJc.
222 James Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark, 39. He shows an interesting contrast with the
apocryphal Gospel of Phillip (74:29-31) in which Jesus is laughing at the world after his baptism. In Mark
he is "dead earnest."
223 Bastiaan van Iersel (Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 101), notes that Kai. ELEh54 is a
"connective device operating within one episode, the more so since the Spirit, which has only just taken
possession of Jesus, immediately drives him into the wilderness."
224 However, as noted above, the reader's attention in verses 10-11 is drawn from the Jordan and
surrounding desert to the open heavens. The casting into the desert in v. 12 becomes a jarring step rather
than a smooth continuation of the journey.
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the two since the historical present of verse 12 suggests the beginning of a new narrative
and the wilderness functions as a site for a new departure.225
Besides serving as a clamp, Eikhic might also be thought of as a bridge which
joins the preceding action to the main verb which follows. The model of a bridge allows
the action found in the participle immediately following EA5c to flow between the
preceding action and the main verb. The emphasis of E6015c is on the verb which follows
rather than the participle. An example of this is 1:10 where the perception of Jesus,
rather than his emergence from the water, is the key. A similar emphasis on the verb is
found in 1:18 where the following of Jesus, rather than the leaving of the nets, appears to
be the focus for 6015c.
In addition to Ernst's valuable observations, it can also be noted that the historical
present serves to heighten the action within a narrative and that the wilderness setting
here corresponds most closely with its introduction in verses 3-4. Another noteworthy
point of 1:12 is the placement of the object before the verb, a characteristic noted by
James Voelz as distinctive of Mark.226 The temptation setting then is primarily a
conclusion to the predicted way in the desert.
The majority of commentators see the opening Kat Eakic of verse 12 as a signal
for a new step in the journey, but one which also ties together the previous action with the
temptation. Ernst Haenchen remarks that Eiktic functions here not as an adverb of time

225The function of E6014 to join narratives is vividly described by Josef Ernst in discussing 1:12
and the use of 606c there as a Klammer to join the preceding baptism of Jesus with the immediate
expulsion into the wilderness. Ernst finds the Kai E606c conjunction to be a key factor in deciding the
closeness of these two pericopes, Josef Ernst, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Regensburg: Verlag
Friedrich Postet, 1981), 45.
226 James Voelz, "The Style of Mark's Gospel," 6. He notes that this tendency is most common in
subordinate clauses, but it also occurs, as here, in main clauses. Another example which occurs with FA*
is 11:3 Kai 6914 ceinev &vanilla vciltv c58E.
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but as a conjunctive particle.227 While this study holds that there is an element of time
suggested by EiJOISc, certainly there is in this immediacy a connection between the two
scenes. Dieter Luhrman helpfully notes that the same immediate unbroken connection
found between verses 9 and 10, signaled by kat Eikhi5g, can be seen between 11 and 12.228
This parallel correctly joins the baptism and identification by the Father with the action of
the Spirit, the Father's words being bracketed by the Spirit's descent and driving of Jesus
into the wilderness.
The vigor of the dismissal into the wilderness is furthered by the use of the
historical present with EKf3&XAEL in verse 12.229 While a longer discussion concerning the
use of the historic present was presented on pages 35-39, in summary it functions
primarily as an accent for action within a narrative and as a signal for a new narrative. In
this setting, there is an element of both as the scene shifts abruptly to the desert and,
fittingly, does so with the historic present. The action continues the consequence of the
baptism. The change of characters from the Father to the Spirit and the accompanying
cast of Satan, wild beasts, and angels is a fitting use for the highlighting of the historic
present.
Of particular interest to this study is the nature of bcpecA.A.ELv and its repetition
with 68158 in 1:43. The sharpness of verse twelve's beginning with Kai ELek is matched
by the harshness perceived in 113111,1Et.. Ernest Best writes, "The element of violence
n7 Ernst Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erkarung des Markus-Evangeliums and der kanonischen
Parallelen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968), 63.
228 Dieter Luhrmann, Das Markusevangelium (Tubingen: J.D.B. Mohr, 1987), 39.
229 Interestingly, eilEhic is found with icl3cilAi.a in the aorist tense in 1:43. It is also found more than
once with four other verbs when they are used in the indicative mood. These are Zpxop.al. (1:28, 1:29, 1:42,
2:12, 4:15 and 8:10); liyco (1:30, 2:8, 5:30, 9:24, and 14:45); icicoXouqw (1:18 and 10:52); and Cony:malt')
(4:29 and 11:3). It is often used with other verbs as participles, especially with verbs of motion, including
the participle form of Zpxopta (7:25 and 14:45); Ei.o0xopai. (1:21 and 6:25); and Wpxopcti. (1:29, 3;6, 5:2
and 6:54). Verbs of recognition are also frequent such as intyLvGiamo (2:8, 5:30 and 6:54) and Et6ov (9:15
and 9:20).
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cannot be excluded from the word since he uses it repeatedly in connection with the
expulsion of demons (1:34, 39, 43; 3:15, 22;6:13; 7:26; 9:18, 28)."2" This context of
demon expulsion complements Donald Juel's view of the verse 11 as a sudden invasion
by God into the world; as the Father has broken into a reluctant world, so the Son is
driven into conflict with the demons repeatedly to displace them.
While &pciA.A.Eiv is used frequently in Mark as noted above, it occurs twice with
606c, here and in 1:43. In 1:43, Jesus, having warned the healed leper, sent him out
immediately with the warning that he should tell no one. However (1:45), he began to
proclaim the news to everyone so that Jesus was forced to go into the desert places so that
even there everyone came to him. In both uses (1:12 and 1:43), the action of another, the
Spirit and the leper, force Jesus into the desert. However, in each case, he is not alone in
the wilderness but has around him either the Tempter, angels, and beasts, or the persistent
crowds.
Another possible parallel use of Eicr3caXELv in 1:12 is with the question of Jesus
casting out the demons through the power of Beelzebul (3:22-30). What suggests a tie
between these contexts the repeated use of EicRalllELv and also the previous context of the
Father designating Jesus as his Son at baptism, 1:10-11, and Jesus' choice of the twelve
disciples in 3:13-19. The purpose of the disciples is to be sent to preach (3:14), just as,
immediately following the temptation, Jesus begins his own preaching (1:14).
Furthermore, and perhaps as a stronger connection between the two contexts, the Spirit
which drives Jesus in 1:12 is spoken of in 3:29 as the one whom the enemies of Jesus
blasphemed. Through these later connections, the temptation of Jesus comes as the
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introduction to a repeated demonstration of his power over the demons. Ernest Best
notes that while the ending of Jesus' first trial with Satan has no stated conclusion, the
argument over Beelzebul which follows refers to Jesus' victory as Jesus is understood to
be the man who enters the house (3:27), and despoils it.231
The first of these trials between Jesus and the Tempter has, therefore, a number of
contexts in Mark. There are, besides those already noted, the coming trials, irapciCELv,
between the Pharisees and Jesus (8:11, 10:2, and 12:15), and a further background of
Jesus' Gethsemane prayer and Peter's temptation.232 It also has a rich context behind it.
The temptation of Adam in the Garden is an obvious contrast to the wilderness trial
facing Jesus.233 Carrington finds a number of other likely contexts for this including the
40 days of isolation in the desert or on a mountain by Elijah and Moses, the entire Exodus
narrative, and the guiding of Israel by the Spirit as described in Isaiah 63.234 The rich
surroundings create an anticipation of such a conflict for the Son of God; appropriately,
the trial comes immediately following the baptism.
The nature of the temptation is defined by the three attending circumstances of the
wilderness, the wild beasts, and the angels attending the Son. The wilderness has been
contrasted with the Garden and aligned with the experience of Israel. The meaning of the

231 Ernest

Best, The Temptation and the Passion, 10.
Ernest Best, The Temptation and the Passion: The Marcan Soteriology (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1965), 7.
233 Joel Marcus (The Way of the Lord: Christological Exegesis of the Old Testament in the Gospel
of Mark (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992, 169), finds four links between Adam and Jesus
in the temptation narrative. There is the shared conflict with the adversary, the life with animals, the Jewish
legend which has angels catering Adam's meals, and, in a pseudopigraphal account, the elevation of Adam
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234Phillip Carrington, According to Mark: A Running Commentary on the Oldest Gospel
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1960), 41-42. Most useful in these references are the parallels in
Isaiah 63 of the action of the Spirit who was set among the people of Israel, 63:11, and by whom the people
were given rest, 63:14. The "angel of his presence saved them," 63:9, is another link between the
experience of Israel in the desert and the fulfillment of that trial in Mark 1:12-13.
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wild beasts is more difficult to identify. Elizabeth Struthers Mahlbon views them as the
animals of the renewed wilderness of Isaiah 11:6-8 and therefore as the peaceful
companions of angels' ministration.235 Also, the lack of harm to Jesus suggests a peaceful
surrounding. However, most commentators view the beasts as dangerous reminders of
the serpent. William Lane writes: "Jesus confronts the horror, the loneliness and the
danger with which the wilderness is fraught when he meets the wild beasts. Their affinity
in this context is not with paradise, but with the realm of Satan."236 Given the setting of
the wilderness, the wild beasts may be seen as counterparts to the temptation by Satan.
While the Spirit appeared as a dove in v. 10, it is likely that we are to see the wild beasts
as the manifestation of Satan in v. 13.
While the temptation scene is quickly begun with the initial Eikik, it lacks any
definitive ending. The ministration of the angels does not immediately usher Satan away.
The lack of a Kat Eikhic to begin the preaching of Jesus in 1:14 allows for the context of
the trial to linger, especially in light of the introductory words of v. 14, Meth SE TO
Trapaboefivat. Tin) locivvriv. The first miracle which follows, the man with the unclean
spirit (1:21-28), suggests that the contest goes on. Lamar Williamson believes that this
brief temptation scene sets the stage for the whole Gospel: "The scene may well be
viewed as a paradigm of the cosmic struggle which underlies the entire gospel of Mark.
235 Elizabeth Struthers Mahlbon, Narrative Space and Mythic Meaning in Mark (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1986), 102.
236 William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1974),
61. David Garland (Mark: The NIV Application Commentary, Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996, 50-51),
notes the wilderness and the beasts make a new stage of conflict which can also recall the invasion-of-God
idea of Juel mentioned earlier in regard to 1:10-11: "The beasts are malevolent and are the natural
confederates of evil powers (Ps. 91:11-13)....The desert represent the uncultivated place of the curse,
Paradise lost, and the realm of Satan. Now Satan must contend with a new Adam, who has the power of
heaven at his side and angels as 'his corner men'." See also Susan Garrett (The Temptations of Jesus in
Mark's Gospel, Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1998, 55-60), for an excellent overview of the
temptation scene and an argument for the Marcan temptation scene to be a fulfillment of the model of
temptation in Job with divine approval followed by trial.
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The ensuing drama portrays the nature of Jesus' testing (e.g. 8:11, 10:2, 12:15), the
authoritative way he engaged in conflict (e.g. 1:21-28, 2:1-12, 12:35-37), and the
evidence of his victory over Satan and all evil powers (e.g. 3:27, 15:37-39, 16: 1 -8)."237
However, since the immediacy of the beginning of the temptation lacks a decisive
conclusion to the temptation, there is a tension between the continuing conflicts with
Satan that will follow. Yet there is a certainty to the end. Ernest Best finds this as the
ministry's crucial moment:
The Temptation is not then a preliminary to the ministry of Jesus in which he
settles for himself the broad outlines along which his ministry will run. The
Temptation lies within the ministry as its decisive first act: Satan is overcome; the
demonic exorcisms of the remainder of the ministry represent the making real of a
victory already accomplished....the defeat of Satan is thus attached to the
Temptation rather than to the Passion.238
The temptation segment illustrates the straight nature of the road which was
instituted by John. Without hesitation Jesus entered into this way with the accompanying
action of the Spirit and angels. However, the presence of Satan and the beasts show that
he is on a narrow way in a true wilderness, a straight road in a dangerous desert.

Mark 1:18, 20
KCa EikiJc C4EVTEC

KKTUCC TIK010110TIOOLV aljT41 .239

And immediately, leaving the nets, they followed him.
KCa Ei/Obc EKCaEGEV OCUT015C. KCa eC(1:0EVCEC TOV
T(.51, iii.o9Grre5v chfiXeov &ram) mitoi.).24°

ircrc4xx ccirr6v

ra, 1T-0..4)
2 r 'ICC&
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Lamar Williamson, Mark (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1983), 37.
Best, The Temptation and the Passion: The Marcan Soteriology, 15.
The textual support for E606c is brief again with it L 0 33, and 565, while a greater number of
manuscripts read ei'Agwc. A full accounting is in table two in the appendix. The Matthean parallel, 4:20,
uses eikihoc and may have influenced the later manuscripts in that direction. However adequate manuscript
support for Ei)Ok and the lack of any contextual reason for a change leave E696c as the preferred choice
here.
240 The textual evidence is divided by several factors here. The text as printed with dEhic is
supported by B tt L 28, 33, and 579 (with a small variation later in the verse.) Retaining the same sentence
237

238
239
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Right away he called them; and, leaving their father Zebedee in the boat with the hired
servants, they followed him.
The remaining uses of ELEhic in the opening two chapters demonstrate one of the
most interesting aspects of ELOix in Mark. In this section particularly but also in a
number of later episodes, 6915c occurs twice in a narrative unit. Frequently it is at the
beginning, such as at 1:10, 1:21, 1:29, 6: 45, 14:43, and 15:1. It is also found at the end
such as 1:20, 1:28, 2:12, 3:6, 4:29, 5:42, 8:10, 10:52, and 14:72. In this way, it may
function as both a focalizer and a defocalizer as defined by Robert Funk. A focalizer is
"the juxtaposition in time and space of two or more participants, in anticipation of some
action; the reader's attention is drawn in this way to the locus of the discourse."24I
Defocalizing is accomplished by "dispersing the participants, expanding the space,
lengthening the time, or introducing what is felt to be a terminal note."242 While Funk
doesn't speak specifically of ELOtic as either a focalizer or defocalizer, the functions given
to it fit well with its work in the situations noted above.243 Attention is drawn to the next
set of characters, the coming critical action is highlighted, or a note of finality is sounded
by which the reader is prepared to end the present scene. In discussing many of these
structure but using deE44 are manuscripts A C D K M, Majority Texts, U, H, fl, and 157. The Matthean
parallel of 4:22 with the use of EUOiwc and its placement of Ei)04.4 with the brothers leaving may have
influenced several manuscripts, W A 0 700, to place eee&oc after the second Kai. Also manuscript 565
accomplishes the same result by reading Kca 6066 ci4livrec rev ralcrOcc ccerav ZEI3e8cdov... Family 13
interestingly uses coatis- twice, with Eii0hoc in the first location modifying Jesus' call and Eirelic speaking of
the brothers. From these diverse choices, the reading of EU°14
' appears to be the least affected by Matthean
parallel and the most likely foundation for the remaining readings.
241 Robert Funk, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative (Sonoma, California: Polebridge Press, 1988),
16-17. He later defines the focalizer as "any narrative device for the reader to focus the senses, where to
look for the action that is about to take place" and that which "instructs the reader where to look (or listen,
or touch, etc.)" (102).
242 Robert Funk, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 23. He also terms defocalizers "conversation
stoppers" as devices which allow the last word to be said (130).
243 Robert Funk (The Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 102), also speaks of prefocalizers as well as
focalizers, but the definition of the prefocalizer, "any narrative device that prepares the way for or
anticipates a focalizer" is vague and the definition itself appears redundant since the prefocalizer, such as
the lame man being carried to the gate in Acts 3:2, may be as easily termed a focalizer. The reader's
attention is already drawn to the principal characters and is thereby focused.
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pairs, therefore, this study's comments will be concerned with the effect of ELei)c over the
entire narrative unit.
Of the two uses of Eiktic in 1:18 and 20, the function of the first is the easier to
explain. It is the first time that Eiktic is used adverbially outside of the action of the
Trinity. With the beginning of the preaching of Jesus and the imprisonment of John, the
scene shifts to the reaction of the new disciples. This begins a pattern carried out
throughout the Gospel wherein Eakic affects alternatively the work of Jesus and those
around him.
As Jesus begins his preaching, there is a context of the readiness of time with the
mention of the fulfillment of the time in 1:15, and yet no use of ELOUc in the preaching of
Jesus. An attractive potential use of Eii015c might have been with the immediacy of Jesus
preaching or the urgency of the decision that he might seek (verses 14 and 15). The
kaLp6c time of 1:15, however, is demonstrated in a more reserved manner by the
reactions of those who hear him along with the specific actions of Jesus. Interestingly,
Ei)Ok is never used in a broadcast manner to describe the entire ministry of Jesus, his
style of preaching, or his overall movements. Rather, as in 1:18-20, the representative
actions of disciples and Jesus stand for the larger ministry.
Following the broad opening of 1:14-15, the specific steps of calling the disciples
provide the first audience to Jesus' preaching. (It is interesting to note that there is no
specific crowd identified for 1:15, only the location of Galilee. Correspondingly, by the
sea, Simon and Andrew are the first definite listeners.) In 1:18 the use of kotl €i)Otic, for
the first time, is fully integrated into an existing narrative. R.T. France notes that this
placement within the narrative does not begin a new scene; "[I]t may be intended to
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underline the immediacy of the new disciples' response, but it would be unwise to base
too much on this feature, since in v. 20 the same phrase introduces Jesus' call rather than
the disciples' following; its role is more to keep the story going with vigor than to
comment on the specific nature of their response."244 However, the repetition of ELOISc
might have specific functions with each verse. This pursuit of distinct meaning is a
companion to the observation that E6915c often appears where one might not have expected
it. Examples include, within the first two chapters alone, the 1:28 spreading of the news
about Jesus immediately following the cleansing of the demoniac. Also, the immediate
telling of Peter's mother-in-law's condition to Jesus (1:30) focuses on the action of
telling while the expected immediacy would be the healing. The 1:42 departure of the
leprosy clearly is intended to be taken literally and with full amazement. By describing
the dismissal of 1:43, 6/A54- marks an abrupt point of departure, not merely a hurrying of
an eventual leaving. A working assumption for this study is that this lack of EUEhic in
predictable locations suggests a careful intentionality in its use which might be identified.
Many commentators grant that the first use in 1:18 highlights both the startling
power of Jesus' call and the unreserved following of the disciples. The power of the call
is captured by Jerome: "There must have been something divinely compelling in the face
of the Savior....They left their father of the flesh to follow the Father of the Spirit....to
show that there was something divine in the Savior's very countenance that men, seeing,
could not resist."245 Augustine Stock speaks specifically of ELOUc in this regard: "Here
Kai. Eiktic has its full value—their response is immediate. Mark's account emphasizes the

R.T. France, The New International Greek Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 97.
Jerome, Homily 83, in Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture: Mark, eds. Thomas Oden
and Christopher Hall (Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1998), 20.
244

245
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divine compulsion of Jesus' word."246 Through the preaching of John the disciples had
heard of the One who was coming. Now in his presence, they are overwhelmed with his
call. This emphasis on the powerful nature of Jesus' call is in keeping with the previous
uses of Ei)06c in which the Father's voice causes the Spirit's leading. Here, while the
action is done by the disciples, the Trinity of causation is complete; the Father spoke, the
Spirit drove, the Son gathered.
More commentators, however, focus on the action of the disciples. There is,
properly, a measure of emphasis on their following as evidence of the nature of the
discipleship to come. Josef Ernst notes that the unique call of Jesus creates a total
binding of the person to Jesus, not for a limited time but with a lasting demand.247 Morna
Hooker's elaboration of the text makes vivid use of Eikk: "The reaction of Simon and
Andrew is immediate; they down tools straight away and follow. Mark vividly conveys
the effect of Jesus' command for the abruptness of the narrative suggests that there is no
delay for them to settle their affairs."248 Rudolf Pesch draws upon the four disciples
called and notes that the following of the brothers is typical of the immediate following
of a disciple; the first pair leave their nets and the second leave their father so that Simon
can say in 10:28, "We have left everything to follow you."249 The first use of E15915c with
the disciples gives commentators a wide opportunity to note the intentional meaning of
the adverb.25°

246 Augustine Stock, The Method and Message of Mark (Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier
Inc., 1989), 83.
247 Josef Ernst, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich Postet, 1981), 57.
248 Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1991), 60.
249 Rudolf Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 111.
2" Virtually all commentators make statements similar to those above and this of D.E. Nineham
(The Gospel of St. Mark, New York: The Seabury Press, 1963, 72): "We are thus meant to see in the
conversion of the Prince of Apostles what such 'following ' must always be like. Jesus' demands brook no
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While the immediate actions of the disciples are a natural place for comment, the
second use of ELOiic in this narrative (1:20), is often overlooked or its placement
criticized. It appears awkwardly located, failing to provide a simple balance with 1:18,
and instead stressing the unhesitating calling of Jesus. John Meagher says that Elithic has
lost its function by this failure to balance with v. 18. "It seems evident that the key word
was displaced from its intended slot through clumsiness.77251 James Edwards notes that in
Matthew 4:21-22 the account of this scene places EUO&A)c with the following by the
brothers. He sees this as a "syntactical refinement that argues for Matthew's use of
Mark."252 The challenge of interpretation of Mark is to recognize value in the use of ELeik
which is the least likely, rather like the text critical preference for the hardest reading
which can yet be understood in the context.253
The urgent call of Jesus along with the unwavering acceptance by the disciples
also causes some to doubt whether these accounts can reflect actual events. Rudolf
Bultman confidently says, "Hardly anyone will doubt that Mark 1:16-20, 2:14 condenses

delay "immediately"; the response must be decisive and must include willingness to give up one's means of
livelihood and make a clean break with one's past." It should be observed that Jesus did not make an urgent
demand of the disciples here; it was only their reaction which was immediate. It is interesting to note that
the intentionality of 60154 and the impact it may make is not consistently noted by commentators
throughout their work. It may be due to the early, frequent repetition of eiktic, the challenging nature of
some of its placements, or the assumption that it has become a stylistic habit of the Evangelist. One
exception to this pattern is the treatment by Vincent Taylor in whose commentary the vast majority of the
references to Ei)eitc have been noted.
251 John C. Meagher, Clumsy Construction in Mark's Gospel: A Critique of Form- and
Redactiongeschichte (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1979), 44. Meagher does not make clear how
this displacement might have been accomplished, either by a failure by the Evangelist to preserve an
earlier, clearer version of the tradition, or by his own inventive mistake.
252 James Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002),
51.
253 Further evidence of the difficulty of this passage is found in Hugh Anderson's view that "the
words 'and immediately' do not signify a chronological connection but are once more the `Marcan particle
of transition." (The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1976, 89). Anderson does not explain why this cannot be understood with a temporal
immediacy. It is true that Kat Elieiic here creates a bridge between the introduction of the brothers and their
subsequent following. However, the conjunctive work may also have a temporal significance which fits the
context, as this study will show.
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into one symbolic moment what was in actuality a process."254 Ezra Gould suggests that
this "immediate following is due probably to a previous acquaintance with Jesus and his
teaching....(they) were prepared to heed this apparently abrupt call to become his
personal followers."255 These objections to the brief call and its ready acceptance
demand more than the Evangelist is willing to include. While there may have been a
previous relationship between Jesus and the four, centered on John the Baptist (John
1:35-42), the intention of the Marcan narrative appears to be centered on the
correspondence between the straight way prepared by John which leads in a direct line
through baptism and desert temptation to this moment of the preaching and response of
1:18-20. Mark's use of ELOUc and his brief account of the disciples' call may be seen to
emphasize the power of divine intention and the acceptance by the disciples driven by the
power of Jesus' presence.
Eduard Schweizer captures this understanding by noting the power of Jesus'
command in 1:20: "Jesus never debates with his disciples as a rabbi would have done.
Thus the word 'follow' received a new sound when Jesus said it, a sound which it has
nowhere else except in those passages of the Old Testament which declare that one must
follow either Baal or Yahweh."256 Jesus' lack of hesitation in calling strengthens the
perception of this power. He expects the response of the brothers. By stressing the
immediacy and brevity of Jesus' call and relating then the disciples' leaving of the father
and the following of Jesus, the reader sees Jesus turning away from the brothers
254 Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, trans. John Marsh (New York:
Harper and Row, 1963), 57.
255 Ezra Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1896), 18. In a similar way, Bastiaan van Iersel (Mark A Reader-Response
Commentary, 133), questions why the calling of the four disciples occurs here and not after the Sabbath
teaching when there would be more reason for their following.
256 Eduard Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, trans. Donald Madvig (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1970), 49.
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immediately following his call to them. He calls and turns, knowing they will follow.
They hurriedly leave their father since Jesus is already drawing away.
One of the remarkable aspects of the use of Ei9 5c with the call of Jesus rather than
the response of the disciples comes to the reader who knows the outcome of the Gospel.
While many comment frequently on the ready response of the disciples in following,
more remarkable is the readiness of Jesus to call the disciples knowing their eventual
failure to understand his way and to follow him. His way would confuse and endanger
them, yet he calls them right away. In terms of the parable of the seed, the disciples'
response of v. 18 shows the untested eagerness of the first seeds. Following this, Jesus'
unhesitating call of v. 20 recalls the experience of the desert trial Jesus has left. Right
away Jesus called these men to the road that he knows.
This drawing of the disciples completes the initial steps of the straight way. This
completion is found also in the structural relationship of the first four uses of Eikii,c.
There is an a b a b pattern in the sentence structure. In 1:10 and 1:18, Kai, ELOiic begins
the sentence followed by a participle and then the verb which EUefic primarily modifies. In
1:12 and 1:20 there is no participle between the initial KOA Ei)06c and the verb. There is
also a correspondence of action between these two pairs. In 1:10 and in 1:18, Jesus,
rising from the water, sees the Spirit and the Father who will direct him, while the
disciples, leaving their nets, follow the Son. In 1:12 and in 1:20, the theme of direction is
even clearer as the Spirit drives the Son into the desert while the Son calls the disciples.
In both cases this study has translated EA% in these verses with "right away." This
stresses the shared call to a challenging path.
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It appears at first, in comparing verses 12 and 20, that there is a difference in
direction between the two. The Spirit drives the Son into the desert seemingly alone,
while the Son clearly goes with the disciples as their leader. The Spirit also descends into
Jesus which sets the stage for his conflict in temptation and for the later conflict over his
exorcisms. These four initial uses of 6/W4- complete the initial steps of the ministry of
Jesus by establishing the central relationships of the Son through the Trinity and the
primary disciples.

Mark 1:21, 23, 28
Kat EtCYROpEUOVCCIL Etc Kcallccpvcco4,- Kai. ELObc TOIC OdIPPOCOLV ELGEXOthli Etc rilli
Guvecycoyiiv gt5ocaKEv.257
And they went into Capernaum; and immediately on the Sabbath he entered the
synagogue and began to teach.
Kat Ei.09i4 liv &/ it auvcrycayt ainc3v &AVG)Troc v ITVElipat 1. &KOGOCiptC9 Kai civ6cpccEE1,258

And just then there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit; and he cried out,
Kai. E Pl1A.13Ev ii daccrii aircor) El!)9i4 ITUVWX0f) Etc 817111 TilV ITEptX6V0V TfIC raXLA4CLOCC.259
And the news about Him went out immediately everywhere into all the surrounding
district of Galilee.
The brief narrative bounded by the two uses of ELOUc in 1:21 and 28 gives the first
full picture of the ministry of Jesus. There is a balance between the teaching ministry and

257 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. This is one of two
instances, along with 1:18, where B reads Efieiwc. There is no synoptic parallel usage of either form of the
adverb for this verse. While the manuscript evidence for EUEI4wc is particularly diverse with B and D,
several significant manuscripts retain Ea/6c which serves as the likely foundation for a change to Ei)Oicoc.
258 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. The Lukan parallel,
4:33, very similar in structure, has neither Eikk nor ElleE4K. This, along with the unusual placement of the
adverb with the verb isv, may have contributed to the omission of Ei)064 in many manuscripts. It is difficult
to understand the immediacy of a man who was likely there already during Jesus' teaching. Given this
difficulty, it appears more likely that the adverb would be omitted in manuscripts rather than inserted.
259 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. The Lukan parallel,
4:37, lacks either Ei9h56 or ei.)04.K. The unusually large number of manuscripts which include Ei'Mc and the
lack of Ei.0346)c in this verse speak for the consideration of Eikiic as original. The location of the adverb later
in the sentence and its association with the report of Jesus' teaching rather than the more usual action of an
individual may explain, at least in part, the omission of Eiktic in some manuscripts.
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the demand for miraculous healing. Dieter Luhrman notes that in this section of 1:21-28
there is the foundation for the whole history of Jesus. While the history is not a single
episode, it widens out from this: he teaches with authority, with him are the four
disciples, he will oppose the written tradition, and confront demons. 260 The use of €i)06c
highlights each of these parts of his work.
The first use in 1:21 is not in the location anticipated by many. Joel Marcus,
holding that 6064 modifies E6 i6a6KEv, notes that it would be expected to go immediately
before E6&6aYKEv.261 However, Marcus' interpretation that the force of 606c is upon the
teaching rather than the entry is not universally shared. Eduard Schweizer sees verses
21ff. as a separate transition between 16-20 and 29ff. Schweizer stresses the fact that this
Sabbath event of verse 21 could not have occurred on the same day as 16-20 due to the
restriction on fishing on the Sabbath, showing Schweizer's understanding of E1O6c as
suggesting a close temporal connection between verses 20 and 21. Because this could
not be the same day, Schweizer concludes that "this shows his indifference to matters of
time and location, inasmuch as his interest is centered in the significance which the event
has for the church."262
However the modifying force of ELOISc may be better understood as primarily on
the teaching and only secondarily on the movement into the synagogue. It does not
necessarily bind verses 20 and 21 necessarily into a single day. While there is travel
assumed from the close of v. 20, there is no requirement that the journey's next step be

26° Dieter Luhrman, Das Markusevangelium, 51.

Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 186.
Edwuard Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, 50. Other commentators also view
1:21 as Marcan editing. Rudolf Pesch (Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 117), sees a redactional seam
between 1:21a and 1:2 lb with fed* as the Marcan addition. In the same manner, see Ernest Best, The
Temptation and the Passion: The Marcan Soteriology, 68.
261

262
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reached within that same day. Rather, the model of 1:10 may apply also to 1:21. Just as
Jesus' movement from the water is the setting for his instantaneous perception, so the
entrance into the synagogue is the arena for his immediate teaching. In both 1:10 and
1:21, Kai EUElik creates a bridge between the previous actions, baptism and the entry into
Capernaum. The binding of Kai ENkic, however, does not extend beyond the phrase
immediately preceding it. The immediacy of Jesus' perception does not demand that his
arrival from Nazareth be on the same day as his baptism; the entrance into Capernaum's
synagogue to teach need not be accomplished on the same day as the calling of the
disciples.
The force of Eisthic does emphasize, however, the immediacy of Jesus' teaching
upon his arrival. This readiness to teach demonstrates the initial aspect of Jesus' ministry
and is in keeping with Jesus' unhesitating call of the disciples. Joel Marcus notes that it
was likely through the invitation of the local leadership that a speaker was invited to
speak. However, the fact that "Jesus does not wait for such an invitation, or at least that
the invitation is not recorded, implies his amazing charismatic power."263 R.T. France
also holds that the local leadership controlled the right to teach in a synagogue and
believes that behind the Marcan record is the assumption that "Jesus was invited or
allowed to do so (which) suggests that, despite the role of this pericope in Mark's
narrative as Jesus' first public appearance, he had already been active in the areas long
enough to be known and respected."2"
The possibility of an invitation may fit within the context. However, it is not a
necessity. Mark presents Jesus' authority in direct contrast with that of the scribes (1:22).
263
264

Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 191.
R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 101.
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Also, the ensuing conflicts with the scribes and Pharisees which culminate in 3:6 suggest
that Jesus may have seized the opportunity without invitation.265 In reality he acts out of
the descent of the Spirit in 1:11. The impact of Jesus' immediate teaching allows him to
grasp the moment. The Son of the Father who tore open heaven to announce his identity
is presented as the one who without reservation opened the door to use the synagogue for
his own proclamation. The One driven by the Spirit into the desert is empowered by the
Spirit with domination over the demons.
The establishment of Jesus' authority through preaching is given a further
development through the introduction of the man with the unclean spirit (1:23). This
leads to the unusual use of Kai Ei)Hc to present the man in the synagogue.266 The exact
modification intended for ELOUc is the presence of the demoniac, though C.S. Mann omits
Ei)86c from his translation due to uncertainty whether it modifies "was" or "unclean

265 The connection between this pericope and the following conflicts of chapters 1-2 are well
demonstrated by the chiastic arrangements of Sharyn Dowd (Reading Mark: A Literary and Theological
Commentary, Macon, Georgia: Smyth and Helwys, 2000, 15-18). Most convincing is her alignment of
chapter 1:21-45 in which Jesus' casting out of the demon and the conflict with the scribes (1:21-27) is
joined with the concluding section of 1:40-45, Jesus cleansing the leper and sending him to the priests as a
witness. In the intermediate position, Dowd pairs 1:28 and 1:39 in which the report of Jesus goes in to all
Galilee (1:28) and he goes into all the synagogues of Galilee (1:39). The central pair is 1:29-31, the healing
of Simon's mother-in-law and 1:32-34, where Jesus' prayer is interrupted by Simon with the expectation
that more healing should be done. The pivot section is the summary passage (1:32-34) in which the crowd
gathers before his door and all are healed. For her larger arrangement, Dowd takes 1:21-3:6 and finds the
common themes of exorcism-synagogue-Sabbath with a central section of 1:45-2:1-2. Especially
noteworthy is her observation of the balance between 1:45 6 a igiX0Wv Aptato Kiipikkmtv rroA.Xic Kai
Stadnii.d.Cet.v Tov ,I.dyov, dare itryciri airrov ofwanOat 4:KniEpGic etc natl., eladeffv, OA'
TOnotc Av. Kai. iipxovro npix moth, neivcoeiv. with 2:1-2 Kai derd06.4, maw etc Kcal)apvaotp
iipkpCiv iiKoilactri On iv OtKQ int (t/. 2 Kat ouviVenaav nolloi. dare "omen rival/ 11111 'E TOC Trp6c
Otipav, Kai ilicA.€1. airroic TO') Adyov. Dowd's construction demonstrates a persistent theme of Jesus'
authority which overwhelms that of the Pharisees and priests but which is recognized by those receiving his
miracles. This theme has valuable support from the several uses of etiOrk, as it demonstrates the freedom
with which Jesus worked.
266 Ernst Haenchen (Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erklarung des Markus-Evangelium and der kanonischen
Parallelen, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968, 87), notes that a new episode is begun with v.
23 with the customary EtiOtk but that in this instance it does not easily fit in this sentence.
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spirit."267 However, the immediate onset of demon possession seems unlikely. Mark's
use of EiiOUc seems to refer primarily to the presence of the man and secondarily to his
crying out. The demoniac has already been in the synagogue and his cry of identification
of Jesus has so far been repressed. Following the crowd's acclaim of Jesus, he erupts
with his knowledge of Jesus.
In this regard, El'Aiic may remind the reader of the baptism scene and the
acclamation by the Spirit and the Father of verses 10-11-. In verses 10 and 23, both
episodes begin with Kai Eikik, the location having been set in the previous verse. EU9i)c
modifies the action of the main character, Jesus and the demoniac, but each verse quickly
turns to other actors in the scene. The Spirit is introduced by the descent in verse 10,
while the unclean spirit cries out in verse 24. Following this, the Father acknowledges
Jesus as his son (verse 11) while in verse 24 the unclean spirit says, "I know who you are,
the Holy One of God." Between these episodes is the Spirit's driving of Jesus into
conflict with Satan in the desert temptation.
The immediacy of these events is stressed by Eii06c, despite its unusual use with
-riv.

The translation "And just then there was..." seeks to emphasize the connection of the

man with the previous context of Jesus' teaching in the synagogue. Ezra Gould describes
well the use of the two occurrences of in verses 21 and 23: "euthus-immediately-here
and in verse 21, shows the rapid sequence of events after he entered Capernaum. He was
no sooner in the city than he entered the synagogue, and no sooner in the synagogue than
this demoniac appeared."268 While the context reminds the reader that Jesus has taught

267 C.S. Mann, Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, 1986), 212.
268 Ezra Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1896), 22.
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first in the synagogue, Gould's idea of "no sooner than" is correct in light of the reception
of Jesus' teaching as one with authority. No sooner is he acclaimed as the one with
authority but this authority must be challenged by the unclean spirit. As was noted above
concerning the similarities in structure between verses 10-11 and 23-24, there is also the
parallel of the authority of Jesus being challenged. This challenge came immediately with
the desert experience in verse 12-13, and so also here, the unclean spirit unhesitatingly
confronts Jesus.
This confrontation increases the wonder of the crowd over Jesus' authority. It
leads to the third set of witnesses in chapter one, the crowd which now begins to spread a
report concerning him. John's initial witness was renewed upon his imprisonment by
Jesus' own beginning of ministry (1:14-15) and the crowd now continues the witness in
two stages, first among themselves (1:27) and then throughout the whole region of
Galilee (1:28). The use of Ei0315c with the report of the crowd balances the use of Ei8(4
with the demoniac of verse 23. Just as he was unhesitatingly ready to announce the
identity of Jesus and question his intention, so the crowd is instantly ready to marvel over
Jesus' authority and ability to cast out the demons.
This readiness of theirs is highlighted by the placement of ELEh5c. Vincent Taylor
notes that Ei)06c here "marks the immediacy with which the news about Jesus spread, just
1 ,
as Travtaxo0 describes its wide range."269 Eueuc
is for the first time separated from the

initial Kai and appears next to the adverb Travraxot) followed by the phrase Etc Okriv r?iv
ITEptxcopov TIN rixA.L7Axi.a4 which gives the dimensions of the report. This spread into all
of Galilee matches Jesus' own intention to preach in Galilee (1:14). This spread of the

269

Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 177.
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word by the crowd also complements the calling of the first disciples, perhaps forecasting
the later sending of the disciples.270 In addition, France points out that the fame spread
here also prepares for the sower parable of chapter four in which many will superficially
receive the word.271 However, the eventual falling away of some hearers cannot cancel
its impact here. Just as the parable demonstrates the power of the seed to sprout in every
type of soil, so the crowd's instant spread of his message is primarily a witness to the
power of his miracle, not to the shallowness of their understanding.
Such power is the point of this brief narrative (1:21-28) and especially of the three
uses of 606c. Jesus' unhesitating entrance into the synagogue foreshadows the
opposition which will culminate in the plot of 3:6. However, despite this, he immediately
enters the synagogue and is the teacher. His boldness and the recognition of his authority
are both highlighted by this first use of ELOUc. The presence of the demoniac in the
setting of his first teaching erupts with the previously suppressed knowledge of Jesus'
identity. Et'9h5c in verse 23 unveils the challenge of the demoniac, completing the authority
of Jesus which is acknowledged by man and spirit. This authority, summed up in verse
27, is then spread with a directness signaled by Ei)OiSc.

Mark 1:29, 30, 31

270 The verb Kriptiocna is used twelve times in Mark (1:4, 1:7, 1:14, 1:38, 1:39, 1:45, 3:14, 5:20,
6:12, 7:36, 13:10, and 14:9). There are also two later uses in 16:15 and 16:20. Of these twelve uses, the
first two (1:4, 7) are used of John the Baptist, 1:14, 1:38, and 1:39 were of Jesus, and 3:14 and 6:12 of the
disciples. 1:45, 5:20 and 7:36 spoke of the preaching of the men who had been healed. The final two uses,
13:10 and 14:9, return to the opening of the Gospel by speaking of the preaching of the Gospel done up to
the end of time. Interestingly, while Jesus' ministry opens with his preaching, the word is used of his work
only twice and that in chapter one. There is the progression from the preaching of John the Baptist to that
of Jesus and finally to that of the disciples and the preaching of the unnamed believers. In contrast,
&Mom.) is used seventeen times to describe the work of Jesus throughout the Gospel from chapter one
through fourteen.
271 R.T. France, The Gospel of Mark, 106.
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Ka. ELObc EK Tfic ouvocycolc iEEAeovrEc fiX0ov Etc TT1V oikiav Z1.4.1.4)110c KCC1. 'Ay6p&H.)
VET& IMKG5P01) KIX1 ICOCkVV01). 72

And leaving the synagogue, they went directly to the house of Simon and Andrew, with
James and John.
El'E TTEveEp& itIG)110c Kat6CE LTO nuf4cyclouoa, ka1 Eik/bc thyouow ccincl) TrEpt ccircfic.273
Now Simon's mother-in-law was lying ill with a fever and immediately they spoke to
Him about her.
Ka. Tr pOCIEA.OWV fiyE LpEv aini1V K parrjoac
l
61.'111(611E cdyroic.2 4

xe.poc•

eCCIAKEV CCUTilV s5 1TIVET6c KOC1

And he came to her and raised her up, taking her by the hand, and the fever left her, and
she waited on them.
The use of ELOk in this brief narrative provides a balance to the previous miracle.
It demonstrates the authority of Jesus in a new setting, deliberately contrasted with the
one just left. The contrasts include the object of the miracle, the illness itself, and the
result of the miracle. The theme continues to be the authority of Jesus displayed by his
readiness to act and the instantaneous effect of his work.
The narrative begins with the familiar kal. Ei)06c, which returns after the first
change in this order in verse 28. The meaning of the phrase is not apparent to all, as John
272 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. Two manuscripts,
D and W, omit Eiktic by beginning the sentence with W1136v SE EK Tfic ouvaywyric 40Ev .... The reading
by D and W is attractive in that it eliminates the repetition of the motion found in 4E0.06vrEc tjA.Oov.
However the slight manuscript evidence and the attractive simplicity of the reading make it more likely to
be an improvement by these manuscripts than the original. The choice between EUOtic and Eikhoc falls
along familiar lines with the early manuscripts B and ti providing adequate support for Eikkic as well as it
being the probable foundation for the later manuscripts to change to Eiki&Dc.
273 Similar to 1:29, there is only one manuscript, W, which does not have either adverb. The
evidence for €61364 is stronger than in 1:29 as D also includes it as do the usual witnesses, B tt L 28, 33, 69,
124, 579, 788, and 1346. Reading ELOLK are A C, the Majority Texts, KMUAO II/1 2 157, 565, 700,
1071, and 1424. It is difficult to account for the omission by W except to note that the immediacy of the
telling by the disciples is a bit unusual compared to other uses of etiOdc. However, the choice of EikiIc is
again defended on the basis of adequate manuscript support, including D here.
274 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. It may be seen that
there are two locations for the use of ELOhoc at this verse. The most likely explanation would be the
expectation that the healing would come immediately, balancing the immediate entry into the home and the
speaking to Jesus about her. Of the two inclusions, the early placement by D is the more likely, being after
the introductory Kat. However, the single manuscript attestation speaks against accepting this reading. The
later placement, while included in a number of texts, is not compelling in terms of the story as the healing
of the demoniac in the previous pericope also lacked diEhic at the actual moment of the healing. The solid
manuscript evidence against either location of the adverb, including Btt CLW 0 1, 28, 33, 118, 565, 579,
700, and 1424, speaks for the omission of the adverb as the most likely original reading.
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Meagher says that the two uses of 696c in verses 29 and 30 are a "customary and
pointless 'forthwith' and "another needless `forthwith.'"275 While Meagher sees no
purpose in eikk at all, Joel Marcus believes with verse 29, as with 1:10 and 1:21, that the
placement with Kai is an error, separating Eiktic from the verb which it properly
modifies.276 However, beginning the narrative with Eisek suggests a link to the previous
accounts of the healing in the synagogue, the calling of the disciples, and the baptism and
temptation. The adverb not only colors the account with urgency, but creates an extended
series of bridges to the previous accounts.
The most obvious linkage is with the healing inside the synagogue which also
began with a parallel movement into the synagogue, Kai El'Abc 'Lac ocippacw EicrEAMov
Etc Tip ouvaywyip ESiSaoKEv. The parallelism includes the participle of movement
which repeats the preposition which either precedes or follows it. The parallelism is also
found in that this is Jesus' first entrance into any one's home, just as verse 21 records his
first entrance in a synagogue for teaching. The adverbial force of rapid movement is
described well by Vincent Taylor, who notes that it may be intended to say that Jesus
went straight from the synagogue to this house.277 This study's translation attempts to
capture this undiverted movement by rendering Ei)66c with "directly," primarily
modifying the entrance into the house. Here EisAix builds an initial bridge between the
two actions of leaving and the entrance into the house.

275 John Meagher, Clumsy Construction in Mark's Gospel: A Critique of Form- and
Redactionffeschichte, 47.
216 Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 191.
277 Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 178. Taylor notes further that this narrative
retains a first-person flavor which distinguishes this account as one which captures the spirit of Peter's
personal recollection. He quotes Zahn's rendition of the narrative in first person: "Immediately we betook
ourselves out of the synagogue into our house and James and John also accompanied us within, and my
wife's mother was lying down with a fever, and forthwith we spoke to him on behalf of the sick one." The
account has the feeling of a vital personal recollection.
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This abrupt leaving of the synagogue carries more meaning than simply a
hastening of the narrative. Jesus' acclaim which will be repeated throughout the Gospel
reaches its first climax in 1:28. The immediacy of Jesus' retreat from the synagogue to
the privacy of Peter's house is put in sharp contrast by the paired uses of EL96c in verses
28 and 29. The report of Jesus' authority spreads throughout Galilee, and the reader
might expect that this is the paving of a way upon which Jesus will immediately walk to
continue his teaching and healing. However, he directly turns away from this path to the
relatively private setting of the disciple's home and to the single illness that waits. Joel
Marcus notes, "By this immediate exit Jesus gives an additional proof of his 'authority'
(cf. 1:22, 27): he does not remain at the synagogue to savor the applause of the crowd,
but straightaway moves onto the next place to which God has called him."278
This abrupt departure is in keeping with the previous three episodes and uses of
Ei)015c. The calling of the disciples and their leaving of their families and work suggests
that there is a severing of all past ties for these men. Jesus' direct return to Peter's home,
forgoing the applause that surrounded him, and instead privately healing Peter's motherin-law, shows a care for the disciples' families and past which might not have been
expected from verses 16-20.
The immediate retreat from the crowd's acclaim of Jesus' authority, following the
demoniac's identification of him as the Holy One of God, recalls also the retreat from the
scene of baptism into the desert. In 1:29 there is the same sequence of identification,
acclaim, and retreat which began with 1:10-12. However, while in 1:12 the retreat into
the desert brings temptation, the retreat in 1:29 and elsewhere is a movement away from
the temptation of fame. This will be seen again sharply with the aftermath of both feeding
278

Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 198.
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miracles where, modified by Ei)thic, Jesus sends the disciples quickly away (6:45) or goes
with them away from the crowd (8:10). In these situations, Ei)0i4 signals not only the
temporal directness of this movement but also the urgency and intention of Jesus to leave
the crowd's applause.
The abruptness of Jesus' leaving is then matched by the next use of EiA5c as
"they," likely Peter and his wife or Peter and Andrew, tell Jesus of the illness of Peter's
mother-in-law. This second use of EiAlc is similar to that of 1:23 in that the location of
the miracle is fixed with the first use of Ei)Glic and the focus of Jesus' miracle is signaled
by the second use. This highlighting of the news is also accomplished by the use of the
present tense with A4oucrt.v directly after ELOk. The intention behind their telling Jesus
seems to be clearly to ask for Jesus' help, though C.S. Mann suggests that it may be also
to explain any lack of hospitality.279 However, Rudolf Pesch notes that this request was
in contrast to the assumed purpose of Jesus' visit, yet the disciples expect to see the
powerful hand of the miracle worker.28° This retreat from the crowd may have been
intended for Jesus' rest, but the necessity of healing intrudes in a manner similar to 6:3134 where Jesus' rest is cancelled due to the needs of the crowd. It also begins a pattern of
recognition of Jesus which brings many of those who were ill for his healing. Several of
these scenes use ELek, such as in 6:54 and 9:15 with the entire crowd, while in 5:2 the
demoniac, and in 7:25 the woman whose daughter was ill, all come to Jesus immediately
upon recognition with the request for his help. The subtle request in 1:29 is the first such
step, and contrasts sharply with the immediate presence but complete lack of request

C.S. Mann, Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 215.
Rudolf
Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 130.
280

279
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from the demoniac in 1:23ff. While the demoniac instantly recognizes Jesus and fears
destruction, the disciples unhesitatingly tell Jesus of the woman and assume his help.
This help comes without delay. Jesus' healing appears to be an ideal setting for
another use of ELOISc. As noted in the beginning of this section, a wide range of generally
later manuscripts include ELO4wc after O TruperOc. This is the first of five occasions when
various manuscripts include ELek to show the timely force of Jesus' miracle.281 The
attraction of reading Ei)04c.oc here is clear. While it could have been found in 1:26, the
scene there was already filled with vibrant action with the convulsion of the man and the
cry of the demon. The immediacy of the exorcism is assumed in the violence of the
action. Now in the woman's quiet room, Jesus' compassionate hand might be expected to
bring a similarly instantaneous healing. (The reader familiar with the coming events of
the Gospel might see this as a foreshadowing of the healing instantly felt by the woman
with the bleeding in 5:29.) Yet in determining whether or not to include 606c here, two
manuscript considerations speak against its addition. The divided witness, with D alone
having ELEgcoc after the initial Ka'L and the relative lateness of the manuscripts which have
it after O Truperoc, argues that the adverb was added as a way to parallel other miracle
stories, 5:29 in particular. Also, there is the attraction of having this third use of Ei)06c in
a brief narrative which would allow this section to parallel the three uses of EiMic in 1:2128. If ELAtic were found here originally, it is unlikely that it would have been removed.

281 The other four are 3:5 with the restoration of the man's hand, 5:13 (with a wide variety of
textual evidence) where Jesus turns and sends the demons into the swine, 7:35 with the opening of the
man's hearing and speech, and 14:68 with the immediacy of the cock's crow. Full details of the witnesses
for these are found in tables one and two. The witnesses for these verses are widely varied with 3:5
supported by D only and 14:68 by 1424 only; however 7:35 finds all but D B 33 and 579 having at least
one use of Eio3k/EUOL)c. In 5:13 D and the Majority texts unite with others. No consistent pattern can be
seen among these uses which are not included in the Nestle-Aland text. (Besides these five, five other nonNestle-Aland verses include Ei)9k/Eikgwc in non-miracle settings.)
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Therefore, as attractive as it appears, this inclusion of Et'At5c must be understood as a
likely component of the miracle which was a later addition to the text.
This miracle concludes my discussion of the first and most intensive use of Ei)9t5c
in chapter one. The calling of the disciples, the teaching of the crowds, the exorcism, the
healing, and the identity of Jesus set the pattern for Jesus' ministry centered on these
opening verses. Ezra Gould comments that verses 29-30 show the immediacy with which
Jesus' second miracle follows the first so that, struck by this momentum, the whole town
then gathers at his door (1:32-34).282 The following two narratives, verses 32-34 in the
evening, and verses 35-38 in the following day, focus on the contrast between the
evening in which the crowd gathers and the following day in which Jesus retreats with
the disciples following him. In these two sections are all of the themes noted above,
those of disciples, teaching, exorcism, healing and identity. These are introduced with
the urgency of Ei)thic and, by its bridging of moments and events, shown to share the same
intensity. This surging forward into Christ's ministry sets a pace which is underscored
through the repeated work of teaching, healing, and exorcising found in chapters two and
three. Where Ei)Otic appears, it reminds the reader of the established pace.

Mark 1:42, 43
El'Abc ciirliA0Ev

w'
itoO

1.E1TpCC, KCC1 EKOL8CC*011.283

282 Ezra Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1896), 25.
283Except for manuscript M which omits the entire verse, all manuscripts include either €i)064 or
ELEgwc with the customary earliest manuscripts reading Ei)Ofic including B tt L 0 and 33. Those manuscripts
which read ELEguic include A C D, the Majority Texts, K, M(c), U, W, A II fl, 2, 28, 69, 124, 157, 565, 579,
700, 788, 1346, and 1424. A strong incentive to the reading of EUOECK may be the parallel accounts of
Matthew 8:3 and Luke 5:13 which read Kat Eaguic EKaeapioOrl airrob it Akrpa and Kat deECK i Xiirpa
&eine, &rr' throu. An interesting addition to most manuscripts that read Ei)eicac is the genitive absolute
Etirovro4 ainob between the opening Kai and EisOicoc. (It is so used with all but D W 69, 565, and 788.)
This is an unusual separation, though there are two other genitive absolutes in this manner with Eii06c at 5:2
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And immediately the leprosy left him and he was cleansed.
ccirrq) EiMic WpccAEti ainew 284
And when he had warned him, Jesus immediately sent him away.

Kat Elli3p1,117101111EVOc

The final two uses of 60c in chapter one complete the expectation of the
immediacy of Jesus' healing from 1:31. It also introduces one of the most unusual
placements of EiMic as Jesus appears to move instantly from patient compassion to abrupt
rebuke. In this section of 1:39-45, Jesus' word is given first an immediate power which
contrasts to its limited effect, and even its failure, in controlling the man's speech. Jesus
can cleanse but cannot contain the man.
The beginning of the narrative summarizes much of the earlier actions of chapter
one with Jesus again preaching in the synagogues, though the setting has become broader
than that of the single synagogue of Capernaum (1:21). Recalling the exorcism of the
first synagogue teaching, 1:39 speaks also of exorcisms as the parallel to his preaching.
Similar also to the approach of the demoniac in 1:23, but lacking 915c, is the appearance
of the leper. However, unlike the demoniac's cry of fear, the leper speaks with trust in

and 6:54. The genitive absolute is an attractive use of the bridging ability of Eiktic as it would bring the
healing into direct connection with the speech of Jesus, similar to the genitive absolute which follows eliek
in 14:43. However, in light of the fact that it would be unlikely for such a phrase to have been removed, it
is not read here.
284 Much the same situation exists for 1:43 as for 1:42. All manuscripts have either adverb and
those reading 606c include D along with the familiar B ti L 33 and 579. Those manuscripts which read
66&4 in the same location as Eikk include C, the Majority Texts, MUAO fl, 2, 28, 69, 157, 565, 700,
788, 1071, 1346, and 1424. An unusual sequence is followed by A K and H which place Ei)Egwc at the end
of the sentence, reading Kat Eµpp4niach.tEvoc cake.? WpccA.Ev draw €664.4. This may have been due to a
desire to make clearer the modification of 6044 by the casting out rather than the harsher warning of the
participle, or possibly to associate it with the speech of Jesus which follows directly in v. 44. This would
be a unique construction as Ealk does not appear following Kat and then both a participle and verb
anywhere else in Mark. It frequently appears after Kai and a participle as at 1:43, 3:6, 5:2, 6:25, 6:54, 9:20
and 14:45. It follows a verb alone at 1:28 and 5:42b. As with other decisions, the early manuscripts'
preference for Eiiek and the unlikely change of an original dOicac becoming 606 leads to efAilk being
favored.
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Jesus' healing (1:40). This leads to the first attribution of emotion to Jesus in the Gospel
which lends power to the immediacy of Jesus' speech and action in 1:43.285
The immediacy of the healing demonstrates the powerful compassion of Jesus.
Morna Hooker cautions that "a cure for leprosy could scarcely be so immediate. A
somewhat more plausible picture is given in Luke's account of the cure of ten lepers who
were healed as they traveled to Jerusalem (Luke 7:14)."286 However, Mark appears to be
unconcerned with satisfying the experiential limitations of readers. R. T. France counters
the caution of Hooker by noting that "This is a particularly impressive Kca Eiac; while
the extent of the man's disfigurement cannot be known, an immediately visible cure is
extraordinary....Jesus' healings (except in 8:22-26) are immediate, and even the
disfigurement of leprosy is no exception."287 This account might be a reminder of the
similarly instantaneous healing of Namaan in 2 Kings 5:14. Though there was the brief
process of seven washings, it is likely that the healing was instantly accomplished on the
seventh rather than that there was an incremental healing with each washing. Sherman
Johnson suggests that the magical appearance and disappearance of leprosy by Moses
(Exodus 4:6-7) and the healing of Miriam (Numbers 12:9-14) are the intended
background.288 However, in the first of these, there is only the appearance of leprosy with
little or no suffering involved. With Miriam, the text does not describe her healing, only

285 Only Mark has Kai cralayxmakic as a preface to his touch and words of healing. Vincent
Taylor (The Gospel According to St. Mark, 188) notes that Mark shows a particular interest in Jesus' touch
of those suffering (7:33, 8:22) and the children (10:16) and the touching of Jesus by others (3:10, 5:27, and
6:56).
286 Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, 80.
287 R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 118.
In contrast to France's acceptance of the immediacy of the healing and therefore the full impact of friekk,
there is the dismissal by J. Ernst (Das Evangelium nach Markus, 77), who views et;thic in 1:42 as shallow
and a mere stylistic interjection.
288 Sherman Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1960), 52.
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the prayer for it by Moses and the waiting of seven days by the people. The point of
Mark's double statement of cure in 1:42, along with the immediate dismissal in 1:43,
strongly suggests that this healing was complete as soon as Jesus willed it. It is a
repeated statement of the completeness of the authority of Jesus coupled with a new
dimension of his effective care.289
This expected union of compassion and effective desire on Jesus' part is
surprisingly reversed in 1:43-45. Jesus' immediately successful healing would lead the
reader to expect that his next actions would continue the themes of authority and the
acclaim of others which appears to be welcomed, or at least allowed, by Jesus. However,
these qualities which have been the staple of other narrative units (1:20, 1:28, 1:34, and
1:39) are for the first time reversed. Jesus' immediate words and action sharply counter
the expectations of the reader who may yet share the lingering ideas of the disciples in
1:36-37, who look for him to welcome the applause of the healed. However, his intention
in 1:38 was to preach from city to city, a plan which is prevented by the fame which
comes through the man's own preaching.
EL86c modifies both the act of warning the man along with the casting out of the
demon. The participle 4113p4rnociii.Evoc is used in a wide range of emotional settings in
the New Testament, with the closest parallel being the warning given by Jesus to the two
blind men in Matthew 9:30 when he commanded them to say nothing about their
289

Another Old Testament reference which matches the healing with the authority of Jesus is Job
33:23-26 in which Elihu pictures a man who has been afflicted with a skin disease because of his
sinfulness. However, he finds "an angel on his side as a mediator, one out of a thousand to tell a man what
is right for him, to be gracious to him ...." (verses 23-24) This one speaks for the afflicted man and the
man's flesh "is renewed like a child's; it is restored as in the days of his youth. He prays to God and finds
favor with him, he sees God's face and shouts for joy; he is restored by God to his righteous state." (verses
25-26) Though Elihu's presumption of Job's guilt is incorrect, the hope that one would find God directly
approachable, compassionate, and powerful to save are fulfilled in Jesus' actions in Mark. This scene
enacts Psalm 62:11-12, "One thing God has spoken, two things have I heard: that you, 0 God, are strong,
and that you, 0 Lord are loving."
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healing.290 The strong feeling of Jesus is in keeping with the compassion of 1:41, and in
this way Eihh5c creates the bridge between the first two revelations of Jesus' emotions.
The instantaneous expression of the warning following the proven effectiveness of
compassion shows the balance of each within Jesus.
The cause of this warning and deep emotion are difficult to see. Commentators
vary widely, with Ernst Haenchen suggesting that the man is not to hide his healing but
only how he has come to be healed.29I Eduard Schweizer views the sending of the man
not as a means of shielding the work of Jesus, but rather as a witness to the fact that Jesus
should not be suspected of revolutionary work. He is to be seen as one who abides by the
commandment (Leviticus 14:1-32).292 Walter Schmithals agrees in the main with
Schweizer, noting that the sending of the man is not about the healing already done, but
that sending him already healed into the temple is a preparatory step for the future
healings in the synagogue and the future work of Jesus in the temple.293 This direction of
witness rather than secrecy is in keeping with the intention of Jesus and his reaction to the
crowds. He has worked both openly and privately thus far and has not sought the acclaim
of the crowds but has certainly foreseen their spreading praise. The cautions given this
man are not a belated attempt by Jesus to suppress the reports about himself.

29° Besides Matthew 9:30 and Mark 1:43, ipPpitliogai. is used at Mark 14:5 of the rebuke given the
woman with the alabaster jar of perfume, and at John 11:33 and 38 of Jesus' agitated spirit at the tomb of
Lazarus. In the Johannine passages the tension is internal, but in the other passages the object of the turmoil
is clearly seen. Vincent Taylor (The Gospel According to St. Mark, 188-189) provides an exceptionally full
discussion of the verb and possible translations. He concludes that the verb denotes "strong feeling which
`boils over' and finds expression" and suggests the translation, "Moved by deep feeling towards him,
immediately He drove him forth."
291 Ernst Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erklarung des Markus-Evangelium and der kanonischen
Parallelen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968), 95.
292 Eduard Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, 58.
293 Walter Schmithals, Der Evangelium nach Markus, vol. 1, 137.
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Furthermore, it may be reasonable to see the effect of the man's preaching as
representing the very outcome Jesus wished to avoid. He was unable any longer to enter
into the cities himself but remained in the open country. This is in contrast to Jesus'
intention in 1:38-9 where he goes into the surrounding cities and enters the synagogues
more freely than he will be able to do later. The effect is seen in 2:1 where his entry into
Capernaum brings about a crowd jamming the doorways. The change also is seen in the
use of the verb wripi)aaco which is used of Jesus three times in 1:14, 1:38, and 1:39.
However, following the preaching of the man in 1:45, it is never used of Jesus again.
From this point on, it used only of the disciples (3:14, 6:12), those healed (5:20, 7:36),
and as an action of the end time (13:10, 14:9). While the sending of the disciples to
preach is intentional, this man's preaching appears to constrict the preaching of Jesus
himself.
Yet this still does not exhaust the deep emotion with which Jesus faces the man
now healed. The sharp contrast shown by the repetition of det5c in 1:42 and 1:43
suggests that the immediacy of Jesus' care and healing can be coupled with the equally
abrupt inner turmoil and warning. This narrative is not centered on the healing of the
man but on the emotions of Jesus. If he cares, the man will be cured; because of the
cure, Jesus is upset and sends away the man whose preaching restricts Jesus' actions and
hastens the surrounding of the crowds. This fame and conflict over the law, both issues
introduced in 1:44-45, are central to the conflicts of 2:1-3:5, all of which lead to his
enemies' plot in 3:6. The man asks, "If you care to, you can cleanse me." Jesus' healing
is his compassion for the man; his comprehension of this moment and its consequences
lead to his intense emotion and dismissal of the man.
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When one might have expected a prolonged celebration, there is instead an instant
sending away. In this way, this scene recalls the pattern begun in 1:10-12. One would
expect that the acclaim of the Father for the Son, along with its expression of love and
approval, would bring a prolonged celebration. Instead the Son is immediately driven
(6815c and uci3ciAA.co) away to the desert. So in this concluding narrative, the first
expression of the compassion of the Son does not allow for a new disciple following his
healer, but rather he is hastily driven off (again ELOk and 1•431D.A.r.a) so that Jesus again
returns to the desert and to the trials that are coming. The straight way that was begun in
the desert in 1:2-3 has been quickly followed by Jesus. Its course has been laid through
the preparatory work of John and also the disciples, those healed, and the crowds. In the
step of 1:42-43, Jesus' way is shown to be paved with both compassion and turmoil as he
enters again into the desert path.

Mark 2:2, 2:8, 2:12
KOGL CIDVIVOTIOCCV 110A,X01 WOTE IITIKETL

xcopEiv in-A

TOG Ilpbc

rip Oipocv, KaL EAOCAEL airrdic

-thy A.6yov.294
And many were gathered together, so that there was no longer room, even near the door;
and He was speaking the word to them.

AEYEL

OtYROc EILOOLOyCCOVECCL Ev klYTOIC
..rrt.yvoiic IS Triadic T(..) ITVE41CCTL a&rou
OCUTOic, TC Tarim ot.ciaoyC(Ea9E Ev Talc kapoCmc ipCiv;295

294 There is a summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse in table two of the appendix. The
immediate gathering of the crowd recalls the instant recognition and gathering of the crowd in 6:54-55 and
9:15, both locations in which Eiktic is found. While the use of 6E14.4 here is in keeping with the sense of
the narrative, its absence from early manuscripts is difficult to explain if it were original. It is most likely
that it was added early and retained by several manuscripts as a logical part of the text.
295 The textual evidence for ELO(K here is interesting in that, for the first time with a verse with
613154 in the Nestle-Aland text, there are a significant number of manuscripts which do not include either
adverb. The customary manuscripts found with Eiktic are B K L 0 33 and 700, while those with EiAgcoc
include A C, the Majority Texts, KMUA lI fl f13 2, 157, 1071, 1424. Those manuscripts without either
adverb are D F W 28 and 565. The omission of Eii8k, if done intentionally, may be due to the lack of it in
either Matthew or Luke's accounts. It may also have been omitted because of the unusual nature of Jesus'
immediate inner recognition, though in 5:30 where a very similar construction is used Kat Eiiek 6 Iiroii<
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At once Jesus, knowing in his spirit that in this way they were thinking in themselves,
said to them, "Why are you thinking these things in your hearts?
Kai

ily4pOri Kai. ELObc Cipac Tim/ Kpciparrov kfiA.OEv '41.itrpoceEv
eiSaTE EVLQTaoea4.
Ticivrccc Kat SoWEIN rbv 0E0V A.Ey0VTCK Ott. OUTCDC 066E1TOTE doopkv.296
And he rose and quickly taking up his mat, he went out before all of them. This amazed
everyone and they glorified God, saying, " We have never seen anything like this. "
This narrative continues the themes of revealing the inner nature of Jesus and the

direction of Jesus to the one healed, though in this case, that command is heeded.
Whereas 1:39-45 centered on the emotion of Jesus, here the focus is on the omniscience
of Jesus along with his authority and relationship with God. These themes continue the
same threads which were begun with the baptism and the early teaching in chapter one.
Besides the immediate context of 1:39-45, there is also the tie between the gathering of
the crowd in both 2:1-2 and 1:32-33, with specific mention of the door in both cases.
Healing is central to both sections, while Jesus' omniscience is also clearly stated in 2:8
and is presumed in 1:34. Jesus' knowledge and action in 2:1-12 are demonstrated further
in order that the crowds and enemies may recognize his claim to be the Son of God

inyvok Ev iairce3 all manuscripts use Eljel% /69E44. It remains unexplained why these manuscripts would
omit E68(4- if it is the original reading, though there is sufficient evidence from other manuscripts and
context to include it here. Between the two choices, the preference for Eiletic continues given the early
manuscripts which read it and its likely role as the springboard from which ELE14(oc developed.
296
This verse presents an interesting variety of readings with five different possibilities among the
manuscripts. Two manuscripts, W and 0, omit either adverb. They, however, disagree with each other in
significant ways concerning the opening of the verse and so do not demonstrate a consistent reading.
Several manuscripts have €i)thic as in the printed text above, including B tt L and 33. Those reading Eileiwc
are divided as to its location. Most common is the reading Kat frOpOri eashoc Kat &pa; which is shared by
A C(c), the Majority Texts, K M U 011 f13 1, 2, 118, 124, 157, 700, 788, 1071, 1582, and, with minor
changes,1 and 28. Two manuscripts read eikgcoc in the same location as ELEK)c including C* and 579.
Finally D and 1424 place Eikioac after the first Kat so that the stress is clearly upon the immediate rising.
From these many places there are some clear internal considerations. The most expected locations would
be the two places either just before or after in4peri so that the effect of Jesus' words would be highlighted
with the immediacy of the healing. However, as the discussion concerning the verse will show, the more
difficult reading of ELOtic following the second Kat, as printed in the Nestle text, is not without meaning,
though it is more subtle. Therefore, since significant early witnesses attest to this location and it is more
likely to be the one changed, it is best to read Kat ii*Ori Kat ELEgic &pac.
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The nature of the crowd which forces the man's dramatic entrance is a unique
feature of Mark. Matthew 9:1-8 says nothing of the crowd, while Luke 5:17 says it is
made up of the Pharisees and teachers of the Law from every village. Mark's depiction is
of a crowd which results from the leper's preaching. Jesus has returned to Capernaum
from the wilderness but is quickly found by the pursuing crowd. The crowd also shares
the role of the crowds of chapter one which viewed his miracles as proof that his
authority is greater than that of the scribes, a key part of the upcoming conflicts. This
authority had been confirmed through demonic expulsion and physical healings. Now, in
the coming narrative, this authority is proven not only through healing again but also
through the forgiveness of sin.
The role of the crowd as receivers of the word in v. 2 makes the inclusion of
ELetic attractive as it complements Jesus' rapidly growing popularity of 1:45. Besides the
parallels with the crowd's actions in 6:54-5 and 9:15, there is also similarity to the
parable of the sower in which Eiietic is used to describe the immediate reception of the
word by the shallow soil (4:5 and 4:16). Adding to this connection is the use of Xoyoc
which is first found in Mark at 1:45 with the preaching of the former leper. It is next
used of the speaking of Jesus in 2:2 and then used again in each verse of 4:14-20 of the
sower parable. The crowd here enacts the immediate reception of the Word and therefore
might be described with the use of EL6c. Verse three's plural gpxovca appears to be
referring to the crowd itself and so the crowd receives a measure of the commendation
for the faith noted in v. 5.297 However, due to the absence of Eastic in the earliest

297 Probably to clarify this, three manuscripts, W 28 and 565 include 1.6oii ib.5pE6 following the
initial KOLL of verse 3.
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manuscripts and the unlikelihood of its removal, it is an understood presence, referring
both to the leper's eager preaching and the coming parable.
The role of EiAili)c in bridging various parts of the narrative is clearly shown in
verse 8 where the thoughts of the scribes are known to Jesus. Their thoughts, particularly
the closing idea of the exclusive work of God, are a trigger for the action of Jesus which
demonstrates his divinity. In this sentence, the force of Eihhic falls upon Jesus' speech
rather than his knowledge. He takes up their thoughts which are in sharp contrast to the
faith exhibited by the four men lowering their friend. Frank Matera notes that the
structure of 2:1-12 "serves to contrast starkly the faith of the powerless man and his
friends with the contentious unbelief of the religious authorities."298 Jesus acts sharply to
show this contrast by immediately taking up the challenge found in the scribes' thoughts.
There is a measure of irony in the use of Eikiic with Jesus' knowledge, especially
in the context of the discussion concerning that which only God can do. The heart of the
objection in verse 7 is the question of whether Jesus is God. The immediacy of Jesus'
knowledge, at the first glance, appears to answer this instantly.299 Upon further reflection,
the immediacy of the knowledge of Jesus as God exceeds the limitation of Eu8uc taken in
a normal fashion. ELOUc expects an action which commences as soon as, but no sooner
than, the preceding action. However, the omniscience of God is eternal, outstripping the
narrow bridge from one moment to another which comes with Eikkic. While much of the
298

Frank Matera, What Are They Saying About Mark? (New York: Paulist Press, 1987), 90.
This reading is in contrast to the opinion of C.S. Mann (Mark: A New Translation with
Introduction and Commentary, 224), who holds that the knowledge of Jesus was "an awareness arrived at
by a concentration of attention....there is certainly no question of supernatural knowledge involved here,
but rather discernment." This understanding comfortably lies within the experience of readers and might
be the expected interpretation if another character were being described. However, from 1:1 forward, Mark
has pointedly insisted that Jesus is the Son of God, and in this setting in particular the omniscience of God
is expected and even demanded of him. The authoritative teacher of chapter one must fulfill the title (1:1)
and the identification (1:11) given him. A mere careful reading of his opponents' body language does not
allow for either the following absolution of sins or for his proof through the man's healing.
2"
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force of Ei)Ok is spent on the unhesitating speech of Jesus, that speech is based on the
instantaneous and even prior knowledge of the Son of God. While his enemies may
wonder at his instantaneous reading of their thoughts, the reader realizes that this is only
one more anticipated step on the road long prepared before him.
That journey begins here to include an escalation of the conflict between Jesus
and the religious leaders. Joanna Dewey's demonstration of both linear and concentric
development in 2:1-3:6 is generally accepted as correct and widely repeated."° Her view
sees an intensification of the conflict between Jesus and the leaders in 2:6, 2:12, 2:16,
2:18, 2:24, 3:2 and 3:6. This linear growth is balanced by a concentric structure where
the issue of fasting (2:18-21) is central. Arrayed on either side are the issues of behavior
by the disciples including the call of Levi (2:13-17) and the disciples' eating of grain
(2:23-28). On the farthest edge are the healing of the paralytic (2:11) and the healing of
the man with the withered hand (3:5).
In this progression, EiCic appears at the opening episode twice (2:8 and 2:12) and
then again at the very conclusion (3:6). The opening and closing pair (2:8 and 3:6) are
bridged by Etiek with a shared theme. In both cases there are enemies of Jesus who have
been watching either a miracle in progress or one completed, each miracle involving a
measure of blasphemy in their minds. At 2:7 there is the beginning of the opposition to
300 Joanna Dewey, Marcan Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and
Theology in Mark 2:1-3:6 (Chico: California: Scholars Press, 1980). Excellent summaries and
applications of her structure are found in Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Mark: Notes on Its Literary and
Cultural Settings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 89-90, and Frank Matera, What Are They
Saying About Mark? 63-66. While Dewey's construction is generally supported, Augustine Stock
("Chiastic Awareness and Education in Antiquity," Biblical Theology Bulletin, 14:1 [1984]: 24-25),
suggests a chiastic structure which pairs 2:1-9 and 3:1-6 on the theme of the silent questions of his enemies,
2:10-12 and 2:27-28 with declarations on the Son of Man, 2:13-17 and 2:23-26 with actions of Jesus and
the disciples with reaction by their enemies, and the central section, 2:18-22, which are the sayings of
Jesus. While these various structures differ in detail, they support the alignment of 2:1-12 and 3:1-6, the
only two occurrences of Eiklic in 2:1-3:6. The presence of EUNc is not prominently noted in these structures
but the discussion above will demonstrate the appropriate ties between them.
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Jesus, while with 3:6 there is the first definitive plot to kill Jesus. The introduction of
their hostility in 2:7 is immediately known by Jesus who adds to their anger by his next
words. His knowledge of their secret thoughts echoes for the reader as E60t5c reappears at
3:6. Jesus, who knew the beginning of his enemies' hatred, has continued on his course
despite what he must have known would be their final steps. This is in particular contrast
to the previous use of €606c where the leper presumes upon the mercy of Jesus and finds
it. In chapter two, the question is not uncovering the kindness of Jesus and seeing what it
will do, but rather finding what Jesus will do since he knows the anger of his enemies.
Therefore the phrase E6864 imyvok 6 'IwoDc t( rrvELµarL. airrob Crri. arcoc
ourAnyi.(ovrra 6 Eautol.g stands as a banner for the entire conflict Jesus is entering.
Viewed from the perspective of the way in the wilderness, Jesus is turning deliberately
towards the mountainous obstacles which stand in plain view before the road.
The open way is the fitting conclusion to this narrative as in 2:12 Ei)(36c draws
attention to the man's walking out the door. In a surprising command, Jesus tells the man
to rise and go to his own home, presumably through the people-choked door which
prevented him from entering there in the beginning. One might have expected EL86c to be
after the first Kai in verse 12, where it would denote the immediacy of the cure of Jesus
and the power of his command. However, instead it colors the gathering of the man's
mat and the quick exit through the crowd. Where his entry was once blocked, now his
exit is immediate and direct.
Walther Schmithals is correct in noting that the record of the miracle shows that
the word of Jesus is not empty but is immediately done.3°1 However, more attention

301 Walter Schmithals, Der Evangelium nach Markus, 155.
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should be given to the consequence of the man's healing and his presumed obedience to
Jesus' command to return to his own house. In the previous miracle, Ei)136c is used with
Jesus' command to remain silent. Yet the command is flagrantly broken. Here the
miracle is done in full view of others, so that the expected report spreads. R.T. France
says, "Here there is no attempt, as in the case of the leper, to restrict publicity; Jesus has
a point to make, and it is meant to be noticed."302 Jesus gives no command here because
the issue has become clarified; does he have the authority of God over sins? This issue
needs the clarity of the healing and the demonstration of the paralytic walking through
the crowd. Fitting, then, that ELek is used of the first steps of the paralytic. Not merely
his rising was straightforward but also and especially his walk through the crowd which
had once barred his way.

Mark 3:5, 3:6
Ka. TrEpLPXEtfraliEvoc ccorobc µEt Opyfic, cnaluiroi5i.LEvoc EiTL T71 1TWIXASGEL "[fig KapoLocc
ecv0p676), wEKTELVOV TT1V Xdp0C. KCCIL EEETELVEV KOLL O6ITEKCCTECIT&8T1 ixElp
airreav '
throb."
And after looking around at them with anger, grieved at their hardness of heart, He said
to the man, "Stretch out your hand." And he stretched it out, and his hand was restored.
KOC L EEA.OciiitEc ot OaptaccioL El.)13i4 Lleac TCM, TipCIALCCV61, 01.411300.LOV gb5ouv KOCT'
(Vita OTKOC aircbv a1roAcycom.v.304

And when the Pharisees had gone out, immediately they took counsel with the Herodians
concerning how they might destroy him.
3°2 R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 129.
3°3 Only D reads in 3:5, Kat cinEKatEatcieri T1 xest.p mita Eiiehoc. This choice is similar to the

addition of Eig344 at 2:12 where the immediate appearance of the miracle is highlighted. By including the
adverb here, D then omits it from 3:6. While this is an attractive accent to the dramatic nature of the
miracle, the more challenging and likely reading is with 3:6 which demonstrates the outcome of the
miracle.
304 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. Given the
predominance of manuscripts which include one form of the adverb at this later location, and its more
unusual location apart from Kai, the location of the adverb after ol. (Daptcatm is preferred. Between the
two adverbs, it is a familiar choice between the early and later manuscripts with the preference going to
those which read Ei)Ok.
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The escalating conflict between Jesus and his opponents reaches an early climax
in 3:1-6. This is a fitting point for the return of Eihhic following its first long absence
since 2:12. The presence of Jesus' opponents, their silence, the hopelessness of the initial
condition of the one healed, and the topic of that which is lawful is shared by both 2:1-12
and 3:1-6. In both settings the effect of Jesus' action is the point of the use of Eiaic. His
healing brings about a contrast. The departure of the paralytic leads to the praise of the
crowd; his later healing sends the Pharisees and Herodians to plot his death. The issue is
the identity of Jesus, the Son of Man, as the Lord of the Sabbath.305 Jesus' claim and
demonstration of his authority as the Lord places him on the way leading to the cross,
hastened by his enemies.
The plot of his enemies is found with one of the two uses in Mark of oup.PotiALov.
The other location is 15:1, there with the final use of Eihhic. In each case the enemies of
Jesus take counsel without hesitation. Interestingly, in 3:6 the setting was the Sabbath at
the synagogue which the Pharisees and Herodians had just left. In 15:1, Good Friday has
just dawned and Jesus is delivered to Pilate. In 3:1-5, the question concerning the
Sabbath is the appropriateness of doing good or evil, saving a life or destroying it. In the
context immediately following 15:1, Pilate is confronted with the choice between Jesus
and Barabbas, saving or destroying one life or the other (15:6-15). Under this shared
theme of the saving or destroying of life, the coupling of 686c with oulipoatov connects
the beginning of the plot and its completion. Jesus stands condemned in the center of
each plot while the two men who are saved stand safely to the side.
These two verses, 1:3 and 2:28, are the first two uses of Kiipcoc in Mark. Another significant
pairing of iciipto4 and €6015c occurs in 11:3, Kat iciv tic 6111,V ELtrn, TC notate Tato; ET.TRXTE, 131 KiipLoc
ccina xpECav ZXEL, Kai. Eiklbc afrrOv citroaralEc rciA.cv diEsE. This is the final use of icipt.oc in Mark which is
spoken directly of Jesus apart from Old Testament quotations.
305
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The use of Eikiic at the beginning of this conspiracy shows the eagerness with
which the enemies react to Jesus' proof that he is the Lord of the Sabbath. It demonstrates
the vehemence of their opposition to Jesus. Ezra Gould notes, "The immediateness is
here a sign of the violence of the feeling excited against Jesus. To estimate their fanatical
zeal, we must remember that they valued the Sabbath far beyond any mere morality, and
reacted with corresponding violence against any supposed violation of its sacredness."3°6
Bastiaan van Iersel points out that their opposition takes them past the very Law they
were concerned with preserving: "What Jesus demonstrates, however, is not first of all
his miraculous power but the true nature of his adversaries: they are criminals and
murderers, doing on the Sabbath what is not permitted on any day, let alone on the
Sabbath."307
The nature of the enemies in contrast to Jesus the saving Lord of the Sabbath
leads to the irony of the scene. The use of ELOUg is significant in punctuating this irony,
as Moma Hooker points out: "'The Pharisees went out straight away.' If we take Mark's
`straight away' seriously, then it was still the Sabbath, and the irony is complete: while
Jesus saves life on a Sabbath, they plot to kill."308 On the Sabbath, when the question is
what is permissible, the immediate reaction of his enemies, presented as the fulfillment of
the plans which Jesus has already known, is to kill. William Lane presents the opposites
of the text, saying, "Jesus answered the question of what is permitted on the Sabbath by
healing the man with the withered hand. Ironically, the guardians of the Sabbath
determine to do harm and to lcill."309

306 Ezra Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, 54.
Bastiaan Martinus Franciscus van Iersel, Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 161.
308 Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, 108.
309 William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, 126.
307
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The failure of the opponents to stop Jesus' healing magnifies the final failure of
the plot initiated in 3:6. Beginning with the controversy in 2:1-12, this use of ELEli)c
concludes the opening round of debate. The immediacy of the meeting of the Pharisees
and Herodians in 3:6 is understandable in light of their frustration but is hopeless in
respect to both the power of their opponent and the fervency with which he is praised.
While Eihh'ic generally is used with actions which produce genuine results, here it
highlights an action which ultimately is doomed. The immediacy of their meeting is
particularly ironic, given the years to come before their plan is fulfilled. Even the
crucifixion fails to stop the announcement of Jesus' identity and work. Urgently they
meet to plan what will be delayed. Expectantly they gather to do that which will not
ultimately work.
This concludes the initial section of use of Eisetic in coloring the opening ministry
of Jesus. The entire cast of the Gospel has been involved through the use of ELEhic thus
far, so that the Trinity, the disciples, the crowds, those healed, and the enemies have each
reacted to Jesus directly. In the center of this growing crowd, Jesus resolutely remains on
his course as the Son of God and Lord of the Sabbath.

Mark 4:5, 15, 16, 17
Keel, MO ETTEGEV ETT1 TO irerpabEc (511DU 61( EIXEV yfiv 'RUA*, Kat 05014 EWiETELXEV Sul
= 310
TO IA )(El.v paoc ylc•

310 A slightly larger number of early manuscripts than usual read Eikk including B tt C D L and
A. All manuscripts have EiktIc /Eikicac in the same location and no manuscript omits reading either Eithic or
Eikkcoc, though the manuscript for 33 is marred at this point and so no reading is available. Those
manuscripts reading 60464 include A, the Majority Texts, K M U W 0 Tlf13,1, 2, 28, 69, 118, 157, 565,
700, 1071, 1424, and 1582. The parallel reading in Matthew 13:5, Kat EUEgcoc iEaVETELXEV, may have
given rise to this reading. Given no significant differences in the readings except the form of the adverb,
the choice again falls to €i)Otic as the original which most likely precedes and explains E604wc.
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"And other seed fell on the rocky ground where it did not have much soil; and quickly it
sprang up because it did not have depth of soil.
imp& Till,666v. &mu onEtpEtaL 6 Xoyoc, Kat &ray fiK01506.10L1, ELOoc
ENcEtaL 6 Zataveic Kat aTpEL -rev Xoyov To EavapµEvov Etc andel'
These are the ones by the way where the word is sown and when they hear, right away
Satan comes and takes the word which has been sown in them.
015TOL SE ELOLV 01

KUI OLTOC ELOLV O. &L. to IfET(6611 0ITEL0611.EVOL,
[LET& xapelc Xaµp&votoLv a6t6v, 12

&VW du(01506)0MV Tea,Ain/OV Eak

And these are those who are sown on the rocky ground, who, when they hear the word,
immediately they receive it with joy;
Kal OOK Zxouotv 6t(av Ev Eautolc &XX& 1TpoaKaLpoL ELOLV, Etta yEvoµEvric OXitirEulc
ownfp.ob oh& tOv Xeryov ELObc 4:4Kav6aXt(ovtaL.313

it

311 A similar distribution of manuscripts occurs at 4:15 as at 4:5, with only fl lacking either
adverb. Those reading Eioak include Bx C L W A 28, 33, 69, 788, and 1071. The manuscripts with Eikthoc
include A D, Majority Text, K N U O 11 fl3 2, 124, 157, 565, 700, and 1424. Neither Matthew nor Luke
have a parallel usage of either adverb. It is interesting to see that some manuscripts such as W and 28, 69,
and 1071, which often read Ei)8h4, here read (6864. Given the early and unusually wide range of
manuscripts reading E6864, that is the preferred reading here.
312 The reading of Etietic, as with 4:15, is more widely attested here than usual. In this case, there
is the possibility that the parallel reading of Matthew 13:20, O SE Erri Ter nErpcSori anapd.c, dirk io-rw
Tin, Ahoy iicolitav Kai ELek peti xapiic Aappcimaii airrtiv, may have influenced some manuscripts. Those
reading EUElk include B tt C L Af13 28, 33, 1071, and 1346. The influence of Matthew however did not
prevent the omission of either adverb from D and 579. Those manuscripts reading E68h.4 include A,
Majority Text, K M U W O II fl 2, 69, 124, 157, 565, 700, 788, and 1424. The parallel reading of
Matthew might have been expected to turn more manuscripts to ELeitc. However, given the manuscripts
with E631;4 and its parallel with Mathew, the choice appears strongest for E68k.
313 The situation of 4:16 is essentially repeated in 4:17. The witnesses for Eikik include BRCL
W A 033 and 579. With W, there is the insertion of Kat before Eikhk. As with 4:16, here also there is a
parallel reading of €601% from Matthew 13:21, °UK 'ixEt a (way Ev icetraii &AAA apOoKatp6c kartv,
yevovivric a extiliEwc rl bibratob St& Tot, A6yov 0314 ccccuoalt(crat. There are two manuscripts which
omit either adverb, 1 and 118, but do so by omitting the entire phrase fl &Iowa) atic -rOv A.6yov E68bc.
Those manuscripts with E60k)c include A, D, Majority Text, K MU H f13 2, 28, 157, 565, 700, 1071 and
1424. The retention of E6864 is preferred given the value of the manuscripts and the Matthean parallel.
In regards to the insertion of a Kit before €60(4 in manuscript W, the lack of Kit in the parable
interpretation verses is noteworthy. While Kcit Eikk is found in 4:5, it is missing in 4:15, 16 and 17 in
settings where it might have been expected. Furthermore, the placement of ELOCK is either directly before
the verb (4:15, 4:17) or separated from it by only a prepositional phrase (4:16). Its customary placement
early in the sentence, following Kai and after a participle might have been expected especially with 4:15.
It might have come after the Kit which is there, changing koticaoatv to a participle, and letting E686S
modify what follows. It might have modified secondarily the hearing and primarily the arrival and
snatching of Satan. In 4:17, the predictable location for at. ELe6c would have been before yo,ovivilc
replacing itta. While the placement of Eikk is unusual, it is not unique as it does appear without KLiL in
numerous occasions and does occur directly before the verb at 1:20, 1:23, 1:30, 1:42,1:43, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29,
5:42, 6:45, 6:50, 9:20, and 10:52.
The unusual placement of EilOiK touches on the debate concerning the origin of the parable
interpretation. Several commentators hold that the verses of interpretation are the expression of the early
church. C.S. Mann (Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 266), believes that it
was a community interpretation after the ministry of Jesus because the parable was about an abundant
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But because they do not have root in themselves, but are only for a time, when affliction
or persecution on account of the word comes, quickly they fall away.
The use of EiaSc with miracles in chapters one and two turns sharply to its use
with parables in chapter four. There are four uses in the sower parable and one in the
growing seed parable. The use of EL86c with both miracles and parables demonstrates
some of the characteristics shared between them. Christopher Marshall notes that both
miracles and parables have a "metaphysical character" so that their meaning goes beyond
the story so that they are demonstrations of the presence of God's royal power in Jesus.
Both parables and miracles also show a "discriminating effect" whereby some perceive
the real meaning while others are left in the darkness (Mark 4:9, 23). The meaning of
both is therefore open to the interpretation of faith.314 In terms of the shared use of dithic,
there is a clear immediacy in the initial impact of God's power and also in the reaction,
positive and negative, to this power. However, one significant difference is that while

harvest despite adversity and the interpretation centers on the spiritual state of those who hear the word.
John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of Mark, 146-147), note that several words used in the
interpretation are more commonly associated with later epistles including oTrEtpui for preaching, eii(a for
stability, and Carecry with an association with riches and listings of vices in Paul. See also Vincent Taylor
(The Gospel According to St. Mark, 260-261), for a detailed discussion of this issue with the suggestion
that phrases such as "cares of the age," "the deceitfulness of riches," and "all other passions" are best
explained as coming from the era of Nero's Roman persecution. Eduard Schweizer (The Good News
According to Mark, 96), also claims that the allegorical interpretation given the parable would necessarily
come from the early church.
However, not all see the verses as incapable of being expressed by Jesus. William Lane contends
that Jesus actually said these words because of the unity of the parable and its interpretation. He counters
the view of Mann, noting that the interpretation has the same balance of four parts as does the parable. It
can be further noted that the words associated with the parable, especially citrEipw and (Ca, are necessary
for the context of the sowing of seed and the growth of a plant. Later use within the epistles and church in
a figurative manner may have well come from the previous use in the parable's interpretation, present in
oral tradition.
Finally, though E691k is not found in exactly the manner one might expect, it is found repeatedly in
a concentration similar to its use in chapter one. The association of Eii0 tic
' in the parable explanation with
both the eager reception and the swift turn away from the Gospel is in keeping with its use in chapters one
through three. It is used in conjunction with the rocky soil as it is found also there in 4:5, but it is
appropriately also used for the bird's approach in 4:15. On balance, there is reason to see these words as
part of the initial setting of the parable and as that explanation which would be natural from Jesus.
314 Christopher Marshall, Faith as a Theme in Mark's Narrative (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 61-65.
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miracles display an immediate resolution to the problem, so that the healing is instantly
complete, the parable of the sower does not use Eti064 in connection with the fourth soil
and its fulfillment. The immediacy in the sower parable is in keeping with its position
early in the Gospel where the Way has only begun. The immediate beginning of faith
and its quick opposition make up the context of the parable as well as the use of 61915c
within the parable.
Therefore, the chapter of parables, and the sower parable in particular, is a
summary of the Gospel to this point. For some of those watching Jesus and hearing the
parables, or reading the Gospel to this point, the work and words of Jesus are confusing;
supporting Frank Kermode's observation that the parables can be a strong element of the
"enigmatic and exclusive character of the narrative."315 Mary Ann Tolbert notes that
there are two crucial parables in Mark, the sower (4:3-8) and the tenants (12:1-12) and
that each serves as the central expression of their respective half of the Gospe1.316 The
parable of the sower, besides recasting the characters which we have already met
(disciples, the healed and the crowds, and the enemies) illustrates the key difference
317
between the soils, that is "faith versus fear." The sower parable gives explanation to
those events that have been thus far urgently pursued. They demonstrate Jesus' foresight

315 Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy in the Interpretation of Narrative (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1979), 33.
316 Mary
Ann Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 231. D.E. Nineham, The Gospel of St. Mark [New York: The
Seabury Press, 1963], 129-130), has also noted the parallel structure with these two parables in that each
has an overall four part sequence with four soils and four attempts to recover the harvest respectively. The
contrast with the soils and the conflict with the characters of the tenants parable, he notes, are expressive of
the flexibility expected among the readers so that some understand while others view the parable as a
riddle.
317
Mary Ann Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective, 175.
For a complementary discussion of the role of the minor characters as those who generally fail to grasp the
Gospel and thereby represent the second and third soils, see Joel Williams, Other Followers of Jesus:
Minor Characters As Major Figures in Mark's Gospel (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 107.
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over the present and his confident expectation for the future.318 D.E. Nineham correctly
sees this victory presented in the parables: "In these parables, a supreme confidence is
expressed in the certain triumph of good, and of that kingdom, which we may say is
tacitly identified with the cause and work of Jesus, and of his followers."319
Given the confidence expressed in the parables, one might expect that
ELO-Oc would have a role similar to that which it plays in the miracle stories. However, it
does not highlight the final success of the harvest. Part of this is natural given the subject
of the season-long growth of the seed. Part also is necessary also, given the nature of the
ministry of Jesus wherein individual miracles are done instantly but the final step of
sacrifice, death, and resurrection are still distant and will be carried out over days. Just as
Ei)Otic is not used with the final steps of Jesus' trial, death, and resurrection, so it is not
found here with the productive soil. As an expression of the preparation of the straight
way, it is most appropriately found with those steps of early acceptance and conflict.
Furthermore, to those who first accept the word but then fail to grow in it, the arrival of
the seed may appear sudden and shocicing.320 But to those who persevere in the growth
of the seed, it comes as expected, not instant or surprising.
The use of €6311c also highlights the centerpiece of the juxtaposition which makes
up the parable of the sower. The parable has a three part structure consistent with the
318 R.T. France (The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 1415), suggests that the two chapters of parables, 4 and 12, come to slow down the narrative's pace and to
explain what has happened so far. The role of explanation is certainly true, but the frequent presence of
thek lends an air of urgency to the parables, especially that of the sower. Furthermore, the parables not
only glance back to explain what has happened thus far, but they are predominantly forward-looking so that
there is an advancement of the narrative through them. What will come is the central thought of the
parables and so the predictive nature of the Gospel is established through them. In terms of the straight
way of 1:3, the parables are the surveyor's view through his transit and the planting of his stakes.
319 D.E. Nineham, The Gospel of St. Mark, 132.
32° See John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 147, for an excellent discussion
on the similarities of the shallow soil and the rocky soil as exemplified by those failed followers of Jesus
who are diverted by confusion or trial due to the Gospel.
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season-long experience of the seed; there is the sowing of the seed, the aborted growth in
the first three soils, and the successful growth in the fourth. EI')064 is used four times
(4:5, 4:15, 4:16, 4:17) in the telling and explanation of the parable, always in conjunction
with the central action of the failed growth of the first three soils. The action of the
sower and the eventual harvest are left without the sudden urgency of the central action
of the seed emerging from the soil. The stress is upon the shared immediacy of the
seed's growth or the snatching away of the seed in anticipation of its growth. Even the
abrupt failure of the seed in the rocky soil indicates the readiness of the seed to sprout in
a less-than-ideal soil.
For the sake of following the order of the parable, the four soils of the parable will
be discussed as Jesus described them and the uses of Et'65c will be taken in that sequence
rather than beginning with 4:5. The parable begins with the snatching of the seed by
Satan who comes instantly to snatch it away. This is the only use of ELetic in the parable
and its explanation which is not also found in Matthew. Yet it is one of the most natural.
In the time frame of the parable, this action alone can accurately be described as
immediate (in contrast to the emergence of a young plant or its relatively slow withering).
Furthermore, the immediacy of the work of Satan has already been highlighted with Eiktic
in the sudden appearance (1:23) of the demoniac in the first miracle done by Jesus.
Similarly in the next chapter (5:2), the moment of Jesus' arrival brings the sudden arrival
of the demoniac from the tombs. A clearer expression of the Word snatched in
conjunction with EoetIc is in the beheading of John where twice Eiki)c is found (6:25,
6:27) with the sudden arrival and request of the girl and the matching sudden sending of
the executioner by Herod. One might also see the sudden turn from the baptism scene to
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the desert temptation (1:12-13) as another instance in which Satan attempts to snatch the
Word. Related to this attempt, in a context which does not feature aellc but which is
complementary to those contexts which do, as John Donahue and Daniel Harrington note
Jesus proclaims the word openly to the disciples that he must suffer and die, 8:31-32.
Then, in the next phrase Peter attempts to divert Jesus, receiving in turn the rebuke of
being called Satan by Jesus.32I
The immediacy of Satan in snatching the Word reflects the vigilance of his watch.
It also demonstrates the readiness of the soil and the power of the seed to give life even
on the path. Were the path a hopelessly barren place that defied the best attempts of the
seed to bring life, no snatching (and certainly not an immediate one) would be necessary.
Satan eats, but not to feed himself. He devours to prevent the life that might be given to
others. Even this most unlikely path is a possible home for the seed. In this regard, the
two episodes with the demoniacs mentioned above (1:23-28 and 5:2-13) demonstrate the
life which the word creates on the path frequented by Satan.
This power of the seed to sprout in any soil continues with the rocky ground
where it is received with joy. ELEhic is used three times in regards to this soil at 4:5, 4;16,
and 4:17. The immediate sprouting (4:5) the reception with joy (4:16) and the rapid
withering from the sun (4:17) are all due to the same condition, the shallow nature of the
soil built over a rocky base. The soil is quickly warmed, but lacks depth of moisture and
therefore cannot endure the coming summer's heat. Ezra Gould describes well those who
are depicted by this soil: "Immediateness is characteristic of this class on both sides.
They receive the word immediately, and fall away immediately. Haste and superficiality

321 John

Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 147.
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go together. They do not wait to see if there is any other side to religion than the glad
side, nor, on the other hand, whether affliction is a sufficient reason for giving it up."322
While the superficial reception of Jesus may be seen in many, particularly in the
anonymous crowds beginning in chapter one, the sharpest comparison can be drawn
between the rocky soil and the disciples. Donald Juel suggests that Peter in particular
should be viewed here: "We may even wonder about the possible word play between the
name of "Peter"—which means "Rock" (petros) and "Rocky Ground" (petrodes) Peter
will come closest to faithfulness, but his disintegration will be the worst."323 In this
regard, the immediacy of Peter's character matches the use of €i)06c in both 4:16 and
4:17. The joyous, instantaneous following of Jesus in 1:18 along with the unhesitating
telling of his mother-in-law's illness in 1:30 are a match for the ready reception of the
seed of 4:5 and 4:16. The second-to-the-last use of Ei95c (14:72) with the immediate
crowing of the cock as a signal of Peter's fall, is a complement to the fall of 4:17. Of
course, what goes beyond the limitations of the parable is the restoration of Peter, which
is intimated in 16:7 with the direction to tell the disciples and Peter that they will see
Jesus in Galilee as he said.
The balance within the parable of joyous reception and eventual fall demonstrates
Jesus' perception of the nature of the early acclaim that he is receiving. The use of Eikiic
twice with the reception of the word and once with the destruction is given without
commendation or warning. Donald Juel notes that "No injunctions are issued to
encourage the soil, a passive image."324 The parable simply tells how it is with the

Ezra Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, 75.
Juel, The Gospel of Mark (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), 124.
324 Donald Juel, A Master of Surprise: Mark Interpreted (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), 57.
322

323 Donald
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crowds and disciples in their early reception of the word. There is a calm expectation
through the telling of the parable so that Jesus is neither excited nor crestfallen at the
growth and decline of the crowds. Instead, there is a certainty of the seed's consistent
power to create life in each soil and the harvest's coming, which will outweigh the seed
lost. Sherman Johnson captures this in a summary of the three growth parables of chapter
four: "Do not worry about the seed that is lost, look at that which succeeds (the Sower);
do not worry about the seed once it is sown, the result is in God's hands (the Seed
Growing Secretly); do not worry about the smallness of the seed, look at the result (the
Mustard Seed)."325 Though there is a strong immediacy to the seed's initial steps, just as
in the Gospel itself, these urgent first steps are necessary only to bring the journey to the
final harvest.

Mark 4:29

a

Trapa6a 0 Karr6c, EL9bc Comotala TO Op4iravov, Ott liCtpkTTIKEV
Otav
0Ep Lai.16c.3"
But when the crop permits, he immediately puts in the sickle, because the harvest has
come.
While the parable of the sower's use of detic stresses the immediacy of reception
and failed growth, the parable of the automatic soil emphasizes the urgency of the harvest

Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1960), 87.
326 A smaller than usual number of manuscripts read Eiktic, including B tt C L and 579. W has no
adverb, while fl reads TOTE instead of eiktic. Those manuscripts reading Eihgtac include A D, Majority
Texts, K M U i O U f13, 2, 28, 33, 124, 157, 565, 700, 1071, and 1424. The parable has no counterpart in
any other Gospel and so no influence from parallel readings. It may be that the lack of a Kcit. and the
placement immediately before the verb were reasons for some manuscripts to prefer the proper adverbial
form of 684.4. However, the manuscript evidence is not compelling enough to cause a change from the
pattern of EOelk which has already been established.
325 Sherman
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and the watchfulness of the harvester. While the man who plants the seed can do nothing
to further it and seems fit only to retire from the process, the sower, now harvester, keeps
a discerning watch over the seed's growth.
The context for the parable's use of Eikiric is particularly interesting in that there is
little expectation for any immediacy in this parable. For example, in the previous sower
parable, the harvestable growth of the seed was presented as the long term, patient result
which endured trouble. There was no surprise or immediacy to such growth. In the
automatic soil parable, the entire season before harvest is again drawn out in order to
express the mysterious nature of growth. The sower sleeps and rises again and again,
lulling the reader to believe that little will change. The sower can't understand what
happens to the seed and seems to leave it to its own devices. While one might have
expected a word in the previous sower parable urging that scarecrows be built, stones be
removed, and weeds be picked, there was no such warning given. In this parable, there is
even less. The sower sleeps without concern.
Even the stages of growth in 1:28 appear in a slow progressive fashion. There is
no rapid acceptance of the seed, no hasty pushing upward. Instead the growth happens
though the sower seems unaware of it. However, this assumption is overturned in 4:29.
The sower has become the harvester with the arrival of the fruit. Suddenly the harvest
begins. Sharyn Dowd says, "Although the growth is gradual and automatic in the
parable, the time of the harvest comes with jolting suddenness—"immediately." The
suddenness of the end will be emphasized in the later apocalyptic discourse, Mark 13."327
What has been hidden is now clear and the harvest preparations are shown to be already

327 Sharyn Dowd, Reading Mark: A Literary and Theological Commentary (Macon, Georgia:
Smyth and Helwys, 2000), 42.
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made. The turn is made with the first use of SE along with Et Otis, bE being a way for the
Evangelist to mark a sharp change in the narrative.328
This gives us a new viewpoint upon the ministry of Jesus and the fulfillment of
the road begun earlier. Pheme Perkins suggests that the parable could be either a warning
about the suddenness of judgment since no one knows the hour (Mark 13:20-23, 32) or a
consolation for those who worry about God's delays.329 Of these two complementary
ideas, the context favors the reassurance that the harvest will be abundant (4:32) and a
more than adequate match for what has been sown (4:24-5).3" In the parable, the key
point is that the harvest is anticipated. William Lane notes, "Important elements in the
parable are the certainty of the harvest in spite of the sower's temporary passivity and the
germinal power of the seed as the pledge and guarantee of its maturation....(The
Kingdom) mysteriously but irresistibly brings (the harvest) near."331
The closing uses of ELOUc have a sense of this as in 11:2 and 3 the disciples are
sent to get the donkey for Jesus, and it is clearly in readiness for them. They are assured
that the owner will send it immediately (11:3). The last use with Jesus' speech (14:43)
has an attractive parallel to the parable in that the disciples are sleeping and are awakened
by Jesus in 14:42 with the news that the betrayer has arrived. Immediately, even while
Jesus is speaking (14:43) Judas arrives. The readiness of Jesus to enter the final scene,
328 James Voelz ("The Style of Mark's Gospel," 11), notes that Oi "indicates a change of speaker
in conversations, introduces the immediate reaction of a character to a plot development, or sets off a unit
of narrative or discourse."
329 Pheme Perkins, The New Interpreter's Bible: Mark, volume 8 (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1995), 576-577. For a more extensive discussion of a historic variety of interpretations, see C.S. Mann,
Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 269.
330 In this regard, see David Garland (Mark: The NIV Application Commentary, Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1996, 178-179), for an excellent survey of interpretations and his view that the contextual tie to
the mustard seed stresses the hiddenness of the harvest at present along with a confidence in the inevitable
harvest.
331 William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1974),
170.
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dispelling the darkness and sleep which come before, shows the same watchfulness that is
seen in the parable. Finally, the last use of Eali)c with the dawn of Good Friday carries
this same sense of willing readiness. From the darkness comes immediately the harvest
day.
The two parables of the sower and the automatic soil give a broad view of the
ministry of Jesus. There is, on the one hand, the urgency of the quickly accepting crowds
and disciples along with the violence of Satan's attempts against the word. On the other
hand, there is the patient watchfulness of the harvester. The parables summarize the
Gospel and also predict its end. That end comes not only with a slow summer's growth,
but finally with the abrupt recognition that the end has arrived. The patterns of
acceptance, rebellion, and harvest noted by EL136c in the parables will continue to be seen
in the coming instances of ELEitic up to Good Friday.

Mark 5:2, 5:13
Kai EXOciv-roc (throb EK rot) TTa,OLOv ELObc irrriivuloEv ccinCi EK T6v µvriµEicav Oiv9pcnoc
cikaEiptcp,332
And when He had come out of the boat, suddenly a man from the tombs with an unclean
spirit met Him....

EV 1TVE151./CCTL.

KCCI 1TETI)E111E1) al5Tac. Kat EE),..etiv-ra to TIVELIICICTOC t& cildOCCRUX Et011100V EtC TOUC
Xdp014, Ka. 65p1ITICIEV rl ciyari kat& tor) kprip.vor) Etc Thy O&?aaoav, 64 StaxaLot., Ka L

iiviNovro iv it) eraciacm."3
332 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is in table two. The evidence for Ei)ACK is
unusual here in that B does not read either adverb, the only time that it does this. (B reads Ei)ek everywhere
else except for Eikicac at 1:18 and 1:21.) W also reads neither adverb. The pairing of these two in this
verse is surprising since they differ in several other ways. This verse is intriguing since their other
differences allow for no simple following of W after B. The appropriateness of the adverb here is apparent,
being similar to the sudden appearance of the demoniac in 1:23. It is therefore difficult to explain the
absence of either adverb in these two manuscripts. While the sudden appearance of the demoniac is a likely
place for Ei)9154, it is not as expected as in 5:13 and the actual performance of the miracle. It may be that
Eikitc was omitted inadvertently or in keeping with its absence in the parallel accounts in Matthew and
Luke. The choice of Eliek is the familiar argument based on the early manuscripts and the fact that it is the
reading which was most likely to be changed.
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And He gave them permission. And coming out, the unclean spirits entered the swine;
and the herd rushed down the steep bank into the sea, about two thousand of them, and
they were drowned in the sea.
The sudden arrival of the demoniac, particularly when the reader learns of his
appearance and his conduct, makes a startling beginning to this miracle. It complements
the previous scene in which the storm has just been calmed. In that calm the disciples are
terrified (4:41), and so it is while catching their breath, securely on land, that they are
confronted with the sudden appearance of the demoniac from the tombs. While the
evidence of Jesus' power should bolster them, their concluding question concerning the
identity of Jesus (4:41) necessitates another demonstration of his power.
The setting for this demonstration includes the Gentile territory, a foreign land
which balances the hostile sea which the disciples have just escaped.334 The setting is
ready for Jesus' invasion, recalling the image of God who is eager to assault the enemy
territory beginning with Jesus' baptism.335 In this new Gentile territory, as with the
region of the Jordan, Jesus' ministry begins with a miraculous sign in the heavens, with

333 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. Three distinct
choices are found in 5:13 with the simplest being the text as printed above without either adverb. This
reading is found in BKCLWO Afl 28, 565, 579, 700, and 788. Standing alone is D which inserts
Los 'Irlook after the opening Kai. Finally, those manuscripts which include eoOkoc before the
second Kai include A, Majority Texts (with variations among the manuscripts in other aspects of the verse),
Kmun f13, 2, 33, 69, 124, 157, 1071, and 1424. Besides this variety, there is also a division
concerning the verb and pronoun following the initial Kai, either iTkcpelxv arm% or a seemingly clearer
.Tr4oliEv ailtok. There is no use of either adverb in the parallel texts of Matthew or Luke. The simplest
though longest reading is that of D in which Jesus immediately sends the demons into the pigs. However,
the length and ease of the reading speak against this, along with the fact that is the single manuscript which
records it. The attraction of this reading in which Jesus immediately allows the demons to leave the man
and enter the pigs centers on the instant reaction to Jesus' wish. However, this would be the only use of
666454- in connection with Jesus acceding to the desire of a demon. The sense of alacrity might be
misunderstood to suggest that Jesus immediately did the bidding of the demons rather than that they
instantly were cast out. Therefore, given the solid number and variety of texts without the adverb, it is best
to imagine the instant departure of the demons from the man but to leave E-061(4- out of the printed text.
334 See Pheme Perkins (The New Interpreter's Bible: Mark, Volume 8, [Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1995], 583), for a concise discussion and excellent map of the possible location for the miracle.
335 This image was discussed in regards to 1:10 and is from Donald Juel, The Gospel of Mark
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), 65.
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the actions and words defining Jesus, and with the immediate meeting of a demonic
adversary in order to establish the identity and power of Jesus.
James Edwards expands on the aspect of Jesus taking on the challenge of this
foreign territory. "Thus Jesus meets a man with an unclean spirit living among unclean
tombs surrounded people employed in unclean occupations, all in unclean Gentile
territory."336 One might have expected, given this hostile situation, that any urgency
would be on the part of Jesus, similar to the uses of €i)86c with his entrance into the
synagogue wherein waited the demoniac (1:21). Given the demoniac's cry of recognition
of Jesus and the danger he perceived of torment, it is especially unusual that it is the
demoniac who rushes forward to Jesus. The hasty retreat of the demoniac to the farthest
tomb might rather have been anticipated. Werner Kelber notes that in three exorcisms,
1:21-28, 5:1-20, and 9:14-29, there is always a three part structure: confrontation,
expulsion, acclamation.337 In each of these exorcism narratives €69tic is found (1:21, 23,
28, 5:2, 9:15, 20, and 24). In each the initial meeting uses Eikhic. Instead of retreat, in
each case there is a straightforward approach. Matthew O'Donnell translates i)TnivrricrEv
in 5:2 with "he came out to confront him" and speaks of the demoniac's approach as a
challenge to Jesus.338 The demoniac faces Jesus with the same bravado as the storm and,
as in the previous miracle, undergoes a startling calm.

Mark 5:29, 30

336

James Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002),

155.
337 Werner Kelber, The Oral and Written Gospel: The Hermeneutics of Speaking and Writing in
the Synoptic Tradition, Mark, Paul, and Q. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 52.
338 Matthew Brook O'Donnell, "Translation and the Exegetical Process Using Mark 5:1-10, 'The
Binding of the Strong Man' as a Test Case," in Translating the Bible: Problems and Prospects, edited by
Stanley Porter and Richard Hess, 162-188 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 170-171.
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Kai EU0i.)C Tipciveli h urryii Tot) cailatoc ainfic Kai '4vco Tc.:.).CHASIICCT l. ZIT L. 'fatal, &ITO Tfic
pticat L yog.339
And immediately the flow of her blood was dried up; and she knew in her body that she
was healed of her affliction.
KCC1. Eikiic 6 'II-poi:4 ETTLyvoUS iii kurli) TO E ockob oUvccimi EEEA.eoOaaV ill. LorpcutlEic EV
Tc:ii CixAm ZA.EyEv, TLS p.ou Mato Tal ilicaLcw;34°

And immediately Jesus, knowing in himself that power had gone out from him and
turning to the crowd, said, "Who touched my clothes?"
The calm of the previous healing, which closes with the healed demoniac telling
his story throughout his region, is broken with the crowd that attends the double miracle
of Jairus' daughter and the woman with the bleeding. The crowd pushes around Jesus
with their curiosity over his ability to heal the little girl. In the center of this narrative
E686c is used twice to emphasize the effective knowledge and faith of the woman and the
readiness of the power of Jesus.
As has been noted above, the two part account of the healing of Jairus' daughter
divided by the healing of the woman is frequently cited as one of Mark's intercalations.
The use of EL015c highlights the abrupt change which occurs in the central action through
the pair of occurrences of ELOUc in 5:29 and 5:30. Here there is a contrast between the
woman's immediate touch and healing versus Jairus' prolonged waiting. Following the
healing of the girl, there is then a link between the woman's experience and Jairus'

339 The evidence for Eikfic here includes 13K C L A O 33, and 579. The reading of EN9E64 is by A
D, Majority Texts, KMNUW lifl,f13, 2, 28, 69, 124, 157, 565, 700, 788, 1071, 1346, and 1424. No
manuscript lacks one or the other adverb, nor is there any difference in their placement among the
manuscripts. There is no parallel use of EU0(4 by Matthew or Luke, though Luke uses Trapaxpitia in the
same general location in Luke 8:44. The preference for ELOtic lies with the expectation that this is the
reading most likely to be changed over time.
340 An almost identical list of support for each adverb is found in 5:30. Those manuscripts with
Eiohic include B HCLA0 33, and 579. Those reading EUEthoc include A D, Majority Texts, K M N U W II
fl,f13, 2, 28, 157, 565, 700, 1071, and 1424. While no manuscript omits one form of the adverb or the
other, there is variety with the words following EiCk. Several manuscripts read ETrLyvouc 6 irriag,
including both of those that read Elietic, L, and those reading Ei)Oiwc, D (which adds a Kai between inyvok
and 6 InooD4), 565, and 700. Furthermore, probably confused by the similar endings of these two words,
33 doubles 6 Inaobc. In all, the inclusion of the adverb following Kai is clear and the best choice lies with
Ei)(3i4 as the most likely starting point for later change.
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daughter when, in 5:42, ELOISc is used twice for the girl's rising and the astonishment of
the onlookers.
The presence of the woman as described in 5:25-26 provides a sharp contrast to
Jairus and his daughter. James Edwards notes that she has no advantage over Jairus, for
he is the ruler who is able to address Jesus and call him to his home. Yet the immediate
miracle is hers. "Her gender, namelessness, uncleanness, and shame—none of these will
stop her from reaching Jesus. To this undaunted woman comes the healing and
liberating, 'Daughter, your faith has healed you; go in peace.">341 While Jairus must wait
for healing and face the deadly delay of Jesus' walk to his home, the woman is given
immediate healing due to her faith. In contrast, Jairus must be strengthened when the
news of his daughter's death arrives (6:36). The woman, however, emerges as the one
with dauntless faith despite twelve years of disappointment.
In this way, she is similar to the paralyzed man of chapter two. Both must reach
Jesus through a crowd and are commended, by word or by healing result, for their faith
when they first reach Jesus. Pheme Perkins notes the remarkable quality of persistence in
the extraordinary circumstances they faced.342 Joel Marcus notes also that these two
stories also feature Jesus' knowledge of the actions and thoughts of others. He finds a
parallel between the knowledge of Jesus with the faith of those approaching him: "Since
faith is a form of knowledge, it is not coincidental that the same intertwined stories that
contain this abundance of epistemological language also prominently feature the theme of
faith."343 Against this faith there is also the background of doubt in both stories. The
muttering of Jesus' enemies is the object of his knowledge in 2:8, and the doubts of the
341 James

Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark, 168.
Pheme Perkins, The New Interpreter's Bible: Mark, 588.
343 Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8, 368.
342
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disciples are the object of his knowledge in 5:31. The coupling of knowledge with faith is
highlighted in 5:29 by the immediacy of Ei)Olic with the woman's instantaneous healing.
Her knowledge was confirmed by the readiness of the miracle that she expected.
This immediate miracle also demonstrates the willingness of Jesus to heal.
Walter Schmithals observes that Jesus' power needs no buildup or obvious display for it
to be believed. The woman's meekness and modesty are sufficient preparation along
with her faith.3" In addition, the woman, in contrast to Jairus' daughter who is
surrounded with care, comes to Jesus in isolation without any encouragement for her
faith.345 The miracle comes as a sudden applause, confirming her faith.
Complementing her certainty is the second use of Ei)96c in this narrative in 5:30
with Jesus' instant knowledge of her healing. This pair of uses turns the attention of the
reader from one character to another with the hinge being the second Et)Ok. Rudolf Pesch
sees a similar pattern in other narratives such as 1:21, 1:23, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, and 1:43,
where 606c is used in two consecutive or nearby verses. The first occasion of E60 15c is
used to conclude the first section of the narrative while the second begins the following
scene.346 T.his pattern is especially clear here as the opening of the woman's healing is
focused on her thoughts and Jesus serves as the object of the action. Suddenly Jesus

Walter Schmithals, Der Evangelium nach Markus, 294.
Bastiaan van Iersel (Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 211), notes several contrasts
between the two women healed in this narrative, including 12 years wasted with illness versus 12 years of
life fulfilled, the woman being relatively penniless versus the prominent and successful family of the girl,
the second to approach Jesus being the first healed compared to an early approach to Jesus but a delayed
healing. He has a helpful comparison without overplaying the similarity in their ages. Elizabeth Struthers
Malbon (In the Company of Jesus: Characters in Mark's Gospel, Louisville: Westminster John Knox
Press, 2000, 26-27), compares the women and attributes to both great faith. However this is possible only
by extending the father's actions to the daughter and removing any doubt which might have necessitated
Jesus' encouragement in 5:36. She is correct in noting that in this clear case of Marcan intercalation, the
framing story should be understood through the outcome of the inner story. Therefore, the encouragement
of 5:36 has dramatic backing from the healing which has just delayed Jesus' arrival. Jairus should take
hope in the very event which was likely a point of frustration moments before.
346 Rudolf Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 303.
344

345
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becomes the actor, his thoughts are available to the reader, and the woman is the object of
his search. The doubling of 6015c may be thought of as the two halves of a hinge which
correspondingly close one section and open another.
The suddenness of Jesus' desire to find the woman highlights another similarity
between the woman and the paralyzed man in 2:1-12. In each case, the healing that
occurred was in secret; sins were forgiven upon Jesus' first words and the bleeding
stopped upon her first touch. However, each miracle needed to be concluded with an
open display of that miracle, either through the rising of the man from his mat or by the
woman's coming forward and kneeling before him. The healing of the woman was
therefore only the beginning of the search by Jesus which would confirm publicly what
she knew privately. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington appropriately translate Efih;c in
5:30 with "Simultaneously, when Jesus felt in himself...", saying that "Jesus' immediate
self-realization about the departure of his power parallels the woman's self-realization of
being healed."347 While the disciples regard Jesus' question as foolishness, readers
realize as did the woman that his immediate question was another display of his
omniscience and a confirmation of the truth of her miracle. It is the only miracle which is
corroborated by more than the feeling and action of the one healed. Jesus' immediate
knowledge demonstrates his understanding and his compassionate link with this
otherwise unknown and untouchable woman.

Mark 5:36, 42

347

John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 172, 175.
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But Jesus, overhearing what was being spoken, said to the synagogue official, "Do not be
afraid, only believe."
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And immediately the girl rose and walked around, for she was twelve years old. At once
they were completely astounded.
The dramatic healing of the woman provides the background for the resurrection
of Jairus' daughter. While Jairus' social situation had sharply distinguished him from the
woman prior to the healing, the death of his daughter left him as dependent as she upon
the words of Jesus. To him also comes the immediacy of healing and the wave of
astonishment signaled by diek.
The pairing of the two healing stories has separated the two adults up to this point.
However, the use of Eikiiic with the raising of the daughter recalls the immediacy of the

348 Several manuscripts begin the verse with 6 g Incrobc E68Ewc ciKo6oac including A C, Majority
Texts, K M U fl f13, 2, 33, 157, 579, and 1071. Manuscript N begins the verse with 6 a Irioobc Coco6oac
ELOWc. Those manuscripts omitting Etiawc here are B tt DLW A Ofl, 28, 565, 700, 788, and 1424.
There is no inclusion of this conversation in Matthew's account, while the Lucan version lacks feRoc.. The
inclusion of E6eiwc is in keeping with the compassion of Jesus and his knowledge of Jairus' inner thoughts.
While the appearance of Etithfc following 66 is unusual, it does occur in 6:50 in a similar case where Jesus
responds to the disciples' fear, 6 a E6ek EA.ciA.rlOEV 1.1ET' airr6v, Kat 14e. airoic, eapOEITE, EriS
4ol3Eic3E. However, speaking against its inclusion is the lack of Eilacoc in the early manuscripts which
consistently include E606c and its absence from D which often includes E6Ohoc in an independent fashion.
The relatively strong manuscript evidence against ELO&K and the unusual placement after g removes
ELEgc.)c from the preferred text.
349
A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. In keeping with the
parallel text in Luke 8:55, manuscript 579 uses rrapaxptia instead of E6064-. The inclusion of Efiehic in this
location is fitting given the opening and the bridge created between the command of Jesus and the girl's
raising. The two choices are familiar and, once again, preference is given to the more-likely-to-be-changed

The second half of 5:42 presents a unique situation in Mark in that no manuscript reads dOECJC.
Two considerations besides the manuscripts speak for the inclusion of Ei/Ok here. First, there is a general
pattern in the neighboring uses of et504- where there is an action and a reaction, both signaled by etiOlic. In
5:29,30, the woman's healing brings about immediate knowledge by Jesus and his search. In 6:25, the girl's
arrival and request prompt in 6:27 the king's immediate sending of the executioner. Second, the use of
aithic with the resulting amazement of a crowd is found in two other places, 2:12 and 9:15. The placement
of etask after the Kat and the verb is somewhat unusual though it occurs also in 1:28 in a similar context of
the crowd's reaction after a miracle. Given these parallels in usage and the adequate manuscript evidence,
this study believes that Elkik should be retained without brackets.
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woman's healing and demonstrates Jairus' similarity to the woman. Joel Williams notes
that though Jairus' influence and wealth are distinct from the woman, he is also similar to
her in that "he is desperately needy, humble and obedient. Like the hemorrhaging
woman he is completely without hope apart from Jesus."35°
The pairing of Jairus' need with that of the woman also prepares the reader for the
similarity in reaction to the healing. As 6015c was found with the moment of healing for
both the woman and the girl, so also it is in the instant reaction to the healing of both.
There is, however, an interesting difference in that the first use, 5:30, conveys Jesus'
solitary awareness of the miracle and search for the woman, while in 5:42b, the family's
and disciples' reaction is one of amazement. These are the disciples who had questioned
Jesus' miracle in 5:31 and the father who needed to be reassured by Jesus in 5:36. The
appropriate ending of the miracle then is not merely the healing of the two people but
also the completion of faith and astonishment for the disciples and the father.35 '

Mark 6:25, 27
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Joel Williams, Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters as Major Figures in Mark's
Gospel (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 117.
351
Commentators make note of the unusual construction of 5:42b with the dative of the noun
echoing the preceding verb. C.S. Mann (Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,
287), suggests that this reflects a Palestinian source which follows a Septuagintal practice of thus
translating the infinitive absolute. A.T. Robertson (A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of
Historical Research, 530-531), discusses further the Septuagint's practice, referring to H. Thackeray's
belief that the Septuagint expressed the infinitive absolute through both the instrumental case of the dative
and also through a participle, using both methods equally. Robertson uses 5:42 as an example of the
instrumental case dative as expressive of the manner of the action. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington
(The Gospel of Mark, 178), note that the construction of this phrase, though it is part of the usual pattern for
miracle stories, yet, "the phraseology here (lit. 'at once they were ecstatic with a great ecstasy') conveys the
extraordinary nature of this miracle."
352
The witnesses for ELO6c are familiar, including BKCNA0 28, 33, 565, 700, and Papyrus 45.
A few manuscripts including D, L 1, 1582*, and 1424 omit either adverb, D interestingly omitting also the
following µEric airouoijc. Those manuscripts reading Eliehac include A, Majority texts, KMUF flf13 2,
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And when she had entered directly in haste to the king, she asked, saying, "I want you to
give me right now upon a platter the head of John the Baptist."
Kal Ei)Obc chocycd..A.ccc O pocoadic aiTEKotAciropa ETTETtgEV Ev4icoCL Thy Kel)cahv
Kal delTEX86V OCITEKEOLCIEV With) EV tf 4UA.C41135-3

And immediately the king sent an executioner and ordered him to bring his head. And he
went and beheaded him in the prison
The A B A structure of chapter 5, 5:21-24, 25-34, and 35-43, is repeated in the
following chapter with the sending of the disciples (6:7-13), the beheading of John (6:1429), and the return of the disciples (6:30-31). Ei)Ehic appears in the center of the narrative
with a familiar pairing of two verses in a cause and effect relationship. Its use also recalls
the parable of the sower in particular and sets the stage for the coming feeding of five
thousand along with Jesus' sudden departure from that miracle.
The speed of the narrative is remarkable. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington
point out, "The Greek text is dense with terms denoting speed and urgency: 'right away,'
`she hurried back' (lit. she entered with haste' or 'with eagerness'), and 'give to me right
now' (exautes)."354 The forcefulness of the girl's request, bolstered likely by her
conversation with her mother, is signaled by EfAtic in the opening of v. 25. Rudolf Pesch
notes that here the daughter no longer merely asks but demands that the head of John be

118, 124, 157, 579, 1071, and 1582(c). It is a bit surprising with Eikhic following Kra oiroaric that more
manuscripts did not omit either EiAilk or the prepositional phrase as redundant. However, the witness for
ilerec airouSfic is almost universal and the manuscripts recording diefic are consistent with other instances,
having even gained 28, 565, and 700 which elsewhere frequently side with Ei5Elkic. The expanded list of
witnesses for EUEliK give firm ground for choosing it as the likely original reading.
353 While the list of witnesses for €6136c was enlarged in 5:25, it returns to the usual manuscripts in
5:27 including BitCLA and 0. All manuscripts have one of the adverbs, diet% or E68&ic, though some
replace the initial ical 60c with &XX& Elitigoic including D 565, and 700. Those other manuscripts which
read Kat Ei)ekic include A, Majority Texts, KMNUW f II f13,1, 2, 28, 33, 69, 118, 157, 579, 1071,
1424, and 1582. The change from Kea to OA& is reasonable given the reluctance of Herod within v. 26.
The inclusion of alai tempers the startling nature of Eiji* in v. 27, giving a sense of "Yet, despite his
regret, he immediately...." The simpler Kai dwells upon the very end of v. 26, Herod's oaths and guests,
and so gives the sense of "So, because of them, he immediately...." The wide range of attestation for
E6046)6 is impressive, but EA% remains as the most likely initial reading, giving rise to the later Ei) hoc.
354 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 199.
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brought before her.355 The combination of these two women whose demands are urgently
brought forward forms a contrast to the women who come to Jesus in the text
immediately preceding and following. Joel Marcus points out that
[t]hese two daringly evil female figures, Herodias and her daughter, are bracketed
by two daringly positive females figures, the woman with the hemorrhage (5:2434) and the Syrophoenician woman (7:24-30); note the common usage of the
word 'daughter' in all three stories); the four women then represent heroines of
the faith and their demonic counterparts.356
While Marcus is correct in noting the shared title of "daughter," there is also the
shared use of ELOUc in each of these accounts. The woman with the bleeding comes with
a request that is instantly answered and noticed; the Syrophoenician woman comes with
instant urgency asking for his help. Between them is the brazen immediacy of Herodias'
daughter's approach and the quick fulfillment by Herod. The first and last women are
models of faith in face of daunting opposition while Herodias' daughter exemplifies the
snatching greed which appeared in conjunction with delic with the parable of the sower's
first soil and the seed hungrily taken by the ravens (4:4-8).
A further parallel to the girl's eagerness is found in the likeness to Judas'
approach in 14:43 and 14:45 in which while Jesus is still speaking, Judas arrives (1:42)
and goes without delay to greet and kiss him (14:45). John's role as forerunner of Jesus
is highlighted by the similar, hasty approach of the girl and Judas. Both contexts also
include an evening setting where a meal has been completed with a gathering of
associates. The opportunity of the girl to request what she wishes on a platter from the
king is the dark background for the prayer of Jesus requesting of his Father that the cup

3" Rudolf Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 342. Augustine Stock observes also that "the
element of haste which characterizes the intervention of the girl contributes to the tragic effects of the
story" (The Method and Message of Mark, 187).
356
Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8. 403
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that is before him would pass away. As a consequence of the girl's Judas-like action, the
scene shifts to the prison with John and the executioner who beheads him. In the
moments following Judas' arrival there is the arrest of Jesus and the drawing of the sword
by Peter and the cutting off of the ear of the chief priests' servant. Similarly, in a
moment of haste, Herod in 6:27 sends the executioner without delay. While this action is
surprising given his remorse in 6:26, it fits especially well with this later context of
Judas' betrayal and the fulfillment of the plot begun already in 3:6. Herod acts with a
rashness that holds everyone in his place so that we appear to have the entire cast waiting
for the fulfillment of this order, wondering perhaps if it will actually happen.357
However, the suspense of the wait is brief as the head is brought from the executioner to
the girl and then to her mother, ending the Baptizer's short journey.

Mark 6:45, 50, 54
IjlidcyKaGEV TObc 1.11XOTIthc aUTOD 41.1311VCLL Etc TO 7101.0V Kai TrporiyELv ELc TO
Tiipav -ITC< Bipacciociv, Zuic akiic ecirolikL TOv CixXov.358
And immediately He made His disciples get into the boat and go ahead to the far side, to
Bethsaida, while he dismissed the crowd.
KCCIL

liciliTEc yap ccirrov doov Kai, iTocpcixeriaccv. 0 a Ei)Obc 0.011.710EV VET' CCUTCw, Kat A4.yEL
OGI5TOIC, OCCp0EITE, EyW E LI.LL• 11) (1)006.00E .359
357 D.E. Nineham (The Gospel of St. Mark, 176), suggests that "the story appears to envisage that
the execution took place and the head was brought while the girl waited." Rudolf Pesch (Das
Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 343), notes that the urgency of the narrative leaves no room for the executioner
to object but stresses his unquestioning obedience.
358 The manuscripts reading EUGUc include BK LWAO 28, and 579. Those with Eikk)c include A
D, Majority Texts, KMNUr 11 fl f13, 33, 69, 118, 124, 157, 565, 700, 788, 1071, and 1424. No
manuscript lacks one or the other form of Eiktic or E6E4cac, though there is no reading available for 33.
Matthew's parallel passage (14:22) reads Kai E6Ego4 iivciymoEv and may contribute to the strong evidence
for the adverb's presence and the preference for €60&oc. The choice is similar to many previous decisions
with preference going to e606c as the most likely original.
359 There is a wide range of choices concerning the first three words of the second sentence in v.
50. The text as printed with 6 6E Eikk is found with manuscripts B tt L and A. The most common
alternative is Kai EiAgwc as recorded in A, Majority Texts, K M N U W 1-11f1/13, 2, 28, 157, 700, and
1071. Manuscript 1424 combines these two readings by beginning with 6 be Ei)eicac. An inversion of the
first opening words as printed above occurs with 0 and with 565 which read ELO6c 154. This reading is
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For they all saw Him and were terrified. But he immediately spoke with them and said to
them, "Take heart, it is I. Do not be afraid."
Ka), iEExecivicov CCUTC)V EK Tot) 10.0[01) E11014 ElllyVeNTEC aUT6113°

And when they had come out of the boat, immediately the people recognized Him,
Jesus withdraws his disciples quickly from the crowd astonished by his
miraculous feeding. This retreat from the public limelight is an urgent necessity given the
acclaim which likely would come if he remained with the disciples telling how the
miracle was done. In contrast to the last time Eighic was used, with the immediate action
of Herod the king ending the life of John, this use removes Jesus from the embrace of
those who would make him king.
The placement of ELek at 6:45 anticipates a similar placement at 8:10 with the
conclusion of the feeding of the four thousand. These two miracles form a juxtaposition
through their similar content, while the presence of Ei)015c at the end of each emphasizes
the similarity in their endings. Eiaic is used with the embarking of the disciples in both
cases, once without Jesus and once with him. The urgency of Jesus forcing the disciples
to leave is noted by many commentators, focusing on the unusual combination of Eikhic
and ijvcipatoEv. "The tension of messianic excitement was dangerously in the air after the
meal in the desert. The hurried dismissal of the disciples prevented them from adding fuel

almost certainly influenced by the parallel passage in Matthew (14:27) which begins Ei506c a EAaXOoEv. A
number of manuscripts lack either adverb. Manuscript D begins simply with Kai. Manuscripts 33 and 579
begin with 6 a. This variety may be due to the unusual beginning of 6 a EigNic. The adversative force of
this conjunction fits well with the context of the fear of the disciples in contrast to the calming words of
Jesus. The inclusion of the adverb is also fitting given the urgency of the storm and their terror. Therefore,
the text as printed presents the most likely starting point for the many readings that follow.
3°° A simpler set of choices is found in 6:54 compared to 6:50. A relatively large number of
manuscripts read €6815; including B ti L. W A Of13, 28, 69, and 1346. Those manuscripts reading Eiksio)c
include A, D, Majority Texts, KMNUr lifl 2, 33, 118, 124, 157, 1071, and 1424. Two manuscripts,
565 and 700, omit the adverb. The inclusion of the adverb appears natural despite its separation from the
initial Kai. This recalls similar use with inyLvuicco.) in 2:8 and a similar construction at the beginning of a
narrative with an initial Kai i&EX86v-roc throb k Toil TrIoCou Ei03(K at 5:2. The reading with Etiek is the
most likely source for the following variations.
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to the fire by revealing to the people the miraculous character of the evening meal."361
The disciples are effectively silenced by the removal, more thoroughly so than the other
occasion when Jesus abruptly silenced a leper in 1:43: Kai. 443py.riocip.Evoc ca'yrC.) ELObc
4?kcca.Ev ccirrov. The man, instead of going silently to the priest, reported the work of
Jesus so that he was no longer free to enter cities without a crowd around him. While
similar crowds will come following 7:54, the disciples themselves are silent.
The removal of the disciples does, however, place them in readiness for the next
miracle which will come suddenly upon them. A similar pattern was employed earlier in
the Gospel. The use of Ei)Ok to begin the narrative and to highlight the miracle are found
also in chapter one with the withdrawal from the crowd of 1:28-29. As with the hasty
dismissal of the disciples in 6:45, so Jesus' quick entrance into Simon's house, 1:30, is a
counterpoint to the crowd's acclaim.
Jesus' sending of the disciples away, marked by the urgency of Eih5c, is matched
with equal speed with the next use of EUE16c in 6:50. Jesus' intention of passing by the
disciples, apparently with the purpose of meeting them upon their landing, is cut short by
their terror and his readiness to reassure them. David Garland has an extensive
discussion on possible reasons for Jesus' passing of the disciples and concludes that it
was an intentional epiphany similar to the appearance of God before Moses in Exodus
33:19-34:7 or before Elijah in 1 Kings 19:11-12. The intention of Jesus was to "for them

361

William Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, 234. Ezra Gould (A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, 120-121), notes that the language "expresses haste and
urgency," and draws upon John 6:15 and the stated intention of the crowd to made Jesus king. He states
that Jesus knew that the disciples would support the crowd in this plan and so he had to remove them "with
this abruptness and imperativeness." In a completely opposite vein, John Donahue and Daniel Harrington
(The Gospel of Mark, 212), speak of the dismissal of the disciples' leaving: "The Greek anagkazein has the
overtone of 'forced.' There is no indication of why the voyage is so urgent."
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to see his transcendent majesty as a divine being and to give them reassurance."362 Jesus
intended to be seen by the disciples in the glory that they alone could bear. The disciples,
who were likely disappointed to have been ushered away from the crowd, are given this
private disclosure of Jesus' power and identity. What the crowd could not see nor
understand, the disciples were first to see, though, as verse 52 notes, their own
understanding was darkened.
The readiness of Jesus to speak to the disciples is especially poignant given their
difficulty in understanding him. He displays himself to the disciples here knowing their
confusion over the past feeding miracle, their probable grumbling at being dismissed
from the crowd, and their future awe-filled but confused reception of himself into the
boat. Yet without hesitation he speaks. The disciples might have been chided for their
362

David Garland, Mark: The NIV Application Commentary, 262-263. Garland's discussion takes
on eight different possibilities and somewhat abruptly dismisses the first seven. The option which receives
greater discussion is the view that Jesus appeared to be passing by the disciples intentionally. The desire of
Jesus to pass by could be understood both as expressing his own intention or the perception of the disciples.
He may have himself wished to pass by the disciples without their notice, knowing that if he were to walk
up to them in the dark, they would become as terrified as they proved later to be. This assumes that the
storm was not so difficult as to endanger the men, but rather that they were merely tired from the work. Or,
the intention of his passing by could be the assumption that the disciples made. The next verse is from the
view point of the disciples, that he was a ghost, and it may be argued that verse 48's ending is also from
their perception. In their fatigue, they mistakenly imagined him to wish to pass by them. This would be in
accord with his readiness to speak in verse 50 and identify the "ghost" as he himself, showing that they
were incorrect in both their assumptions of his being a ghost and his apparently uncaring passage.
However, against this view is the beginning of verse 49 with the adversative g. It suggests a new
viewpoint and appears to insist that the notice of the disciples, or at least their belief that he was a ghost,
was contrary to the intention of Jesus. Granting an adversative force to the Si, it is natural to read that he
wished to pass by unseen, but the disciples saw him and believed him to be a ghost. Garland, to the
thought that he might simply have wished to surprise them with his greeting on the far shore, rightly
remarks, "But it seems rather pitiless on his part to whisk by and leave them floundering and frightened...."
William Lane (The Gospel According to Mark, 236), in discussing the options of this passage, while
agreeing with the option of the theophany, mentions that the passage could be understood to say he "meant
to pass their way" so that he welcomed their notice but not with the deeper intention of a theophany.
However, the adversative g and the terror that his appearance would inevitably cause speak against this
view. While Jesus may have wished merely to appear to the disciples on the other side, the force of the
narrative suggests that the storm was extensive, that his help was useful if not crucial, and that an intention
to leave them helpless would have been cruel. Therefore, Garland's suggestion that he intended to pass by
as a theophany appears to be the solution which best fits the structure of verses 48-50. Joel Marcus (Mark
1-8, 426), agreeing that these two Old Testament passages are the correct context, notes that "under the
impact of these passages, the verb parelthein (`to pass, to pass by') became almost a technical term for a
divine epiphany in the Septuagint."
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fear as in 4:40, but here there is only the immediacy of two phrases of comfort centered
on the recognition of who Jesus is. He assures them by the identification of himself that
if they had but understood who he was as he drew near, their terror would have
disappeared as later did the storm.
The next use of ELOk, 6:54, continues this theme of recognition in the face of
storm and misunderstanding. As the disciples and Jesus step from the boat, the crowd
immediately recognizes him. While Matthew also has this brief narrative, Mark alone
uses EUEhic to suggest a tie with the previous context's confusion in the storm. The
readiness of the people to recognize Jesus, at least as the healer and miracle worker that
they understood him to be, prepares the reader for the future revelations of Jesus in
chapters eight and nine and in the passion account. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington
note that "Immediate and widespread recognition is a strong Marcan motif, and here it
contrasts the nameless people who recognize Jesus with the disciples who shortly before
confused Jesus with a ghost (6:49)."363 The recognition of Jesus in association with Ei)06c
is often repeated beginning at the baptism of Jesus with the declaration of the Father
(1:10-11); the demoniac's declaration that he knows who Jesus is (1:23-24); the meeting
with the demoniac from the tombs (5:2-6); the surprised greeting by the crowd following
the Transfiguration (9:15); and the recognition of Jesus through Judas' kiss (14:43-45).
The storm stands in the midst of a Marcan A B A structure strikingly marked by
the repetition of Eahic. The disciples are dismissed immediately from a crowd (6:45),
while another crowd is again immediately drawn to Jesus and the disciples at the first
moment of their arrival (6:54). The willingness of Jesus here at 6:54 to be once again

363 John

Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 217.
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surrounded by a crowd similar to that which he had just dismissed is signaled by the use
of Ei)Otic in 6:54. Vincent Taylor captures the immediacy of the crowd's recognition and
the demand upon Jesus: "No sooner had Jesus landed on the other side of the lake than
once again he was surrounded by crowds....They came to get, They came with their
insistent demands. They came—to put it bluntly—to use Him."364 However, the
compassion of Jesus for their confusion and their sickness demands his immediate return
to both disciples and the multitude.

Mark 7:25
eacdocara yvvii€131. auto), rlS El:2r TO Our.itpLov ccirrric irvEl.pcc ddOaptov,
iA.13throc 1TpOGE1rEGEV lipbc TObc liooac array3
But immediately, a woman who had heard of him, whose daughter had an unclean spirit,
came and fell at his feet.
The sudden recognition of Jesus by the woman and her request for healing bring
together two parts of the preceding context. The last use of Eiktic in 6:54 showed a
recognition of Jesus and an onrushing crowd waiting for his healing. Following that was
the debate with the Pharisees concerning what was clean and the explanation that a man
might be unclean by that which is within him, not by that which surrounds him. As
though to demonstrate this, Jesus then goes to the territory of Tyre surrounded by the

Vincent Taylor, The Gospel of Mark, 164.
A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is found in table two. The textual
witnesses for ei)064 in this verse are remarkable in that the majority of manuscripts lack either adverb.
Interestingly, the only manuscript to read E69hoc is D which has a unique beginning, yuvii a ELeiwc (.5c
chccnicaocc nEpi auto). The common reading of the Majority Texts has a more seamless quality with the use
of 'yip, explaining easily the ending of v. 24 and the impossibility of Jesus remaining unseen. The
adversative beginning of &AA' Eiktric reaches to the midpoint of v. 24 and would fittingly follow Kai
Eicelecsav Etc oixiav oaiva fied.ev yviDvaL. Perhaps sensing this jarring beginning, D has a softer turning
point with the use of g and the placement of yuvrj first in the sentence. Given these choices, the text as
printed appears to be the hardest reading, the one most likely to be changed, and the source of the other
two. The inclusion of E60(K fits well with the ending of the attempt at secrecy which Jesus never achieves
and with the urgency of the woman's request.
364

365
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Gentiles, intending to be isolated from the crowds which he has just left. Vincent Taylor
notes that Jesus was coming into that which was originally intended to be within the
promised land, though it was never so occupied. "He was not so much coming amongst
strangers as He was entering into His inheritance."366
However, the inclusion of Eiktic in 7:25 shows how quickly Jesus' desire to
remain unnoticed fails. C.S. Mann doubts whether 6015c has significance in this place,
saying that "Mark's profuse use of euthus makes it impossible to determine whether the
sense is as translated here (at once) or whether it means simply "So then..."367 However,
in contrast to this view it has been noted that Ei)015c is used with notable restraint by Mark
and that it appears here in only some manuscripts. If it were here in a completely
expected manner, it would most likely be found in the majority of readings. Its unusual
inclusion demands recognition of its distinctive role here.
The use of Elie'Sc with the woman with her request highlights her role as the
recipient of this miracle in contrast to those who have preceded her. Jairus, the woman
with the bleeding, and Salome are the individuals who previously were connected with
606c.368 Bastiaan van Iersel notes that Jairus and the Syro-Phoenician woman are both
worried over daughters and both are sure of the power of Jesus to heal; yet, in contrast,
Jairus asks Jesus to come with him while the woman asks only that Jesus send the demon
from her daughter.369 With the woman with the hemorrhage there is the similarity of a
bold advance toward Jesus by a ritually unclean woman who has the confidence that
3" Vincent Taylor, The Gospel of Mark, 181.
367 C.S. Mann, Mark: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 320.
3" Joel Williams (Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters as Major Figures in Mark's
Gospel, 118-119), says of the introduction of the Syrophoenician woman that "Unlike the disciples, the
Syrophoenician woman exemplifies boldness and understanding. Mark patterns his initial description of
this woman after his introduction of both Jairus and the hemorrhaging woman."
369 Bastiaan van Iersel, Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 249-250.
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Jesus' unknowing touch or distant word can hea1.37° In the case of Salome, there is the
remarkable similarity in their enterprising advances with startling requests. (It is
interesting to note that the approach of an individual to Jesus marked by ELIEsk does not
occur again until 14:43, 45 and the appearance of Judas in the Garden. The SyroPhoenician woman completes the impressive line of those who have urgently sought
Jesus.)
All three women who precede this episode are notable also for the expectation
they have that their requests, though remarkable, would be fulfilled. In particular, the
woman with the bleeding is noted for her saving faith. The Syrophoenician woman
continues this theme of expectation. She does so despite the apparent reluctance of Jesus.
The readiness of the Syrophoenician woman's advance, however, is matched by her trust
in Jesus' healing and the reception of the healing in her daughter.

Mark 7:35
Ka1 [Ei)Ohoc] ijrayricav dna at

CiKOOLL

KaL 0.60-ri 45 SEop.bc rqc yAkicoric

CC&COI) KCE1.

EXCUEL Ope(5c.3 I
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R.T. France (The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 297),
has an excellent discussion on the unlikely nature of the Syrophoenician woman as one to approach Jesus,
noting that she was a woman, a Gentile—attention being drawn to this by the doubling characteristic of
`EXAriv Cc, Eupo4ou4.ictaoa — and the demonic condition of her daughter.
371 A summary of the textual evidence for this verse is found in table two. The unusual collection
of witnesses which uniquely lacks any use of EUEitic suggests that Eikc'-wc may have been inserted by a later
copyist as a likely addition. Its absence in B D and 33 which consistently include ELOUc is difficult to
explain since they all have some occasional use of EtWtoc. It therefore cannot be due to a refusal to employ
this form, if it were original. Therefore, it is best to regard it as a fitting though likely later addition to the
text.
In regard to 35b there is somewhat the reverse situation in that the majority of manuscripts have
neither adverbial form. Those lacking either include A B D, Majority Texts, KMNUW01- 11f1f13 2,
28, 33, 124, 157, 565, 579, 700, 788, 1071, and 1424. Those reading icon ELEhic at 35b are tt and A. In the
same position, manuscript L reads EUEI4wc. There is no manuscript which reads either adverb twice in the
verse. Four manuscripts, B D 33 and 579, have neither adverb in either location. There are several reasons
to omit EL0i4 from the text such as the divided witness between Eikkic and Ei)Ohac, the omission in both the
later manuscripts and some of the key early texts, and the location in the second half of the miracle, which
is a less likely location compared to the beginning.
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And his ears were opened, and the impediment of his tongue was removed, and he began
speaking plainly.
While this episode is not one of the uses of 601.14 which is normally recognized
in Mark, it is worth consideration beyond the text critical issues involved. The inclusion
of ELOtic is conventional following either the first or second Kai. Several other instances
of the immediacy of a miracle are found in 1:42, 2:12, 5:29, and 5:42a so that the use in
7:35 would be the final one in the series. There is, however, no compelling nature to this
miracle which would suggest a particular need for Eiki)c here. For example, it would be
more expected at 8:25 where it would fulfill two key points. There it would emphasize
the finality and success of Jesus' healing of the man who initially could not see well.
Also, the use of €i)06c in 8:25 would also emphasize the connection with the second
healing of a blind man in 10:52, where 6015c is used to stress the moment of healing.
However, there is no particular thematic necessity at 7:35 which anticipates the use of
Ei)015c.
R.T. France summarizes the stylistic concerns of in 7:35: "Eikk (E6.4) is such a
common feature of Mark's style that it could well be original before iivoirricay. But
since there is no likely reason for its deliberate omission, perhaps it is better to treat it as
an addition to the text in order to magnify the miracle."372 In regards to the omission of
6015c in 7:35a, there is no other use of Ei)thic in the conventionally counted forty-two uses
of it, in which there is not at least one manuscript which includes Ei6i5c. Due to the
unremarkable location, the lack of familiar support from manuscripts such as B and the
lack of ELOk in 7:35a, and the absence of a reason for its removal from these
manuscripts, it is best to regard this use of Eikk as a well-intentioned insertion.
372

R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 300.
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Mark 8:10
Kai. ELebc 1.1132CC E IC to irloilov Ileac T631! µCC8TIT6V CCUTOD 1))1.0EV E tC to [an
ActApievou0(1.3 3
And immediately He entered the boat with His disciples, and came to the district of
Dalmanutha.
The immediate nature of Jesus' departure from the crowd of 4,000 of course
recalls the similar placement of Eiiek with the conclusion of the feeding of 5,000. The
temptation of the crowd's acclaim in chapter six is matched by the demand of the
Pharisees for a sign in 8:11-12. Ironically, the dramatic sign of the miracle of feeding
the 4,000 is as quickly left by Jesus as it is ignored by those seeking just such a sign.
Though the Pharisees had probably heard of some of the miracles of Jesus, they look here
for an authenticating sign, continuing the pattern of controversy over food which was
established with the meal at Levi's (2:16), eating versus fasting (2:18), and the eating
with unclean hands (7:1). Furthermore, as with Jesus' leaving after the feeding of the
5000, so here Jesus' immediate leaving from this miracle leads him once again into a
conflict. While the previous struggle was with a storm on the sea, this conflict with the

373 The textual evidence for 8:10 returns to a familiar pattern after 7:35. Those manuscripts
reading €i)Ok as printed above include BRCL and A. The manuscripts which read tiNcac in the same
position as ELEbic in the printed text include Majority Texts, r e2, 33, 157, 565, 579, and 700. There are
several manuscripts including AKMNUW H fl, f13, 28, 124, 1071 and 1424 which read Kai Eµ3&4
EUEgwc. There is only one manuscript, D, which lacks either adverb. Concerning the location of the adverb,
the conventional location is Eisek immediately following the Kai, though there are seven occasions when
Kai is followed immediately by a participle and then by 6964, (1:43, 3:6, 5:2, 6:25, 6:54, 9:20, and 14:45).
Especially similar to 8:10 are 6:25, Kai EiaEleobaa Eikk µET& airoalic trpbc tin, paoLgx *Mom , and
14:45, Kai ilOWv 60i4 iipoaEXOthv aim.) 14yEt. These examples might explain the possible movement of
6966 to follow the participle. However, in these examples the force of the adverb is upon the following
verb which is the request or speech, rather than upon the movement suggested by the participle. In 8:10, the
adverb's force is upon the entrance into the boat and departure. There is less need for the later placement
of eiktk in order to emphasize the following 40Ev. Given the two placements, it is preferable to keep
Ei)(464 in the usual position following Kai since there is no need according to the sense of the sentence for
stress on the following verb. Between the two forms of Eikok, the choice of Eiktk is preferable as it is the
one most likely to be changed.
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Pharisees is more serious since they were earlier identified as those who were prepared to
kill him (3:6).
A significant pair of bookends around the Pharisees' request is 8:10 and 8:13
which present the contrast of Ei)Otic (8:10) against maw (8:13), each followed by the
departure of Jesus into the boat (E11.13&c). Each verse also highlights the departure of Jesus
and the disciples with either rIXOEv or eartjA.OEv. The interplay between Eikiic and TrciAtv
compresses the sequence so that the beginning is pushed forward vigorously. Jesus
hurries the disciples into the boat while the same sort of motion from verse ten is
captured again with the sense of "again, just as before" in Tuat.v. The entire trip can be
seen stretching from 8:10 to the arrival at Bethsaida. Set within the trip are the two
episodes centered on the Pharisees first, their direct demand for a sign and second, the
warning against their teaching under the figure of yeast. The forgetfulness to bring bread
in 8:14 looks back not only to the leaving of 8:13 but also, through the recalling of IrciA.t.v,
to the initial hurried departure of 8:10.
The immediacy of Jesus leaving behind the crowd and their crumbs prepares also
for the discussion with the disciples over the bread that they have forgotten. The point of
the feeding miracles is greater than the compassion for the hungry. This is alluded to in
6:52, of) y&p cruvipacv ETri

VAC

Ciptotc, &XX'

airr6v Tj Kapga TEl

However,

the full debate concerning the meaning of the miracles waits for 8:14-20.374 The haste in

374 The full meaning of this text is elusive. Frank Kermode (The Genesis of Secrecy in the
Interpretation of Narrative (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979), 4-7) captures the challenge best:
"Although this passage has been subjected to the intense scrutiny of the commentators, no one, so far as I
know, has improved on the disciples' performance. The riddle remains dark." The challenging verses
which leave the reader sympathizing with the disciples may be summarized as a reminder to forget one's
fears for ordinary bread since the one who creates from nothing is with them. It also focuses on the truth of
his Messiahship which feeds the multitude but then leaves abruptly their ambition and embrace. He turns
rather to the storm and the coming passion.
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leaving the scene of the miracle prepares the reader for the dilemma of the bread which
has been left behind. One might imagine the disciples muttering that if they had not been
so hurried (8:10) they would have taken along some of the baskets of bread mentioned in
8:20. However, the urgency of the departure was necessary not only to avoid the crowd
but to set the stage for this moment of teaching about his identity, power, and mission.

Mark 9:8
EiCilT WM 1TE p LiAellepEvo L 01)KET L OWIla ELSOV &IAA, TOY IWO tW 110110V µE9'
kurCiv.375
And all at once they looked around and saw no one with them anymore, except Jesus
alone.
KO.

This is a moment when the reader might well have expected EUOUc to appear. The
moment of glorious revelation by the Father in the company of Moses and Elijah seems
made for the urgency of 6015c. It is anticipated that this high point of the Gospel would
call upon the urgency of Eikk which would emphasize the start of this new narrative
section and capture some of the startling reaction to the transfiguration.
However likely the appearance of Ei)OiSc would seem at 9:8, there are two other
locations that are more attractive for 606g. The first would have been the instant of
Jesus' transfiguration (9:2) with Ei)Ok being inserted following the Kat in Kat
[tergiopi.SAii 4trpoae€v afraiiv.376 The immediacy of Jesus' transfiguration would stress

375 The great majority of texts present the reading as shown above. Six manuscripts, D, t 28, 69,
565, and 788, change the irirri.va to EnO&K. This change may have been accidental given the expected
role of Enetie following an initial Kai, or it may have been an intentional correction which intended to
highlight the relationship of this text with other narratives featuring gene. Given that this is the only time
that EE,IirrLva is used in the New Testament, an inadvertent change to the familiar eilehae is a likely reason
for this different reading. Because of the relatively few manuscripts reading Eikiroe and the likely reason
for the change, this use of Eik4cae is rightly not included in the text.
376 Several manuscripts insert b. TO irpoo€UxEoeal. ante]. (throne) at this point, paralleling Luke
9:29, with an emphasis on the connection with the Father, a possible echo of the baptism scene and a
foreshadowing of the prayer at Gethsemane.
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the divinity of Jesus which needed only a moment to express itself. However, no
manuscript records any use of EL9k in this place. A second likely spot would have been
the following verse (9:4) with the appearance of Moses and Elijah. There are a few
manuscripts, W, f13, 565 and 700, which have Loa after the initial lad. Either of these
locations would accentuate the separation of this experience from everything which
precedes and follows it and demonstrate the divinity of Jesus revealed at this moment.
However, the fact that neither 9:2 and 4 has any use of ELOUc accents the restraint
shown by the Evangelist and the perceptive self-discipline of the scribes who followed.
In the case of 9:8, in those manuscripts which change EE&TrUva to Eikhoc, the inclusion of
6E1464 emphasizes the solitary role of Jesus. It may recall there the previous use of EikiSc
at 8:10 with the abrupt removal of Jesus and the disciples from the crowd of 4,000. The
removal of Jesus from the scene of the miracle marked by Ei85c is an attractive idea but
cannot be maintained by the texts involved. The presence of E citiri.va sufficiently stresses
the uniqueness of Jesus but does not support the parallel alignment with the previous uses
of Ei6Sc. E ciTrtiict appears only here in the New Testament and joins several other words
in the transfiguration account which occur here only in Mark or for some, here only in the
New Testament.377 The Evangelist distinguishes the uniqueness of the transfiguration

377 Those New Testament words which appear only in the transfiguration narrative, Mark 9:2-8,
include iciniva, v. 8, otapovra and yva4)64 in v. 3. Interestingly, 'iccOoPot. in v. 6 occurs only here and in
Heb. 12:21 where it is a quote from Deuteronomy 9:19 concerning Moses' fear of God in light of the
golden calf forged by Israel. (It is found only twice in the Septuagint, Deut. 9:19 and I Maccabees 13:2.)
Besides these unusual words, a number of the words used in Mark 9:2-8 are found only there in Mark. The
first of these is simply E which is in Mark 9:2, Mt. 17:1, Luke 4:25, 13:14 and nine other New Testament
passages. More singular in use is Cwa4pei. which appears only at 9:2 in Mark and which is used also in
the Mt. 17:1 account of the transfiguration and with the Luke 24:51 account of the ascension. Also in v. 2
is iitisnThv which appears in Matthew 4:18 and 17:1, Luke 16:15, and eight other times in the New
Testament. Also in Mark 9:2 is uErEgop4x6ori which is found only in Mt. 17:2, Rom. 12:2, and 2 Cor. 3:18.
A.Euica occurs only in Mark 9:3 and 16:5 while it is in Mt. 5:36, 17:2, and 28:3, Luke 9:29 and 17 other
times in the New Testament. The verb A.Euictivat. appears only in Mark 9:3 and Rev. 7:14. Found only in
Mark 9:4, Matthew 17:3, Luke 4:36, 9:30, and 22:4 and Acts 25:12 is ouAltaavrEc. Of a similarly small
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through these unusual words and the singular experience alone without relying on the
familiar E61315C.

Mark 9:15, 20, 24
Kai ELebc Tray; 6 OxXoc t66vrEc ccinbv ECEeaµp1j91laav

Kea trpoutpxovrEc fiaTui(ovro

airOv.378
And immediately all the people, when they saw him, were amazed, and, running to him,
greeted him.
Kat 'fIVEyKOCV CC&COV 1Tpec CC&COV. KCel. iodmi airrOv TO in,Eiii.ux Eisebc ouvEcrircipaEEv dn.& ,
irEci6v E1rl. ti yfic EKU1.LETO duppt(cov.379

And they brought the boy to him. And when the spirit saw him, immediately it convulsed
him, and, falling to the ground, he rolled around, foaming at the mouth.
6014 KpolEac 6 iractitp -rob Trat.6tou ZA,EyEV,

LOTE6GO" POTIOEL [IOU Tfl C'CITLGT(4.380

use is oKranic, appearing only in Mark 9:5, Mt. 17:4, Luke 9:33, 16:9 and Acts 7:43, 44, and 15:16. Finally,
-rrinictii(ouoa is seen only at Mark 9:7, Mt. 17:5, Luke 1:35, 1:37, 9:34 and Acts 5:15. This concentration
of unusual words has probably two causes. The singular nature of the transfiguration calls for an enlarged
vocabulary such as RETEpopclx:an, A.EuKlivai„ and yvaliEk. Also there may have been the desire to
distinguish this event through the use of words which were not demanded by the context but which are
unique to this narrative, such as rivacp4pEL, 'impopot., and ikcitruia.
378 There is particularly broad support for EiAilik in 9:15 with it being found in B tt COLWAOT
fl,f13, 28, 69, 565, 700, 1071, and 1346. Those manuscripts reading Ei94G4 include A D, Majority Texts
(with the exception of 0), K MN U fl 2, 33, 124, 157, 579, and 1424. No manuscript lacks the adverb.
Given the wide distribution of ELOiic and the lack of debate as to its placement, the use of Eiielic as printed is
the most likely choice.
3" The choices for the use or omission of Ea* are particularly numerous in 9:20. Those
manuscripts which read Eiiikk as printed above include B tt C L A 33, 579, and 1424. Also reading Eiiek
is 'I' which abbreviates the verse to Kai. fivEyKav auto' Tr*
ELObc ouv iorrecpaZev ainov. Another
manuscript with ELEitk in a different reading is 565 which reads Kai ii'vEyKav autiiv irpO6 auto'. Kai Eiieiic
a&rev TO TrvElip.a TO tInaiearrov iaraipa&Ev TO uaL8iov. Several manuscripts have Ei)EgGic in a slightly
different location than the text above with EtiEhic, Kat to6v ainev Eiiekac TO TrvElipa iarrcipaEEv airrOv.
These include A, Majority Texts (except for S in the original hand), K M N U W O 11/1, f13, 2, 28, 124,
157, 700, and 1071. Two manuscripts, D and the original hand of S, have neither adverb. The placement
of €60iic following the participle and the subject of the following verb (as with the printed text) is in
keeping with a similar placement in 3:6 and 4:17. There is no compelling advantage for the placement of
Ei)Uwc before the subject, as with the Majority Texts. Rather, the close proximity of Eiiek to the verb gives
the greatest excitement to the action caused by the spirit. For this reason and for the broad number of
manuscripts, it is preferable to read Ealiic in the location printed above.
380
An equally diverse set of readings is found with 9:24 with six options. The text as printed with
Eahic is recorded in B, tt in the corrected hand, L and A. Manuscipt 0 begins with ei)Vic U. Two
manuscripts, 'I' and 565, begin with Kai Eikitic. With a similar beginning using Kai EffiEgcac are the largest
number of manuscripts including A, the original hand of C, D, Majority Texts, KMNUW Ilfl,f13, 2,
33, 124, 157, 579, 700, 1071, and 1424.. One manuscript, 28, begins with Eiki(0c 65E. Finally, there are two
manuscripts, C and tt in the original hand„ which are the only manuscripts which omit either adverb,
beginning instead with Kat. In this broad assortment of readings, while the manuscripts which lack either
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Immediately the boy's father cried out and said, "I do believe; help my unbelief."
The transfiguration lingers in the miracle which follows. Through the highlighting
of the use of ELEhic, the wonder of Jesus' appearance is recalled as well as his identity as
the Son of God. The reaction of the disciples might also be recalled by the cry of the
father. In these three segments marked by Eah5c (9:15, 9:20, 9:24), several of the threads
of the ministry of Jesus are drawn together.
The beginning of this miracle, while drawing on threads from the immediate
context before and following, has a strong tie with the very beginning of the Gospel. The
use of Eiktic at 9:15 along with the verb E€I3a1113-68floav shows that this encounter with the
crowds is distinguished from other meetings such as the calm gathering of the crowds in
2:13, 8:34, and 10:1. The crowd gathers without Jesus in the center, a unique occasion
in the Gospel, for the dispute is already taking place. It is the only time in his ministry up
to the Passover crowds of Jerusalem that Jesus inherits a crowd not drawn solely by his
presence.38I The vigorous debate of v. 14 therefore accents the sudden turn of the crowd,
indicated by Ei95c, which comes with Jesus' arrival and their recognition.

adverb include the important original ti, it is unlikely that it was originally missing. Given the wide
attestation and the excellent fit within the context, the adverb was likely there, even though it is not in
conjunction with the moment of a miracle, a miracle's recognition, or movement, as is more common. The
frequency of the manuscripts which begin with Kat EI'Atic is understandable as a likely addition in keeping
with the Evangelist's style since the removal of an introductory Kai would be more unlikely. This view is
supported by the manuscripts which begin with Eli which is an understandable adversative conjunction. In
summary, the reading which would best explain the variety of other readings is the simple 6864 without
any conjunction. Its abrupt beginning matches the urgency and probable sudden response of the father and
yet serves as the most reasonable foundation to explain the large number of other readings.
381 The autonomous nature of the crowd builds in the final chapters of the Gospel. The interaction
of Jesus with the crowds in these closing chapters of Mark takes a negative tone compared to the approval
of the crowds found in 1:27, 2:2, 2:13, and other gatherings which were dangerous only in their affectionate
crush such as 3:9 and 3:20. o506c is used with 6xAoc in the same verse first in 6:45 with the dismissal of the
5000 by Jesus. The next use with Eiktic is in 9:15 and finally in 14:43 where the crowd arrives with Judas.
The negative connections with the crowds grows in the final chapters, beginning even in this narrative
where 9:25's gathering crowd is the impetus for Jesus' decisive exorcism. The pressure of the crowd
which shapes one's action increases as the crowds appear apart from Jesus himself. It is the fear of the
crowd's support that challenges the plot of his enemies, 11:18, 11:32, and 12:12.
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The recognition of Jesus recalls the progression that has built up in chapter nine.
The transfiguration's breaking open of heaven and the identification of Jesus as his Son
by the Father reminds one of similar acts at Jesus' baptism. In both cases the next scene
is restricted in scope and number, the temptation by Satan with only the beasts and angels
in Jesus' company and the return from the mount of transfiguration with only the three
disciples. The warning to the disciples to share nothing until after his death and their
confusion about this matches the darkest tones of Jesus' earlier temptation. John the
Baptist is the shared third step, as 1:14 dismisses John as the prelude to Jesus' preaching
and 9:11-13 identifies John as the predicted Elijah. The return of Jesus to the disciples in
9:14 recalls the initial call of the first four in 1:16-20, while the gathering of the crowd in
wonder in 9:15 matches the first crowd which hears Jesus in the synagogue and is startled
by his authority. The following use of ELOiic in 9:20 with the convulsion of the demon
upon seeing Jesus recalls the first demoniac of 1:23 and his immediate cry. The
transfiguration and its accompanying actions may be seen to begin a second stage of his
ministry in a manner similar to the baptism's beginning of it.
The theme of recognition of Jesus continues with the meeting of the crowd after
the transfiguration. This is in contrast to the astonishment of the disciples following the
transfiguration. Once again, those who are nearest to Jesus are not those who recognize
him immediately but rather those who are on the edge of his following. This is
emphasized by the discussion following the transfiguration concerning Elijah, 9:9-13, in
which Jesus identifies John the Baptist as the one who was prophesied. The disciples are
stretched in their identification of the Elijah just seen with the Baptist formerly known.
Yet, the crowd's immediate recognition of Jesus is ironically only a portion of the
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knowledge required of Jesus. Only the disciples, who cannot speak of what they have
seen, begin to understand the full dimension of the Father's identification of Jesus as the
Son.
The recognition of Jesus which causes such surprise for the crowd is a key issue
for this passage and its use of Eahic. The immediacy of their recognition and amazement
suggest that there was something startling in the appearance of Jesus, either in his
physical impression or in the timing or manner of his arrival. The simplest assumption is
that a Moses-like residual glowing from the transfiguration was apparent to the crowd.
Though ignorant of the event itself, they were yet struck by its remaining power.
Commentators are divided as to the cause of the amazement, whether due to the
appearance of Jesus at this particular moment382 or because of "the powerful impression
which Jesus' personal presence by now created."383 D.E. Nineham argues that a parallel
can be found between Moses' descent from Sinai to the troubled gathering of Israel and
Jesus' descent here to his troubled followers.384 This comparison focuses on the similarity
of the state of the crowds rather than on a magnificent appearance from either Moses or
Jesus. In that regard, such a comparison is likely. In each case the crowds have been
seeking direction from subordinate leaders in the vacuum of the chief leader's absence.
Perhaps the later cry of the father in v. 24, asking Jesus for help was preceded by the
disciples or the father himself wishing Jesus were there at that time.

3g2 So James Edwards, (The Gospel According to Mark, 276-7), "On balance, the astonishment of
the crowd appears to be owed to Jesus' unexpected appearance and the hopes it raised."
3133 R.T. France, The Gospel of Mark, 364. So also William Lane (The Gospel According To Mark,
330), "The astonishment of the crowd was occasioned by the presence of Jesus, rather than by any
particular aspect of the event such as his unexpected arrival at a critical moment."
384 D.E. Nineham, The Gospel of St. Mark, 244-245.
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Jesus then appears as if on command to the amazement of the crowd. The
remarkable reaction to Jesus' appearance in v. 15 recalls the sight of Jesus alone by the
three disciples in v. 8. It also foreshadows the coming focus by the demoniac upon Jesus
in v. 20. In neither instance is Jesus' appearance likely to be distinctive; rather, it is the
contrast of his presence compared to the departed Moses and Elijah and the contrast
between him and the demon that is highlighted. So, in appearing to the crowd, the
contrast may be greatest between Jesus and his ineffective disciples.
In determining the effect of Eikiic in v. 15, the simplest connection would
emphasize the sight of Jesus which leads to amazement. However, if it is unlikely that
there was a visible difference in Jesus' appearance (in keeping with the command for the
disciples to say nothing of what they had seen), then a secondary effect of 6911c carries
through to the remainder of the verse. With the amazement came an immediate race
towards Jesus in order to greet him. In this regard, the purpose of EUthic is to draw
together the arrival of Jesus with the following recognition, amazement, and approach by
the crowd.
The second use of Eikk in this narrative continues this combination of sudden
meeting and abrupt reaction. The demonic spirit of v. 20 reacts with speed, highlighted
by the relatively unusual late placement of ELOik with the verb. The placement of ELEitic
emphasizes the reaction upon the sight of Jesus, much as in 5:2 the stress is upon the
meeting with Jesus. Dieter Luhrmann notes that a distinction can be made between the
recognition of the demon here as opposed to the demon-possessed man in 5:6. There the
man also immediately approaches Jesus, but then falls to his feet as a sign of his coming
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subservience. In 9:20 there is a point of mute rebellion.385 Eduard Schweizer describes
the conflict begun in 9:20 by saying, "Accordingly, the evil spirit detects that authority
before Jesus speaks to him. In response he offers resistance and challenges Jesus to
combat."386 The readiness of the spirit to confront Jesus is appropriately highlighted by
the placement of Eiak directly beside GUVECITTOLpgEV.
The pattern of the use of ELeric which began with the crowd and continued with
the demon is completed in 9:24 with the cry of the father. The lack of the customary
introductory Kai accents the connection between the promise of Jesus in v. 23 and the
instantaneous plea of the father. Christopher Marshall notes that he cries out since he
believes in Jesus' ability to fulfill the promise in v. 23: "Sudden recognition (ELOUc ) that
God's unlimited power is available in Jesus provokes the haunting cry from the father, "I
do believe, help my unbelief."387 In light of the immediately preceding failure of the
disciples and the long-standing torment by the demon, the father's readiness to say, "I do
believe" is remarkable. James Voelz notes that the use of the present tense to connect the
action with the actor is particularly strong here, with the father's cry being possibly
translated, "'I do believe,' i. e., he asserts a close connection between himself and the act
of believing."388
The father's application of the broad possibility of all that might be accomplished
by faith focuses first on himself. In the context of the cleansing of his son, one might
have expected that the first application of the power of v. 23 would be an appeal that his
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son would be healed. However, he makes himself the first recipient. Dieter Luhrman
notes that the immediacy of the faith, shown by his quick request, enlarges the object of
the healing to include first the father.389 With this request comes the unspoken trust that
the strengthening of his faith will be the path of the healing also of his son.
In this regard, a trio of responses occurs in 9:15-9:24, each signaled by ELEhig.
Interestingly in this three-fold pattern, there is no distant movement or moment of
recognition as is commonly found with ELEhic. Eiktic highlights the urgency of the speech
by the crowd and the father, ironically centered on the deaf and mute boy. There is also
an interesting reduction in the participants and the scene noted by these three uses. Verse
15 begins with the entire crowd, while verse 20 reduces the scene to the demon-possessed
boy viewed by that portion of the crowd able to see him, and ends with the father alone.
To emphasize this telescoping of the scene, the following verse, 9:25, takes a brief glance
at the wider view of the incoming crowd, but then refocuses upon the interaction of Jesus
and the boy, with the crowd serving as a background of misunderstanding in v. 26. This
emphasis on privacy is concluded with verse 28 as the disciples gather with Jesus to ask
about their inability to cast out the demon. This progressive stress on privacy appears to
be a fitting end to the transfiguration with its warning that nothing be said of his
transformation.
Without a spoken response by Jesus to the father, the final focus by Etiek on the
father's cry highlights the remarkable nature of Jesus' cure and its effect. The healing of
the boy with its first step of apparent death seems to challenge rather than support his
fragile faith. Jesus' presentation of the son ends abruptly with no bolstering word to the
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father recorded nor any confession of renewed faith by the father. In comparison to the
encouragement given to Jairus (5:36) or the concluding commendation to the woman
with the bleeding (5:34), the narrative ends by leaving the effect upon the father for the
reader to imagine. The silence of Jesus to the father, in keeping with the silence of the
disciples concerning the transfiguration, also prepares the reader for the future silence of
Jesus as his own trial reaches a climax.

Mark 10:52
Ka! O 111001.)c EITEV aic6;), "YincyE, Tl Ithrric GOU GEOWKEV OE. Kai. Ei/Obc diVEID.ElliEV Kat
11K0X0150EL aiiTG? EV T11 68(i)..390
And Jesus said to him, "Go, your faith has saved you." And immediately he saw again
and followed him on the road.
The final miracle of Jesus before his entry into Jerusalem draws upon the image
of the way and appropriately ends with the EiW)c, marking the rapidity of the healing and
the unhesitating following of Bartimaeus. This is the culmination of the emphasis upon
the road, particularly the way of the cross that Jesus has three times set before the
disciples and the overall theme of the way of discipleship.
Bartimaeus' healing and immediate following of Jesus conclude the long
progression of healing and following begun in chapter one. Christopher Marshall
identifies three functions for the Bartimaeus narrative: as an inclusion along with 1:14-20
for the Galilean narrative, as a "transitional unit, linking the themes of the preceding
context to the passion material," and as a contrast with the earlier blind man (8:22-26) by
390

A relatively simple pair of textual choices are found at 10:52. All manuscripts have one adverb
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which the discipleship and passion-predictive section (8:27-10:45) is identified.39I The
link with the early beginning of chapter one can be further strengthened with a reminder
of the first appearance of ELOtic and 666c in 1:3. While the straightening of this way has
involved numerous obstacles, the final steps are clear enough that even the once-blind
Bartimaeus can follow.
Bartimaeus' pursuit of this way is, in particular, parallel with two early uses of
6965 in chapter one. Jesus' own immediate dismissal into the desert (1:12) is the first
use of ELOUc with movement from one location to another, from the joyous declaration of
the Father into the desert temptation. Bartimaeus is set upon a similar transitional
journey as he leaves the celebration of sight and goes to Jerusalem and the passion.
Bartimaeus also shows the culmination of the following begun by Andrew and Simon in
1:18, with an appropriate parallel in that which is left behind. The disciples leave behind
their nets to follow Jesus as Bartimaeus, in anticipation of the healing of Jesus, leaves
behind his cloak as he comes towards Jesus.392
The belief that Bartimaeus can serve as a counterpart to earlier characters and
actions fits well with other Marcan themes. Elizabeth Struthers Malbon notes that 10:52
is a pivotal point for Mark. It is set as a contrast to the confession of Peter and a
continuation of the acceptance needed by the disciples of the passion message that Jesus
has repeatedly given. Peter has made the confession of the identity of Jesus but is unable
to accept the passion that accompanies it. Bartimaeus completes that acceptance with his

Marshall, Faith as a Theme in Mark's Narrative, 123.
Joel Williams (Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters as Major Figures in Mark's
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and the cloak of Bartimaeus. He also points out a later parallel with James and John, the next disciples to
be approached in 1:19-20, who, like Bartimaeus in 10:51, come to Jesus with a request in 10:35, asking for
exclusive seats in the kingdom.
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readiness to follow on the way. She notes that "Jesus has been working in two stages all
along; parables and explanations, Jewish healings and Gentile healings, Jewish feeding
and Gentile feeding. The duality of the Marcan Jesus' technique reflects the twofoldness
of the Marcan implied author's convictions: Jesus is Messiah for both Jews and Gentiles;
Jesus is Messiah of power and suffering service."393 Bartimaeus is the completion of
those initial, eager steps of following by the disciples, marked by 6136c, both in the
unhesitating following of 1:18 and also the unreserved calling by Jesus in 1:20 which
matches well with Bartimaeus' dependence upon the willingness of Jesus to heal him
(10:51). Bartimaeus, as Lamar Williamson notes, is an "outsider" whose perception
"stands in vivid contrast to the blindness of the disciples as insiders."394
The use of die tic also highlights the Bartimaeus episode as more than a
completion of the disciples' action but also as a transition to the final acts of the disciples
in chapter 14. The immediacy of Bartimaeus' following complements the readiness of
Judas to find Jesus in the dark of Gethsemane (14:43, 14:45). Also set in that night is the
immediacy of Peter's denial of Jesus (14:72). Formerly-blind Bartimaeus completes the
dramatic following which fills the day; Judas and Peter's immediate steps in the coming
night bring the journey to an end at the dawn of Good Friday.
Bartimaeus' role within Mark is complex in that he is both an object of Jesus'
affection and a model of discipleship. In an interesting study which uses terms and
foundational ideas from Elizabeth Struthers Malbon's earlier work, Joel Williams notes
that Bartimaeus can be linked with other Marcan characters, to serve as both an

3" Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, In the Company of Jesus: Characters in Mark's Gospel
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 40.
3" Lamar Williamson, Mark (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1983), 197.
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"suppliant" and an "exemplar."395 As the final suppliant, he joins the chorus of those
requesting the help of Jesus, such as Jairus, the woman with the hemorrhage, and the
Syro-Phoenician woman. All of these also find ELEhic in the narration of their story. As
an exemplar, he demonstrates that understanding of the passion of Jesus which is shown
also by several later characters such as the poor widow (12:41-44), the woman anointing
Jesus (14:3-9), the centurion (15:39), and the woman at the tomb (16:1-8). Like
Bartimaeus, it is probable that none of these characters fully grasps the significance of
their actions or those of Jesus. There is, interestingly, no use of Ei)(36c with any of their
actions but rather their actions are a stubborn insistence which works despite the
opposition that faces them. Bartimaeus, as the final point of the journey before
Jerusalem, demonstrates the immediacy of a straight path.
Within these large contrasts which span the whole Gospel, Bartimaeus also
complements the healing of the blind man of 8:22-26 and the attempted following of the
rich man in 10:17-22. Donahue and Harrington are typical of commentators who note the
contrast between instantaneous and complete healing with Bartimaeus and that earlier
healing of the first blind man (8:25) which is gradual and which may serve as a model for
the slow recognition among the disciples of the passion that is unfolding.396 Ernst
Haenchen identifies Bartimaeus as a living witness of the healing power of Jesus as well
as the perception of him as the Son of David. This connection is shown by the cry shared
by Bartimaeus in 10:47 and the crowd of 11:10.397 The shout of the blind man takes up

395 Joel Williams, Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Characters As Major Figures in Mark's
Gospel, 167-191.
396 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 318.
397 Ernst Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu: Eine Erkldrung des Markus-Evangeliums and der
kanonischen Parallelen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and Company, 1968), 372.
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the work of John the Baptist in declaring the identity of Jesus and preparing the path for
him.
The work of Bartimaeus, in opposition to the rich man who fails to follow Jesus
upon the path, is the final close contrast. Pheme Perkins summarizes Bartimaeus' ready
acceptance of Jesus' offer which follows the rich man's refusal: "Such behavior reverses
the image of the rich man who would not follow Jesus (v. 22), and Bartimaeus'
spontaneous enthusiasm provides a counterpoint to the fear, silence, and hesitation with
which the Twelve are following Jesus up to Jerusalem."398 Joel Williams gives an
extensive comparison of the structure of the two accounts, including the beginning with a
genitive absolute, the use of the way as a setting, the desire to keep all versus the
throwing away of the cloak, the invitation to follow declined in contrast to the eager
following.399 The contrast between the rich man who declined to stay with Jesus and
Bartimaeus who followed may explain why Bartimaeus' following is the evidence of his
healing. Christopher Marshall points out that immediate following would more naturally
be the action of a once-lame man.'" However, given the refusal of the rich man and the
apprehension of the disciples (10:32), Bartimaeus' actions are not only evidence of his
healing but also complete the expected action of these others.4°1 Bartimaeus' following is

Pheme Perkins, 656.
Besides these details, others include the economic contrast of richness and a beggar, and that
the rich man calls Jesus "Good teacher" and Bartimaeus addresses him as "Son of David." For a less direct
comparison, see Joel Williams, (Other Followers of Jesus: Minor Figures as Major Characters in Mark's
Gospel, 165-166), who notes that the rich man opens the question of who can be saved while Bartimaeus
answers the question.
46° Christopher Marshall, Faith as a Theme in Mark's Narrative, 142.
401 R.T. France (The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 425),
sums up this action well: "Bartimaeus, now set free from his blindness, represents all those who have
found enlightenment and follow the Master. So as the pilgrim group sets off again up the Jerusalem road,
with one additional member, the reader is prepared to witness the coming of the Son of David to 'his' city,
and challenged to join him on the road."
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the summation of all disciples' following and the final straightening of the way begun by
the forerunner John.

Mark 11:2, 3
Kai AEyEL CCUTOIC, tYliCiyETE EL.0 TO K611TiV
KOCT6,0GUT L 4.163V, Kai E Oebc
E tOTTOpEIX51.LEVO L E tC air* EivriGETE ITC3X0V bErSELJAVOV 4' By OUSELS BUTT(.0 fiyopusway
KciALGE11' V.KFCCTE 0CliTOV KOCL 434 pETE .4°2

and said to them, "Go into the village opposite you, and just as you enter it you will find a
colt tied, on which no one has ever ridden. Untie it and bring it.
KCC1 E0111 TLS UµLV ETITD, TL ITO LEITE TO(JTO; ETT1IXTE,
kispi.oc autou xpaccv ZxEL, kat
Efiebc ocirthv c'eirocrtaA.Et. maw 45E.403
"And if someone says to you, 'Why are you doing this?' say, 'The Lord has need of it' and
he will send it back here directly."

The immediate direction of Bartimaeus' following is indicated with the entrance
into Jerusalem. With Bartimaeus, the disciples, and presumably a throng of unnamed
followers behind him, Jesus places himself in the center of the crowd with his sending of
the two disciples ahead to secure the colt for the entrance into Jerusalem. The double use
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of EUElk in 11:2 and 11:3 colors this narrative with the assurance of Jesus that no obstacle
will stand in the way of his entrance.
The entrance into Jerusalem uses Eikik twice as this pairing of uses recalls the
early stage of Jesus' ministry immediately following his baptism in which there was both
movement and resistance, but the resistance never successfully blocked his way. The
step from baptism was followed by temptation (1:10, 1:12) and the movement to the
synagogue brought the challenging cry of the demoniac (1:21, 1:23). So also in reaching
this crucial new stage of the ministry, the disciples are sent while opposition is
anticipated.
The use of Eikk also prepares for what one would expect would be a quick
climax to the tension that has been building between Jesus and his enemies, along with
the fulfillment of the prophecies of his death and resurrection. Norman Peterson notes,
"With the arrival of Jesus and his disciples in Jerusalem a new stage in the narrative
begins. Although 10:32-34 leads the reader to expect the prompt fulfillment of the
passion predictions the moment of fulfillment is suspended for three (literary) days...."4°4
The immediacy, however, of the entrance by the disciples, their discovery of Jesus'
preparation, and the dispelling of opposition assures disciples and readers that whatever
time it may take, the journey's path is straight and will be fulfilled. Eduard Schweizer
summarizes this point: "The significance of Jesus' ride is accentuated by the fact that
things happened exactly as he had anticipated. The ride signifies that God directs
everything and moves men according to his will."4°5
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This directness of the disciples' entry into Jerusalem and the fulfillment of this
"small" prophecy of Jesus must be seen in light of the preceding prophecies of Jesus'
passion and the reluctance of the disciples to understand. Jesus' going before the
disciples in 10:32 and their fear as Jerusalem draws near is a sharp contrast to the sending
of the disciples before him to prepare for his entry. The inclusion of E68tic in 11:2 affects
both their entrance into the village and the assurance of their finding the colt just as he
said. It is a verbal nudging forward—"go without delay, you will find everything just as I
have said."
This bold step is the final instance of the three times when Ei)etic is used of the
movement of the disciples apart from Jesus. The first is the ready following of Peter and
Andrew in 1:18; the second is the sending of the disciples into the soon-to-be-stormtossed sea (6:45). This is the final time the two are sent into a conflict they have
foreseen, probably with little of the exuberance of 1:18. However, this cautious
obedience stands in sharp contrast to the final use of

EA* with a disciple's movement in

the approach of Judas (14:45) and the betrayal by the kiss. There the reluctant
compliance of the disciples becomes the misguided eagerness of betrayal.
The companion action to the disciples' going is the immediate sending of the colt
back in 11:3. While the text can be understood to promise a return of the colt by Jesus, it
appears preferable to understand the final phrase as a conclusion of the assurance and
prediction given to the disciples 406 All of verses 2 and 3 serve to guarantee the disciples
of the outcome of their mission. This corresponds with the outcome recorded in verses 46. The release of the colt (verse 6) concludes the story with no mention of a return of the
406 R.T. France (The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 432),
has an excellent discussion of this point in which he defends the understanding that it is the donkey's owner
who will send it immediately.
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animal by Jesus or the disciples. Furthermore the explanation of verse 3, "The Lord has
need of him," is already sufficient to release the colt. He who is the Lord need not
explain his need of the colt nor give a verbal deposit guaranteeing its return. While the
owner of the colt may have known Jesus, there is at least the possibility of this being a
dramatic calling from someone unknown to Jesus and the disciples.
The immediacy of the entrance and return of the disciples may summarize the
journey to Jerusalem and those who partook in it, from John the Baptist to Bartimaeus.
As this journey is completed, it is appropriate that this is also the end of the continual use
of d3tic until the final four uses in 14:43-15:1. The resistance that does come against
Jesus is symbolized soon after the entrance into Jerusalem with the failure of the fig tree
to provide fruit (11:12-14). In the interim before Maundy Thursday, Jesus tells the
parable of the Vineyard and the Tenants (12:1-12) in which (12:2) at the time of harvest,
Ttil Katp6,

the fruit is sought, not received, and the son is killed. Finally in 14:43, with

the return of Eueus, that time of waiting for fruit is completed. With the arrival in
Jerusalem, the work of building the straight way and the immediate following of it is
done, so the first days of the passion week do not need the hastening of €i)815c. That will
come again only upon Maundy Thursday night with the approach of Judas.

Mark 14:43, 45
Kat E6elic ETL Mina) ACCA.061/T0c
OXACtc [LET& p.c7capCw Kea ElfaCJV

TrapocyLverat. rIolloac Eic TC)v oCjoEKOC Kea. VET' Ctin01)
imp& Tiov dtpXLEOLOV Kett TWV ypopliccrhav Kai. tc.3v

1rpEopu*cov.4°
407 A range of four different beginnings are found for this verse. Those which read Kat Eikhic
include B K C L A '1' and 579. Those manuscripts reading Kati Eikkcac include A, Majority Texts, K M
N U Y T II 2, 28, 157, 124, 1071, and 1424. Several manuscripts, D Wf13, 700 and 1346, begin with Kai
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And immediately, while he was still speaking, Judas, one of the Twelve, appeared. With
him was a crowd with swords and clubs from the chief priests, the scribes, and the elders.
Kai. A.0(1)1, ELObc 1rpooE196v ccirr(;) 11yEL, Tal313i, Kea KCCTECATVEll CCUrsiv.4"
And coming to him directly, he went to him and said "Rabbi!" and kissed Him.
The long silence of 11:4-14:42 ends dramatically with the arrival of Judas
following Jesus' prayer and confrontation with the sleeping disciples.409 While the other
disciples fail to act, Judas arrives upon the call of Jesus. The power of Jesus to bring
about his own end through the work of Judas is accented by the double use of 666*.
The sudden return of coak is notable as a way to summarize the prayer of Jesus
and the turn towards the arrival of Judas. Rudolf Pesch sees a parallel in this regard
between the use of Erieric here and in 15:1. Both give a break in the completion of the
passion history. The Gethsemane portion of the night is completed with a transition to
what follows 410 As 15:1's use of Ei)06c completes the entire night, so, in an intermediate

alone. These manuscripts echo the reading found in Matthew. Finally, manuscript O omits both scat and
Ei)I3i4 and begins the sentence with 'in. The readings with Kftt alone are understandable in light of the
Matthean parallel and the long absence of Eigi from the previous verses. The reading of manuscript 0
follows the beginning of the sentence found in Luke without the tboil which comes after 10.°bl/roc in
Luke's version. The choice between 6066 and Eiki&A is familiar ground with a consistent manuscript
witness for each. Once again, it seems preferable to retain ELOISc as that which is most likely to have been
changed.
408 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is in table two. The omission of both
inuSii and Eiktic by D and the others may be explained as a clarification of the text as the initial ilLeoiv
appears redundant before trpooOLOGiii. That leaves the final two choices as the familiar distinction between
dielic and EtiO&K, each in the same location. Given consistent manuscript backing for each choice, the
retention of ELEhic is to be preferred as the foundation for later changes.
409 It is interesting to note that there is no use of detic in the section 11:4-14:42 in even one
manuscript recorded by Swanson. Several uses in single or a small number of manuscripts are found
following 14:43. However, it appears that the silent section of the Gospel was recognized even by those
scribes who might have been inclined to add the adverb, as was done at 14:63, 14:68, and 15:46. This is
despite the attractiveness of several locations for Ei)Ok such as 11:15, the cleansing of the Temple; 11:18,
the plot against Jesus—in a parallel to the use of EioNic in 3:6; 12:9, the coming of the landowner to punish
the tenants; 13:14, the flight from the city; 13:36 the sudden coming of the master—a verse which is the
only use of icetclwric in Mark; 14:10, the departure of Judas to betray Jesus, especially attractive due to the
preceding conflict concerning the wasted potential of the woman's perfume-14:3-9—and the beginning of
14:10 with Kai (at this point,f13 reads looli) and 14:13, 14:14, 14:16, the sending of the disciples to prepare
for the Passover—in parallel use with 11:2-3. It is remarkable that none of these opportunities were taken,
though the' are at least as attractive as the additions at 14:63, 14:68, and 15:46.
41 Rudolf Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, Vol. 2 (Freiburg: Herder, 1977), 399.
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sense, this use concludes the initial segment of Jesus' solitary prayer coupled with the
apparent ineffectiveness of his words to the sleeping disciples and even the limited
change to the course of the night's events brought by his prayer. In contrast to these
words, 14:43 highlights the effect of his words on Judas, the least likely disciple.
Josef Ernst notes that Judas' arrival upon the word of Jesus is emphasized with
the emphatic EUEllic, making an unmistakable connection between the announcement and
the arrival of Jesus.411 Morna Hooker says, "Mark links this story to the preceding one
with his characteristic phrase Kai. ELE5c, ...which underline(s) the idea that Jesus knows
precisely what is going to happen and is in control of the situation."412 While the
authority of Jesus in the summons and appearance of Judas is clear, Augustine Stock
links this use of Eikltic with the preceding prayer of Jesus, asking for the Father's will.
"The immediacy brings out how close was the connection between announcement and
realization—God is at work here and Jesus submits in conscious obedience:413
The theme of submission both by Jesus and by the disciples is highlighted here
and in a companion passage through both passages' use of Eikiic. In 1:20, Jesus
immediately calls James and John to follow. This fourth adverbial use of Eikhic has been
linked in this study to the fourth-to-the-last use (14:43) in which, while Jesus is yet
speaking, Judas arrives. His speaking in the Garden is to Peter, James, and John, telling
them to arise for the betrayer has arrived. It is ironic that though his words are directed to

Josef Ernst, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich Postet, 1981), 434.
Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson
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Mark, Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1976, 322), notes that the use of Ezithk- here demonstrates that
Jesus "through his surrender to God's will is completely prepared in advance for the fate about to overtake
him."
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these three relatively faithful disciples, the response to his words comes from the
movement of the betrayer Judas. Furthermore, if the connection with 1:20 is granted, the
immediacy of Jesus' call takes on deeper meaning. The reader sees in his unhesitating
beginning of the walk with the disciples the long ending as well. If he calls these men
from fishing now, he will have to call them from sleeping then. Yet, without hesitation,
Jesus calls the disciples both early and late in the Gospel.
Judas' actions are in keeping with the design of God and function as a
counterpoint to the actions of the other disciples who are repeatedly addressed following
Jesus' prayer. The appropriate time which was anticipated by the reader since the cursing
of the fig tree (11:13-14) and the waiting of Judas for the moment of betrayal (14:11) is
ushered in by the repetition of 6015c in 14:43 and 45. While Jesus waits for the disciples
to wake, pray, and follow, Judas responds with immediate action. The two uses of Eiktic
in 14:43 and 45 show the division of Judas' arrival between Jesus and Judas. The first
EisOk is in the context of Jesus' speaking while the second EL86c is in regard to Judas'
arrival alone.
A fitting contrast is found between the three disciples in their inertia versus Judas.
This contrast is demonstrated by the use of Tratv and dek in 14:39-40, 43-45. In
14:39-40, Trcilw is repeated in connection with the return of Jesus to prayer and his
coming again to sleeping disciples. The repetition of his prayer and his ineffective
admonitions to the sleeping disciples are captured well with iffiXLV. In contrast, the
advance forward through the arrival of Judas is appropriately signaled by the repetition of
ELOUc. It is ironic that the disciples cannot be roused by the prospect of meeting with the
Father through prayer, but the appearance of the betrayer proves electric. The irony
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continues with the interplay between the words of Jesus in 14:41-42 which foresee the
betrayer and in fact bring Judas and the crowd upon the stage, and the command of Judas
in 14:44 in which he warns the soldiers to hold Jesus securely. In light of the repeated
prediction of Jesus' passion and his foresight of all that Judas plans, the arresting might
of the crowd is needless. It is Jesus' words to the Father and the Father's immediate
prompting of Judas' actions which bind him.

Mark 14:63, 68
O SE cipp,EpEiic otapp*cc tobc XLTCbstiac CCUTOI) XEyEL, Ti 'EV. xpEtccv '4xoi.i.Ev imptipwv;414
And tearing his clothes, the high priest said, "What further need do we have of witnesses?
b SE iipyriaccro Ahcov, OrJTE Otik OUTE Elibnallai oi) 'Et AhEt.c. Kea iU1A.OEv '4Eco Eic TO
irpoccLA.Lov [Kai. ciA,EKtcop •tlxiSii-riokv].415
But he denied it, saying, "I neither know nor understand what you are talking about." And
he went out onto the porch.

414 Three different readings are found for 14:63 in regard to Ei36c. Besides the text as printed
above, manuscript W begins the sentence with 6 a cipxi.EpEk Ei)Ok bi.appigac. Three manuscripts, 124,
565, and 700, begin with 6 a cipxt.EpEbc otapplilac E68E63c rok xLrfavac. The Matthean parallel text,
26:65, begin with tOrE but lacks EO0Oc. Though the context is fitting for the sudden reaction indicated by
ELOOc, the lack of an introductory at is likely a factor in limiting the use of EUE)Oc here. The structure of
introductory SE followed by EUEVK is found only in 6:50 in a similar turn from the actions and words of one
subject to another. The divided location and choice of adverb form suggests two different scribal traditions
which both inserted 606c/ELEgwc here as a fitting use of the adverb. However, the lack of either form in the
broad majority of texts along with the lack of a single location for the adverb speaks against retaining either
use of EUE16c.
415 The presence of EOqwc in 14:68 is a small part of the larger question concerning the presence
of the phrase within which it appears, Kai caectcop i4x6viclEv. Only manuscript 1424 includes E68h4c in
this phrase, placing it after Kai. The phrase itself, unique to Mark's account, is in response to the distinctly
Marcan verse (14:30) in which Jesus predicts Peter's three-fold denial which will coincide with the cock
crowing twice. In keeping with this expectation, all manuscripts except B ti L W and the original hand of
41 include the mention of the initial sounding of the cock. Interestingly, there is no variant of this phrase
appearing after the second denial at 14:70. The possibility of its original inclusion is fairly strong given the
widespread manuscript evidence, the parallel wording at the later sounding of the cock in 14:72, and the
fulfillment of 14:30. The main reason against its inclusion is the absence in those few, early, and
significant manuscripts which would have no reason to exclude the phrase if it were original. Bruce
Metzger (A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 2°4 edition, New York: American Bible
Society, 1994, 97), notes that against the inclusion of the phrase might have been a copyist's intention to
bring the Marcan account into line with the other three Gospels in which there is only one cockcrow. In
light of this, the cautious bracketing of the phrase is warranted. The possibility of the phrase containing
EiAkAK is especially unlikely due to its single manuscript witness and the likelihood of this being an echo of
the use of 6136* in the same phrase in 14:72.
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Two likely locations for Eiktic are found in these two verses. The first is the
sudden exclamation by the high priest following Jesus' quotation of Daniel 7:13. The
strong reaction of the high priest's tearing of his clothes along with the sudden shift from
Jesus to the priest make this a likely place for Ei)015c. The use of 6015( would join the
tearing of the clothes along with the priest's simultaneous question of the need for any
further witnesses. It would also set the tone for the rash judgment which follows in
14:64.
However, as noted, the manuscript evidence is very slight for this usage and is
divided against itself. While the inclusion is logical, it is not necessary as the force of the
chief priest's actions creates a sufficient refocusing upon the council and its judgment.
Furthermore, if €6136C were used here of the high priest, it would be an unusual expansion
of the close circle of subjects found after 11:3 in connection with 686c. The last four
examples of €i)615c deal with Jesus, Peter, Judas, and the Council. These four are in the
center of the drama and are fittingly marked with Ei)0A5c.
The second of these uses of Eiit&ac at 14:68 is found in only one manuscript. It is
in the phrase Kai. clAiKuop E(1)(iSvicTEv found primarily in the later manuscripts. The
phrase fulfills the expectation of 14:30, the two crowings of the cock. However, it is only
at 14:72 that the force of El)(3"k is needed. Prior to the final denial, no hastening of the
end is needed. Bruce Metzger notes in regard to the omission by many manuscripts of the
phrase Kal. Cabacop ci)c.SvriaEv that copyists may have "asked themselves why, if Peter
had heard the cock, he did not at once repent."416 The inclusion of €6046.4 with this first
cock crowing would have exacerbated this objection. In contrast to a greater immediacy,
416

Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 97.
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the three-fold repetition of Troaw in 14:70 expresses the slower, repetitive nature of the
text, allowing the reader to recall the warning of Jesus, fulfilling his prophecy and the
demand for prophecy from the immediately preceding scene with the soldiers (14:65).
David Garland notes that the first crowing acts as a warning which comes with caution
while the second comes with an abrupt immediacy when no warning is needed.417 The
first crowing sounds as a reluctant confirmation of the first denial and a joyless proof of
Jesus' prophecy. As such, it does not need the snapping immediacy of ELO4Gic.
Immediacy will soon follow upon the completion of the trial.

Mark 14:72
Kat EiAc EK oEUTEpOD ciAllacap
(King) 6 Tr-poi-4 On 110.11 OCA.EKTOpa. 11)(01/14)Cra
EKACCLEV.418

tiv(p.vriaOri
Mrpoc TO Alla (.5c ELirEV
Tp[c [LE chapvirm•
LPOCA611

ac

And immediately the second time the rooster crowed. And Peter remembered the word
Jesus had said to him, "Before the rooster crows twice, three times you will deny Me."
And he broke down and wept.
The final steps of the way begun in 1:2-3 are about to be taken. Peter's denial of
Jesus pushes aside Peter as the last disciple to be considered and leaves Jesus alone to be
followed by the text. The use of Eiktic in 14:72 is a means by which the familiar A B A
structure of Mark is accented through the joining of the prophecy of Peter's denial with

417

David Garland, Mark: The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996),

567.
418 A summary of the manuscript evidence for this verse is in table two. The omission of the
adverb is difficult to justify despite the number of manuscripts supporting its absence. The Matthean
parallel speaks for the adverb's presence and the context looks for a sudden fulfillment of Jesus' earlier
prophecy along with the demand for prophecy from the soldiers in 14:65. In choosing aetic or EbEgtoc, the
Matthean parallel use of Ei)Okwc is a likely support and source for eitgo.K. The most challenging and likely
changed text is that which is supported by B alone, Kai. Eig3iK EK Oeutipou OcAbercop. This single manuscript
appears to retain the original reading which can explain the appearance of all the others.
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the final step of his failure 419 Jesus has prophesied this would happen, as well as
repeating the passion prophecies. The fulfillment of his prophecy of Peter's fall clears
the path for his greater passion predictions to be fulfilled. Morna Hooker notes of the use
of ELOiSc here: "Mark's characteristic phrase this time has real point: it underlines the
inevitability with which Jesus' words are fulfilled."42°
The straightforward nature of Jesus' prophecy is contrasted here with the
vacillating nature of Peter. While Jesus' way to the cross repeatedly offers him
opportunities to deny his identity and to spare himself, he refuses. Peter, however, fails a
shorter test. For Susan Garrett, Peter "exemplifies the weakness of will in time of trial
that typifies the double minded or duplicitous person. His intent is to stay true to Christ
(14:31), but when tested he shows that his primary loyalty is to himself....He wishes to
live by heavenly and earthly measures of goodness at one and the same time."421
The denial of Peter recalls then Peter's calling in chapter one and also may be
linked with the introductory temptation of Jesus (1:12-13). Peter's failure is under the
shadow of Jesus' own trial and serves as the ironic answer to the demand for prophecy by
the soldiers. Jerry Camery-Hoggatt notes that there is a second level of irony in that
Jesus is also vindicated by his prediction that he will be put on trial. Therefore he is
doubly accurate in his prediction and the trial he undergoes is doubly condemned.422
However, beyond Camery-Hoggatt's view, there is also the larger perspective of the
419 Hugh Anderson (The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1976, 333), notes: "Accordingly we may think of Mark as responsible for
confirming the conclusion of the story (v. 72, note the characteristic Marcan 'and immediately') to the
prediction of Jesus reported by him in 14:30."
42° Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to St. Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1991), 365.
421 Susan Garrett, The Temptations of Jesus in Mark's Gospel (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1998), 125, 127.
422
Jerry
J
Camery-Hoggatt, Irony in Mark's Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1992), 4.
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previous trial by Satan in the wilderness. Having passed that trial successfully and having
secured the Father's acclaim in 1:11-13, Jesus has emptied the vanity of the trials by the
Sanhedrin and the examination by Pilate.
Another aspect of irony is found in the linking of the immediate response of
Andrew and Peter in 1:18 and the denial of Jesus by Peter in 14:71 in which he argues
that he does not know the man. Camery-Hoggatt points out the irony of the immediate
following by the disciples: "From the standpoint of an ironic reading, what makes that
response particularly noteworthy is that these four men drop everything to follow Jesus
without knowing who he is."423 In contrast to this irony is the denial by Peter, who now
knows Jesus relatively well but denies him and does nothing to help him.
This conflict overwhelms Peter's promising beginning. Thus Donald Senior sees
Peter personifying the rocky soil of the sower parable with the fall brought about by
tribulation or persecution on account of the word.424 This parallel is especially effective
in regard to E606c. In 4:16 and 17, it is used both to describe the immediacy of the
reception of the word and also the suddenness of the offense. These two uses of ELOUc are
matched by the readiness of Peter and Andrew's first following of Jesus, marked by E150 15c
in 1:18, and also by the finality of Eikhic in 14:72. Peter's failure ushers him off the
stage as abruptly as he came on.
Norman Peterson notes that Peter's denial is the dismissal of all the disciples from
the Gospel following 14:72. He sees a balance between the uncertainty of their failure to
believe versus the predicted meeting after the resurrection in Galilee. However, since the
previous predictions of Jesus have been dramatically fulfilled, this unrecorded meeting
Jerry Camery-Hoggatt, Irony in Mark's Gospel, 101.
Donald Senior, The Passion of Jesus in the Gospel of Mark (Wilmington, Delaware: Michael
Glazier Inc., 1984), 105.
423

424
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following the resurrection must be understood to have happened also.425 Bastiaan Van
Iersel notes that Peter's denial contrasts with even the false witnesses about Jesus who at
the very least declare that they were present when he spoke and can repeat his words.426
Following Peter's denial (15:1-2), Jesus is given the opportunity to witness to his identity
and acknowledges the truth of his accusers' words. Standing between these witnesses
and shown to be less reliable than even the cock which crows its signal, Peter's failure is
sudden and startling.
This denial leaves Jesus alone. Without the Lukan visual connection between
Peter and Jesus (Luke 22:61), the Marcan account places the emphasis on Jesus only. In
this regard, the inclusion of €69tic at 14:72 sounds a note of finality along with the use of
Ei)015c in 15:1. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington note that the denial by Peter fulfills
themes of the identity of Jesus as Messiah, Son of God and Son of Man which were
begun in the first section of the trial (14:61-62) so that 14:72 is the "climax to the portrait
of Jesus [Mark] has been constructing all through the Gospel."427 Somewhat echoing the
two crowings of the cock, the repetition of Eiktic ends the walk of the disciples along the
way and leaves the solo work of Jesus' declaration of himself to be the final step on the
way.

425 Norman Peterson, Literary Criticism for New Testament Critics (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1978), 76-77.
426
Bastiaan Martinus Franciscus van Iersel, Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 455.
427
John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 428.
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Mark 15:1
El'Aisc ITIVA CNI4OUAL011 701:60(WTEc
CcpxLEpEi.4 µET& T6v 1ipEaput4Kov
ypagurr&ov Kat CSA.ov TO auvgpLOV, SipalltEc TOV 111000V 1111-TiVEyKOCV Kai ITOlp&56)1001
Hoiccy.428
And immediately early in the morning, the chief priests with the elders and the scribes
and the whole Sanhedrin held a counsel. When they had bound Jesus, they led Him away
and delivered Him over to Pilate.
The final use of Ei)06c follows quickly after Peter's denial so that there is a
continuity between the crowing of the cock and the sudden dawning of the day. There is a
further union between the dawn and the preceding trial of Jesus which brackets Peter's
denial. R.T. France notes that "Mark wants us to see the morning decision not as a
separate event after an interval, but as the direct continuation of the Sanhedrin hearing
narrated in 14:53-65.'129 The use of Ei)96c in 15:1 binds together the three parts of Jesus'
preliminary trial, Peter's trial, and the resumption and conclusion of Jesus' trial. With the
sudden arrival of dawn, the trial is not merely begun, but its end is announced. The final
day has come and the long-anticipated passion is at hand.
It has been noted that with the emergence of Jesus from the water in 1:10, the use
of €i)06c suggests not only "immediately" but also "finally." The same tension is found in
15:1 in which the final trial before Pilate comes as a sudden step following Peter's denial
and bitter weeping. The day comes slowly rather than immediately, the result of the
long-made predictions of the passion. The reluctance of the disciples to follow Jesus

428 The choice for 15:1 is simply between the two forms of the adverb. A familiar collection of
manuscripts, B K C LA and T., read fiklitc. Reading ELEgtoc are A, D, Majority Texts, KMNUWFO U
fl fl3 2, 28, 33, 157, 565, 579, 700, 1071, and 1424. There is variety in several manuscripts concerning
what follows EikhiG with all the manuscripts reading Ei}8k)c, except for D 0 and 565, reading Kai eikiwG ETri
TO trptot ougotSA.tov. Manuscripts D 0 and 565 have simply Kai EiAgwc trptat cruppoatov. Manuscript
1424 has the unique reading Kat Ei)04)c iyivcro Tri To trptat oullpoiatov. The text as printed above is found
in all the manuscripts reading EUEhic except for A which reads Kai 601% itri TO trptat aupiloaLov. The
choice of the adverb here presents little that is new among the manuscripts or context so once again the
preference goes to EiAhic for its foundational role for later changes.
429 R.T. France, The New International Greek Testament Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 626.
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(10:32) which is stated before his final prediction of the passion (10:33) is the
background for the tension of this dreaded, yet immediate moment. That trial of Jesus
which Peter asserted should not take place, and that denial which he swore would not
happen, both come now suddenly but also with inevitable finality, emphasized through
the double occurrence of ELEilic (14:72 and 15:1). In this way, the denial of Peter
prophesied by Jesus is the final success of Jesus, so that his prophetic power is completed
with the rooster's call and the coming day will complete his prophetic work.
The careful repetition of ELOtic in 14:72 with 15:1 is part of a larger pattern
involving the final four uses of Eii136c. There is an AB AB repetition beginning with
14:43 in which immediately, while Jesus is still speaking, Judas arrives. There is first
speech and then action by a disciple. This is repeated with 14:72 in which immediately
the cock crows and Peter remembers the prophecy. By contrast, in 14:45, there is the
immediate arrival of Judas and, in the ensuing action, Jesus is bound and delivered to the
Sanhedrin. In 15:1, the dawn appears, and once again Jesus is bound, led from the
Sanhedrin and delivered to Pilate. The balance of these final four uses of Eahic suggests
the intentionality of this brief return of 606c to the text of Mark.

Mark 15:46
Kai. iiyopoicrocc invi56vcc Ka00.6v ccircev ivEilioEv tii olvoewi. KCCI ZOTWEV OdYCOV 6,
p.iiittEC6,) CI fiv AEXcerowrigvov
llitpac KaL IrpOOEKOXLGEV X ieov int Thy etipav rob
p.viiiE i'.. ou .43°
43° The inclusion of EUOL)c by manuscript W only yields a unique wording for the beginning of the
verse, ica1 ciyopciaac otv66m: diEgGic tivEyKEv kat Ka0EX6v aikliv. The role of W in recording unique
readings involving ELOiwc is not limited to this verse, as it does so also at 1:30, where it is the only Greek
manuscript which does not include either form of the adverb. Also at 14:63 it is the only manuscript that
includes eiiekic immediately following 6 6 ripxtEpEiic in conjunction with the tearing of the high priest's
robe. (Three manuscripts, 124, 565, and 700, include it in a later location.) The inclusion of eikkic at
15:46 is difficult to justify in regard to the sense of the text or in keeping with a synoptic parallel. There is
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And Joseph bought a linen cloth, took Him down, wrapped Him in the linen cloth, and
laid him in a tomb which had been hewn out in the rock; and he rolled a stone against the
entrance of the tomb.
The final use of ELOUg which occurs in any manuscript is a bit unexpected. It does
not come when it might have come, in order to sharpen the crowd's demand to crucify
Jesus (15:13),431 at the moment of Jesus' cry of anguish (15:34), at the tearing of the
temple curtain (15:38),432 at the dawn of Easter (16:2) which is in parallel with the dawn
of Good Friday (15:1), at the appearance of the angel (16:5), or at the leaving of the
women from the tomb (16:8).433 As noted before, the remarkable restraint of the copyists
is shown in how these opportunities were not taken, respecting the text and the
significance of those times when ei)Otic does occur.
In this use of ELEhig at 15:46 there is much less apparent reason for the adverb than
in the examples noted above. It may have been included here to heighten the urgency of
removing Jesus from the cross due to the coming Sabbath. It may have also demonstrated
the devotion of these disciples in removing Jesus from the dishonor of the cross. This
creates an attractive balance to the final use of Ei)96g at the denial of Peter. There is also
an attraction to having the finality of the burial noted by the use of 60i)c. However, with

no parallel reading which appears to influence this verse, nor is EiTe&oc demanded by the context. It may
have been included in light of the coming Sabbath or to show the affection of the men in bearing Jesus
quickly away. However, in light of the single manuscript support, it cannot be accepted as an original
reading.
431 This point would have been especially attractive in balance with the preceding use of Treaty in
regard to Pilate's asking for a solution from the crowd. Treaty sends Pilate back to the crowd while Eir86c
would have sent him forward through their abrupt answer. The parallel use of -Treaty, however, does recall
the back and forth motion of Jesus in Gethsemane (14:39-40), in which trraw is used twice to speak of
Jesus' return to prayer and to the disciples.
432 In keeping with the use of Laoir in the Matthean parallel, 27:51, manuscript N reads Kea Looi)
TO Katanhacque Tor) eneor)
433 Interestingly, a few manuscripts, including the original hand of B, E, 2, and 1071, do include
Taxi) at 16:8, Kat E&EX001)01Xt taxi E4myov loth TOO
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the single manuscript and the less than compelling location, this use of Et5011.4 cannot be
considered necessary or likely.

The First and Final Uses of EdOikIt has been noted in the preceding discussion that the final four uses of Ei)ek are
remarkable for the long absence of ELetic found in 11:4-14:42. The reappearance of ELAtic
beginning at 14:43 and ending at 15:1 can be explained best through the association these
four uses have with the first four appearances in the Gospel at 1:10, 1:12, 1:18 and 1:20.
These two sets of occurrences are bookends for the entire Gospel which emphasize their
shared actions and focus the narrative upon the way of Jesus, employing the key
characters of the disciples and the Father.
Through the middle chapters of Mark, ELOtic draws the reader's attention to
significant actions of Jesus leading to the entrance on Palm Sunday. The long absence of
11:4-14:42 allows a pause since the journey has reached its destination of Jerusalem. The
discussion on the final four uses of Ei)015c conclude this chapter, as the return of ELEASc
demands explanation. It is possible to show that these last four uses of ELAUc in 14:43,
14:45, 14:72, and 15:1 form an inclusio with the first four adverbial uses in 1:10, 1:12,
1:18, and 1:20. This structure is in keeping with the tendency of the Evangelist to use the
A B A structure in individual narratives as noted earlier. These first and last uses of Eti015c
allow one to see a broad structure which encompasses almost the entire Gospel.
The first pair, 1:10 and 15:1, show the beginning and ending of the journey with
the opening of the heavens and the dawning of Good Friday. In 1:11 we have the
statement of Jesus' identity as the Son of the Father which corresponds to 15:2 where we
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have a question and answer concerning his identity as the king of the Jews. 1:11 is the
first time when the Father speaks of Jesus as his Son, and 15:2 is the final time for Jesus
to identify himself. In keeping with the title of 1:1 and first use of ELOik in 1:2-3, the
identity of Jesus is highlighted by these two uses of Ei)0(ic.
While the identity of Jesus is the focus of 1:10-11 and 15:1-2, the next pair of
uses of EL9i)c centers on the temptations faced by Jesus and Peter. In 1:12, the Spirit
leads Jesus to the desert to his temptation. In 14:72, ELOUc signals the end of Peter's
temptation by the crowing of the cock. The parallel of temptation begun and ended
grows when we consider the preceding verse, 14:71. Peter had, in 8:29, echoed in
essence the Father's declaration of Jesus' identity found in 1:11, "This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased." However, in 14:71, Peter completes his denial of
knowing Jesus or identifying himself with Jesus. The immediate cockcrow fulfills Jesus'
prediction that Peter would deny him. Anderson notes that "Accordingly, we may think
of Mark as responsible for confirming the conclusion of the story (v. 72; note the
characteristic marcan 'and immediately') to the prediction of Jesus reported by him in
14:30."434 Norman Peterson also notes that after 14:72 the disciples are not seen in the
narrative, leaving readers to wonder whether they will overcome their denial and
ignorance, though the predicted meeting in Galilee acts as a balance to their denial ass
Since Jesus' prediction of Peter's failure has just been fulfilled, the reader knows that the
outcome of the reunion is also certain. This certainty is built also upon the three-fold
prediction of the details of Jesus' passion, beginning with 8:31, which have clearly begun

434
435

Anderson, The New Century Bible Commentary: The Gospel of Mark, 333.
Norman Peterson, Literary Criticism for New Testament Critics (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,

1978), 76.
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to unfold. It is also surely due to the victory of Jesus over temptation in 1:12-13 which
has colored his ministry throughout the Gospel.
The temptation of the master and his disciples in both places prepares for the
following of the disciples. The third pair of adverbial uses of Ei>06c show the approach of
three of the principal disciples, Peter and Andrew in the first, and Judas in the second. In
1:18, Jesus' newly-called disciples, Peter and Andrew, leave their nets to follow Jesus 436
In 14:45, Judas comes immediately to Jesus, calls him "Rabbi" and kisses him.437 The
bitter irony of this final approach of a disciple is sharpened by 606c. Though Peter
follows thereafter from a distance (14:54), there is no immediacy to the following of
Jesus after Judas' final arrival.438 Yet, just as Jesus' call was the cause for the immediate
following of Peter and Andrew in 1:18, the reader is also aware because of Jesus' threefold prediction of the passion that Judas' approach in 14:45 also results from Jesus' call.
Jesus' calling of the disciples is the specific focus of the final two pairs of
adverbial uses. In 1:20 and 14:43, Jesus' actions are highlighted whereas the disciples'
reactions are emphasized in 1:18 and 14:45. In 1:20, Jesus immediately calls James and
John to follow him, leaving their father. In 14:43, with "And immediately while he
(Jesus) was still speaking, Judas appeared," the previous words of Jesus, are still ringing
in our ears, "Rise, let us go. Here comes my betrayer." It is not the arrival of Judas that
is highlighted, but rather the calm prediction, even the calling, of Jesus. Augustine Stock
436 Augustine Stock says of the use of EU9isc in 1:18: "Here Kai EiAix has its full value—their
response is immediate. Mark's account emphasizes the divine compulsion of Jesus' word."
437 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington (The Gospel of Mark, 415), note of 14:45: "And when he
came, right away he approached him; Mark's pet phrase kai euthys is interrupted by one aorist participle
(elthion, 'coming') and followed by another (parelthon, 'approaching'), thus producing an awkward but
attention-getting introduction to Judas' act of betrayal."
438 Karen Barta (The Gospel of Mark, Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1988, 33),
writes of the following by Peter, Andrew, and the other disciples that though its immediacy in 1:18 is often
the stuff of sermons, yet "As Mark makes clear, the disciples are taking only a first step in a long and often
faltering journey."
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notes that "The immediacy brings out how close was the connection between
announcement and realization—God is at work here and Jesus submits in conscious
obedience."439 Morna Hooker points out that the words Kat Eiktic "underline the idea
that Jesus knows precisely what is going to happen and is in control of the situation."44°
Jesus called the disciples without hesitation, even though he knew he was calling the one
who would betray him.
These four pairs of adverbial uses create a remarkable balance. The ties which
can be seen between the first four and last four offer one explanation of the unusual
return of 6915c in the final chapters. Jesus' journey begins and ends with the central
issues of his identity, the temptation faced by himself and the disciples, and the calling
and following of the disciples. The straight nature of the journey announced in 1:3 is
demonstrated by the clear beginning and end points signaled by these eight uses of Ei9i5c.
While the intervening uses of Et'81 c highlight other characters and actions of Christ, these
four pairs effectively summarize the journey's beginning and end.

439

Augustine Stock, Method and Message of Mark, 372.

44° Morna Hooker, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, 351.
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CHAPTER FIVE—THE EXPANDED OUTLINE
In the detailed portion of the outline which follows, the occurrences of ELAUc will
be signals for many of the significant steps in Jesus' journey. Joanna Dewey's view of
Mark as a non-linear story is adopted, showing that there is frequent repetition of a theme
along with a general progression."' The detailed outline expands on the key points made
in the brief outline in chapter four. The four segments are each divided according to the
content and, where possible, the use of €i)015c within the segment. Because chapter four
explains the overall scheme, only those aspects of ei)Otic in the outline which were not
described there are detailed here.

441

Joanna Dewey, "Mark as Interwoven Tapestry: Forecasts and Echoes for a Listening
Audience," 224. Her comments continue: "Mark's task was to interweave and integrate disparate and
episodic material into a single narrative whole, to bridge breaks rather than to create them. Mark is telling
a story for a listening audience, not presenting a logical argument. Arguments may be clouded by the lack
of a clear linear outline, but stories gain depth and enrichment through repetition and recursion."
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Immediately the Messenger and the Master Begin
I.

The Foretelling of the Messenger and His Path, 1:1-8

II.

Immediately the Calling Begins, 1:9-20

III.

Healings and Controversy Suddenly Collide, 1:21-3:6

Quickly the Savior Sows the Seed
IV.

Quickly the Parables Spread the Word, 3:7-4:34

V.

Miracles Demonstrate His Immediate Power, 4:35-5:43

VI.

Rejection by Many, 6:1-29

VII.

Bread, Crumbs, and Leaven Along the Way, 6:30-8:21

VIII.

Insights on the Son, 8:22-10:52

Suddenly the Lord Arrives
XI.

Suddenly the Lord Comes to His Own, 11:1-12:44

X.

The End is Foreseen, 13:1-37

XI.

Final Words with His Own, 14:1-42

Immediately the King Concludes His Way
XI.

Immediately His Words Are Fulfilled, 14:43-14:72

XII.

Finally the King Is Known, 15:1-47

xm.

Remember What He Told You, 16:1-8

This outline focuses primarily on the characters of John, Jesus, and the disciples
and their roles as messengers. The often urgently communicated message and its
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frequently immediate effect is the central point of the outline. Since this expanded outline
reflects the same four part structure as the brief outline, an explanation of the
relationships between the major parts has already been covered. In this following
explanation, the relationships within each larger section will be noted and comparisons
made to other outlines suggested by various commentators.
The opening section, 1:1-1:8, "The Foretelling of the Messenger and His Path,"
encompasses the opening ministry of John and includes the single adjectival use of ELek.
The foretelling of both John's arrival and of his preaching make a consistent section. The
section concludes with references to baptism and the Spirit in preparation for 1:9-11, but
allows the focus to remain on John as the active party before in 1:9, his role as the
baptizer is eclipsed by Jesus. Ei)06c is found in 1:3 with the prediction of a straight path,
and this short segment contains several aspects of travel and arrival in the appearance of
John in the desert, the journey of the crowds into the desert, and the prediction that a
greater one than John was coming.
The division at 1:8 is relatively unusual as most outlines make an initial division
at either 1:13 or 1:15. However Christopher Bryan begins his five part outline here (1:18, 1:9-8:21, 8:22-10:52, 11:1-15:41, 15:42-16:8).442 Robert Longacre also makes this his
first division following the title of v. 1 in a ten-part outline (1:1, 1:2-1:8, 1:9-13, 1:145:43, 6:1-8:26, 8:27-9:50, 10:1-10:52, 11:1-11, 11:12-13:37, and 14:1-16:8).443 A more
common division within the first chapter is one following v. 13 or v. 15. No outline
442 Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Mark: Notes on its Literary and Cultural Settings (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1993), 83.
443 Robert Longacre, "A Top-Down, Template-Driven Narrative Analysis, Illustrated by
Application to Mark's Gospel" in Discourse Analysis and the New Testament: Approaches and Results, ed.
Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey T. Reed (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 147.
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found in my research places a division at 1:20 as does the outline suggested here. Two
commentators divide the first chapter into small units, 1:1-13, 1:14-15, and then 1:16 on
to 3:35444 or 1:16-8:21."5 The majority of outlines have larger units which, beginning
with 1:1, 1:13, or 1:15, encompass a broad segment of Mark, up to chapter 8. One of
these outlines comes from Jack Dean Kingsbury (1:1-1:13, 1;14-8:26, and 8:27-16:8),446
while Donahue and Harrington have a three-part outline (1:1-8:21, 8:22-10:52, and 11:116:8).447 Several writers including D.E. Nineham, Robert Guelich, and James Edwards
use a two-part outline with the divisions of 1:1-8:26 and 8:27-16:8.448 Such an outline of
two or three parts, especially with a decisive turn at 8:26 with the first of the passion
predictions, is attractive because of its simplicity. The hinge made by the passion
predictions and the soon-to-follow transfiguration are well placed in the middle of the
Gospel also. These two key episodes are recognized by this study's outline through their
inclusion together in the section "Insights on the Son" where they conclude this second of
the four parts of the outline. Thus, they serve as a pivot point for the outline while
allowing a greater amount of detail than a two- or three-part outline would give.
The first unit has only the one adjectival use of Eiki)c. However, the adverb used,
Ei)96c, is especially noticeable in the second major section, 1:9-20, "Immediately the
Calling Begins." The introduction of Jesus in 1:9, the beginning of the adverbial use of
ELOUc in 1:10, and the end of John's central role in the narrative until 6:14ff. gives reason

444 Richard Horsley, Hearing the Whole Story: The Politics of Plot in Mark's Gospel (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 14.
445 W.R. Telford, Mark (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 103.
4" Jack Dean Kingsbury, Conflict in Mark: Jesus, Authorities, Disciples, 27-28.
44
7 John Donahue and Daniel Harrington, The Gospel of Mark, 46-47.
448 D.E. Nineham, The Gospel of Mark (New York: The Seabury Press, 1963), 37; Robert
Guelich, Word Biblical Commentary: Mark 1-8:26 (Dallas: Word Books, 1989), 47; and James Edwards,
The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002), 20-21.
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for the division I have placed after 1:8. Beginning with 1:10 and going through 1:20, the
first four uses of EUOUc lead to the identification of Jesus by the Father, Jesus' temptation,
and the calling of the first four disciples. These four uses precede his first miracle
account in 1:21ff. and surround the beginning of his preaching in 1:14. These verses
make a coherent introduction to the work of Jesus. The theme of "call" attempts to
reflect the prominence of words which identify and unite the key persons in this section.
This section features both the initial miracles and the resulting controversies
leading to the first plot of the Pharisees. While a smaller portion of this section (2:1-3:6)
has been often studied, particularly following Joanna Dewey's work, Marcan Public
Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and Theology in Mark 2:1-3:6, a case
may be made for using a longer section.449 In this section of 1:21-3:6, there is the most
concentrated use of Ei0t5c, ten occurrences, in any comparable length section of the
Gospel. The focus of the section is upon the miracles and conflicts due to the spread of
the news of Jesus. These three elements, miracle, report, and conflict, each use dek in
this section.45° Furthermore, while the calling of the four disciples immediately precedes
this section (1:16-20), and the sending of the disciples follows closely after (3:13-19),
this section spotlights the actions of Jesus.

449

Joanna Dewey (Marcan Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and
Theology in Mark 2:1-3:6, Chico, California: Scholars Press, 1980), has seen a valuable combination of
concentric, repeating features within the section along with movement leading towards the Pharisees' plot.
A useful summary of her work and many other key studies on Mark's structure is found in W.R. Telford,
Mark (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 101-115.
450
With the action of a miracle, there is 1:42 and 2:12. With the report of a miracle, 1:28 speaks
of the immediate spread of his fame while in 1:43 Jesus warns against such a report. The controversy
concerning his work is found in 3:6 with the plot's gathering, while 2:8 describes Jesus' immediate
knowledge of the scribes' complaint. Other uses of in this section deal primarily with the preparation for a
miracle, as in 1:21, 1:23, 1:29 and 1:30.
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Following the plot of 3:6, the next section of 3:7-4:34, "Quickly the Parables
Spread the Word," emphasizes the teaching of Jesus as there is only a general reference
to his healing in 3:10-11.451 Instead, the teaching through parables, begun already in
3:23, is concentrated in 4:2-32 with the parables and their explanations. In this section
Eiktic appears five times, four times with the parable of the sower and its explanation and
once with the parable of the automatic soil. The first four uses describe the failure found
with the first three soils while the final use is concerned with the immediacy of the
harvest. Interestingly, there is no use of ELOtic with the growth which perseveres, only
with that which rapidly begins and equally rapidly fails. While this is a small section
focused on parable instruction, its concentration on the teaching of Jesus allows for a
balance with the often-recognized section of training in chapter 13. In this outline there
is a small balance in that each of these teaching sections is the fourth from either the
beginning or the end.452
In contrast to the teaching of the previous section, the next section, "Miracles
Demonstrate His Immediate Power," (4:35-5:43) features the miracles of Jesus. Four
miracles fill this section, with E601Sc found in the last three. The calming of the storm has
no occurrence of Eiaic, but the three healing miracles that follow are introduced at 5:2
451 This division of the parable teaching into its own section is quite unusual. Richard Horsley
(Hearing the Whole Story: The Politics of Plot in Mark's Gospel, Louisville: Westminster John Knox
Press, 2001, 14), has a separate section for chapter 4:1-34, "Speech about the Kingdom in Parable" while
Werner Kelber (Mark's Story of Jesus, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979, 37), ends his first section 1:14:34 with the parables and titles it "The Mystery of the Kingdom." Those who do make a division
following 3:6 generally extend the section to 6:6 which allows their next section to begin with the sending
of the disciples 6:7ff. Those with such a division include Lamar Williamson (Mark, 4-5), William Lane
(The Gospel According to Mark, 29-30), Joel Marcus (Mark 1-8, 63-64), Hugh Humphrey (He Is Risen! A
New Reading of Mark's Gospel, 4), and Paul Achtemeier (Mark, 39-40).
452 Bastiaan van Iersel (Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 74), notes the balance between
the two sections (4:3-32 and 13:5-37), finding a general equality in length between them, 218 lines to 210
lines. Van lersel (Reading Mark, trans. W.H. Bisscheroux, Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press,
1988, 20), does not pair these two sections however in his overall outline, gathering the ministry in Galilee
into a large unit (1:16-8:21), and balancing this with a later unit of ministry in Jerusalem (11:1-15:39).
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with the sudden appearance of the demoniac. Then the woman's bleeding is immediately
stopped (5:29) and Jesus' recognition of his power's outflow (5:30) completes the second
miracle. Finally, in the conclusion of the healing of Jairus' daughter, Ei95c is used twice
again at 5:42 with the immediacy of healing and the astonishment of the parents. This
section follows 4:33-34 in which the parables are privately explained to the disciples and
it ends with the command to Jairus' immediate family that they should say nothing of the
miracle to the crowd. Yet, within these limits of private knowledge, the miracles are
done on a generally public stage, in particular those with the demoniac and the woman's
healing. Upon that stage, Eiithic shows the immediacy of Jesus' power and its perception
by those healed.
The three first parts of this second unit each have their distinctive focus on the
teaching and miracles of Jesus and the following resistance. These three, teaching,
miracles, and resistance, are combined in the preceding section, 1:21-3:6, and will also be
joined in the following section, 6:30-8:21.
In this next, large section, "Bread, Crumbs, and Leaven Along the Way" (6:308:21), teaching, miracles, and opposition are generally balanced. The division begins
with the feeding of the five thousand (6:31-44), draws to an end with the feeding of the
4,000 and concludes with the immediately following discussion concerning the yeast of
the Pharisees and the picking up of the crumbs from the feast (8:1-21). Bracketed within
this pair of miracles is the healing of the Syrophoenician woman's daughter and the
discussion concerning the feeding of the children's crumbs to the dogs (7:28). Jesus
expects that the interplay of bread and crumbs will be understood, as underscored by the
closing questions of 8:19-21 concerning the two feeding miracles and the crumbs
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gathered. In this section, Ei)06c is found at the conclusion of both feeding miracles (6:45
and 8:10) in the departure of the disciples, first without Jesus, and second with him.
Within these two uses, three other occurrences of Ei)015c are found with the general theme
of the recognition of Jesus, in his sudden appearance and speaking while walking on the
water (6:50), the crowd's recognition in 6:54, and the immediate hearing and approach by
the Syrophoenician woman (7:25).453 While the action lacks the concentrated urgency of
action found in the first section of miracles (1:21-3:6), there is still a role for EUOUc in
underscoring the recognition of Jesus by crowd and disciples.
The question of Jesus' identity and the purpose of his ministry is the center of the
eighth section, "Insights on the Son," (8:22-10:52). In this segment there are the repeated
predictions of the suffering of the Son of Man (8:31, 9:31, and 10:33-34), which surround
the declaration of the identity of Jesus as God's beloved son (9:7), and the healing of a
man's son (9:17), followed by the healing of the son of Timaeus (10:52). Also in this
section, though lacking the specific word "son," is the blessing of the children (10:13-16)
and the meeting with the rich man whom Jesus loved (10:21). The segment has its
beginning and ending marked by the healings of the two blind men (8:22-26 and 10:4652). The ability of these men to see, particularly in Bartimaeus who follows Jesus,
stresses the need for miraculous vision in order to recognize the Son of God in the light
of the coming passion.

453 If the use of Eikk at 7:35, as found in two locations in several manuscripts, were accepted, it
would be the only use directly involved with a healing miracle in this section. While this section contains
several healing miracles, none of the others use Eljek to accent the completeness or startling quality of
Jesus' miracles as in the previous section. As was noted in the text critical discussion, this study does not
accept 7:35 as an original use of Eiklik.
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In this segment Eikik is found four times, three times with the miracle following
the transfiguration and once with the healing and following of Bartimaeus. These four
occurrences make two thematic pairs. Identification of Jesus is stressed by the first two
as the crowd immediately recognizes Jesus after the Transfiguration while the demonic
spirit, upon seeing Jesus, immediately convulses the boy. In the following two uses, there
is an immediate cry for help by the boy's father who struggles with faith and doubt while
Bartimaeus' sudden healing and following express trust.
This trust expressed by a stranger to the ministry begins the next section,
"Suddenly the Lord Comes to His Own" (11:1-12:44). Similar to the break at 8:21, this
division point, 11:1, is a common feature in many outlines, with most going from 11:1 to
either 13:37 or to 16:8. Three commentators, however, use a division similar to mine of
11:1-12:44, with Vernon Robbins marking off 10:46-12:44 as "The Authoritative Son of
David,"454 Richard Horsley choosing 10:46-11:1-13:2 as "Confrontation in Jerusalem,"
455

and Hugh Humphrey designating 11:1-12:40 as "Jesus Comes to Israel as Its Lord."456

The attraction of dividing at 11:1-12:44 comes from the entrance into Jerusalem being a
natural starting point while the leaving of the temple at 13:1 and the beginning of the
distinctive teaching of chapter 13 serves as a distinctive start for a new section. Within
these two chapters there is the final public teaching of Jesus before leaving the temple in
13:1.

454 Vernon Robbins, Jesus the Teacher. A Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation of Mark (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1984), 27.
455
Richard Horsley, Hearing the Whole Story: The Politics of Plot in Mark's Gospel (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 14.
456
Hugh Humphrey, He Is Risen! A New Reading of Mark's Gospel (New York: Paulist Press,
1992),4.
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There are only two occurrences of deic (11:2 and 11:3) in this section. They
emphasize Jesus' omniscience and acceptance of him as Lord as he requisitions the colt
for his entrance. The remainder of the section without ELEhic has little travel and centers
on the controversies of Jesus as Lord over the fruit of Israel. This theme includes the
cursing of the fig tree (11:12-14) and the resulting lesson (11:20-25), the cleansing of the
temple (11:15-19) in contrast to commending the widow's faithful gift in the temple
(12:41-44), and the questioning of Jesus' authority balanced by the parable of the
vineyard with its threat of the Lord coming to the tenants. While the section opens with
praise to the Son of David entering the city (11:9-10), near the end of the segment is the
baffling question of how he could be both Son and Lord of David (12:35-37). The early
theme of recognition of Jesus in his Galilean ministry comes to final expression in
Jerusalem with these questions on the roles of Son and Lord.
The next section, "The End Is Foreseen" (13:1-37), continues the themes of
temple and fruitfulness from the previous section as it begins in the Temple and appears
to have the Temple on the horizon throughout (13:3), while, near the end (13:29-32),
Jesus points to the fig tree for an example.457 Within the section, there is a respite from
the controversy which questions Jesus' authority. He speaks without interruption from
13:5 to 13:37 as the unquestioned Lord. Given Jesus' stillness in teaching, the rapt
attention from the disciples, and the absence of his opponents, it is perhaps fitting that
ELOk is also absent from this section. This is a time of calm instruction before urgent
action resumes.

457 As noted above, the division of 11:1-16:8 into several smaller sections is unusual in most
outlines. Hugh Humphrey (He Is Risen!, 4), sets apart 13:1-37, under the title "Discipleship, Judgment"
and Richard Horsley (Hearing the Whole Story, 14), designates 13:3-37, "Speech About the Future."
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Continuing the private teaching with his disciples, the closing section of the third
unit, "Final Words With His Own" (14:1-42), contains the last words of Jesus given at
length. The cross looms before him though its immediacy is not realized by the disciples.
The anointing at Bethany (14:1-9), the betrayal by Judas (14:10-11), and the Last Supper
(14:12-26) all stress that the final moments are upon them. This is the second section
which lacks Ei)06c as Jesus' movements slow to the end. The prediction of Peter's denial
and the prayer in Gethsemane contrast the sleeping calm of the disciples versus the
conscious anguish of Jesus. The predictive character of this section is vital in light of the
angel's reminder in 16:7 to recall what Jesus had said.
The predictive power of Jesus' words forms the transition from the twelfth to the
thirteen section, "Immediately His Words Are Fulfilled" (14:43-72). The prediction
concerning Judas is fulfilled in 14:43 as he appears promptly while Jesus is speaking.
This verse is the first return of Ei)011c since 11:3 and is reinforced in 14:45 by the readiness
of Judas to fulfill the prophecy. Equally powerful is Peter's denial which fulfills Jesus'
prediction, completed in 14:72 with the third use of Elithic. Bracketed by these three
appearances of Eahic, the remainder of the section focuses on the trial of Jesus with the
central verse being 14:62, 6 6'E Iriootc

EITTEV,

tivepdirou E.K oEF,ILV KaOrlp.Evov tfic ouvcipkwc

'ErS dill, kcii. otlIEGOE Ti, ut6v TOO
Kea EpXOµEVOV [LET& T611 VE4)EA,61,

Tot)

oiipavoi5 a declaration of his identity and another prediction of his coming. In light of the
surrounding prophecies fulfilled through Judas and Peter, this prediction becomes the
crucial message of this section. It is the center (14:44-65) of a three part structure moving
from the prophecy fulfilled in Judas and the disciples (14:43-52) and completed with the
denial of Peter (14:66-72). While seeing the denial of Peter as an A B A structure
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beginning with 14:53 is quite common, it is more helpful to see the larger balance in this
entire section. Starting at 14:43 shows that the fulfillment of prophecy in both Judas and
Peter satisfies the demand "Prophecy!" by the guards in 14:65.458 While the conventional
division of 14:53-54, 55-65, 66-72, certainly works well for a focus upon Peter, a larger
sweep is possible with 14:43 as a beginning point. The introduction of the unit by the
long-absent Ei)015c at 14:43 is balanced by the appearance of dietic again at the last verse
(14:72). This suggests that this is a possible bracketing through the actions of the two
disciples in contrast to the steadfast course and prediction of Jesus in 14:62.
The failure of Peter sharply turns the narrative to the beginning of Good Friday
and the next section, "Finally the King Is Known" (15:1-47). No outline found in this
study designates 15:1-15:47 as a distinct section. As noted above, those commentators
which use a two or three part outline compress the entire passion into one, while those
with a more detailed outline generally combine 14:1-15:47, as do Sherman Johnson459
and Joel Marcus.46° 16:1-16:8 then becomes a distinct unit for these commentators,
including Pheme Perkins46I and Lamar Williamson.462 One interesting division involving
chapters 15 and 16 is found in David Garland's work, with a 15:42-16:8 section on burial

458 James Edwards (The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2002),
11), notes this as one of nine A B A structures in the Gospel, limiting it to 14:53-14:72. In a similar way,
Robert Fowler (Let The Reader Understand: Reader-Response Criticism and the Gospel of Mark,
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991, 143), places these same verses as one of the seven intercalations which
he recognizes. Interestingly, Bastiaan van lersel (Mark: A Reader-Response Commentary, 72), who finds a
greater number of chiastic structures than any one else encountered in this study, also has this section
divided as others (14:53-54, 55-65, 66-72). The seven A B A structures commonly found are 3:20-35,
5:21-43, 6;7-30, 11:12-21, 14:1-11, 14:53-72, and 15:6-32. Edwards has two additional ones (4:1-20 and
14:17-31) and also restructures the last, making it 15:40-16:8.
459 Sherman Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Mark (Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1960), 23-26
46° Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 63-64.
461 Pheme Perkins, The New Interpreter's Bible: Mark, Vol. 8 (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995),
522-523.
462 Lamar Williamson, Mark, 4-5.
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and resurrection.463 Augustine Stock makes the same division and balances it against the
introductory prologue of 1:1-13 with its setting in the wilderness which is a counterpart to
the setting of the tomb in 15:42-16:8.464 The small divisions of this study's outline allow
for the distinctive setting of 15:1-47 into its own unit. The beginning at 15:1 with the
dawning of Good Friday along with the change of scene from Peter's betrayal to Jesus'
trial makes a natural starting point. The conclusion of the section with Jesus' burial ends
the day and allows for a balance with the opening of the next section. Thus each of the
two final sections begins then with the dawn of their respective days.
In the opening of this section, 15:1-47, comes the final use of ELAUc with the
coming of the dawn and the immediate gathering of the chief priests, the elders, the
scribes, and the Council gathering. The section concludes with Joseph and the two Marys
at Jesus' tomb. Pilate also is mentioned for the first time at 15:1 as Jesus is brought to
him, while Pilate concludes the section at 15:45 by granting Jesus' body to Joseph. The
question asked at the trial (15:2), to which Ei)0Uc contributes its final, albeit distant, note
of urgency in the gathering of the council, is "Are you the King of the Jews?" Jesus'
affirming n AhE Lc is confirmed by his death and the centurion's 'Alri9C)c ofyroc
bepurroc utbc 9E06 i)v.
The importance of these final words is highlighted in the concluding section,
"Remember What He Told You," 16:1-8. There is continuity between the final two
sections as both begin at dawn and the two women who concluded 15:47 (along with
Salome who appeared in 15:40) open chapter 16. The emphasis upon the words of Jesus

463

David Garland, Mark: The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Bondservant Press,
1998), 35-36.
464 Augustine Stock, The Method and Message of Mark (Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier,
Inc., 1989), 24.
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that has been noted throughout the book is stressed again through the message of the
angel. Along with this is a balance at this section with the Gospel's opening section of
1:1-8. Both the first and last sections focus on a messenger who speaks of the soon-tobe-seen Jesus. The meeting of Jesus with those disciples of chapter one is anticipated
again in the last section. The urgency of the words and actions of Jesus culminate in the
disclosure of the Son of God as finally he is recognized by the reader and those
surrounding him at his death.
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CHAPTER SIX--SUMMARY
This study has asked how ELOk contributes to several important questions in the
Gospel of Mark. While it is unquestionably a key characteristic of Mark, its specific role
in the structure of Mark has not been fully answered. This study has argued that the
Evangelist used EA5c as an expression of his understanding of the Gospel's message.
The urgency of the Gospel message is furthered by the acceleration of the action early in
the Gospel. This study has noted the irony of this immediacy, given the initial use of
ELOUc in 1:3 and the prolonged wait for its fulfillment. The straight way that is begun is
followed with deliberation by Jesus who tempers the rushing of disciples and crowds
with his following of the way to the cross. The sustained presence of EUthic throughout
the journey to Jerusalem ends with the arrival at Jerusalem in chapter 11. The absence of
ELek from 11:4-14:42 shows the completion of the journey to Jerusalem and corresponds
with a general slowing of the narrative's passage of time, the end of the healing miracles,
and the growing isolation of Jesus.
One of this study's most interesting questions has concerned the return of 63i5c in
14:43-15:1. This return has a two-fold function. It accelerates the events of Jesus'
betrayal, the defection of the disciples, especially Judas and Peter, and the arrival of
Good Friday. It also reminds the reader of the opening of the Gospel through its likeness
to the initial call of the disciples and their response, Jesus' temptations, and the baptismal
announcement of Jesus' identity. The role of detic then at the end of the Gospel is like
that of its initial use. It does not merely convey forward-facing urgency. In 1:3 it recalls
centuries of expectation which are fulfilled in 1:10. The baptism of Jesus is that which
comes so soon after waiting so long. So also the final four uses of ELOk show that what
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appears to happen suddenly under dark's cover is actually the fulfillment of the entire
road Jesus has chosen. His identity and purpose are long known to the reader and, at the
end of chapter 14 and in the initial words of chapter 15, are fulfilled.
This general view of (1)011c is supported by the individual instances of its use.
This study has highlighted several of these. It frequently serves as the conjunction
between narrative units, highlighting the action that is to come and focusing the attention
of the reader. It also serves as the dismissal at the end of a unit, marking the conclusion,
particularly of a miracle. As the study has noted, the immediacy of action covers a wide
range of characters including Jesus, his disciples, the crowds as a unit and considered as
individuals, and the enemies of Jesus.
The Gospel of Mark follows Jesus on the road to the cross. From the very
beginning, Ei)81)c signals the straight path of this road and its urgency. The milestones of
the journey are marked with Ei)06c until Jesus arrives at the cross.
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TABLE ONE: THE USE OF EAOuS AND Ei)Oicac IN MATTHEW AND THE
CORRESPONDING VERSES IN MARK

Matthew 3:16 palms:50E1c SE O 'Inoofic
Ei)0i)c
&ITO Tot) boaToc• Kat tboi)
fivatVEYriocev [ainei)] O. oi)pavot, Kai.
Et6EV [TO] ITVE01.ta [TOD] 8E00 KaTal3ii.V0V
thud nEptoTEpCev [Kai] ipxOpkvov
atkov.

Mark 1:10 Keel EDODC &va[3aLVWV EK TOD
tioCCTOC EIASEV OXL(01.1.EVOK Tobc of)pavok

Kat TO TrvEblia WS irEptoTEptiv
KaTeel3CaVOV Etc al5Tolr

Matthew 4:20 of SE Eikiwc &rh
.rEVTEC Tee

Mark 1:18 Kai. Eikk CiCI)EVTEC Tel SEKTua
fiKoAoi)Orioav ceirrei:).

o LKTUCL 111K 0101501100W CCUTC.).

Matthew 4:22 ot SE Ei)O&K ......
Aqh4
r _vrEc TO
iiKoXdOnocev

Mark 1:20 Kai Eiki)c EKaXEOEV aUTOk
Kai deel)ivrEc TOV 1Ta-40C CeliTeilV
ZEpEocellov iv TC? irlotet.) µET& Te3v
ino8coTc3v ciirfinov oirtoco aircoi).

Matthew 8:3 Ka EKTEEVOLC tTjv xdpce
fitliccTo cei)Tot) Aiyuw, eiX6), KceOccptoOliTt•
Kat Et')OicA)c imeceptoeri auto) fi

11 AITTOCC, Kai EKCIOCCO LOOT'.

1TA.0101, KaL Tel, iraTipa ai)TC)v

Mark 1:42 Kai. Eueuc OrrrfiXE)Ev ecie ceicot)

a

Matthew 13:5 liAla
ZITECTEV
ITETpd)on &mu (AK EIxEv yfiv
Kat Efieicoc iEaVETELXEV St& TO µ13 i'xEtv
paoc yfic•

Mark 4:5 Kat alo '41TEOEll ETri TO
"(TETI/66K &ROO OliK EIXEV yfiv
KaL Ei)Obc iaVETE L.A.EV SLa TO IA '4xELv

Matthew 13:20 O
T& irETpeiSh
anapitc, oi5Toc EOTLV O Tay loyov
&Kau), Kat Ei)ebc vet& xceplic Afx1.4345nov
autov,

Mark 4:16 Kee_ O_TO_
f)
E _0 111 01 ET1L t&
1TETV.605T1 01TE I. pol.LEVO L , OL OTC01
delCOUG(.00 LV TOV A..6y0V ELODC [LET& xap&c

Matthew 13:21 (AK EXEL a Ot(av iv
iauTei) CeLkix irpooKatpoc
yEvoilivric a exc4i€6,4 Tj oto.) yob Ede
TOv Xoyov Eio3i)c aKcevoaAICETcee.

Mark 4:17 Ka 0-K - XOUG L11 tCeCV EV
iceuToic &Da irpooKatpot E 1.0 LV, Etta
yEvop.ivric eXtilradc rj Egewyp.of) St& toll

Matthew 14:22 Kea Eagwc AvolyKaGEv
tobc peridec ip.pfivaL Elc TO laki.ov Kat
Trpodeyetv ocirrOv Etc TO iripav, Zcoc oi)
durroXixyg Tobc OxAouc.

Mark 6:45 Kat EU0iic ijvckyKaoEv Tobc
weAriTiic clamo) Eµl3fivaL E tC TO 10.07.0V
Kat TrpociyEtv Etc TO Tripav TrpOc
Brieuatociv, ticoc ceirthc Ceirolixt 'rev

peceoc yfic-

Aaµpcivouotv aUTov,

A.6y0V E1)ei4 OKCCVSCat(OVTa L
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Mark 6:50 Ti&VTEC yirp (threw Etoov Kai.

Matthew 14:27 ELObc SE EAaAr4OEV [6

tccpcixeriaay. 6 SE El'Abc EA&AriOEv µET'

licroDc] airroic Alywv, OapadrE, EycU

alk6V, Kai AEyEL OCUTO-LC, OapOEITE, Erg)
0136.00E.
Etp.L.

Etp.L• 1111 (POPE-WOE.

Matthew 14:31 ELEgwc SE o 'Irrrobc
EKTECVac tf4V xdpa 1TEAAPETO Mina Kai
A.EyEL CCUTCi), DA.Ly0ITLOTE, Etc TL

(SCOTaoac;

Matthew 20:34 01T-cxyxvLo9Eic SE 6

Mark 10:52 Kai - '-T110130-C E.1TEV
vY1TayE, t 11LOTLS crou GEOWKEV OE. Kai
E11014 CiVEID.EllIEV Kai 11K0A.0150EL aUTG:) EV
boti).

'hock fj4iato tcliv 6µµcircov airr6v, Kai,
Ei)04(.4 ecv6PA.E1JJaV KCC1. 11K0A.0110710aV
aUTC).

Matthew 21:2 AE'rim/ aincric, 110pEUEOGE
L
EtC
KGS11.11V trill KaTEVaVIL 14.16V, KCCI
E6OEWC EbOTIGETE Ovov 1505E11EVTIV Kai

Mark 11:2 Kai A6yEL ccircoic, `YirolyETE
Etc TO KcSp,Tiv Thy KaTEVaVTL i)11(V, Kai

TICAOV µ,ET' der AtiaavrEc ecyciyEt6

EipijoETE iraov 5€45€1.4vov 41' By 01)5E14

110L.

oryff6) ecyopcsaay K&OLCJEtr AllOCCTE CCOTOV
Kai OpETE.

ELek Et01TOOE11611EVOL Etc allTilV

i4 TLC 1)1111)
Matthew 21:3 KCC.. k—V

TL, EpEITE OTL

ZxEL. €60i)c a

Mark 11:3 Kai hit,tLS 1111-LV din), TL
inipLoc airrob
1TOLEITE TObTO; EtTraTE,
xpEfav EXEL, Kai Eljek allT6V
alTOOTEXXEL ITOULV 66E.

KUOLOC Otinc5v xpEtav
alTOOTEAEI ailT01%.

Matthew 24:29 E60&oc

Iletie
entliLV TWV iiµEpCov EKELVWV O f)ALoc
(56SpEL
akartzEhjacrai, Kai h
TO Oyyoc auTfjc, KCC1. Oi earc4pEc
1TEGObVTaL &ITO TOI) oiipccvoii, Kai at

ouvciµEtc tdiv otipavCiv oakuaricrovtaL.

Matthew 25:15-16 Ka. 4 µEll 1.-WKEV
a uo, (;). a zv,
Kai
IcticrEci? Kat& Thy wow
cinarjµnoEv. Ei)8464 (16) iTopEueEtc 6 T&

1TEVTE tcaavra, 6r)

ITEVTE TeLlaVTa ALCPWV Apycicrato EV
aUtoic Katt. Ei4pO140Ev OCAAa 1TEVTE•

Matthew 26:49 Kai. EL(:)(.*4

Mark 14:45 Kai EXOWv E60i)c

irpopEA,86v

trpoaEXOWv auto) A.6yEL, 'Pa1313L, Kai

t4) 17100f) Et11EV, XaTOE, 1413C, KCCI.

KaTE4CATIOEV aloTOV'

KaTECI)CA.T1OEV aLTOV.
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Matthew 26:74 TOTE %gat°
KCETCLOEWCT CCE IV Kat 6pVUELV OTL OOK
cacc Tim) Civepunrov. Kai. 6044)c

Mark 14:72 Kat Eiiek EK EiElltp011
CcAlicaop E4WV11OEV. Ka6 civEp.vriclei
114.tpoc TO PT1µa WS Et1TEV ccUtcji
'IriooUc Crn,
akropct ckavficrin Stc
tptc p,E cbrapvticrty Kat Li3CCX6V

OCAIKTCDp

(1:165V1IOEV.

Ida. LEV .

Matthew 27:48 Kai €604coc Opccildw Etc
OLUTCW Kai A.036V airOyyov IIVIOOCC TE
15E014 Kai ITEp LOEIc KCCA.Cilly

ainov.
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TABLE TWO: TWENTY-THREE KEY VERSES WITH VARIANT READINGS
CONCERNING 601'4465
Verses
with
variant
readings
1:18

Manuscripts
which read
ELOk

Manuscripts which
read Ei)6&..)c

Kai Ellek
NL033,565

Kai. EiA9E6)c A B C
DKMUWA
11 f1, f13, 28, 124,
157, 700, 788,
1071, 1346, 1424,
01 (Majority Text)
Kai. Eik&A)c
AB
CDKMUWA
0 H 2, 69, 124,
157, 788, 1346,
1424, Al (Majority
Text)

1:21

Kat Ei)06c
1!{L28,33
565, 579,700,
1071/1

1:23

Kai. EiAbc irjv
B tt L 1, 33,
579, 1582*

1:28

ii «nil mirror)
ELAUc
Bli(c) ACD
KLMUL
11 2, 69, 124,
157, 788, 1071,
1346, A
Kai. Eiklic
Bit L p
28, 33, 69, 565,
579, 788,f1

1:29

Manuscripts
Manuscripts with
with adverbs
neither EiN)c,
other than
ELOL)c, nor any
EiASc or EL94wc other adverb
1:17b-18: Kai.
Troalaco bilk
yEv&;OCCL OCALEic
ecii0p6Strwv
iiKo Xotiencrav ainw
579

KCCI. 7jvA D K M
UWA011 2,
28, 69, 118, 124,
157, 565, 700,
1071, 1424,
1582(c), Al
Kai. EU0i)c Ev C
t4 (4) vv 0 28, 33,
565, 579, 700,
1424,f1

Kat EL8&.)c
ACE*KMU
011 2, 118, 124,
157, 700, 1071,
1424, Al

465

iEEleckov bE
DW

Verses in Roman contain EU9U4 in the Nestle-Aland text, 27th edition, and display significant
variant readings. (Variant readings can be found for all adverbial uses of EUOtic in Mark.) Verses in italics
and underlined are those verses in Reuben Swanson's text which read either €i)0U4 or EUElicac and which are
not among the forty-two verses in the Nestle-Aland text which read eikuic.
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Verses
with
variant
readings
1:31

Manuscripts
which read
Ei)Otic

Manuscripts which
read 6944

Manuscripts
Manuscripts with
with adverbs
neither Eikt5c,
other than
ELe&oc, nor any
EiCic or Ei)OLK other adverb

Kai 6OLIC eC(I)fKEV
dmilli 6 ITUperk,

Kat ciVIKEV ULTO 6
1TWET6C, Kat

Kat StnicovEL aUtoic.
D

B 1.4 C L W e
1, 28, 33, 118, 565,
579, 700, 1424,
1582*

Kat 4fiKEV dmilli 6
1TUIDETOC ELOL)c, MI
501KOVEL Ming*.

AKMUA 1-1
2, 69, 124, 157,
788, 1071, 1346,
1582 (c) , 131

2:2

Kat 60464
ouvrjenaav
ACDKMUL
1-1 2, 28, 157, 565,
1071, 1424,f1, f13,
ila

3:5

Kai CoTEKUTEGTall

Xdp aina ELEIL4
D

h

Kat auvieflaav
BNLWC033,
579,700

Kat denEKatenal h
xElp throb
B ti A K P
A 0* 33, 118,
188*, 579
Kat OciTEKUTEOT&OT]

h

xdp a&roU bytilc
(Lc h Wm
C(c)LMUY r
emg, 2, 28(c), 69,
118(c), f13, 157,
700, 1071, 1424,
1582(c), .111
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Verses
with
variant
readings
3:6

Manuscripts
which read
ELOUc

Manuscripts which
read Ei)04wc

Kat E0.06/TEc

Kat EEEABOVTEC 01
CapLoalot. EUE4.)c

oi IapLaaLOL

ELOUc
B 14t C A 33,
579, 1071,
1424

5:2

EK TOb 10.000U
Eljel)c

ti C L A
579

AKMPU III 2, 28, 700,f1,
/13, IN

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
ELEhic or dicgcoc

Manuscripts with
neither Ei)064,
Eik&oc, nor any
other adverb
Kai EEEAeOVTEc O.

itapturitot.
L 157
Ed.0151TrEc SE 01

Kai Eikhoc
EOLEICarrEc ol.
(Dap Loccioi
CI 565

(Dap waioL
DW
(Note 3:5 for Eihgc)c
immediately
preceding for D)

EK 'Ca VA0fOU

EK "Ca 1a060U

Et')O&oc
ADGHKMU
0 11 2, 28, 33, 124,
157, 565, 700, 1071,
1424,f1,f13, illl

BW
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Verses
with
variant
readings

5:13

5:36

Manuscripts
which read
Ei)015c

Manuscripts which
read ELO&A)c

KCCI. E1r&pEI1JEV
OC&COIC EIWCJC
E(c)
Kat E1TETpEIIJEV
61)&4
E*
Kai E1rEatpElJJEV
aim* ELO&K 6
Irpotic
33,f13
Kat E1rETpEIIJEV
CCUTO-Lc Ei)1340c 6
Irpobc
AFGYKMS
n g2 2, 69, 124, fa
KaL '41r€1.alxv ccirroilc
604(A 6 'Irpobc
HU
Kat ELEg(L)c KipLoc
Ileac ZITEp.ilxv
aircoik
D
6 a Tricrolic 60464
emaGotc tby X6yov
ACKMUll 2,
33, 157, 579, 1071,

Manuscripts
Manuscripts with
with adverbs
neither Eikik,
other than
ELEgcoc, nor any
Eask or Ei.)0&og other adverb
Kat 'ITkpEllIEV
MiTECI-Lc
BNCLWA
28, 788, fl
Kal. E1TETpEljJEV
OCUTOic 6 'Iricyor)c
579
KCCL 6 'Iriuobc
Z1TELL111EV CC&COLk
565, 700
Kca '41rE411lxv
ainotic

6 a apobc
irapocKoikrac TOI,
A6yov
B N(1) L W A

.f13, IN
6 a 'Irioofic
ciKoivocc 684{4 Toy
16yov
N

6 a 'black
1TCCpaKaOlICIac Tim,
Aliyov

K*
6 a Inaoi-4
cbco6:Tocc Tin, X6yov

K(2) e 28, 565,
700, 788, 1424, fl
6 a apooc

dco6aac warm Tbv
A.6yov
D
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Verses
with
variant
readings
5:42a

Manuscripts
which read
E60i)c

Manuscripts which
read ELO4o4

Kat ELObc
64m TO
Koplin LOV
B ti L A
33, 1424

Kat ELMDc
ACDKMNU
W IZ 1, 2, 28, 118,
157, 565, 579, 700,
1071, 1582, f13,
IR

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
ELEhic or €604(Dc
Kai.
TraPaXPillia
579

Manuscripts with
neither E6315c,
Ei)0464, nor any
other adverb

KOCI, Ei/O)c
TrgPell re

KopetaLOV

e
5:42b

Kea EFEOTTiaCCV
TiCiliTEC EKOTliCFE L

Kai. iVarquaii
Eikbc EKOTEYOE L

µEvian
D

likyciAri
B ti C L A
33, 579

6:50

6 a E ikilc
aciA.flaEv
Bit LA

WOTTIOCCV

KCC1.
KOTOCCFE L peyean

Kat EL0464
alanoEv
AKMNUWIs
II 2, 28, 157,1071,

AKMNUW
0 fl 2, 28, 124,
157, 565, 700, 788,
1071, 1424,f1,f13,
IN
6 a A.172A.riaEv
33, 579
Kea aCiA.710EV

D

Ei)Eliic a
a&krriEv

A.03, A

Q

Kat EL046)4 EA.aa,T1OE
700
6 a El O&oc
)1.ciA.-ricrEv
1424
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Verses
with
variant
readings
7:25

Manuscripts
which read
Eighic

Manuscripts which
read ELK6.4

cia.' ELObc
koUoccaa yuinj
B L A 33,
579

yuvii a 694,4 cilx
&Kama=
D*

&A.A.& Ei)0i)c
ciico6clocacc yuvri

yuvii a 6044
ecKotSaaacc
D(c)

ZA
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Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
Eiktic or Ei)6&oc

Manuscripts with
neither EUOISc,
E6OL)c, nor any
other adverb
eacotiaccacc yirp Ti
yuvii
M 788,f13
tikaoccaot yap
yuvo
AKNUWTO
1-1 2, 28, 124, 157,
565, 700, 1071,
1424,f1, g1

Verses
with
variant
readings

Manuscripts
which read
diellc

7:35

KCC1

iivirynaav

auto) at
ciKoai., Kai
E60i)c ),.60.1-1 6
6E0iik
N
Kai fivotyricav

coital at
OCK 00C t , KCCI,

EOebc EaUer> 6
(5 E01.16c
A

Manuscripts which
read Ei)0&oc

KCC1 Ei.)043c

buivUxericrav aura)
&Komi,

Kai

al

iXUAri 6

ourpAic
E*
Kai EUE)k)c
ourivUrioav aka) al
Cacoai, Kai atiOn 6
bEap.6c

we

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
Eiklic or ELEIkac

Manuscripts with
neither Ei)06c,
E6Egcoc, nor any
other adverb
KCC1 TWO iriaav
auto) al &luta., Kai
Ea.U911 6 6Ecri16c
B

Ica 04110all ai
&KOMI, aurou Kai.

EA.UOIi 0 15Eal.toc

D
act otrivotxerloav

Kai ELOECJC

CCUTO0 al &KOCC C , KCC1

iniotyrioav airroii at
eacoai., Kal. EA.u9r1 6
45Eop.oc

0,350-r1 6 SEap.6c
33, 579

fl
KOC1 ELEg6ic
6tivotyricav aUTC) al
exKoat, Kai iliSei 6
6Eutik
124

ELEg64
onivotricav aka al
&twat, Kai fader 6
6Eop,Oc
565, 700
KOC1

Kai Ei)946.1c
ouivoixanoav autos)

al ciKoai., Kai A.1.58-ri 6
8Ecrp.6c
788
KOCI EI)OECOC
6 LirivoixOnaav

airrot
al &Kota, Kat EA.0011
O OEOI.lOc

AKMNUI'

n

2, 28, 118, 257, 1071,
1424,f13,
Al
Kai Avotxeriaav

aLT06 al

OCKOCC t , Kai.
EU() Ci.)c EA.U9f 6 bEcri.t6c

L
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Verses
with
variant
readings
9:8

Manuscripts
which read
EUOUc

Manuscripts which
read EtiEgo)c

KCC1 Ei.)04(ilc
1TE p ipxEligip.E110 L

D e 28, 69, 565,
788(c),
KOCI EL94COC
ItEp LI3AELIJCillE110c

788*

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
ELOUg or Eikhoc

Manuscripts with
neither EUelic,
ELe&ac, nor any
other adverb
Kai, EEOCTTLVCC
1TE p tp.A.Elluip.EVO L
BN C K L M
NUAIIT 2,
13, 33, 118, 124,
157, 579, 700,
1071, 1346, 1424,
fi, Al
KCC1 kecIT LVCC
1TE pLID.€051.tEvo L

w
14:45

Kai. EA.8Wv
ELObc
npooEXOGSv
B ti (c) C L
AW
KCC1 EX9dv
EI)Obc KCCI

irpooEX86v
ti

14:63

IS 15'E tipxtEpEk
€U9k (51.cepriEccc
w

Kai. in6v EL84o)c
1T popOLOGSv

Kai. Tfpoo€A.06v
D e 565, 700

AFKMNUW
I" II 2, 28, 69, 579,
1071, 1424,f13, frt
Kai EL)0E04

irp0crEA.06v
157, fl

O a cipxtEpEk
ElLappigocc EUEgcoc
124, 565, 700

1:• a tipxLEpd)c
ElLap1j0c
B* tit N Q
6 8E cipxt.EpEbc
oLappTiEac
B(c) D S rell
ti a ecpxtEp6c
454REEv
579, 1424
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Verses
with
variant
readings
14:68

Manuscripts
which read
606c

Manuscripts which
read Ei)04wc

KCC1 Ei.iO4Wc

ciAAcrwp

46SvriciEv
1424

14:72

15:1

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
ELOUg or ELO4wc
(No text in this
location for
the following
manuscripts)
B 1.4 L W
'V*

Manuscripts with
neither ELEhic,
EiA34wc, nor any
other adverb
KCCI. ciA6ccwp
i(1)(SvriaEv
A C D K MN
U W A 0 1-1
ill(C) a 2, 28, 33,
124, 157, 565, 579,
700, 1071, 1346,
.fl, f13, ftt

Kat €1'.)(3i4 EK
C5EUT4p011
CiA.6cailp

Kal Eti)0&14 &

KCC1. bc EkElYEEp011

15Eutipou ealiccwp

iclu.SyquEv
B

D G W 0 565,
700, fl3

ecleciwp &:1)(.611TICIEV
ACKMNUA
r H IV 2, 28, 33,
157, 1071, 1424,f1,

Kat EUOUc
cilbcrwp
41)65vr1cIEv
N L

Kat EUOEWC

ciAbcrwp (1)(;_wriciEv
579

Kai. Eaii)c
Trpwt
aup.13oaLov
Bli C L 111

auppoatov
D 0 565

Kai. Ei)Obc iTri
TO Trpwt
otppoiaLov
A

Kat EfiEgwc ETrL TO
Trpwt aulif3m5A.Lov
AKMNUWIU 2, 28, 33, 157,
579, 700, 1071, fl,
f13, fla

EIHAivricrEv

lia

Kai. ELO&DC

Trpwt

KCC1. Etie4Cdc Ey6VETO

Trpwt otppoiaLov
1424
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Verses
with
variant
readings
15:46

Manuscripts
which read
Eiak

Manuscripts which
read Ei)94ac

Kca eCy0pcif5CCc
a LVS6VCC 684(.0C
iivEyKEV Kai.
Kcc90.6v
W

Manuscripts
with adverbs
other than
Ei)06c or Ei)0&.4

Manuscripts with
neither EiASc,
Eago)c, nor any
other adverb
Kai, ciyopciaac
011,156VIDC Ka0EACISV

BR LT
Kai, ecyopciOCCC
OLVE061,0e Kat
KCCOEAISV

ACKUr II 2,
28, 33, 69, 118,
157, 579, 700,
1071, 1424, fl,f13,
IN

a

O
'lioniA)
ciyopciaac aLvoova
KCCI KCCOEAISI,

565
O a 16.xyi14)
ciyopcioac oLvERiva
Aocr3651,
D
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TABLE THREE: VARIANT READINGS ARRANGED ACCORDING TO
SEVERAL MANUSCRIPTS AND THEIR TREATMENT OF EL815 466
Verses with variant
The reading of
The reading of
The reading of
readings concerning manuscript B
manuscript D
manuscript K
Ei)06c. In this
column is the text
from Nestle-Aland,
27th edition
KCCI. (60&.0C eccPbTEC
Kat E60i4 C41)41,TEC
KCCI Ei)0664 (41361TEc
1:18 Kai ELAUC
t& OtICTUCX
TOL 05CKTUCC
Tti 6[KTUa
eal:41)TEC t& EICKTUCC
1lKOX015871CfCCV CCUTC.)
Kat Etiei)C TOI.0
KCCI. E66E1(.4 Tag
1:21 Kai. EUOUI Tag Kai. EiAMWC TOLL
aci1313CCULV
ocippac IN
acippaow
Uc(ig3CCOLV EtcrEADWv
Etc Tip) ouvccyantily
E6i6aGKEV.
1:23 Kai. E)9-6c ijv
Ev tti auyaywyt)
airccrw Ciyepwiroc
1:28 Kai. Ef-IABEy ii
&mil ccirrol) Ei)Obc
rraytaxa) Etc &XIV
TO TrEpixwpoy tfic
l'aXiaatac

Kai. ELOUC ;IV Ev til
ouyaywyt

Kal. ELObc fly Ev 1
ouyaycoyfi

Kai ilv Ev ti)
ouyaywyti

1 exKoh airrob E6Elbc
Travtaxa) Etc OXny

ii &Koh ccirrob Etc
iikriy

ii &Kai aura) E6Abc
Etc Olny

N*
Ti ciKoil odyrob E60i1C
ITOCVTOC(ij Etc 15X111)
K (c)

Kat Efiebc Etc Tfic
1:29 Kai E69i)c EK
ouyaywyfic
EEEABay
TfIC ouvaywyfic
EEA.EkivtEc TjAlloy Etc iI19EV
TO Otld.CCV

Kat Ei)Obc EK tfic
ouyaywylic
EE106VTEC TIABOV

MI. CNYPIKEV Car* 6
1:31 Kai &finial/
TTUpET6C, K011.
wiz* ó nypErck,
Kai glijKovet ath-oic OLEKOVEL CCUTOIC

Kat c41)TIKEy airrip, 6
ITIVET6C, Ka!
6LIKOVEL airCOIC 467

EEA.0(;)y 6E 6( tfic
ouyaywyfic 1jX0Ey

Kat Ei)eewc Coyis-KEv
6 1TUpET6C,
Kal. 51.11KOVEL auto c

CCirChli

B*
Kul, cirjyFIKEv °thrill, 6
TrUpEt6c, MI,
6LTiKOVEL a6tac
B(c)

4" Verses in Roman contain Eiksiic in the Nestle-Aland text, 27th edition, and display significant
variant readings. (Variant readings can be found for all adverbial uses of Eiatic in Mark.) Verses in italics
and underlined are those verses in Reuben Swanson's text which read either Elielic or diEguic and which are
not among the forty-two verses in the Nestle-Aland text which read 606c.
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Verses with variant
readings concerning
Efiek. In this
column is the text
from Nestle-Aland,
27th edition

The reading of
manuscript B

The reading of
manuscript 1.4

The reading of
manuscript D

2:2 Kai avythih-Krap
ITOAA01 diCIFE griK6-1
)(CdpEill ,.nn
ra
Trpoc rnv ev'pav

Kat auvrixancrav
iroAloi clicrcE irriKki,
xo)pEiv

Kul ouvrixerioccv
TroXXol. (15GTE 11,11thl.
)(copal)

Kat ELO4C.Jc
011lifiKOTIOCCV ITOAX01.
456TE p.11th 1. )(copal)

D*
Kai. ELB4oc
ouvijx9riaccv IroXXol.
CISCITE 1111thL rival)
D(c)

3:5 Kai 4L- rE wet,
Kai threcarEarden 6
j'Elp alirdb

Kai WTELPEV Kai.

KC1. E&ETELVEV

OnTEKcaEatilei

Kat

3:6 Kat ka..061,TEC
oti (Dap LCFCCiOL EL8i)c
[LET& Teov
1-1pcpbc.avC5v
aup.poithov ESLSouv

iledc T(5i)
`HpyoLavcliv
clugoithov gtoouv

threKataircien h
xEtp dna
Kai. kEiecivrEc oi
elapLUCCIOL 60c
pEr& Tc5i)
`I-Ipu2oLavciiv
ouppoiaLov

KaT' CcUT0t)

Kat' CCUTOD

ETTOLTIOaV KCCT' CCUTO0

I

xdp airta

Kat E€A.OcivrEc

of

(IpapELCFCC-LOL Eikk

Kal WTELVEV KCC1.
CilTOKCCTEOTOcerl it

xElp cc1rc00 EtiEgcoc
E EA.136vtEc SE of
OccpLocam. per& tc-ov
`I-IpyoLavc;iv
oul.i4o61Lov
1TOLOilliTEC KaT '

ccircot)
Kat kElecivrcov

Kca iCEXO6v-roc
Kai, EX.ElOvroc
5:2 Kca 'W.Ociv•cog
airroi) iK TOt) ITX0L01) afiT0t) k Tot) irXotou (dna K TOD 1TADC011 OCUTOC) EK TOU 10.0t01)
illtriVTTICCEV airC43
ELek ixiTTIVTTIOEV
EilEgWC irITTIVTTIOEV
EL0i4 6wrivrricrEv
auto
airccii
aLT(;)
:
Kat il&CpEllrEV
Kat ELOLK K6pLoc
5:13 Kal gnii,oceory Kat iff&pepe,
aliroic. Kai
ie&lOovra ra
rrvailara ra
dxre0apra ficriplOov
Etc rok yotpoK

cdnoic.

5:36 6 o 7ncopc
napaKo15orar iw
Adyov

6 a Irioac
TrapaKoLoac TOT,
X6yov

ainoic.

ITICrac '4ITE111110)

airroLc.

6 SE 'IiiooOc
liapamoixrac 'Eby

X6yov
N*

6 a 'Iliadic
dcKdoccc tarrov toil
16yov

6 a Triaobc
ecK066ac tzni X6yov
N(2)
467

There is no listing for Sinaiticus in Reuben Swanson's New Testament Greek Manuscripts:
Mark for this verse, page 18. However, the Nestle-Aland textual notes include Sinaiticus as agreeing with
the text which lacks EWcac. Examination of the photocopied manuscript supports the Nestle-Aland
decision.
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Verses with variant
readings concerning
E6036c. In this
column is the text
from Nestle-Aland,
27th edition
5:42a Kai. E6Obc
(iV&ITTI TO Kopoimov

The reading of

Kat E606c civ4orri TO
Kopoimov Kat

KopecoLoti Kat

Kat ITEpLETTOcTEL

ITEpLE1T&TEL

ITEpLE1TecTEL

Kat Ei)04(.14 Col&CTI
TO K0001,011 Kat
ITEpLEIT&TEL

KCCI WaripOW ElAbc
EKGTOLGEL IlEyeall

KIXI E&EOTTIUaV
1TOIVTE4 iKOTCIGEL

The reading of
manuscript B

manuscript t't

5:42b Kai Worriaav MI WC:MTV:rail ELebc
[60641 EKOTOCOEL

EKOTCCUEL IlEyCCA11

p.EyoUTI
6 SE ELObc EA«AIIOEV
6:50 6 a E60i)c
A.ciA.riaEv pEr' airrfav Kr' ati)TC3V
ciD.' E6Obc ciKapaaa
7:25 «AA' Eio3bc
eeKotioapa yuvii ITEpt yuvil trEpl. mina
dna

7:35 icai ktiewd
livoiyricav wiz-a al
d/C0/1"4 Kai gAt5017 6
&auk me yAdarnxa'(31-0(1 Kai 61CLIEI

Kai EU0i)c Ow&TT11 TO

The reading of
manuscript D

pkycikri
6

a ELeiic EA&A11OEV

ilET' CCUT(.21V

ciA.Vc ELObc
CCKOUGOCCIFCC yuvii TrEpi.
airroi)

Kai Ilvotyriaccv
throb ai OcKoai
EAUAr1 6 SEop.6c

Kat fivirynaocv OCUT0t)
KaiCCI &KOMI: Kai EiAlk
TIN
g.150TI 6 6Eop.6c TIN
yA.(.6aoric airroti KCCI.
VaSaorig aim& Kai
adCAEL Opek.
EA.CiAEL opek.

Kat EA«AriOEV Irp6p
airrok
yuvii Ei 6)0464 (14
ciKOISOCCOCE 1TEpl

airrob
D*

yuv?I a EL04(Ac
ciKaoccocc irEpl.
airroi)
D(c)
KOCI hviryrioav ai
CCKOal. aina

dpecik.
9:8 Kai eainva
iranAtekuevot
orildrt aava 6M01/
14:45 Kai EAAWV
E6Obc 1TpoaEA.06v
airrti) A1yEl.

KCCI, EECC1TLVa
TrEpt.p.eircipkvol.
faOK&L OilaqVCC EI.6011
Kat EAAWV Eti)ok
7pooEledmi Cth[6.)

KOA E li'ff IVO:
71Epti3A.elKip.Evol.
OLK&L o6avoc EtOov
KCCI EAAWV Eliek KCC1
lipoaEXOWv arm)

A.yEL

Aky€1.
li*

Kai Ok.(36v E60i)c
TrpooEXElew c)t41
14EL
ti(C)
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KCCI, ELOELL4
ITEpt.I3XelnivEVOL.

oiwk. oiava €I6ov
Kat TrpopEA.Ody
XyEL aircC?

The reading of
manuscript B

The reading of
manuscript N

The reading of
manuscript D

15 a CcpxLEpEi.4
14:63 6 a
dpylEpEk ourpprjectc ompigac Totic
rOor Dm) vac aeiroD K it6vccc aimot)

6 a dtpxt.EpEbc
Ot.appi0c Tobc
xt.T63vecc oc6T01)

6 a CcpxLEpEbc
Eftappigac Tobc

Kat E 1jli.0Ev 'Ec.,) Etc
TO TrpoaiaLov .

EliA.E)Ev Z(...) Etc Tni)
TrpooccuAilv Kai.
iriAiKuop (1)65v1icrEv.

Kai. EiJObc ciA.EKTCOO

Kai. EljOECOc EK

64xiSvTiaEv

EsEuT4pou eas.4KTr.op
46Svr1ciEv
Kai Eikgwc irpcot
aulipo6A.LOV
ETrOLTTOat oi.
dtpx LE pEic
6 a Icoaivt•
etyopo'coocc au,56va
Aft.136v aLT6v

Verses with variant
readings concerning
E606c. In this
column is the text
from Nestle-Aland,
27th edition

XI:CO-iliac 0:1k00

B*

14:68 Kai 1-e7]Aew
g5.,) Etc to
irpoat'accw [Kai

6 a ecpxLEpEbc
OtapplOc Tobc
xt.T6vac throb
B(c)
Kat E 11AOEV Z(i) Etc
TO irpotx6A.Lov

d,WKrwp eoccfpricEpi
14:72 Kai. E60i)c EK
SEuTpou da&Tcop
cl:luivriaEv
15:1 Kul ELObc
Trpo.A. oup.13o6L.ov

Kai. Ei50i)c EK
(5EuT4)ou &AEKTWp
'cliorwrioEv
Kai EUOi4 irpc.ot
oup.po6A.Lov

ITO LAOCCVTEc 01

ITOLT1QaVTEc 01.

cipxi.EpEic
dcpxi.EpEic
15:46 Kai dyopiloar Kai dcyop&oac
atpoova Ka06163v
mirth/

Kat Eiki)c Trixot
auppoatov
ETOLI_LetOCCVTEc 01

ecpxL.EpEic
Kai. dcyopecaccc

0 LliMIAX KCCOEXWV

0 LVMVO: KOLOEALZ)V

a6T6v

cciraiv
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8ZZ
AVON) 41
.Vd.W Fl ,Nilli

47.9607X nptin'
emdcoX 121N4ri
310fp prroil
3.1.00) laryou
etpdmX ilpUTI
apdmX alpUrl
ni3do)X liplui
427D11oX11,1aD
nno40X4nao
3100) 1 oleyou
3.100? lOyy011
310(0 loyyau,
im E:E
5e.3093 va n70oU0X4nno lam n7oo110XVAno 172)( eivolt0X1Lano voN
5101970 1349)11.119
vam 5102.973 144.9)11119 5203.971 1349)11119
(7)3.970 149)1419 51011127 73110)11179
11711 5p1.4a111
`50)993 5913d(u.
lmm '59136111
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173)( '5913dau
9401p 9 4111927 favyo.y
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9 4411X)
0 4419"
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e331402 im
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441 513 A00y4
400y4
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/130161t
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9
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541 nodeA)d3u
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59093 9019:o
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nity2 513
ntry2 513
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(1omyscr 40)113 4
noacul 403113 It
linty 407170 It
(30197a 4oNl0 4
1"N 8Z:I
5olunder2
non9D
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al Al 4 lm eq 44 59093 lan
41 41 n4 12331
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513 n(o0y301)
Al0mddp0
5101
niondfjpo 5101
Almoddpo
5101
41070dd00 5101
A10vgdp0
5909317331
5(93E93 yam
5201 59993 vm
5co093 ivm
5e- 3093 lvm
tz:I
- e21973
423011900y0 ilt
73(11)99
70913112
70(11)112
73(11)119
21(11392
221 532.447)
7p. 5314ST
Tx 53.3.4$1)
701 532.4?(Inp
aiu. 531.(q02
5(.93993 ip
59093 170N
5) 993 Vzoi 59993 1,73)181:1
59993 1.733i
uompa
ma 'Purl)/
-allsaN .59093
2upnapuo0
(g) 1X01
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XlporuiAl alp
EE ldposnumu
All icIppsnumn s2ugvai luupun
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ipm sasiaA
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Verses with
variant readings
concerning
ELOUc. In this
column is the
text from
Nestle-Aland,
27th edition
3:5 Kai
garel PEP Kai
threKareardOri 4
xcip aiirob

The reading of
manuscript W

The reading of
manuscript 0

The reading of
manuscript 33

The reading of
the Majority
text (fl)

Kai. WTELVE11
Kal.
clirearreythei h
xEip OC&C01)

KCC1 kkELVEV
KCCI.
CCITEKCCTECIT&OTI i

Kat WTELVEV
Kat

Kat WTELVEV
KOCI

eCITEKCCTEGT0i9T) it

chrEKatEotecOri ii
xEip autou
byt.iic WS it
&Uri

xEip a&roi)
Q*
Kat WTELVEV
Kai.
CCITEKCITEGT01911

3:6 Kai
CEXO6vrEc oi
4:DapLoatoi.
ELebc vet& to3v
`I-Ipcpo Lava/
ouppoat.ov
65too1v Kat'

EEEA.eOVTEc a
oi (1)apLoa6ot.
ELObc p.Etac TC.n,
`1--Ipy&avCw
oui.113o6A.Lov
iTTOLOINTO Kat'

airrob

CCUTOb bc Tob
1110i01) EilObc
UITAVTINFEV CCUT4)

5:13 Kai
eirk,fikv
atiroic. Kai
efaecivra ra
irveggara ra
aktiOapra
dolgOom 6ic
roux zoipovc

h

xElp airroi)
6yufic WS ii
6Ali
O mg
Kai Eti84(.4
EEEA.00VTES O.
(Dapt.ocaoL.
`I-Ipc.poLav6v

Kai. kE166vtEc
of (1)apwatot.
Eikbc vet« -Ea,
`1-1pcpoLaviDv
ouv43oUitov

Kai. kEA.66vrEc
ol (DapLaal.m.
Eiogtoc p.Eth
T6v
tflpy5Lavc3v

011.113015XL011
'TIOCTICILYV Kat'

E1TOLOUV Kat'
aka

CrU11130aLov
ETTOLOUV KCCT'

1.1Etlx TC5V

aka)

dna

5:2 Kat
EXOCnrcoc

xElp carrot)

Kat kEleOvroc
ainCov EK -rob
TrAotou
tilTiniTTIGEV
(Xing')

ainoti

Kat kEABOVTOC

coital k Tot
Irloi.ou Ei)04(.0c
infilVTTIOEV ain6)
:

Kat kElefivroc
throb ec Tot)

Kat kEA.06int.

CC1IIIVTTIGEV

aim) EK TOO
1TAOLOU EicgCac
ICITAVTTICIEV

aiya.ii

ain iii

ITADL01) Eikg(Oc

KCC1. "iTkpElifEV

Kat Z1TE[1.11JEV

KCCI. E1TEOtpE1IJEV

KCC1 E1TEtpE1JJEV

airroic

aircok

ainoic ELe&oc
6 'Iriaotic

airroic Ei)e&oc
6 'Ricrac
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Verses with
The reading of
variant readings manuscript W
concerning
Eis3i5c. In this
column is the
text from
Nestle-Aland,
27th edition
6 a 'Inoobc
5:36 6 4,5g1Tapcdankrocc TOv
777006c
rraptricooarc rot, A.6yov
Adyov
Kai 684(4
5:42a Kai
Ei)0iic cia4arri TO &140T1-1 to
Kopciowv Kat
Kopcimov Kat

The reading of
manuscript 0

The reading of
manuscript 33

The reading of
the Majority
text (A)

6
'Irpobc
doco15aac Tim)
A.6yov

6 a 'Iricrobc
ELEgwc riKoixrac
tbv A.Oyov

6 a 'ITiootic
Ei58&..)4 deKotioac
TOv Aciyov

Kai EUI3i4
in4P9T1 T6
KopoiaLov Kal.

Kat Eikk

eci4oTri TO
Kopolmov KCCI.

Kat Eikhac
&V&FTT1 TO
Kopoimbv Kal.

a

1TEplElTeitEl.

1TEpLETT&TEL.

1TEpLETT&TEL

1TEpleiltiTEL

irEpLEIT&TEL

5:42b Kai

Kai k&IFT10aV
KCITliCIEL
1
1- .EYCU1I

MI WCITTKTaV
EKOTOGOEL

Kai. WOTTIOCCV
Eliek EKOTaaEL

Kat WOTTpall
iKOT&GEL

REyciAm

p.Eyearl

µEyolAsi

Eiki)c a

6 a 4..ca.rioEv
1rp60 airroiic

Kai. 61)&4
a.carioEv VET'
aUTC)v
ciKotioccoa yap
UV ITEpi
airroi)
Kai. EL94coc
81.rivotxeriaav
auto/ al OcKoat
Kat EAueri 6
8Eop.bc Tfic
yAlSooric airrob

EkTTICTaV

[ELOUg] EK6tcCOEL
p.Ey&A.ri
6:50 6 a ELObc Kai Ei)846)c
A.,,CiA.TIGEV [KT'

EAcCA1laEV liEt'

id1110EV I.LET'

dia.-iv
7:25 &AA' EUOilc
emoioccocc yuvii
irEpt ccirrui)
7:35 Kai
fakiewc]
likviyriaav
a6rob al dKoal
Kai Euifen 6
6thirk rfic
yAdormc tairop

air(v
ecKoikraoa yCep
yUliii 1TEpt
auto/

airaiiv
alKoixraucc yap
UV TrEpi.
aiyrob

Kai &LIG

Kal. EUOLIC

Kal. Eagtoc

8rnvirrricrav
auto/ al &Koat
Kai. EAu9TI 6
15E0110c Tlic
yAkiaaric auto/
Kal. acau,
°p9634.

8rnv6yriaav
auto/ al &Kora
Kai EAUerI 6
ElEcvoc tfic
yA.6ouric ccirrob

&XX' EU014
iiKoiSuaua UV
irEpi aUTob
Kai.
81.tivotxerpav
throb al iiKOat
Kal EAuerl 6
bEopi-.14 tlic
yAx.Somic dna

Kat EA&AEL

Kat EAoaAEL

Kat E1caAEL

Op8c3c.

6p06g.

603634.

Kal Ei)(344
1TEpipxEllKip.EVOL
OLK&l. 01!)15411a
ELSOV

Kai EEa1TLVa
1TEpt.P.E4tcip,Evol.
OUth I. oix5va
Eto0V

MI. kEOCITLI/Ct
1TEpti3A,El4icip.E1,01.

Kat TrpouE106v
AyEt. airrcii

This verse is
missing in
manuscript 33

Kal. EA8Wv
EUE&Dc
1TP0GE106v
air(cii AlyEt.

6pOCK.
9:8 Kai
eed/T/Pa
7TEPIDAE(IfelEPOI

cnix*t ov'&fi'a
EMOP
14:45 Kai
a0Wv EUI3i)c
irpooEleeav
ccirrcii AhEL

Kat EEa1TLVa
ITEpLpA.Elli6p.Evol.
OLICETt. 066EVOC

650V
Kai. EAOWV
EL04(Ac
1ipoaEA.06v
a&Cti:) 14yEi.
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miK4T1. oaeia
Et6OV

Verses with
The reading of
variant readings manuscript W
concerning
Etiktic. In this
column is the
text from
Nestle-Aland,
27th edition
O a dcpxcEpEbc
14:63 ó a
ELebc stapiRac
dpziEpEbc
our/1)946A- rob(
xtrcavac criiroo
14:68 nei
EZCI) EEC
th npartiALov
[Kai caecrcup

iefilea.

erfidvnuev/ .
14:72 Kai
E6014 EK
SEurpou
&AEKtWp
&lx:wricrEt)
15:1 Kat Et!)81)c
'Roca
oup.43oatov
ITO LTIOCCVTEC Cl.
cipxtEpEic
15:46 Kai

cfropciaac
all/dom.
Ka196:16v mirth/

Toiic xt.tfovac

The reading of
manuscript 0

The reading of
manuscript 33

The reading of
the Majority
text (fIll)

6 SE cipxtEpEk
sLappiRac tojc
xtrciivac atkoi)

0 a cipxtEpEbc
sLappioc tok
xvrc5vac airrob

O 15'E iipxcEpEi.)c
sLappigac tobc
xttcZwac aka

KU1 ElinEV 'E&G)
E LC T6
Trporzatov Kai.
dcAlKtcop
ickAivrioEv

Kai. E 1lX9E1, ',.)
E Lc TO
Trpoaatov [Kai
ciA.K-ccop
OiSvnoEv]

Kai EK OEUTE000
0.6c-two
. c1:1cSvricrEv

Kai EK (SEDTE001.)
ciA.krwp
1:13,6vri0Ev

Kai Ei)e&oc ETri
TO Trpcot
ouppoatov
TTO1.TIOCCVTEC 01
cipxLEpE1C
Kal. ocyopcioac
owElOva KCC1
Kcceafov airrov

Kai Etie&oc 'rri
to Trputt
ouppoiatov
Trouicraymc oi
Cipxt.EpEig
Kai &yop&oac
a tv6ova KCC1
KcceEA.d)v airrot)

auto)
Kai EEfla.BEV Etc Kai EEfAeEV EtC
TO '4E6)
TO '4&(1) aafiv
itpoctaulfp, Kai.
ciAlracop
&l:IcvricrEv
Kal Ei)84coc EK
&UTE 000

ciAlKicop
cl:K.ivricrEv

Kai EU86oc EK
oEDTEpou
Ca.krcop
4651/TicrEv

Kai Ei104coc
Kai ELO4coc
Trpcot
Trpcot
cruppoatov
ouu.poatov
ETOLIJAXOCCVTEC 01 ETTO t110aV 01.
lipxtEpEic
cipxtEpEic
&yop&aac
6
a 10014
Kai,
owoova Ei.)04coc dcyopcioac
01.1)(50VCC Kai
fivEyKev Kai
Ka0EA.c'ov ainov Ka9Eldni onk6v
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TABLE FOUR: COMPARISON OF SEVEN KEY MANUSCRIPTS WITH EACH
OTHER IN THEIR USE OF 606c OR Eik&oc468
COMPARISON OF CODEX B WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE
OF EUOISc OR EiAgo)c
Readings of Codex B with Eihhic
Agrees with
K
1:10
1:12
1:20
1:23
1:28*
1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6
4:5
4:15
4:16
4:17
4:29
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54
7:25
8:10
9:15
9:20
9:24**
10:52
11:2

Agrees with
D

Agrees with

Agrees with

W

e

1:12

Agrees with
33
1:10
1:12
1:20

1:28

Agrees with
Majority text
1:12
1:28

1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8

1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6

4:5
4:15
4:17

4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a

6:25
6:45
6:54

6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54

4:15
4:16
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25

7:25
8:10
9:15

9:15
9:20
9:24

468

For this table, only the forty-one adverbial uses of Et;04- as found in the Nestle-Aland 27th edition text
are used.
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11:3
11:3
14:43
14:45
14:72
15:1
* Codex ti in the original hand lacks ELOUc while the corrected hand includes E181 c.
** Codex N in the original hand lacks EUOtic while the corrected hand includes Eti95c.

Readings of Codex B with €u8&
Agrees with
IA

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
0

1:18
1:21

1:18
1:21

1:21

Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text
1:18
1:21

Readings of Codex B without Elietic or Eikhoc
Agrees with
K

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
0

5:2
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Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text

COMPARISON OF CODEX K WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE
OF ELOUc OR Ei)0&)c
Readings of Codex K with Eikk
Agrees with
B
1:10
1:12

Agrees with
D

Agrees with

Agrees with

W

e

1:12
1:18

1:20
1:23
1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6
4:5
4:15
4:16
4:17
4:29
*
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54
7:25
8:10
9:15
9:20
10:52
11:2
11:3
14:43
14:45
14:72
15:1

1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8

Agrees with
33
1:10
1:12
1:18
1:20
1:21
1:23
1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6

Agrees with
Majority text
1:12

4:5
4:15

*

4:17

4:17

*

*
5:29
5:30
5:42a

6:25

6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54

6:45
6:54

4:15
4:16
4:17
*
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25

7:25
8:10
9:15

9:15
9:20

11:3
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*

*Of the seven manuscripts included in these tables, only tt has EL86c at 5:2.

Readings of Codex ti with Ei)0&)q
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with

e

Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text

Agrees with
33
1:28*
**

Agrees with
Majority text

Readings of Codex ti without Eatiic or 60464
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
D

**

**

Agrees with
W
1:28
**

Agrees with

e
1:28
**

**

* Codex K in the original hand lacks Eikk while the corrected hand includes dek.**
Codex K in the original hand lacks €i)Ok while the corrected hand includes €i)Elk at 9:24.
The original reading is the only manuscript included in these tables which has neither
EL9i)c nor Eiii&ac.
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COMPARISON OF CODEX D WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE
OF Eiak OR EiAik)c
Readings of Codex D with Ei)015c
Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with
B
e
33
W
Majority text
x
1:28
1:28*
1:28
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:43
1:43
1:43
4:5
4:5
11:3
11:3
* Codex in the original hand lacks Eikk while the corrected hand includes EiA36c.

Readings of Codex D with €i)Ohoc
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
x

Agrees with

W

Agrees with

e

Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text

1:12
1:18

1:18
1:20*
1:21
1:42

1:21

1:20*
1:21
4:15
4:29
5:2

5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:27
***

***

4:29
5:2

6:27

***

***

9:24
10:52
11:2
14:72
15:1

10:52
11:2
14:72
15:1
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6:54
***
9:15
9:24

15:1

1:18
1:20
1:21
1:42
2:12**
4:15
4:17
4:29
5:2
5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:27
6:45
6:54
***
9:15
9:24
10:52
11:2
15:1

* Codex W, Codex A, Codex Co, and Manuscripts 124 and 700 have a unique word order
at 1:20, placing Kat EL96co4 later in the sentence, referring to the action of the disciples.
**Codex D has a different word order from the Majority text, with D reading Kcci. iu06wg
ily4pOn while the Majority text reads Kea ily4pen 'u13&,.)5,
*** Of the seven manuscripts included in these tables, only Codex D has ELe&oc at 7:25.

Readings of Codex D without Ei)06c or Eio3hoc
Agrees with
B
*

Agrees with
ti
*

**

**

***

***

****
*****

****
*****

Agrees with
W
*
1:23
1:29
2:8
3:6
**
5:42b
***
****
*****
14:43

Agrees with
0
*
1:23

3:6
**
5:42b
***
****
*****
14:43
14:45

Agrees with
33
*

Agrees with
Majority text
*
1:23

**

**
5:42b
***

***
6:50
****
*****

****
*****

* Of the seven manuscripts in these tables, only D has neither EtiAiic nor 604coc at 1:10.
** Of the seven manuscripts in these tables, only D has neither ELek nor EUEgcac at 4:16.
*** Of the seven manuscripts in these tables, only D has neither 6015c nor EirOhoc at 6:25.
**** Of the seven manuscripts in these tables, only D has neither eiek nor E1/0E(ilc at
8:10.
***** Of the seven manuscripts in these tables, only D has neither Eiktic nor Eiicgcoc at
9:20.
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COMPARISON OF CODEX W WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE
OF Eioatic OR Ei)046ac
Readings of Codex W with ELI*
Agrees with
B
1:12
4:15
4:17
6:25
6:45
8:10
9:15

Agrees with
1.4
1:12
4:15
4:17
6:25
6:45
8:10
9:15

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
0

4:17
6:25
6:45

Agrees with
33
1:12
4:15
4:17
6:25

Agrees with
Majority text
1:12

Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text
1:10
1:18

9:15

Readings of Codex W with 6046)c
Agrees with
B
1:18
1:21

Agrees with
t4

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
e
1:10

1:18
1:21
1:42

1:20*
1:21
4:5
4:16

5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:27
9:20
9:24
10:52
11:2
14:72
15:1

9:24
10:52
11:2
11:3
14:72
15:1

15:1

1:21
1:42
4:5
4:16
5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:27
6:50
9:20
9:24
10:52
11:2
11:3
14:45
15:1

* Codex W, Codex A, Codex 0, and Manuscripts 124 and 700 have a unique word order
at 1:20, placing scat 604,4 later in the sentence, referring to the action of the disciples.
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Readings of Codex W without 6015c or Ei)Ohoc
Agrees with
B

*

Agrees with
ti

Agrees with
D

1:23
1:28—
agreeing
1:29
here with the
original
hand, while
the corrected
copy has
6815c
*
*
2:8

Agrees with
0

Agrees with
33

1:23
1:28

1:28

*

*

*

**

**

Agrees with
Majority text
1:23

2:12
**

**
5:2

3:6
**

**

5:42b

5:42b
5:42b
7:25
7:25
14:43
14:43
*Only W includes neither EL0t5c nor ELO&ac at 1:30.
**Only W and the manuscripts of Family 13 include neither Ei)eiSc nor Ei)ehoc at 4:29.
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COMPARISON OF CODEX
OF ELEhic OR Ei)OkK

9 WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE

Readings of Codex 0 with Eikix
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
li

1:42
2:8
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54
9:15
9:24

1:18
1:42
2:8
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:25
6:27
6:45
6:50
6:54
9:15
9:24

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

4:17

6:25

Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text

1:18
1:42*
2:8
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
6:25

6:45
6:54
9:15

* Codex 0, manuscript 33 and the Majority texts have here a genitive absolute participle
and pronoun.
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Readings of Codex 0 with EiAiliwc
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
IA

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
33

1:10

Agrees with
Majority text
1:10

1:12
1:21

1:20
1:21

1:21

4:5
4:15
4:16
4:29
5:2

4:29
5:2
8:10
9:20
10:52
11:2
11:3
14:72
15:1

10:52
11:2
14:72
15:1

15:1

1:21
1:29
1:30
1:43
3:6*
4:5
4:15
4:16
4:29
5:2
8:10
9:20
10:52
11:2
11:3
15:1

*Codex 0 reads ELO&oc here but in a different location from the Majority texts. Only
manuscript 565 agrees with Codex Co here.

Readings of Codex 8 without Eiktic or ELO4coc
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
1.4

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

1:23
1:28

1:23
1:28
2:12
5:42b
7:25
14:43

1:28-agreeing
here with the 5:42b
original
hand, while 14:43
the corrected 14:45
copy has
6815c
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Agrees with
33

Agrees with
Majority text
1:23
1:28
5:42b
7:25

COMPARISON OF MANUSCRIPT 33 WITH OTHER KEY MANUSCRIPTS IN
THE USE OF Et31915‘ OR eth96)4Readings of Manuscript 33 with 615191k
Agrees with
B
1:10
1:12
1:20
1:23
1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6
4:15
4:16
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25
7:25
9:20

Agrees with
N
1:10
1:12
1:18
1:20
1:21
1:23
1:29
1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
2:12
3:6
4:15
4:16
4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a
5:42b
6:25
7:25
9:20

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
0

1:12

1:12
1:18

1:30
1:42
1:43
2:8
4:15
4:17

4:17
5:29
5:30
5:42a

6:25

6:25
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Agrees with
Majority text

Readings of Manuscript 33 with co(grdc
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
t4

Agrees with
D
4:29
5:2
6:27
6:54

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
8
4:29
5:2

6:27
8:10

9:15
9:24
15:1

9:24
15:1

15:1

Agrees with
Majority text
4:29
5:2
6:27
6:54
8:10
9:15
9:24
15:1

Readings of Manuscript 33 without clinic or e-6064.
Agrees with
B

Agrees with Agrees with
tt
D
1:28—
agreeing
here with the
original
hand, while
the corrected
copy has

Agrees with
W
1:28

Agrees with
e
1:28

Agrees with
Majority text

ELAUc

6:50
14:72
(There is no reading available for 33 at 4:5, 6:45, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:43, and 14:45.)
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COMPARISON OF THE MAJORITY TEXT MANUSCRIPTS WITH OTHER KEY
MANUSCRIPTS IN THE USE OF dietk- OR el306d4Readings of the Majority text manuscripts with Eahic
Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with Agrees with
B
D
W
0
33
lt,t
1:12*
1:12*
1:12*
1:12*
1:28
1:28
*The original hand of E reads EiAiwc which agrees with D and 9 at this verse.

Readings of the Majority text manuscripts with Eihgcoc
Agrees with
B

Agrees with
ti

1:18
1:21

**

**

Agrees with
D
1:18
1:20
1:21

Agrees with
W
1:10
1:18
1:20*
1:21

1:42

1:42

**
2:12

**

4:5
4:15
4:16

****

****

4:17
4:29
5:2
5:29
5:30
5:42a
****
6:27
6:45

5:29
5:30
5:42a
****
6:27

Agrees with
9
1:10

Agrees with
33

1:20*
1:21
1:29
1:30
1:43
**

**

3:6***
4:5
4:15
4:16
4:29
5:2

4:29
5:2

****

****
6:27

6:50
6:54
8:10
9:15
9:24

9:20
9:24
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6:54
8:10
9:15

9:20
9:24

10:52
11:2

10:52
10:52
11:2
11:2
11:3
11:3
*****
*****
*****
*****
*****
*****
14:45
15:1
15:1
15:1
15:1
* Codex W, Codex A, Codex 0, and Manuscripts 124 and 700 have a unique word order
at 1:20, placing Kai eiiehog later in the sentence, referring to the action of the disciples.
** Of the seven manuscripts in this table, only the Majority text manuscripts read Eik&ac
at 2:8. A wide range of other manuscripts other than the seven of this study join the
Majority text at this point.
*** Codex Co reads 6046.4 here but in a different location from the Majority text. Only
manuscript 565 agrees with Codex Co here while a number of manuscripts outside of this
study agree with the Majority text.
**** Of the seven manuscripts in this table, only the Majority text manuscripts read
Eiiehoc at 6:25. A wide range of other manuscripts other than the seven of this study join
the Majority text at this point.
***** Of the seven manuscripts in this table, only the Majority text manuscripts read
Ei)04wc at 14:43. A wide range of other manuscripts other than the seven of this study
join the Majority text at this point.

Readings of the Majority text manuscripts without (66* or ElieWrvc

Agrees with
B

Agrees with
IA

Agrees with
D

Agrees with
W

Agrees with
e

1:23
5:42b

1:23
5:42b
7:25

1:23
5:42b
7:25

Agrees with
33

14:72
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TABLE FIVE: USE OF voilw IN VARIOUS MANUSCRIPTS
The readings for manuscripts B K D We 33 and the Majority text are noted for each
verse. Other manuscripts included in Swanson's New Testament Greek Manuscripts:
Mark are summarized under the second column by the abbreviation "rell" unless they
differ from the Nestle-Aland text. Manuscripts listed in column two agree in regard to
the placement of 'maw but may differ in other respects. Each manuscript which differs in
respect to TraLV is listed in the third or fourth column. Manuscripts which agree in
regard to Trci113) within the portion of text as printed in columns three and four, but which
differ in some other respect in the verse, are enclosed with parentheses.
Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

2:1 Kai. ELGEXedmi
MULL/ Etc

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of irciAtv
B K D 0 33
Majority * rell

Kactlapvaoiv. 5t'
iittEpCov ipcotioen OTL
EV o'tK(i) Eat 1.11.
2:13 Kai. EEfiA.OEV
iniXtv Trap& TO
OcaCCOCKar Kat irk 6
OXA.0c fjpxcro irpbc
atititiv, Kat
MiZaccKEv ocirrok.
3:1 Ka E tifFIADEV
ireati, Etc rip)
CMVCCytayliV. K0a fiv
icEl CivOpoyffoc
ETIPailgvriv '")(6)v
Thy xdpa.
3:20 KCa '4 pxeca L
Etc Ot KOV • Kea
01)14pxera L 1TCD, LP
[6] 0)0.0g , 4SOTE p.i)
815vacyki ccircobc
µ1.15E &Run/ 01,Eiv.

BK W e 33
Majority rell

Manuscripts in
which irciAAN appears
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
Kai. ITOCA.LV Epxerca.
Etc KCCOpvccoiv, S L'
fillEpc3v ...
W

Koa. E .11)69Ev IS
lirpobc Troadv Trap&
Thy eaccaaay....
f 13

Manuscripts which
omit TrecA.Lv

Kra EpXETCCL Etc
KastapVCC0141 St'
ittEpt3v ...
S

Kai EEfla.9Ev nap&
Tip Ocilagaav•...
D

B K D e 33
Majority rell

Kai. Ei.a0.06vrEc
ccika Etc TilV
auvaywriv...
W

BK D e 33
Majority rell

Kai, 'E'pxerai. Etc
OIKOV •

KCCI

01)1/ 1)XET011.

W
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OX10c

Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

4:1 Kai. TrciAtv
ii'pCITO 5 LociaKE LV
Trap& ThV

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of 7rdAti,
B x 0 33
Majority rell

OCiXCCOCICKV 'Kal,

auvoiyErat irpOc
ainev OxXoc
ITA-EIGTOC, (SCITE

TrciAlv & ijgaro
imp& Thy
00.acoair...
f13 28, 700, 1346
Kat ijpEaro ucilLv
5L5cioKELv Tuxpii Tip
OciAacaav•
565
Kat ourrEptiaavroc
Tot) aloof) b., tcii
iiAo
ELC TO 14pay
rra.XLV ...

Manuscripts which
omit -frau)

o Lo&CIKE IN

akOv Etc TrXoiov
41.43civra KCCO*Yea
L
& Tfi Occicioam Kai
Ilk 0 OxXoc npbc
Thy Ocaaaaav iTri.
TfiC TFIC i'100cv.
5:21 Kat
5LaTrEpcicFavroc Tob
Irpob Rv TC?
Tao ] TriaLv Etc TO
Tr4pav ouvrixeri
OxXoc TroA.Oc E.i.r'
ainov, KCCi fiv imp&
Thy eCiacCOCIaV .

Manuscripts in
which irciAlv appears
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
Kat figaTo ircau.
5L5cioKELv trpoc rilv
Ocaauomr...
DW

B tic 33 Majority
rell

t{ *

Kai. 5La1rEpciaavroc
Etc TO
*av TroUw...
D 565
TOD 111006

Kat 51.arrEpcioccvTEc
Tiii TrXo[ci) Tob
'Iriaou Italy EEC TO
*ay._
NV
EV

Kal. 5LOCITEpciaccv-roc
Tor) 'hoof) Etc TO
Tr4pav troatv...
700
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Kai. 5ta1rEpcioavToc
rob 'hoof) E IC TO
74pay._
0

Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

7:14 Kai
TrpoaKaXEmillEvoc
rciXtv Tim, OVLov
'61-EyEV airTOIC,
'AKOuoatE Lou

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of na'Atv
BKDLi

Manuscripts in
Manuscripts which
which Trca.t.v appears omit TrciALv
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
Kai
upooKaAfaolpEvoc
wivra Tbv OxAov."
0 W 33 Majority
rell

1TOIVTEC Kai OUVETE.

Kai
npooKaXEacipEvoc
Tbv 'OxXov...
565
7:31 Kai irdcA.t.v
B ri D W 0 33
EA.Oeov EK T(31)
Majority rell
Optwv Tivou 40Ev
SLOG Eto6voc Etc Thy
OciXaooav -clic
Falaatac &v&
p.kov Tc5v Optcov
AEKccrOXEcac.
8:1 'Ev EKELVaLS
B K D NV 0 33
uric iipkaLc wary
G*LMNAfl
TroAXob 152g.ou Ovi?c f13 579, 1071,
Kai to' Exovtuv TL
1424
Vcrootv,

'Ev EKELVaLS Talc
ipkoac rreat.v
TrawrOD.ou OxA.ou
Ovioc...
565

1TpOOKOOLEGOCIIEVOc
TOk 4ia0TIT&C A.6yE L
aindic,

'Ev EKE LVaLc talc
rjpipaLc Trap.TraXou
OxA.ou Ovroc...
Majority AKUF
II 118 2

a

'Ev EKELvaLS
Talc
iiiikaic Trapiraou
'OxIou Ovtoc...
700

'Ev bCdvatc talc
ipkat.c TravirOlou
Oxlou OVT0c...
157
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Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

8:13 Kai et•Elc
ainobc ITID.L.V E1Ipac
filTfA.OEV EIC TO
Trpay.

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of irdbv
Kai. Cal)Etc airrobc
1TeCALV 41,130K daffiXOEll
Etc TO lipccv.
B RCLA
Kat &COEIC airrobc

Manuscripts in
which raw appears
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
Kai. Catidc airrobc
EgP&C1TaLV EIC
irlotov eCiTclABEV Etc
TO Tr4pay.
Majority A M C2
2, 157

-aTiA.Lv 4.1132ec Etc TO
irAplov iiirill0Ev Etc
TO Tr4pay.
D W f13 28, 700
1346

Kat cicl)Etc aircobc
igiacc Treaty Etc TO
irApiov thri1A03Ev ELC
TO Tr4pay.
HKUI" II fl
124 (N)

Kat e4E1C aZTOOC

maw 4.143ac Etc
ladiov eCilf1A.OEV Etc

Kat &Etc al)TOOC
CilTflAREV Etc TO
Taoi.ov ircilav
1424

TO liEpOtli.
0 33, 565, 579
1071

8:25 Etta iffiAlv
ElTEOTIKEV Tag xdpac
•ril Tok OclAaAppbc
ainoi:), KCCI
154A.EtfrEv Kat
delTEKathrtil Kat
EVEPXEITEV TTP.auyac
&Tray-ca.

Etta liCiAll,ETTEOTIKEV
T&S xdpac
x W Majority rell
Etta 'maw EO1lKEV
T&C XEIPCCS
BL
Etta iraw intedc
T&C XdPecC
8 565, 700
KaL lifaLV ElTLOEIC
T&C XEIPCIC
D
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Manuscripts which
omit irciA.Lv

Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

10:1a Kai EKEI.OEV
civacrrac 'OxeraL Eic

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of irdillii
B ri D 0
Majority rell

Manuscripts which
Manuscripts in
which irciAlv appears omit rrciALv
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
Kai ODV1T0pdOVCCC L.
lixAbc rrpOc ainew
W (f13)

BKW

$0 33
Majority 2 rell

Kat (..3c E i(ISOE L

rrp6c airrOv c:4

(51.15ccaKEv airrok
rrciit.v.
1424

Ta Op La 'it

loubcd.ac [Kai]
irpav Tot)
'Iopboivou,Kcct
autirropEt5ovra 1.
TICCALV OXA.01. Trpbc

aUt6v, (Kai cic
Eiciect Tra;lip
gagaaKEI, aliroar.)
10:lb (Kai bcri0a,
dvagraC gPXEral Etc
r&3pla rfir
floa5alac [Kai]
irE'pav rob
I-Opal/0U, Kai
aviin-opajovral
riciAtv oklol irpk
at3rdii,) Ka WC

ELGSOE L Kai. 111D.L.V
MC6CCOKEV aLTOlk.

D

E LCSOE I. THU L. V
65 (.5a0KEV airrot5c.

10:10 Kat Etc 'chi)
01K Call TRU L.11 O.

B K D O Majority
rell

vccOrital TrEpt Toiym
.1-rtIpuirci)v ain6v.
Kat E LC t °Lida
'Raw itrtiptStrioav

of
10:24 oi, bE
ilaerruct E6aµ¢ouvro
ITI rotc 16yoLc
airrot). 6 6, Irioofic

Ila011tal. Mina.

W
B ti D W 9
Majority rell

6 a 'hoof);
eC11OKp I, OE Lc ...

W
6 a cbtoKpLeEtc...
A

Ma LV cilTOKp L OEILC

AlyEL airroig,
VKVCC, 'Mk
8150K0X6V EOTLV E ic
TO PCCO LAE taV T01)

8E0t.) E IGEMEIV •
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Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of luau/
B 14 D W 0
Majority rell

lEpOGOXITLCC, Kat 'ijV

Manuscripts in
Manuscripts which
which ircaLv appears omit 'Rau)
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
KCC1 ircepaAa136v 6
algae inilw tobe
obifSEKa...
2

Trpodcycov airrobe 6
Trpobe , Kai.
9ai.tf3obvto, of SE
CocoloueobwrEe

Kat TrapccAaNyt>
TrciXt.v 6 Try:robe
tok 15650ac...

10:32M:ray SE Ev
tf,1 6.5(,)
ivapatvov-rEe Eie

403OINTO. KIX1

F H 157

ircepaAa1i6v Treat')
-robe 666Eica iipacco
ocircoie A1yEi.v Ilk
p.b.lovta. ocinC.)
01/ACC iVE LV

Kat gv
TLS bliiv EYrm, TL
Mark 11:3

K

DL

579

Kat ELObe

Kai. ELO&L)c airrOV

&ROOT XIE L ITOiXLV

tiTTOOTEA,E1 (545E.

ITOLEITE TOtiTO;

CliTCOV L:if5E.

W

Ktipwe
a&rou xpECav
'4xEL,KIA Eak CeirCOV

B
Kat ELObc

CCITOOTWLE L ()SE.

OCITOCITOLAE L ITOL LV

OCITOGTA.A.EL TrODLLV

Majority (rell)

ET:MITE, `0

6 6E.

KaL Ei)Egwe aimov
,r
cooE.
A

KCCI ELEgCt.4 1TCCA.LV
011TOOTWLE L

ccirrOv

66E.
0
Eti9i5c ITIILXLV
airciw ciTroarb.XEL
()8E.
c*
KCCI
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Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

11:27 Kai. EpxOVTaL

"Rea LV E IS

Manuscripts which
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Manuscripts in
Manuscripts which
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F
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Tit tilacray.
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E in6v.

Kai cinEXOWv maw
iiiiEccro
69

14:40 Kai Traw
2,.1361, EiipEv aircobc
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0 565
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BKL 111
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W
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Ma IN ...
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aethv Eilpe,

Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

14:61 6 a icacSTra.
Kai °UK OCITEKp CVOCTO
0i)oli. Rau, 6
iipX LE pEiJC ETrTlPwra
a6-cOv KCC1 AlyEt.

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
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placement of matt/
B K WO 33
Majority rell

Manuscripts in
which 'REXLv appears
in a different
location from the
Nestle-Aland text
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579

Manuscripts which
omit 70.Li)
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14:69b (Kai

1

KCLAT 1424

=Way) looDua
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XEyELV TOES
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Looikra ain6v...
(D) 0 565,700
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B
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D
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Majority rell
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B K D W O 33
Majority rell
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(8) W M N 157
565 579, 700
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Nestle-Aland 27th
edition text

15:4 6 a nalitoc
11"caLll 1irlpG5TCL
(dal) Alywv, OLK
ilITOKpCVT,1 OWV; TOE
Troact GOD
KournyopobaLV.
15:12 6 a Ilaectoc
ITOLAAV CCITOKpLeEic
ZA.EyEv ccirroic, Ti.
oiiii [04JETE] irouicko
rav AkyerE] tbv
13aOLAEa T631,
louSai.00v;
15:13 oi. a TrciAlv
'4Kp4av, acalpoaciov
ceirrOv.

Manuscripts which
agree with NestleAland text with
regard to the
placement of ffdliv
B tt w e 33
Majority rell

Manuscripts in
which Tram/ appears
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location from the
Nestle-Aland text
6 a Ilarccroc
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D C (788)

O CE 110.6croc
B li e 33 C LII
565, 579, 700, 1071 ciiroKpLOEIc TraLv...
Majority A A 51/1
69, 788 rell

B rt W e 33
Majority rell

Manuscripts which
omit ircaw

6 a 110A-roc
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Alywv,...
U 1424
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D

* In 2:1 the Majority text is divided. E, G, Y and S2 agree with the Nestle-Aland text.
Manuscripts F and H have no reading at 2:2, while S omits TrOCXLV.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF KEY MANUSCRIPTS
While the limits of this study must leave the other inclusions of 6015c in various
manuscripts to the exegetical chapter, there is still opportunity to discuss briefly the
characteristics of key manuscripts as shown on the second text critical table. The
presence of either ELOUc or Et)046)c allows for an interesting characterization of these
manuscripts in comparison to one another. Tendencies of each manuscript are evident in
the brief review of twenty-three verses in table three while a summary of these seven
manuscripts in the forty-two Marcan occurrences is found in table four.
For this discussion, attention will focus on Vaticanus, Sinaiticus, and Bezae with
a briefer treatment of the uncials W and 0, the minuscule 33 and the Majority text
manuscripts 469 Vaticanus is quite consistent in reading Eikik in those thirteen locations
previously discussed, reading Ei)ek)c in 1:18 and 1:21, and lacking either word in 5:2. It
interestingly joins with Bezae as the only two manuscripts which lack either Eikii5c or
694o) at 5:2. Of the ten verses in which some manuscripts include Ei)96c contrary to
Nestle-Aland, Vaticanus reads it in none of them. It is also with Bezae, 33, and 579 as
lacking either word at 7:35 and stands with only Sinaiticus and L at 14:72 in reading
Eikhk. These examples demonstrate the occasional independence of Vaticanus. Of the
forty-two occurrences of Eiktic, it agrees with thirty-nine of them. It is a strong support

469 See Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the New Testament, trans. Erroll Rhodes
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1987), 98-102. The choice of these three follows the evaluation of
Kurt and Barbara Aland that these three have received the dominant attention in textual criticism from the
19th and well into the 20`s century. The Alands note that the papyri have taken a leading position against
these three; however, as noted in a following footnote, the significant papyrus 45 is incomplete in Mark,
particularly for many of the verses under discussion. No other papyrus manuscript is fully noted in
Swanson's work. There are only three papyrus manuscripts which record a part of Mark: papyrus 45,
which is incomplete for Mark, having only 4:36-9:31 and 11:27-12:28; papyrus 84, incomplete for Mark,
containing only 2:2-5, 8-9; 6:30-31, 33-34, 36-37, and 39-41; and papyrus 88, incomplete for Mark,
containing only 2:1-26.
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for the reading of ELek as opposed to ELO6coc, and also shows restraint against tendencies
to insert new uses of delic.
These same characteristics are largely found in Sinaiticus. Of the thirteen NestleAland readings with ELOlic studied in detail here, Sinaiticus reads ELOISc in every case,
though the original hand at 1:28 lacks dek, while the corrected hand includes it. Of the
ten extra readings, Sinaiticus reads Eigkic in 7:35 only. At none of the forty-two instances
of Eiktic does Sinaiticus read EUOLK, and it reads EUOUc at each location, though it is the
corrected hand of Sinaiticus at 9:24 that includes ELOUc. Of the manuscripts studied,
Sinaiticus has the most consistent support for 691k and could serve, if a single text were
chosen, as the basis for the Nestle-Aland text's treatment of 606c.4"
While Vaticanus and Sinaiticus generally agree with each other and the currently
accepted critical text, Bezae follows its own course repeatedly. In the forty-one adverbial
uses of Eikic, Codex Bezae reads 606c at only five places (1:28, 1:30, 1:43, 4:5, and
11:3). The majority of the time it reads EiWtoc, doing so at 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:42,
2:12, 4:15, 4:17, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42a, 6:27, 6:45, 6:54, 7:25, 9:15, 9:24, 10:52,
11:2, 14:72, and 15:1. It has no use of either EL04.4 or EiAkic at 1:10, 1:23, 1:29, 2:8, 3:6
(though it reads E1504wc at the very end of 3:5), 4:16, 5:42b, 6:25, 6;50, 8:10, 9:20, 14:43,
and 14:45. Concerning the ten extra occurrences of Ei)Ok in some manuscripts, Bezae
reads EUOL)c at 1:31, 2:2, 3:5, 5:13, and 9:8, while it lacks either 60464 or 606c at 5:36,
7:35, 14:63, 14:68, and 15:46. In many of these readings, Bezae stands either completely
or virtually alone, such as at 3:5 where it alone reads EU04oc, and 5:13 where it alone
4" Eldon Epp ("Ancient Texts and Versions of the New Testament," in The New Interpreters
Bible vol. 2, ed. Leander Keck, Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 10 notes that the final result of current
critical texts does closely follow the Egyptian, B-text readings (his identification for the Alexandrian texts
exemplified by Sinaiticus and Vaticanus).
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reads kat 604,4. Bezae is a remarkably independent manuscript, clearly preferring
EUOLK over Eikic, perhaps for stylistic reasons. Bezae's unique readings must be
recognized for their insights into a particular early evaluation of Mark's use of Ei)Ok and
the resulting frequent change to EiAilL)c.471
Related to Bezae in many readings, the uncial W shows a notable independence in
its readings of EiCic. As noted above, W may be viewed as a combined text, carrying a
Western reading from 1:1 to 5:30 and a Caesarean text from 5:31-16:20.472 In surveying
the forty-one adverbial uses of €6015g and the ten other instances of either ELet5c or 6046x,
several characteristics are seen. Rarely does W stand alone, though there are four cases
in which its reading is relatively unique. In 1:30 it is the only manuscript surveyed by
Swanson to omit either ELei)c or Euehdc. Codex W and the manuscripts of Family 13 are
the only ones at 4:29 to omit any adverb, the majority of manuscripts having E6046)c,
while a few have ELOUc and the Family 1 manuscripts have TOTE. At 15:46, W is alone in
reading Ei)(34coc. Finally, it is the only manuscript at 14:63 to read 60114, though 565, 700,
and 124 have EtiOhoc. It is interesting that there is no pattern, but that each possibility of
reading or omission is found in these four singular readings.473

471 See Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the New Testament, 108. The evaluation of
Bezae by the Alands is a useful summary: "When D supports the early tradition the manuscript has a
genuine significance, but it (as well as its precursors and followers) should be examined most carefully
when it opposes the early tradition."
1. Metzger, Chapters in the History of New Testament Textual Criticism, 46-47. Larry Hurtado
(Text-Critical Methodology and the Pre-Caesarean Text: Codex Win the Gospel of Mark, Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1981, 86-89), however, in his study of W in Mark, demonstrates that W fails to
support any one text group and that the association of 565, 700 and 9 as Caesarean or pre-Caesarean texts
may be incorrect. This study shows that Hurtado's concerns are essentially correct in regard to W and the
use of Eiiek. Codex W does not demonstrate a clear allegiance to any text family and there is no uniformity
even within the Caesarean texts of 565, 700, and 0.
473 One other distinctive reading of W, not directly related to €60tic, is at 9:24 where only W has
the spirit of the child, rather than the father, crying out.
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The same variety is present in those readings which are supported by other
manuscripts. W clearly prefers reading Ei)84wc, having this reading twenty times out of
the forty-one instances,.474 The omission of both EUOtic and EU04.4 is frequent also,
especially in the early verses, occurring twelve times.475 Relatively infrequently does W
include EUEhic, this occurring eight times primarily in the middle chapters.476 As a general
rule, W omits the adverbs in the first chapters, divides the middle chapters between €U1315c
and Ei)04coc, and finishes predominantly with El!Nwc.
This segmented practice might be explained by the understanding, noted above,
that W follows first a Western reading and later, after 5:30, a Caesarean text. However,
when using representatives of these two families for comparison, we find no strict
adherence to either text group.477 In 1:1-5:30, when it is expected that W would agree
with the Western text codex D, it does so eight times,478 though it disagrees with D
seventeen times.479 In that same section, 1:1-5:30, W agrees with the Caesarean texts
twelve times48° and disagrees with them nine times.481 Thus in the very section in which

474 This reading is found in 1:10, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:42, 4:5, 4:16, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42a, 6:27, 6:50,
9:20, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:45, 14:72, and 15:1. There is no 1:43 present in Swanson for W, the only
manuscript not represented at that verse.
475 Neither adverb is found at 1:23, 1:28, 1:29, 1:30, 2:8, 2:12, 3:6, 4:29, 5:2, 5:42b, 7:25, and
14:43.
476
Eikiic is found at 1:12, 4:15, 4:17, 6:25, 6:45, 6:54, 8:10, and 9:15.
477 For this study, the Caesarean text family is represented by the uncial 0 and the minuscules 565
and 700, a conventional grouping, though, as noted above, the texts of the Caesarean family are debatable.
The Western text family is represented by codex D, though it is recognized that the Western text family is
particularly difficult to generalize and that codex D is a later and often independent text. For discussion on
this family, see Leo Vaganay, An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, trans. B.V.
Miller (London: Sands and Company, 1937), 116-120.
478 W agrees with the reading from D at 1:18, 1:21, 1:23, 1:29, 1:42, 2:8, 3:6, 5:29 and 5:30. At
1:29 D and W are the only manuscripts reading neither adverb. However, when D gives unique readings at
1:31 and 3:5, W does not agree with it.
479 W differs from the reading in D at 1:10, 1:12, 1:20, 1:21, 1:28, 1:30, 1:31, 2:2, 2:12, 3;5, 4:5,
4:15, 4:16, 4:17, 4;29, 5:2 and 5:13.
480 W agrees with one or more of the Caesarean manuscripts 565, 700 and O twelve times. W
agrees with all three unless noted immediately following the verse, at 1:10, 1:12 (with 565 only of the
three), 1:20 (with C.) and 700 in a different word order), 1:21 (with 0 only of the three), 1:23, 1:28, 1:42
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W is identified as a Western text, it agrees more often with a body of Caesarean texts. In
the later section, 5:31-16:8, W agrees with the Caesarean texts the majority of the time,
twenty-one times,482 and disagrees with all three Caesarean texts four times.483 In this
same section, W is aligned with codex D and other manuscripts, including the Caesarean,
eleven times,484 while W differs from codex D fourteen times.485 Thus in this later
portion of Mark, the affiliation of W with a Caesarean text family is more clearly
established, though it is not a rigid adherence. The variety of usage in W with Ei)OLc
supports the conclusions reached by Larry Hurtado that W in Mark "attempts to eliminate
Marcan redundancies, to exchange less familiar for more familiar terms, to improve
Marcan style, to clarify the Marcan text by harmonization with Synoptic parallels."486
Throughout its treatment of ELOk and (i)0&oc, W maintains its own independence which
prevents it from being easily characterized with any text family or preference for a

(with 565 and 700 of the three), 2:2 (with 0 and 700 of the three), 2:8 (with 565 only of the three), 4:5,
4:16, 4:17 (with 9 only of the three). The difficulty of identifying a consensus between the three readings
of 565, 700 and 0 that would thereby define the Caesarean text is clear. Therefore, the comparison between
agreement and disagreement involving the Caesarean texts and W is slanted towards agreement. It is more
likely that W will agree with at least one of the three as compared to its disagreement with all three.
481 W disagrees with all three of the Caesarean manuscripts at 1:18, 1:29, 1:30, 3:6, 4:15, 4:29, 5:2,
5:29, and 5:30. As noted above, of these nine, there is agreement with D at 1:18, 3:6, 5:29, and 5:30.
482
W agrees with the three Caesarean manuscripts in the following places, excepted as noted in
parentheses: 5:36, 5:42a (565, 700 only), 5:42b, 6:25, 6:27 (565, 700 only) 6:45 (9 only), 6:50 (565, 700
only), 6:54 (0 only), 7:25, 7:35, 9:8 (700 only), 9:15, 9:20 (9, 700 only), 9:24 (700 only), 10:52, 11:2,
11:3, 14:43, 14;68, 14:72, and 15:1.
483 W disagrees with all three of the Caesarean manuscripts at 8:10, 14;45, 14:63, and 15:46. Of
these, in 14:63 and 15:46 the reading of W is followed by no other manuscript.
484 These eleven agreements are 5:42a, 5:42b, 6:27, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2, 14:43, 14:68, 14:72, and
15:1. In each case, W and D are joined by several other manuscripts, including at least one of the
Caesarean manuscripts at each of the verses. This extensive agreement between the two manuscript
families shows a broad agreement on the use of Eikiic and d8gc.4 rather than allowing a clear distinction
between the two families at this point.
485 These fourteen are 6:45, 6:50, 6:54, 7:25, 7:35, 8:10, 9:8, 9:15, 9:20, 11:3, 14:45, 14:63, and
15:46.
486 Hurtado, Text-Critical Methodology and the Pre-Caesarean Text: Codex W in the Gospel of
Mark, 87.
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particular reading of the two adverbs.487 It is a valuable witness to the many choices
possible with Eiretic.
A marked independence is characteristic also of the next manuscript studied, 8.
While in the other Gospels it is similar to the Byzantine texts, in Mark it is distinctive,
similar to the texts used by Origen and Eusebius at Caesarea.488 As for its use of EL86c, it
presents a variety of singular readings with little support from other manuscripts.489 In its
choice between the two adverbs, ELEhic and EWcog, 0 prefers Eirek)c, using it twenty
times.49° These twenty follow the Majority texts closely using EU9k)c only at 1:12, 1:20,
and 14:72 where the Majority texts read differently. Yet as Metzger notes, 0 is not
simply a Byzantine text, as it reads 6915c fourteen times, none of those occasions
agreeing with the Majority texts.49' Demonstrating its mixed nature, 0 is aligned most
often with W. It agrees with this manuscript twenty-two times, especially in the omission
of either adverb. W agrees with six of the seven omissions by 0.492 It appears that 0
might be seen as a transitional text in the use of Eikk. It reflects, especially in the first

487 See Jack Finnegan, Encountering New Testament Manuscripts: A Working Introduction to
Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1974), 133, 145-6. The results of this study's
survey of W reinforces the suggestion of Jack Finnegan that W was created by the use of several
manuscripts that survived the Diocletian persecution and therefore blends the Alexandrian, Western, and
Byzantine text families. Further evidence of the independence of W is found in its treatment of Traw as
indicated in table five. There are seven verses of the twenty-eight appearances of maw in Mark in which
W has an independent reading: 2:1, 3:1, 3:20, 5:21, 10:10, 11:3, and 12:4.
488 Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, 58.
489 These distinctive readings include 1:29 in which 8 and 1424 alone have a unique word order,
3:6 in which 8 and 565 alone start with Kai EioMwc, 6:50 in which only 0 has Eiaic 5E and 11:3 in which
only O and the original hand of C have de1/4
4" These twenty are 1:10, 1:12, 1:20, 1:21, 1:29, 1:30, 1:43, 3:6, 4:5, 4:15, 4:16, 4:29, 5:2, 8:10,
9:20, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:72, and 15:1.
491 These fourteen are 1:18, 1:42, 2:8, 4:17, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42a, 6:25, 6:27, 6:45, 6;50, 6:54, 9:15,
and 9:24. In these uses of eiiEKK, 0 agrees with Codex Sinaiticus in each case and with Codex Vaticanus in
all but 1:18.
492 These areas of agreement are, with €60k, 4;17, 6;25, 6:45, 6;54, 9:15; with 66&4, 1;10, 1:20,
1:21, 4:5, 4;16, 9:20, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:72, and 15:1; and with neither adverb, 1:23, 1:28, 2:12, 5:42b,
7:25, and 14:43.
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half of Mark, the Alexandrian preference for Et)Oitc, while the Byzantine emphasis on
Eihgcoc is evident in the later chapters.493 Like W, it is valuable for its distinctive use of
both ELAUc and Ei)0464.494
In contrast to the varied ties of W and 8 with several manuscripts, the minuscule
33 sides largely with the Alexandrian text of Sinaiticus and Vaticanus. It strongly prefers
reading Eisek, doing so twenty-three times, and agreeing with Sinaiticus each of these
times.495 When EUOLK is used, it appears most often at the end of Mark, sharing this
characteristic with W and 8.496 This trend toward ELEgcoc in the later chapters of Mark
raises an intriguing question. It is possible that the early use of 606c had a formulaic
tone which was preserved in the early chapters of Mark and in key verses, especially
when it was used with Kat at the start of a sentence. For example, 33 reads KaL EiWc
fifteen times with the last occurrence at 5:42a, while it has Kai Ei)Egcac only five times,
those five all coming after 6:27.497 The later instances of ELOI5c may have yielded to a
stylistic preference for the proper adverb Eihk.oc. While preferring E606c, 33 rarely lacks
one adverb or the other, omitting them only three times.498 In summary, 33 shows a

493 This later agreement with the Majority texts can be seen best by the readings in the ten nonNestle text verses in which 0 agrees with the Majority texts in five of the last six, disagreeing in the first
four and also in 7:35.
494 Of the manuscripts in this study, only W and 8 read 6E144 at 1:20 and these two alone omit
either adverb at 2:12.
495 This number might have been higher except that there is no reading for 33 in Swanson at 4:5,
6:45, 10:52, 11:2, 11:3, 14:43, and 14:45.
4" These eight uses of EiAiicac are 4:29, 5:2, 6:27, 6:54, 8:10, 9:15, 9:24, and 15:1. It agrees with
the Majority text in each of these eight instances. In six of these instances, 4:29, 5:2, 6;27, 8:10, 9:24, and
15:1, either W and/or e agree with 33.
497 The use of Kal. EUefic is at 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:23, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, 1:43 (at 1:42 and
1:43 omissions in that section of the manuscript leave the inclusion of Eikhic as likely but not definite), 2:8,
2:12, 5:29, 5:30, and 5:42a. The use of Kat Eikhoc occurs at 6:27, 8:10, 9:15, 9:24 and 15:1.
498 These three are 1:28, 6:50, and 14:72. The omission at 6:50 agrees only with 579 specifically.
D lacks either adverb at 6:50 though the wording of D is slightly different from 33. At 1:28 and 6:50, EUEllic
would have appeared in 33 without Kat, this lack of Kat perhaps contributing to the later omission of Ei59154.
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strong allegiance to the Alexandrian text's preference for Ei)Ok while demonstrating a
measure of the inclination of later manuscripts for ELO&oc.
This direction towards Ei)0464 is completed with the final manuscripts studied, the
Majority texts of E, F, G, H, S, Y, and S2. The Byzantine texts use Eii0i5c only twice, at
1:12 and 1:28. The use of Ei)e&a.ic dominates with thirty-five instances, with four of those
instances (2:8, 3:6, 6:25, and 14:43) being unique among the seven manuscripts studied
here.499 The Majority texts agree most often with D, W and 0, while in contrast they
agree with Sinaiticus only once, at 1:12.500 This tendency towards the "characteristically
smooth, clear, and full" readings of the Byzantine texts can be seen also in the non-Nestle
reading at 5:13 in which the Majority texts add Eihgcoc 6 'ITloolic.501 The Majority texts'
preference for €i)0&oc serves as a capstone to the progression in that direction throughout
the texts surveyed for this study.

4" These thirty-five include 1:10, 1:18, 1:20, 1:21, 1:29, 1:30, 1:42, 1:43, 2:8, 2:12, 3:6, 4:5, 4:15,
4:16, 4;17, 4:29, 5:2, 5:29, 5:30, 5:42a, 6:25, 6:27, 6:45, 6:50, 6:54, 8:10, 9:15, 9:20, 9:24, 10:52, 11:2,
11:3, 14:43, 14:45, and 15:1.
5°° Interestingly, of the two times that the Majority texts use delic at 1:28, when one would expect
agreement with Sinaiticus, the original hand of Sinaiticus lacks E iki tic while the corrected hand later
includes it.
501 J. Harold Greenlee (Introduction to New Testament Textual Criticism, 91), includes this verse
as an example of the Byzantine text's tendency towards explanation. However, it should be noted that 33
also has this reading while D inserts a similar phrase earlier in the sentence.
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